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Poděkovánı́

V této habilitačnı́ práci jsou shrnuty poznatky ze studia fázových transformacı́ a deformačnı́ch

mechanismů v monokrystalech termoelastických martenzitů, se zaměřenı́m na vlastnosti

uspořádaných mikrostruktur (tzn. martenzitických laminátů a feroických domén) v těchto ma-

teriálech. Časově práce zahrnuje výsledky zı́skané v rámci řešenı́ postdoktorského projektu

GAČR Elasticita martenzitických mikrostruktur (2009–2010) a v následujı́cı́ch čtyřech letech,

kdy jsem se problematikou termoelastických martenzitů zabýval předevšı́m jako člen řešitelských

týmů projektů Feromagnetické slitiny s tvarovou pamětı́ na bázi kobaltu (GAČR) a Experi-

mentálnı́ a teoretická analýza mikromechanických procesů v pokročilých funkčnı́ch materiálech

(AVČR) a později jako hlavnı́ řešitel projektů Experimentálně podložené multiškálové mod-

elovánı́ slitin s tvarovou pamětı́ (GAČR) a Matematické modelovánı́ feromagnetických slitin

s tvarovou pamětı́ (DAAD).

Výsledků shrnutých v této práci by nebylo možno dosáhnout bez masivnı́ a obětavé po-

moci řady mých kolegů z vědeckých pracovišť v České republice i v zahraničı́, kterým bych

rád na tomto mı́stě poděkoval. V prvnı́ řadě to byli mı́ spolupracovnı́ci a přátelé z Labo-

ratoře ultrazvukových metod Ústavu termomechaniky AV ČR, zejména Michal Landa, Petr

Sedlák, Jan Zı́dek a Lucie Bodnárová; značná část prezentovaných výsledků se rovněž opı́rá

o práci bývalých studentů této laboratoře, konkrétně Ondřeje Glatze, Pavla Sedmáka a Michala

Novotného. Dále můj vděk patřı́ kolegům z Fyzikálnı́ ústavu AV ČR, zejména Olegu Heczkovi,

Jaromı́ru Kopečkovi, Janu Drahokoupilovi a Vı́tu Kopeckému.

Z řady zahraničnı́ch kolegů, se kterými jsem měl tu čest spolupracovat, se na výsledcı́ch

uváděných v této práci nejvı́ce podı́leli Ladislav Straka (Aalto University, Finsko), John M. Ball

(Oxford University, Velká Británie), Sebastian Fähler (IFW Dresden, Německo), Konstantinos

Koumatos (dřı́ve Oxford University, Velká Británie, nynı́ GSSI L’Aquilla, Itálie) a Alexej Sozi-

nov (dřı́ve AdaptaMat Helsinki, nynı́ Aalto University, Finsko), mé poděkovánı́ patřı́ i dalšı́m

spoluautorům uváděných publikacı́. Mimo ně mi připomı́nkami k práci a plodnou diskuzı́ velmi

pomohli Petr Šittner (FzÚ AV ČR Praha), Robert Niemann (IFW Dresden, Německo), Richard D.

James (University of Minnessota, USA), Doron Shilo a Eilon Faran (oba Technion, Haifa, Izrael),

Felix Otto (MPI Leipzig, Německo), Christof Melcher (RWTH Aachen, Německo) a Barbora

Benešová (Universität Würzburg, Německo).

Dále bych chtěl poděkovat Ladislavu Kalvodovi, vedoucı́mu Katedry inženýrstvı́ pevných

látek FJFI ČVUT, a Jiřı́mu Kunzovi, vedoucı́mu Katedry materiálů FJFI ČVUT, že mi dali
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možnost se současně s výzkumnou činnostı́ věnovat také pedagogické činnosti a vedenı́ studentů

na výše zmı́něných katedrách.

Největšı́ dı́k však patřı́ mé rodině, předevšı́m mé manželce a dcerám: za podporu v práci, za

shovı́vavost vůči jejı́ časové náročnosti a za to nejpřı́jemnějšı́ možné rozptylovánı́ od nı́.
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Úvod

Úvod do tématu práce

Termoelastické martenzitické transformace [1–3] jsou základem řady unikátnı́ch termomechan-

ických jevů v takzvaných inteligentnı́ch materiálech (smart materials), předevšı́m jevu tvarové

paměti [4, 5], superelasticity [6–8], hyperelastického chovánı́ [9] a magneticky indukovaného

aktuátorového chovánı́ [10,11]. Pro pochopenı́ všech těchto efektů je nezbytné zkoumat termoe-

lastické martenzitické transformace na nejzákladnějšı́ možné úrovni, tedy na úrovni atomárnı́

mřı́že a procesů v monokrystalech. Ukazuje se však, že tyto transformace majı́ výrazně

multiškálový charakter [5, 12, 13] - pro popis makroskopického chovánı́ nenı́ popis na úrovni

atomárnı́ mřı́že postačujı́cı́, výraznou roli hrajı́ také morfologie fázových a strukturnı́ch rozhranı́

na mikrometrické škále, tedy mikrostruktura jednotlivých fázı́.

Termoelastické martenzity, tedy materiály schopné plně reverzibilně přecházet mezi dvěma

či vı́ce strukturnı́mi fázemi prostřednictvı́m martenzitických transformacı́ pod vlivem teploty,

napětı́, či vnějšı́ho magnetického pole, lze také charakterizovat termı́nem feroelastika [14, 15].

Tento termı́n dobře vystihuje ztrátu symetrie při přechodu z vysokoteplotnı́ fáze (austenitu)

do fáze nı́zkoteplotnı́ (martenzitu). Stejně jako u jiných feroik (feromagnetika, feroelek-

trika) je i u feroelastik možno pozorovat tendence nı́zkoteplotnı́ch fázı́ vytvářet doménové

struktury, často výrazně geometricky uspořádané. U termoelastických martenzitů majı́ tyto

mikrostruktury nejčastěji formu takzvaných laminátů prvnı́ho řádu [16], což jsou periodické

struktury skládajı́cı́ se z tenkých vrstev jednotlivých variant martenzitů navzájem propojených

dvojčatovými rozhranı́mi. Geometrická uspořádanost struktur vyplývá z požadavků takzvané

geometrické kompatiblity [17], tedy požadavku na spojitost pole posunutı́ popisujı́cı́ přechod

z vysokoteplotnı́ fáze do nı́zkoteplotnı́ a zároveň z požadavku minimálnı́ uložené energie ela-

stické napjatosti. V přı́padě feromagnetických martenzitů nebo uspořádaných či slitin tyto

pravidelné struktury mohou dále interagovat s mikrostrukturou magnetických domén [18], struk-

turou antifázových rozhranı́ [19] nebo fázovou strukturou [20].

Martenzitické transformace ve feroelastikách stejně jako reorientačnı́ procesy v nich

probı́hajı́ mechanismem nukleace a růstu. Jsou-li pozorované mikrostruktury výsledkem

požadavků na minimálně energeticky náročný průběh tohoto mechanismu, musı́ se transformace

či reorientace projevit pohybem či růstem mikrostruktury v krystalové mřı́ži. Ukazuje se, že

takového pohybu jsou schopny jenom určité typy mikrostruktur [21–24], které zároveň s geo-

metrickou kompatibilitou vykazujı́ také specifické dynamické a disipačnı́ vlastnosti. Porozuměnı́
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těmto vlastnostem je jednou z esenciálnı́ch podmı́nek pro pochopenı́ samotných mechanismů

transformace a reorientace, pro jejich teoretický popis a matematické modelovánı́, i pro vývoj

nových feroelastických materiálů a jejich budoucı́ technologické aplikace.

Cı́le a struktura práce

Cı́lem práce je poskytnout shrnutı́ výsledků týkajı́cı́ch se morfologie, mechanismů vzniku a po-

hybu, energetické bilance a makroskopických projevů pohyblivých mikrostruktur v termoe-

lastických martenzitech. Po stručném teoretickém úvodu (Kapitola 1) je práce členěna do

třı́ tématických částı́. Prvnı́ se zaměřuje na rozhraňové mikrostruktury ve slitině Cu-Al-Ni

a jejı́m cı́lem je ukázat, že tato rozhranı́ zaujı́majı́ specifickou morfologii (X− a λ− rozhranı́),

která nesplňuje kritérium minima energie, a diskutovat mechanismy jejich pohybu a nukleace.

Druhá část je věnována pohyblivým makrodvojčatovým rozhranı́m ve slitině Ni-Mn-Ga a jejı́m

cı́lem je ukázat relaci mezi krystalografickou orientacı́ (a potažmo mikromorfologiı́) těchto

rozhranı́ a jejich pohyblivostı́, a to na základě jak experimentálnı́ch pozorovánı́, tak teoretických

modelů. Třetı́ část se pak zabývá pohyblivostı́ mikrostruktur ve vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́ch slitin

Ni-Mn-Ga a Co-Ni-Al, tedy takzvanými prekurzorovými (nebo též premartenzitickými) efekty,

předcházejı́cı́mi vlastnı́ transformaci do nı́zkoteplotnı́ fáze. Cı́lem této části je ukázat, že elastická

nestabilita vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́, která na transformačnı́ teplotě inicializuje samotnou marten-

zitickou transformaci, je nad touto teplotou klı́čová pro dynamiku magnetických a fázových

mikrostruktur.

Habilitačnı́ práce je koncipována jako komentovaný výběr časopiseckých publikacı́ z let

2009–2014. Kritéria pro výběr byla následujı́cı́:

1. jedná se o článek z mezinárodně respektovaného časopisu s impaktfaktorem ≳ 1;

2. článek se bezprostředně týká mechaniky mikrostruktur v monokrystalech slitin

vykazujı́cı́ch termoelastické martenzitické transformace;

3. podı́l habilitanta na tvorbě článku byl výrazný a dobře definovaný.

Tato kritéria splnilo celkem jedenáct publikacı́. Ostatnı́ publikace autora, tedy zejména články

týkajı́cı́ se vývoje metodiky rezonančnı́ ultrazvukové spektroskopie a jejı́ch aplikacı́ pro charak-

terizaci elastických vlastnostı́ materiálů, lze nalézt v Přehledu publikačnı́ činnosti (Přı́loha A).

Každá z vybraných publikacı́ je uvedena krátkou informacı́ o jejı́m obsahu a o specifickém

podı́lu habilitanta na publikovaných výsledcı́ch.
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Kapitola 1

Základnı́ poznatky z teorie termoelastických
martenzitů

V této kapitole budou shrnuty základnı́ teoretické pojmy použı́vané při popisu termomechan-

ického chovánı́ termoelastických martenzitů, a to zejména pojmy z teorie martenzitických

mikrostruktur na úrovni mechaniky kontinua a z přı́slušných partiı́ termodynamiky pevné fáze.

Poznámka k terminologii: V odborné literatuře a i v článcı́ch komentovaných v této ha-

bilitačnı́ práci jsou většinou použı́vány termı́ny feroelastika, termoelastické martenzity a slitiny

s tvarovou pamětı́ jako zcela ekvivalentnı́ a vzájemně zaměnitelné. V principu jsou však defi-

novány mı́rně rozdı́lně. My se v této práci budeme držet druhého z termı́nů, protože nejlépe svojı́

definicı́ vyhovuje vlastnostem všech popisovaných materiálů.

Feroelastika (jak bylo už naznačeno v úvodu) jsou materiály schopné nabývat spontánnı́ch,

symetrii porušujı́cı́ch deformačnı́ch stavů bez vnějšı́ho napětı́ [14, 15]. Termoelastické marten-

zity [1–3] jsou taková feroelastika, ve kterých k nabývánı́ těchto deformačnı́ch stavů docházı́

prostřednictvı́m specifické fázové transformace popsané v následujı́cı́ podkapitole. Slitiny

s tvarovou pamětı́ [4, 5] jsou potom materiály vykazujı́cı́ makroskopicky jev tvarové paměti,

nebo přesněji materiály, ve kterých je tento jev z technologického hlediska využitelný. Z termoe-

lastických martenzitů popisovaných v této práci je klasickým reprezentantem slitin s tvarovou

pamětı́ slitina Cu-Al-Ni [6, 25, 26]. U slitin Ni-Mn-Ga [27, 28] a Co-Ni-Al [29, 30], rovněž

v této práci uváděných, je využı́ván a zkoumán předevšı́m jev magneticky indukované reorien-

tace [10, 11], samotná tvarová paměť je u těchto s litin z řady důvodů méně významná. Existujı́

naopak paměťové slitiny, ve kterých martenzitickou transformaci nezle označit za čistě termoela-

stickou, protože je spojena s produkcı́ velkého množstvı́ defektů, zejména dislokacı́. Klasickým

přı́kladem je slitina NiTi [31,32], nejznámějšı́ a technologicky nejpoužı́vanějšı́ slitina s tvarovou

pamětı́, a dále pak paměťové slitiny na bázi železa [33, 34].
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1.1 Vlastnosti termoelastické martenzitické transformace

Termoelastická martenzitická transformace [1–3] je fázová transformace prvnı́ho druhu (tedy

transformace spojená s produkcı́ latentnı́ho tepla a s nespojitými skoky prvnı́ch derivacı́ termo-

dynamických potenciálů). Základnı́ vlastnosti charakterizujı́cı́ tuto transformaci jsou:

1. Tato transformace je bezdifúznı́, což znamená že jednotlivé atomy se při transformaci

posouvajı́ o menšı́ relativnı́ vzdálenosti, než je vzdálenost meziatomárnı́.

2. Krystalové mřı́žky dceřiné a matečnı́ fáze jsou provázány koordinačnı́mi vztahy. Tyto

vztahy určujı́ vzájemnou orientaci mezi mřı́žkovými vektory obou fázı́ a většinou se vy-

jadřujı́ pomocı́ matic přechodu v anglické literatuře označovaných jako lattice correspon-

dence matrices.

3. Transformace je obousměrná, čili zpětná transformace z martenzitu do austenitu je opět

bezdifúznı́ se zachovánı́m stejných koordinačnı́ch vztahů mezi fázemi (platı́ pro ně inver-

tované matice přechodu). Tato podmı́nka nenı́ splněna napřı́klad v ocelı́ch, kde přechod

z austenitu do martenzitu přecházı́ pomocı́ bezdifúznı́ transformace, ale zpětná transfor-

mace je difúznı́.

4. Transformace je plně reverzibilnı́, čili fázová rozhranı́ při transformaci neindukujı́ žádné

poruchy (např. dislokace) v krystalové mřı́ži. To znamená, že po transformačnı́m cyklu

z austenitu do martenzitu a zpět jsou výchozı́ a koncový stav materiálu zcela totožné.

5. Transformace probı́há geometricky čistě smykovým mechanismem, což znamená, že

transformace nenı́ spojena s žádnou výraznou změnou objemu. Ve srovnánı́ s marten-

zitickými transformacemi v ocelı́ch, kde je objemová změna přibližně 3%, objemová

změna v termoelastických martenzitech je zanedbatelná (0.32% ve slitině Cu–Al–Ni,

[26]). Přı́mým důsledkem smykového charakteru transformace je možnost vzniku kompat-

ibilnı́ch rozhranı́ mezi austenitem a martenzitem bez produkce dislokacı́ nebo vrstevnatých

poruch (stacking faults).

6. Transformace probı́há nukleacı́ a růstem, čili heterogenně v čase i prostoru, a může vyka-

zovat značnou teplotnı́ hysterezi. To ukazuje, že fázová rozhranı́ majı́ svoji povrchovou

energii a dalšı́ energii disipujı́ při svém pohybu.

Všechny tyto vlastnosti platı́ jak pro dopředné a zpětné transformace mezi austenitem

a martenzitem, tak pro intermediálnı́ transformace napřı́klad mezi různými typy martenzitu, či

mezi austenitem a premartenzitem. Stejné vlastnosti (bezdifúznost, koordinačnı́ vztahy, symetrie,

reverzibilita, smykový charakter a heterogenita v čase a prostoru) lze přisoudit také reorientaci
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martenzitu pod vnějšı́m napětı́m; v tomto přı́padě však nelze mluvit o martenzitické transformaci,

protože zde nedocházı́ ke změně entropie a tı́m pádem ani ke generovánı́ latentnı́ho tepla.

Tyto podmı́nky také zcela určujı́, jaké typy rozhranı́ mohou v termoelastických martenzitech

existovat. Jsou to taková rozhranı́, která jsou jednak koherentnı́, tedy umožňujı́ spojité navázánı́

sousedı́cı́ch krystalových mřı́žek, ale zároveň také pohyblivá, tedy jejich pohyb krystalovou

mřı́žı́ je možný prostřednictvı́m smykového mechanismu. Na atomárnı́ úrovni však mezi těmi

rozhranı́mi, která jsou koherentnı́ a nepohyblivá (jako jsou napřı́klad růstová dvojčata), a těmi

pohyblivými nelze jednoduše rozlišit. Proto je výhodné použı́vat k popisu mechaniky termoela-

stických martenzitů mechaniku kontinua a rozhranı́ popsat pomocı́ tzv. podmı́nek kinematické

kompatibility.

1.2 Popis na úrovni kontinua

V této části budou shrnuty základnı́ pojmy z matematické teorie martenzitických mikrostruk-

tur. Podrobněji je tato teorie popsána napřı́klad v učebnicı́ch [5] a [35], nebo v řadě dnes již

klasických článků jako jsou [36–38].

V celé této části budeme použı́vat kartézský souřadný systém x k označenı́ referenčnı́ kon-

figurace materiálu zaujı́majı́cı́ho nějakou omezenou oblast Ω a jiný kartézský systém y(x) pro

konfiguraci okamžitou (čili deformovanou). O zobrazenı́ y : Ω → R budeme předpokládat, že

patřı́ do Sobolevova prostoru W 1,1(Ω;R), což znamená, že jak toto zobrazenı́ y(x) a jeho slabá

derivace F = ∇y(x) jsou integrálnı́m smyslu omezené.

1.2.1 Charakterizace transformacı́ pomocı́ deformačnı́ho gradientu

Slabou derivaci F = ∇y(x) lze chápat jako zobecněný ekvivalent deformačnı́ho gradientu

v bodě x. Pokud je celá oblast Ω v austenitické fázi nebo v jedné z martenzitických variant,

derivace y existujı́ ve všech bodech oblasti a F je přı́mo rovna deformačnı́mu gradientu ve všech

bodech. Pokud uvnitř oblasti Ω existujı́ rozhranı́ vytvářejı́cı́ mikrostrukturu, je nutno chápat F

jako deformačnı́ gradient ve slabém smyslu.

Pomocı́ této veličiny pak lze snadno popsat jak jednotlivé strukturnı́ fáze termoelastických

martenzitů, tak bezdifúznı́ přechody mezi nimi:

• Deformačnı́ gradienty popisujı́cı́ austenit - v souladu s většinou odborné literatury

budeme brát deformačnı́ gradienty popisujı́cı́ austenitckou fázi jako

F = QE, (1.1)
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kde Q ∈ SO(3) je matice ortogonálnı́ rotace, a E může být buď jednotková matice I,
pokud je austenitcká fáze v bodě x elasticky nedeformovaná, nebo je tato matice rovná

odmocnině z Greenova tenzoru

E =
√
FTF, (1.2)

pokud y(x) reprezentuje elasticky deformovaný stav. V takovém přı́padě lze vztah (1.1)

chápat jako polárnı́ rozklad deformačnı́ho gradientu F [5].

• Deformačnı́ gradienty popisujı́cı́ martenzit - martenzitické fáze budeme charakterizo-

vat pomocı́ spontánnı́ho deformačnı́ho gradientu F = ∇y(x) v nulovém vnějšı́m napětı́,

přičemž tento deformačnı́ gradient nepatřı́ do grupy rotacı́ SO(3). Předpokládáme, že

v závislosti na třı́dě symetrie může materiál v martenzitu přı́slušet k několika různým vari-

antám, čili těchto spontánnı́ch gradientů je vı́ce.

Opět s použitı́m polárnı́ dekompozice můžeme psát pro I−tou variantu martenzitu

FI = QIUI , (1.3)

kde QI je matice rotace a UI =
√

FI
TFI (odmocnina z Greenova tenzoru) je Bainův

tenzor (nebo Bainova matice) I-té varianty martenzitu. Je zřejmé, že

UI ̸= UJ ⇒ FI ̸= FJ (1.4)

čili rozdı́lné varianty martenzitu lze charakterizovat rozdı́lnými Bainovými maticemi bez

ohledu na přidruženou rotaci.

Oblast Ω se může transformovat v různých bodech x do různých variant martenzitu

(Obr.1.1). Potom je deformačnı́ gradient na této oblasti po částech spojitý a na spojitých

podoblastech existuje ve silném smyslu, zatı́mco přes rozhranı́ pouze ve slabém smyslu.

I
F

1
F

1
F

2

Obr. 1.1: Refernečnı́ konfigurace (a), transformujı́cı́ buďto do jedné varianty martenzitu (b),

nebo do jejich směsi (c). Přejato z [39].

V přı́padě, že martenzit je dále elasticky deformován, je třeba popis poněkud rozšı́řit. De-

formačnı́ gradienty F = ∇y(x) v sobě kombinujı́ transformačnı́ a elastické složky, které
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je nutno odseparovat. Uvažujeme-li nejprve, že celá oblast Ω přecházı́ do jediné varianty

martenzitu, lze pro jejı́ deformovanou konfiguraci bez vnějšı́ho napětı́ možno psát

yI(x) = FIx = QIUIx. (1.5)

Po zahrnutı́ elastické deformace I-té varianty z(yI) je potom celkový deformačnı́ gradient

roven

∇yI(x) = ∇z(yI)QIUI . (1.6)

Vztah (1.6) lze aplikovat také na reorientaci martenzitu, tedy na napěťově indukovaný

přechod mezi variantami. V takovém přı́padě je

∇zIJ(yI) = FJF
−1
I . (1.7)

1.2.2 Relace grupa-podgrupa a efekt tvarové paměti

Spontánnı́ narušenı́ symetrie austenitcké fáze při přechodu do martenzitu může, za jistých

předpokladů, vést ke vzniku takzvaného jevu tvarové paměti. Pro tento jev je nezbytné, aby

grupa symetrie austenitu byla vždy podgrupou symetrie martenzitu. V takovém přı́padě lze li-

bovolné martenzitické variantě přiřadit zpětně právě jednu orientaci referenčnı́ konfigurace (tedy

austenitu) a materiál vykazuje tvarovou paměť naznačenou na obrázku Obr.1.2:

• Nad kritickou teplotou je celá oblast v austenitu F = I.

• Po ochlazenı́ přejde oblast do směsi martenzitických variant tak, že celková změna tvaru je

minimálnı́ (to je tzv. akomodovaný martenzit, self-accommodated martensite). Každému

bodu oblasti lze přisoudit konkrétnı́ deformačnı́ gradient

F(x) = FI . (1.8)

Při aplikaci vnějšı́ho napětı́ docházı́ k reorientaci martenzitu

F(x) = FJF
−1
I FI , (1.9)

přičemž zanikajı́ varianty nevýhodně orientované vzhledem k vnějšı́mu napětı́. Protože

martenzit nepatřı́ ke stejné grupě symetrie jako austenit (ale k nadgrupě), měnı́ se při takové

reorientaci makroskopický tvar oblasti v deformované konfiguraci, zatı́mco v referenčnı́

konfiguraci zůstává nezměněn.

• Po ohřevu oblast transformuje zpět do austenitu

F(x) = F−1
J FJF

−1
I FI = I. (1.10)

Přechodem zpět do referenčnı́ konfigurace zı́skává vzorek svůj původnı́ tvar, protože

všechny operace souvisejı́cı́ s reorientacı́ martenzitu patřı́ v referenčnı́ konfiguraci do grupy

symetrie austenitické fáze.
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Obr. 1.2: Geometrická interpretace jevu tvarové paměti. Přejato z [39].

1.2.3 Cauchy–Bornova hypotéza

Aby bylo možno přiřadit jednotlivým strukturnı́m fázı́m správné deformačnı́ gradienty, je potřeba

provázat popis na úrovni kontinua s popisem na úrovni atomárnı́ mřı́že. Toto provázánı́ zajišťuje

takzvaná Cauchy-Bornova hypotéza [5]. Tato hypotéza řı́ká, že pozičnı́ vektory generujı́cı́

atomárnı́ mřı́ž dané fáze (označme je ii) se při přechodu do jiné fáze transformujı́ podle ten-

zoru deformačnı́ho gradientu, tedy

ii
transformované = Fireferenčnı́

i . (1.11)

Cauchy-Bornovu hypotézu podporuje řada experimentálnı́ch pozorovánı́ (viz např. publikace

uvedené v [40]). Pro termoelastické martenzitické transformace umožňuje tato hypotéza zkon-

struovat Bainovy matice jednotlivých fázı́ na základě měřenı́ atomárnı́ch pozic např. rentgenovou

difrakcı́. Dı́ky tomu lze popis na úrovni kontinua zı́skat, aniž by bylo nutné deformačnı́ gradienty

pro danou slitinu skutečně makroskopicky měřit.

1.2.4 Podmı́nky kinematické kompatiblity

Na úrovni mechaniky kontinua je snadné formulovat podmı́nky, za kterých je rozhranı́ mezi

dvěma oblastmi s homogennı́mi deformačnı́mi gradienty koherentnı́ a zároveň pohyblivé. Tyto

podmı́nky se nazývajı́ podmı́nkami kinematické kompatibility a matematicky je lze zapsat

následovně [5]:

Nechť ΩI a ΩJ jsou disjunktnı́ podoblasti oblasti Ω takové, že ΩI a ΩJ sousedı́ přes hlad-

kou hranici s normálou n(x). Nechť x0 je pevný bod ležı́cı́ v této hranici a FI(x) a FJ(x)

jsou deformačnı́ gradienty v infinitezimálnı́ch okolı́ch tohoto bodu x0 označených ωI(x0) ⊂ ΩI

a ωJ(x0) ⊂ ΩJ . Hranici mezi ΩI a ΩJ pak nazveme kinematicky kompatibilnı́, pokud

[cofFI(x −−→
x ∈ ωI x0)]n(x0) = [cofFJ(x −−→

x ∈ ωJ x0)]n(x0) (1.12)

pro každé x0 ∈ (∂ΩI ∩ ∂ΩJ), pro které tyto limity existujı́.
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Jsou-li deformačnı́ gradienty v ΩI a ΩJ homogennı́, podmı́nka kinematické kompatibility se

zjednoduššı́ na

(cofFI)n = (cofFJ)n. (1.13)

Pro homogennı́ deformačnı́ gradienty má podmı́nka kompatiblity řadu možných

jednoduššı́ch formulacı́, které nepožadujı́ výpočet kofaktorů vstupujı́cı́ch tenzorů. Z nich jsou

nejčastěji použı́vané tyto tři:

1. Rank-1 konektivita: rozhranı́ mezi FI a FJ je kinematicky kompatibilnı́ pokud

rank(FI − FJ) = 1. (1.14)

Jádro operátoru ker(FI − FJ) je potom rovno n⊥.

2. Podmı́nka na smykový vektor: hranice mezi FI a FJ je kinematicky kompatibilinı́ přes

rovinné rozhranı́ s normálou n, pokud existuje takový vektor a ∈ R3, že

FI − FJ = a⊗ n. (1.15)

Tento vektor a je potom nazýván smykovým vektorem smykovým vektorem.

3. Podmı́nka na invariantnı́ rovinu : hranice mezi FI a FJ je kinematicky kompatibilnı́

přes rovinné rozhranı́ s normálou n, pokud

FIv = FJv (1.16)

pro každé v ⊥ n.

Tyto podmı́nky jsou navzájem zcela ekvivalentnı́ a každou z nich lze snadno odvodit z (1.13).

Nejčastěji je použı́vána podmı́nka na smykový vektor (1.15). Ta se obvykle zapisuje ve tvaru

nepoužı́vajı́cı́m přı́mo deformačnı́ gradienty FI , ale Bainovy matice UI zı́skané pomocı́ polárnı́

dekompozice:

QIUI −QJUJ = a⊗ n. (1.17)

Pokud tuto rovnici vynásobı́me zleva QT
I , dostáváme

UI −Q′UJ = a′ ⊗ n, (1.18)

kde jsme zavedli ”čárkované” veličiny jako Q′ = QT
I QJ a a′ = QT

I a. To nám umožňuje

formulovat často použı́vanou podmı́nku kinematické kompatibility pro Bainovy tenzory UI :

Oblasti s homogennı́mi Bainovými tensory UI a UJ mohou vytvářet kinematicky kompati-

bilnı́ rozhranı́ přes rovinu s normálou n, pokud existuje matice rotace Q′ a nenulový vektor a′

takový, že je splněna podmı́nka (1.18).
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Poznamenjme ještě, že normála n v rovnicı́ch (1.17) a (1.18) je stejná, protože násobenı́

(1.17) zleva maticı́ QT
I ji nijak neovlivnı́.

Dalšı́ zjednodušenı́ podmı́nky kompatibility je možné vyloučenı́m orientace rozhranı́ n.

Pokud Bainovy tenzory UI a UJ reprezentujı́ dvě různé varianty martenzitu, a tedy se navzájem

lišı́ pouze ortogonálnı́ rotacı́ nebo jiným prvkem symetrie austenitické fáze, platı́ následujı́cı́

tvrzenı́ [41]:

Martenzitické varianty popsané Bainovými maticemi UI a UJ mohou vytvořit kinematicky

kompatibilnı́ rovinné rozhranı́ tehdy a jen tehdy, když

det(UI −UJ) = 0. (1.19)

Pro Bainovy tensory, které nelze navzájem provázat takovým prvkem symetrie, tedy

napřı́klad pokud jeden z nich reprezentuje austenit a jeden nějakou z variant martenzitu, platı́

jiná, obecnějšı́ podmı́nka [41]:

Dvě oblasti s homogennı́mi Bainovými tensory UI a UJ mohou vytvořit kinematicky kom-

patibilnı́ rovinné rozhranı́ tehdy a jen tehdy, když

det(UI
2 −UJ

2) = 0. (1.20)

Všehny tyto podmı́nky majı́ existenčnı́ charakter, tedy neposkytujı́ žádný postup pro určenı́

smykového vektoru a invariantnı́ roviny ze vztahu (1.17). Jak ukázali Ball a James [36], smykový

vektor a invariantnı́ rovinu lze zı́skat analýzou vlastnı́ch čı́sel matice

C = UI
−1UJ

2UI
−1. (1.21)

Tento postup je relativně komplikovaný a jeho detaily spadajı́ mimo rámec této práce. Nicméně

jeden teoretický poznatek z [36] je natolik významný, že ho zde explicitně zmı́nı́me:

Pokud UI a UJ mohou vytvořit kinematicky kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́, pak existujı́ právě dvě

řešenı́ (Q′
1,n1,a

′
1) a (Q′

2,n2,a
′
2) taková, že tuto kompatibilitu umožňujı́.

Tento poznatek platı́ pro libovolnou třı́du symetrie a hraje významnou roli při klasifikaci

martenzitických mikrostruktur.

1.2.5 Martenzitické mikrostruktury

Mohou-li dvě nebo vı́ce martenzitických variant vytvářet kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́, mohou

vytvářet také geometricky pravidelná uspořádánı́, ve kterých se deformačnı́ gradient periodicky

(přinejmenšı́m ve statistickém smyslu) měnı́ v prostoru. Taková uspořádánı́ se nazývajı́ marten-

zitické mikrostruktury.
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Pro popis těchto mikrostruktur je viditelně nezbytné multiškálové rozšı́řenı́ kontinuálnı́ho

popisu termoelastických marteniztů, neboť zatı́mco na úrovni jednotlivých komponent

mikrostruktury deformačnı́ gradient osciluje mezi dvěma fixnı́mi hodnotami, na hrubšı́ pros-

torové škále lze materiál opět chápat jako homogennı́, ovšem s efektivnı́m deformačnı́m gradi-

entem M. Je zřejmé, že tento deformačnı́ gradient lze zapsat jako

M =

N∑
I=1

λIQIUI , (1.22)

kde λI jsou objemové zlomky jednotlivých variant v mikrostruktuře, UI jsou jejich Bainovy

matice a QI jsou matice rotacı́ zajišťujı́cı́ch vzájemnou kinematickou kompatibilitu.

Otázkou zůstává, jestli takto zavedený deformačnı́ gradient může být chápán jako slabá

derivace nějaké deformované konfigurace y. Analýzou tohoto problému se zabývá matematická

teorie martenzitických mikrostruktur založená na konceptu Youngových měr [5, 12, 37, 42, 43].

Pro účely této práce však budeme zjednodušeně chápat deformačnı́ gradient M jako efek-

tivnı́ (zprůměrovanou) slabou derivaci přes celou oblast zahrnujı́cı́ makroskopicky homogennı́

mikrostrukturu.

Sousedı́-li dvě varianty martenzitu přes rovinné kinematicky kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́, označujı́

se tyto varianty většinou termı́nem dvojčata, a rovinné rozhranı́ mezi nimi je potom nazýváno

rovinou dvojčatěnı́ nebo dvojčatovým rozhranı́m.

Pro systémy dvojčatěnı́ je většinou použı́vána následujı́cı́ kategorizace [44]:

• Dvojčata typu Compound jsou tvořena takovou dvojicı́ variant, že normála k rozhranı́

n stejně jako smykový vektor a jsou v referenčnı́ konfiguraci rovnoběžné s některým

z mřı́žkových vektorů austenitu.

• Dvojčata typu I jsou tvořena takovou dvojicı́ variant, že pouze normála k rozhranı́ n je

v referenčnı́ konfiguraci rovnoběžná s mřı́žkovým vektorem, zatı́mco smykový vektor a

nikoliv.

• Type-II twins jsou tvořena takovou dvojicı́ variant, že pouze smykový vektor a je v ref-

erenčnı́ konfiguraci rovnoběžný s mřı́žkovým vektorem, zatı́mco normála k rozhranı́ n

nikoliv.

• Nekonvenčnı́ dvojčata jsou tvořena takovou dvojicı́ variant, že ani normála k rozhranı́ n

ani smykový vektor a nejsou v referenčnı́ konfiguraci rovnoběžné s žádným mřı́žkovým

vektorem.

Každý z těchto dvojčatových systémů může být základnı́ stavebnı́ jednotkou martenzitické

mikrostruktury. Pokud jsou v mikrostruktuře obsaženy pouze dvě varianty, pak má mikrostruk-

tura většinou formu laminátu prvnı́ho řádu, čili skládá se z navzájem rovnoběžných, period-

icky se střı́dajı́cı́ch vrstev těchto dvou variant, navzájem propojených dvojčatovými rozhranı́mi.
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Obr. 1.3: Přı́klady uspořádaných martenzitických mikrostruktur vyššı́ch řádů: (a) Dva kompat-

ibilně se křı́žı́cı́ lamináty prvnı́ho řádu (A−A′ a A−B). (b) Laminát druhého řádu. (c) Hier-

archická struktura, skládajı́cı́ se z laminátu druhého řádu kompatibilně se křı́žı́cı́ho s laminátem

řádu prvnı́ho. Přejato z [39].

Takové mikrostruktury byly opakovaně experimentálně pozorovány prakticky ve všech známých

termoelastických martenzitech.

Efektivnı́ (makroskopický) deformačnı́ gradient laminátu prvnı́ho řádu složeného z vrstev

variant I a J o střı́dajı́cı́ch se tloušťkách dI a dJ lze zapsat jako

M =
dI

dI + dJ
FI +

dJ
dI + dJ

FJ = λFI + (1− λ)FJ , (1.23)

kde λ = dI/(dI + dJ) je objemový zlomek varianty I v laminátu. Taková mikrostruktura je

viditelně plně kinematicky kompatibilnı́ pro libovolné λ.

Stejným algoritmem, jakým byl z jednotlivých martenzitických variant vytvořen laminát

prvnı́ho řádu, lze z dvojice laminátů prvnı́ho řádu vytvořit laminát řádu druhého (Obr.1.3(b))

nebo mikrostrukturu složenou ze dvou vzájemně se kompatibilně křı́žı́cı́ch laminátů prvnı́ho

řádu (Obr.1.3(a)). Opakovánı́m této operace pak zı́skáváme složité, hierarchicky uspořádané

mikrostruktury Obr.1.3(c), jejichž popis pomocı́ klasické krystalografie by byl téměř nemožný

– na úrovni mechaniky kontinua je však dále možno použı́vat koncept deformačnı́ch gradientů

a přenést výše uvedenou kategorizaci rovněž na makro-dvojčatová rozhranı́ a na rozhranı́ mezi

lamináty vyššı́ch řádů. To ukazuje, jak efektivnı́ je využitı́ Cauchy-Bornovy hypotézy pro teoret-

ický popis termoelastických martenzitů.

1.3 Základy termodynamiky termoelastických martenzitů

Uvažujme nynı́ polymorfnı́ materiál schopný existovat ve dvou různých strukturnı́ch fázı́ch,

přičemž za daných vnějšı́ch podmı́nek (teplota, mechanické napětı́, magnetické pole) zaujı́má

tento materiál vždy tu konfiguraci, která je energeticky výhodnějšı́. Za nulového vnějšı́ho zatı́ženı́

a bez vnějšı́ho magnetického pole existuje teplota, při které jsou si energie (tj. vhodné termody-

namické potenciály) obou fázı́ rovny, tuto teplotu nazveme transformačnı́ teplotou nebo kritickou

teplotou.
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Při nulovém vnějšı́m zatı́ženı́ je vhodným termodynamickým potenciálem pro popis chovánı́

termoelastických martenzitů hustota Helmholtzovy volná energie F . Pro tuto energii musı́ platit

pro každou fázi stabilnı́ za dané teploty T podmı́nky stablity

dF(T, eij) = 0 a d2F(T, eij) > 0. (1.24)

Z toho vyplývá, že v blı́zkosti transformačnı́ teploty musı́ volná energie mı́t vı́ce než jedno

minimum. Jedno odpovı́dá austenitu (eij = 0), a dalšı́ martenzitckým variantám (eij = etr
ij , kde

etr
ij značı́ takzvaný transformačnı́ strain1). Takto nekonvexnı́ hustota energie se v anglické ter-

minologii označuje termı́nem multi-well. V češtině ekvivalentnı́ termı́n nenı́, jako jeho náhradu

lze použı́vat např. termı́n multikonvexnı́, naznačujı́cı́, že hustota energie má v jedné ze svých

proměnných vı́ce navzájem disjunktnı́ch konvexnı́ch oblastı́.

Na dané teplotě T0 pak o transformaci bez vnějšı́ho zatı́ženı́ rozhoduje, zda

F(T0, 0) > F(T0, e
tr
ij), nebo F(T0, 0) = F(T0, e

tr
ij), nebo F(T0, 0) < F(T0, e

tr
ij),

(1.25)

čili rozhoduje hloubka jednotlivých minim hustoty energie.

V přı́padě napěťově indukovaných transformacı́ v termoelastických martenzitech a slitinách

s tvarovou pamětı́ [45–49] je často vhodnějšı́ použı́t hustotu Gibbsovy volné energie G,

G(T,Σij) = F − σijeij , (1.26)

což je Legendrova transformace F . Poté lze psát obdobné podmı́nky pro kritickou vnucenou

deformaci, napřı́klad

G(T0, C
A
ijklekl) > G(T0, C

M
ijkl(ekl−etr

kl)), nebo G(T0, C
A
ijklekl) = G(T0, C

M
ijkl(ekl−etr

kl)),

nebo G(T0, C
A
ijklekl) < G(T0, C

M
ijkl(ekl − etr

kl)), (1.27)

kde CA
ijkl a CM

ijkl jsou tenzory elastických konstant austenitu a martenzitu. V přı́padě kom-

binovaného (teplotnı́ho i mechanického) namáhánı́, lze použı́t oba výše zmı́něné potenciály;

porovnánı́ obou postupů leze nalézt např. v [13]. Ve většině pracı́ týkajı́cı́ch se termoela-

stických martenzitů na úrovni monokrystalu však převažuje popis pomocı́ Helmoltzovy volné

energie [36, 37, 43],

Jako transformace prvnı́ho druhu je termoelastická martenzitická transformace spojena se

skokovou změnou entropie. Pomocı́ Helmoltzovy volné energie je entropie vyjádřitelná jako

S(T, eij) = −
(
∂F
∂T

)
eij

. (1.28)

1Bohužel zde neexistuje vhodný ekvivalent v české terminologii - správný překlad, transformačnı́ přetvořenı́, se

v komunitě zabývajı́cı́ se funkčnı́mi materiály nepoužı́vá.
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Obr. 1.4: Jednodimenzionálnı́ model chovánı́ termoelastických martenzitů: (a) na kritické

teplotě, kde majı́ všechny potenciálové jámy stejnou hloubku, (b) pod teplotou TM , (c) nad

teplotou TA. Přejato z [39].

Pokud tedy předpokládáme, že v blı́zkosti transformačnı́ teploty se s klesajı́cı́ teplotou začı́ná

preferovat martenzit, tedy klesá energie přı́slušejı́cı́ martenzitickému minimu, docházı́ při trans-

formaci k produkci entropie

S(T, 0)− S(T, etr
ij) > 0. (1.29)

Koncept multikonvexnı́ volné energie může být využit ke konstrukcı́m jednoduchých

(většinou jednodimenzionálnı́ch) modelů chovánı́ termoelastických martenzitů. Takové mod-

ely jsou v literatuře často využı́vány k ilustraci základnı́ch vlastnostı́ těchto materiálů [5, 25, 40,

50, 51] nebo kinematiky fázových přechodů [52–57].

Všechny tyto modely vycházejı́ z předpokladu, že v jisté blı́zkosti transformačnı́ teploty jsou

na křivce volné energie přı́tomna minima odpovı́dajı́cı́ oběma fázı́m, zatı́mco dále pod trans-

formačnı́ teplotou se martenzitická minima stávajı́ dominantnı́mi a austenitické minimum zcela

zaniká, a obráceně, jak je naznačeno na obrázku Obr.1.4.

Takovéto jednoduché modely modou částenčně vysvětlit řadu experimentálně pozorovaných

jevů, jako je napřı́klad vznik jemných zdvojčatělých struktur při transformaci z austenitu do

martenzitu, nebo teplotnı́ hysterezi, jak je naznačeno na obrázku 1.5: Předpokládejme, že na

transformačnı́ teplotě, kde jsou minima přı́slušejı́cı́ oběma fázı́m stejně hluboká, nemůže k trans-

formaci dojı́t, protože je mezi minimy přı́liš vysoká bariéra, kterou systém nedokáže překonat

pomocı́ tepelných fluktuacı́ [52,53]. S dalšı́m snižovánı́m teploty minimum odpovı́dajı́cı́ austen-

itu zaniká a s tı́mto zánikem se snižujı́ i bariéry. Na nějaké teplotě, označme ji TM (Obr.1.5(a)),

bariéra zaniká nebo ji již systém je schopen překonat a může přecházet do martenzitckých minim.

Z důvodu symetrie však jednotlivé body materiálu přecházejı́ do různých martenzitických minim,

čili vzniká jemná struktura s výsledným nulovým efektivnı́m transformačnı́m strainem. Tato

mikrostruktura pak při ohřevu zůstává stabilnı́ tak dlouho, dokud se dominantnı́m minimem nes-

tane minimum přı́slušejı́cı́ austenitu a bariéry bránı́cı́ materiálu v návratu do tohoto minima nej-

sou překonatelné nebo nezaniknou. Takovou teplotu označı́me TA (Obr.1.5(b)). V důsledku toho
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Obr. 1.5: Teplotnı́ hystereze v jednodimenzionálnı́m modelu. (a) Vznik zdvojčatělé struktury

na teplotě TM , (b) návrat do austenitu na teplotě TA, (c) výsledná hystereznı́ smyčka. Přejato

z [39].

se materiál chová hysterezně a vykazuje jistý rozsah teplot, při kterých může existovat v obou

strukturnı́ch fázı́ch.

Ve skutečných monokrystalech termoelastických martenzitů však transformace při teplotnı́m

cyklu probı́hajı́ podstatně složitějšı́m způsobem, než jak naznačuje výše uvedený jednodimen-

zionálnı́ model. Předevšı́m k transformaci nedocházı́ na konkrétnı́ teplotě, ale v celém teplotnı́m

intervalu. Dı́ky formovánı́ mikrostruktur a jejich pohybu vzniká v materiálu nehomogennı́ pole

elastických napjatostı́ a na nukleaci a růst nových fázı́ jsou kladena dalšı́ geometrická omezenı́. V

důsledku toho a v důsledku přı́tomnosti defektů a jiných nehomogenit v krystalech lze každému

materiálu přisoudit čtveřici transformačnı́ch teplot [4, 5]:

• Martensite start (Ms) - teplota, při které se při chlazenı́ v austenitu objevujı́ prvnı́ zárodky

martenzitu.

• Martensite finish(Mf ) - teplota, při které při chlazenı́ v martenzitu zanikajı́ oblasti austen-

itické fáze.

• Austenite start(As) - teplota, při které se při ohřevu objevujı́ prvnı́ oblasti austenitické

fáze.

• Austenite finish(Af ) - teplota, při které při ohřevu zanikajı́ poslednı́ částice martenzitu.

Vztáhenme-li tyto teploty k teplotám odpovı́dajı́cı́m zániku austenitických a martenzitických

minim a bariér mezi nimi, musı́ zjevně platit

TM ≤ Mf ≤ Ms ≤ Tc ≤ As ≤ Af ≤ TA, (1.30)

kde Tc je kritická teplota, při které jsou hloubky minim navzájem rovné.

Samotná hystereze je pak u skutečných krystalů termoelastických martenzitů úzce spjata

s disipacı́ energie, formovánı́m mikrostruktur a jejich pohybem. Aby bylo možno termody-

namiku těchto materiálů rozšı́řit právě o tyto efekty, je potřeba studovat do detailů morfologii,
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mechanismy růstu a pohybu a pohyblivost mikrostruktur. Přı́klady takových analýz jsou uvedeny

v následujı́cı́ch třech kapitolách ve formách komentovaných souborů článků.
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Kapitola 2

Rozhraňové mikrostruktury ve slitině CuAlNi

Slitina CuAlNi je slitinou s tvarovou pamětı́ vykazujı́cı́ čistě termoelastickou martenzitickou

transformaci mezi kubickou austenitickou fázı́ a ortorhombickou fázı́ 2H martenzitu. (Označenı́

2H plyne z toho, že martenzitická struktura vykazuje pravidelnou modulaci na hexagonálnı́ch

rovinách s periodou dvou meziatomárnı́ch vzdálenostı́. Dı́ky symetričnosti této modulačnı́

sekvence je martenzit efektivně ortorhombický.)

Dı́ky snadné přı́pravě a dobře definovaným vlastnostem je CuAlNi jednou z teoreticky nej-

studovanějšı́ch slitin v literatuře. Dı́ky tomu jsou podrobně známy Bainovy matice, dvojčatové

systémy a souvisejı́cı́ smykové vektory. V CuAlNi mohou existovat tři dvojčatové systémy:

Compound, Typ 1 a Typ 2. Zatı́mco pro dvojčata Typu 1 a 2 mohou vytvořit jemné lamináty

prvnı́ho řádu kinematicky kompatibilnı́ s austenitem (tedy schopné vytvořit takzvanou rovinu

habitu), žádný laminát dvojčat typu Compound toho schopen nenı́, stejně jako toho nenı́ schopna

monovarianta 2H martenzitu. Proto v této slitině musı́ každá fázová transformace probı́hat mezi

austenitem a jemným laminátem Typu 1 nebo 2.

Dı́ky nemožnosti tvorby kinematicky kompatibilnı́ho rozhranı́ mezi austenitem a mono-

varaintou martenzitu docházı́ ve slitině CuAlNi snadno k takzvanému efektu mechanické sta-

bilizace. Tento efekt je schématicky naznačen na obrázku Obr.2.1:

(a) Při čistě teplotně řı́zeném transformačnı́m cyklu se austenit při ochlazenı́ transformuje

na zdvojčatělý martenzit, který je tvořen jemnými lamináty prvnı́ho řádu dvojčat Typu 1

nebo 2. Tento laminát je schopen vytvářet kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́ s austenitem. Proto se

při ohřevu mohou znovu vytvořit kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́ a zdvojčatělý martenzit se trans-

formuje do austenitu bez nutnosti změn v mikrostruktuře. Výsledkem je relativně malá

teplotnı́ hystereze.

(b) Pokud však je po transformaci martenzit reorientován vnějšı́m mechanickým zatı́ženı́m,

takže vzniká monovariana, je martenzit mechanicky stabilizován - monovarianta nemůže

vytvořit kinematicky kompatibilnı́ rozhranı́ s austenitem, a proto musı́ vzniknout tzv.

rozhraňová mikrostruktura, která umožňuje navázat monovaraintu martenzitu kinematicky

kompatibilně na zárodky austenitu. Vznik této mikrostruktury i jejı́ následovný pohyb
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Obr. 2.1: Mechanická stabilizace martenzitu ve slitině CuAlNi: (a) čistě tepelný cyklus bez me-

chanické stabilizace; (b) mechanická stabilizace reorientacı́ tepelně indukovaného martenzitu;

(c) mechanická stabilizace napěťově indukovaného martenzitu. Přejato z [23].

krystalem jsou energeticky velmi náročné, to výrazně zvyšuje nukleačnı́ bariéru a posouvá

transformačnı́ teploty vzhůru.

(b) Stejný efekt lze pozorovat i v přı́padě, že monovarianta martenzitu byla vytvořena me-

chanickým zatı́ženı́m austenitické fáze pod teplou Af a zároveň proběhla transformace

v celém objemu krystalu, tedy materiál po odlehčené neobsahuje zárodky austenitu.

Opět docházı́ k posuvu transformačnı́ch teplot vzhůru v důsledku nezbytnosti vzniku

rozhraňových mikrostruktur.

V následujı́cı́ch čtyřech publikacı́ch jsou diskutovány různé aspekty rozhraňových

mikrostruktur v monokrystalech CuAlNi. Nejprve je provedena analýza kinematické kompatibil-

ity dvou nejčastěji pozorovaných morfologiı́, konkrétně takzvaných rozhranı́ typu X a λ v pod-

kapitolách 2.1 a 2.2, v každé z nich je navı́c energie elastické napjatosti nezbytné pro vytvořenı́

dané mikrostruktury vypočtena metodou konečných prvků. V podkapitole 2.3 je zdokumen-
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továno experimentálnı́ pozorovánı́ složitějšı́ho typu rozhraňové mikrostruktury zahrnujı́cı́ho

takzvaná neklasická rozhranı́. V podkapitole 2.4 je potom řešena otázka nukleace martenzitu

v mechanicky stabilizovaném martenzitu.
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2.1 Publikace Rozhraňové mikrostruktury v martenzitických transfor-

macı́ch: od optických pozorovánı́ k matematickému modelovánı́.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Glatz, O., Landa, M. Interfacial microstructures in marten-

sitic transitions: From optical observations to mathematical modeling

(2009) International Journal for Multiscale Computational Engineer-

ing, 7 (5), pp. 445-456.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci je analyzována rozhraňová mikrostruktura typu X

tvořená dvojicı́ rovin habitu a dvojicı́ dvojčatových rozhranı́. Je

popsána experimentálnı́ procedura přı́pravy těchto rozhranı́ a je-

jich pozorovánı́ optickou mikroskopiı́. Následně je konstruován

konečněprvkový model mikrostruktury za účelem nalezenı́ rozloženı́

elastické napjatosti v mikrostruktuře a vyčı́slenı́ souvisejı́cı́ hodnoty

elastické energie. Je ukázáno, že mikrostruktura typu X nenı́ ani

lokálnı́m minimalizátorem energie ve smyslu klasické teorie martenzi-

tických mikrostruktur [38] a jejı́ vznik tedy musı́ být řı́zen kinematikou

a disipačnı́mi procesy.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Veškeré experimentálnı́ výsledky prezentované v publikaci byly

zı́skány habilitantem, který rovněž provedl analýzu kompatibility

mikrostruktury a výpočet elasticity zdvojčatělé struktury pomocı́ ho-

mogenizačnı́ho schématu. Konečněprvkové výpočty byly provedeny

studentem Ondřejem Glatzem v rámci jeho diplomové práce ve-

dené habilitantem, použité elastické konstanty jednotlivých fázı́ byly

zı́skány ve spolupráci s M. Landou.
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ABSTRACT

We present a construction of a mathematical model of an interfacial microstructure (i.e., mi-
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mogenization. The significant influence of the choice of the geometry on the numerical results
is shown and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All the unique thermomechanical properties of
shape memory alloys (SMAs), such as the shape
memory effect, superelasticity, or pseudoplastic-
ity, are commonly known to result from reversible
martensitic transitions taking place in these materi-
als under proper mechanical and/or thermal load-
ing [1]. Similarly, most of these effects would be im-
possible without the ability of the low-temperature
(martensitic) phases of SMAs to form geometri-
cally ordered mixtures of different variants, i.e., of
martensites rotated variously with respect to the
parent (high-temperature, austenitic) crystal lattice.
These mixtures are usually called martensitic mi-
crostructures [2], and their existence is enabled by
reversible twinning of martensite (we will refer to
them further in text as twinned structures or simply
twins). According to the theory developed by Ball
and James (see [3, 4]), the observed domain Ω of an
SMA single crystal always forms such microstruc-
ture that the entire free energy

Φ =

∫

Ω

ϕ(∇y(x), T )dV (1)

is minimal for given boundary conditions at ∂Ω.
Here, x denotes the reference configuration (which
is usually chosen identically with the unrotated
austenite phase), y is the deformed configuration,
T is temperature, and ϕ is the multiwell free-energy
density. In a stress-free state, this energy density has
equivalently deep minima in the deformation gradi-
ents ∇y(x), corresponding to all particular variants
of martensite, and one minimum in ∇y(x) ∈ SO(3)
(i.e., for austenite), which can be either deeper (at T

higher than some critical temperature) or have the
same or lower depth than the martensitic wells (at
the critical temperature and below it). For most of
the boundary conditions, the minimizer of (1) can-
not be directly obtained, but the minimum (or in-
fimum) can be approached by construction of mini-
mizing sequences, which is an equivalent of fine mi-
crostructuring in the real material (for more details,
see, e.g., [5]). The most usually observed homoge-
neous microstructure (the first-order laminate con-
sisting of two variants of martensite forming par-
allel lamina of alternate thicknesses) corresponds
to the simplest possible minimizing sequence for a
wide range of boundary conditions [6].

The concept of microstructures as minimizing
sequences of (1) has successfully explained many
features observed in real single crystals of SMAs–
above all, the formation of fine laminates at pla-
nar austenite-to-martensite interfaces, called habit
planes. There are, however, few cases where this the-
ory is not able to predict exactly what microstruc-
ture will form and how it will develop in time under
given external mechanic and thermal loadings. Or,
in other words, under some special mechanic and
thermal loadings, microstructures can develop that
do not minimize (1) for prescribed boundary con-
ditions. An apparent example of such a case is the
shape recovery process (i.e., the thermally induced
transition from a mechanically stabilized martensite
[7] to austenite) of Cu-Al-Ni single crystals, recently
reported in [8]. In this case, the transition front has
a form of the so-called X-interface (microstructure
first documented in the In-Th alloy by Basinski and
Christian [9]). As shown by Ruddock [10] for the In-
Th system (and as it will be shown for Cu-Al-Ni in
this article), this microstructure cannot achieve com-
patibility without elastic strains and thus cannot be
an energy minimizer of (1) at the transition tempera-
ture for the free boundary conditions. However, the
X-interfaces observed by the authors of [8] in Cu-
Al-Ni were pretty stable in a whole range of tem-
peratures and did not exhibit any tendency to get
rebuilt into true energy minimizers. A similar situa-
tion appears for so-called wedge microstructures of-
ten observed during thermally induced transitions
from austenite to self-accommodated martensite. In
[11], the authors have given a detailed analysis of
this microstructure, showing again that the compat-
ibility can be attained only by the presence of elastic
strains.

This article aims to discuss the X-interfaces in
Cu-Al-Ni single crystals reported in [8], with a focus
on determination of the elastic strain fields enabling
such microstructure to achieve compatibility. This
includes a detailed analysis of the experimentally
observed microstructures, construction of a numer-
ical model such that it copies the real geometry in
an optimal way (although some simplifications are
necessary), and solution of the resulting elasticity
problem. In general, the mathematical modeling of
martensitic microstructure is always a strongly mul-
tiscale problem [12], as the deformed configuration
y can be always decomposed as follows:

y(x) = (yelast ◦ ytrans)(x) (2)
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where the elastic strains (given by mapping yelast)
are incomparably smaller than the transformation
strains (mapping ytrans), i.e., strains given by the
martensitic transition itself. In this article (analo-
gously to [11]), we suppress the multiscale charac-
ter of this problem by taking the mapping ytrans

directly from the experimental observations, in-
stead of from the condition of minimality of (1).
Then, the strain fields are determined as minimiz-
ers of (1) for given ytrans. Such an optimization
problem is incomparably simpler than the solution
of models capturing fully the constitutive behav-
ior of the material [13–16]. On the other hand,
the multiscale character cannot be fully avoided,
as the analyzed microstructures include different
length scales: They consist of finely twinned re-
gions, which must be homogenized (both in their
deformation gradients ∇ytrans and in their elastic
properties) prior to their own numerical treatments.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Examined Material

The Cu-Al-Ni alloy used in the experiments re-
ported in [8] and in this article is a shape memory al-
loy undergoing a cubic-to-orthorhombic transition
(for more details, see, e.g., [17], and the extensive
list of references therein; for a comprehensice sum-
mary of microstructures forming in single crystals
of this alloy, see [18]). For this kind of transition,
the austenite phase can transform into six different
variants of martensite. We will denote these vari-
ants in this article by arabic numbers 1 to 6, and use
the same numbering as in [19], where, also, the Bain
matrices U1,...,6 for these variants can be found. As
none of these variants can form a compatible inter-
face with austenite (i.e., the compatibility equation
[3, 4])

rank (QUi − I) = 1 (3)

cannot be fulfilled for any i and any Q ∈ SO(3)), all
the phase interfaces in this alloy can exist only be-
tween austenite and a twinned structure of marten-
site. According to [2], the martensitic phase of this
alloy can form twins in three different twinning sys-
tems. These are the compound twins, where the twin-
ning plane is a plane of mirror symmetry between
the two involved variants, and type I and type II
twins, where it is not. Another difference between

these twinning systems is that whereas the fine lam-
inates of type I and type II twins can form compat-
ible interfaces with austenite (i.e., there exist matri-
ces QA ∈ SO(3) and QB ∈ SO(3) and a scalar pa-
rameter λ such that

rank (λQAUA + (1 − λ)QBUB − I) = 1 (4)

where A and B is a pair of variants able to form type
I or type II twins), the laminates of compound twins
cannot. For this reason, any transition from a single
variant of martensite into austenite cannot proceed
without formation of laminates of type I or type II
twins at the transition front, i.e., without formation
of the so-called interfacial microstructures (see [8] for
a more exact definition).

For completeness, we will list here also the tran-
sition temperatures as determined for the examined
material by DSC measurements: The martensite
start temperature was MS = −5◦C, the martensite
finish temperature was MF = −22◦C, the austenite
start temperature was AS = 26◦C, and the austenite
finish temperature was AF = 52◦C.

2.2 Experimental Procedure

The X-interfaces in Cu-Al-Ni single crystals were
prepared by the following experimental procedure
(for more details, see [8]). A specimen (15 mm long
and 5 × 5 mm thick prismatic bar of single crys-
tal of austenite oriented along the [001] direction)
was uniaxially compressed until it transformed into
mechanically stabilized 2H martensite. Due to the
mechanical stabilization (i.e., the inability of the ob-
tained martensite to form directly compatible inter-
faces with austenite), the specimen did not return
to austenite after the loading was removed, but re-
mained in martensite even when it was heated over
the AS temperature. The obtained martensitic bar
was a single variant of martensite including a negli-
gible (less than 5%) volume fraction of another vari-
ant in the form of thin plates running through the
specimen and forming compound twins with the
major variant. In one corner of the specimen, a
small nucleus of the austenite phase was induced by
strong localized heating (using a gas lighter). Then,
the whole specimen was heated by being immersed
into a warm (60◦C) water bath, which induced a
growth of austenite from the nucleus. As soon as the
transition front reached approximately the middle
of the specimen, the specimen was removed from
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the bath and cleaned and was cooled down by ethyl
alcohol. The formed microstructure (stable at room
temperature) was observed by optical microscopy.

Repeatedly, the transition front was arranged
as shown in Fig. 1, forming the so-called X-
interface, consisting of two mutually intersecting
habit planes separating austenite from twinned re-
gions of martensite and another pair of mutually
intersecting interfaces separating these twinned re-
gions from the original stabilized martensite. The
interfaces between the twinned regions and the
original stabilized martensite were parallel (or very
close to parallel) to the twinning planes seen inside
the twinned regions. The whole X-interface was
mirror symmetric about the (11̄0) plane in austen-
ite.

2.3 Compatibility Analysis

Schematically, the geometry of the X-interface is
sketched in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we will assume the
stabilized martensite to be a single variant.1 Under
such an assumption, the microstructure consists of
austenite and three variants of martensite only (de-
noted A, B, and C in Fig. 2). To analyze the com-
patibility, the particular variants of martensite and
twinning systems appearing in the microstructure
were identified. Optical micrographs of all faces of
the specimen were taken, and the angles between
the habit planes, twinning planes, and the edges of
the specimen were measured. A script written in
MATLAB was used to compute orientations of habit
planes and twinning planes of all possible combi-
nations of variants able to form X-interfaces, and
to find which of these combinations fits the opti-
cal micrographs optimally. By this script, the twin-
ning systems observed in the microstructure were
identified as type II twinning planes of 2H marten-
site. The involved variants identified by this script
were no. 4 and no. 6, forming one type II lami-
nate, and no. 2 and no. 6, forming the second one.
This induced that the stabilized martensite (i.e., the
variant involved in both laminates) must be no. 6,
which was verified by X-ray measurements (Laue
method).

1 As shown in [8] by a numerical example, the negligible

amount of compound twins in the real specimen does not

have any measurable effect on the orientation of the habit

planes, etc.

FIGURE 1. Optical micrograph of the X-interface in
Cu-Al-Ni

FIGURE 2. Geometry of the X-interfaces observed in
Cu-Al-Ni single crystals

For general analysis of the compatibility of the
microstructure, we will return to the notation intro-
duced in Fig. 2 (now A ∼ no. 6, B ∼ no. 4, and C ∼

no. 2). The variants A and B form a laminate of
type II twins, which borders on the austenite over
a habit plane (let us denote a normal vector to this
plane by n) and pure variant A over the A-B type II
twinning plane. Similarly, variant A forms a type II
laminate with variant C, and this laminate borders
over another habit plane (normal vector orientation
n̂) on the austenite, and over the A-C type II twin-
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ning plane on pure variant A. For UA, UB , and UC

being the Bain tensors of particular variants b and

b̂ being the shearing vectors corresponding to tran-
sitions at habit planes with normals n and n̂, and λ

and λ̂ being the volume fractions of variant A in the
two considered laminates, we can write the compat-
ibility equations at both habit planes as

I − (λQAUA + (1 − λ)QBUB) = b ⊗ n (5)

I −
(

λ̂Q̂AUA + (1 − λ̂)QCUC

)

= b̂ ⊗ n̂ (6)

where QA, QB , Q̂A, and QC are rotations between
austenite and particular variants of martensite in-
volved in the microstructure. Simultaneously, the
compatibility conditions must be fulfilled at the
type II twinning planes, i.e., there must exist such
shearing vectors a and â such that

QAUA − QBUB = a ⊗ m (7)

Q̂AUA − QCUC = â ⊗ m̂ (8)

where m and m̂ are unit normals to the A–B and
A–C twinning planes.

Two general conditions can be formulated, un-
der which the whole microstructure is compatible
without elastic strains. The first condition is that the
pure variant A in the stabilized region must be ro-
tated with respect to austenite equivalently as in the
laminates since it borders an the variants B and C

over the A–B and B–C twinning planes. This di-

rectly induces that Q̂A = QA. However, as it can
be easily checked numerically, this condition is not
satisfied for our material. For the lattice parameters
taken from [18], we can calculate the difference be-
tween these two rotations Q̂−1

A
QA = Q̂T

A
QA (the all

rotation matrices in (5) and (6) as well as the volume
fractions can be obtained by algorithms described in
[3, 4]). In a quaternion representation, the difference

Q̂T

A
QA equals a rotation by 6.6◦ around a direction

close to [773̄] in austenite.
The second condition is that the habit planes and

the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces must intersect
in the same line, i.e.,

(n × n̂)‖(m × m̂) (9)

(providing that the twinned-to-detwinned inter-
faces are exactly equal to the twinning planes).
Again, this condition cannot be fulfilled for the ex-
amined Cu-Al-Ni alloy. The difference between

n×n̂ and m×m̂ determined numerically for the lat-
tice parameters taken from [18] is 2.2◦. The incom-
patibility of the X-interface can be also illustrated
by the difference between vectors m×n and m̂× n̂,
which is, for the same lattice parameters, equal to
7.2◦.

If the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces are de-
clined from the orientation of the corresponding
type II twinning planes, condition (9) can be ful-
filled, but in such case, the presence of elastic
strains is necessary to ensure compatibility along
the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

The revealed difference from compatibility must be
compensated by the presence of elastic strains. In
this section, we will try to determine these strain
fields by the finite element method (FEM). Unlike
in most FEM models of SMAs [20, 21], the elements
used in this case do not have to incorporate the con-
stitutive behavior of the material, and thus common
FEM solvers can be used.

3.1 Simplified Geometry Used in the Model

As mentioned in the introduction, the FEM model of
the interfacial microstructure cannot be constructed
for exactly the geometry obtained from the experi-
ments, and some simplifications are necessary. The
reason is that the difference between n × n̂ and
m × m̂ (i.e., between the intersection of the habit
planes and the type II twinning planes) is compara-
ble to the accuracy with which the real angles from
the optical micrographs are determined, so the exact
orientation of the crossing line is unknown. More-
over, there is no physical justification for the as-
sumption that the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces
are exactly planar.

One possible way to solve this problem is to
parametrize the orientations (and possibly also the
shapes [22]) of all interfaces to find which geome-
try results in minimal energy (1). However, as the
X-interface analyzed in this article is a priori not an
energy minimizer of (1), such an approach would be
completely unjustified. Instead, we decided to eval-
uate the elastic strain fields for four different simpli-
fied geometries (SG). These are (c is always a unit
vector determining the direction of the crossing line)
as follows:
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• SG 1: where the crossing line lies in the inter-
section of the habit planes (i.e., c = n × n̂), and
the planar twinned-to-detwinned interfaces are
chosen as such planes containing c that the de-
clinations of the normal vectors to these planes
from m and m̂ are minimal. In this case, the
compatibility conditions at the habit planes (5)
and (6) are fulfilled, but not at the twinned-to-
detwinned interfaces, where the elastic strains
must ensure the compatibility.

• SG 2: where the crossing line lies in the inter-
section of the type II twinning planes (i.e., c =

m×m̂), and the planar twinned-to-austenite in-
terfaces are chosen as such planes containing c

that the declinations of the normal vectors to
these planes from n and n̂ are minimal. Here
the compatibility conditions at the twinned-to-
detwinned interfaces are identical to (7) and (8)
and are fulfilled, whereas the compatibility at
the twinned-to-austenite interfaces (which are
slightly declined from the habit planes deter-
mined by conditions (5) and (6)) must be en-
abled by the presence of elastic strains.

• SG 3: where the crossing line lies in the in-
tersection of one habit plane and one type II
twinning plane (i.e., c = n × m), and the re-
maining twinned-to-austenite and twinned-to-
detwinned interfaces are chosen as such planes
containing c that the declinations of the normal
vectors to these planes from n̂ and m̂ are mini-
mal. In this case, only conditions (5) and (7) are
fulfilled, so the region with the A–B laminate is
compatibly connected to both austenite and the
stabilized martensite.

• SG 4: is mirror symmetric to SG 3 (i.e., c =

n̂ × m̂) with the region with the A–C laminate
compatibly connected to both austenite and the
stabilized martensite.

The real geometry of the microstructure can be ex-
pected to be somewhere between the simplified ge-
ometries SG 1÷4.

The simplified geometries are shown in Fig. 3.
For parametrization of the location of the crossing
line in each geometry, the distance of the intersec-
tion of the crossing line with the chosen face from a

FIGURE 3. Simplified geometries SG 1 to SG 4. Filled (shaded) planes are always those compatible without elastic
strains, planes outlined by the dashed lines are compatible only due to elastic strains. The first scheme shows the
orientation of unit vectors m, n, m̂ and n̂, and the choice of Lx. Parametrization by dx is shown for each geometry
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chosen edge of the specimen was used. For this dis-
tance, denoted by dx, the dimensionless ratio dx/Lx

(where Lx is the width of the chosen face in austen-
ite; see Fig. 3) has the following sense: The geome-
tries SG 1 and SG 2 are symmetric for dx/Lx = 1/2,
the geometry SG 3 is fully compatible for dx/Lx = 1,
and SG 4 is fully compatible for dx/Lx = 0.

3.2 Elasticity of Pure and Twinned Regions

To evaluate the elastic stress and strain fields in the
X-interface of known geometry, the elastic coeffi-
cients of all materials contained in the microstruc-
ture must be known. For austenite and stabilized
martensite (single variant), the elastic coefficients
can be found in [19], where the methodology of how
these coefficients were determined from ultrasonic
measurements is also described in details. Austenite
exhibits cubic elastic anisotropy, which means that
it can be fully described by three independent elas-
tic coefficients. A single variant of martensite is or-
thorhombic; for this class of symmetry, the number
of independent elastic coefficients is nine (e.g., [23]).

Theoretically, the coefficients for austenite and
a single variant of martensite would be sufficient
for evaluation of the stresses and strains in any
microstructure. However, in our case of the X-
interface, such an approach would require us to
treat all the lamina within the twinned regions as
individual components with prescribed geometries
and elastic properties. This would turn the evalu-
ation of the stress and strain fields into a strongly
multiscale problem, as the thicknesses of individ-
ual layers are incomparably smaller than other di-
mensions of the microstructure. At the length scales
comparable to the dimensions of the specimen, the
twinned regions can be treated as homogeneous,
with elastic properties obtained by some homoge-
nization procedure.

The homogenization procedure used here for
evaluation of all elastic coefficients (21 independent
coefficients, as the resulting material is triclinic) of
the type II twinned structures of CuAlNi was very
similar to those used for evaluation of elastic coeffi-
cients of layered macroscopic composites (e.g., [24]).
The details on the procedure can be found in [25]
and in [26]. Here, thus, we restrict ourselves to a
short outline of the algorithm and the obtained re-
sults only.

The procedure homogenizes a first-order lami-
nate of two variants (denoted, again, A and B),
which are connected by relation (7). In the natu-
ral coordinate system of variant A (i.e., the system
aligned with the orthorhombic axes of this variant),
the elastic coefficients of variant B can be obtained
by rotating the tensor of elastic coefficients of vari-
ant A by two rotation matrices. The first is such a
matrix R that

UA = RUBRT (10)

The second matrix represents the mutual rotation of
variants A and B within the laminate, i.e.,

Q = QT

AQB (11)

where the matrices QA and QB are those appearing
in (7). The homogenization procedure constructs a
set of stress and strain fields homogeneous both in
the lamina of variant A and the lamina of variant B.
These fields are always chosen such that the com-
patibility and continuity conditions at the twinning
plane are held. For these fields, the procedure eval-
uates the overall (averaged) elastic strain and the
corresponding stored energy of the laminate. In the
final step, the elastic coefficients of the laminate are
obtained as (numerical) derivatives of the elastic en-
ergy function with respect to the averaged strains.

The way in which the twinning influences the
symmetry and magnitude of the elastic anisotropy
of martensite is shown in Fig. 4, where the
Young moduli of austenite, martensite, and twinned
martensite (a laminate of type II twins able to form
a habit plane with austenite) are compared. The
chosen graphical representation is as follows: The
3D surfaces are plots of the Young moduli for uni-
axial tensions in directions given by unit vector n,
which runs through a unit sphere. The plotted vec-
tor quantity is thus nE(n). The moduli for austen-
ite and a single variant of martensite are shown
in the coordinate systems given by principal axes
of austenite and martensite, respectively, whereas
the moduli of the twinned martensite are plotted in
the principal coordinate system of the major vari-
ant. Obviously, the difference between Young mod-
uli of the single variant and the twinned martensite
is mostly in the symmetry. Similar results can be ob-
tained for shear moduli or for any other represen-
tation of the anisotropic elasticity (e.g., surfaces of
phase or group velocity of ultrasonic waves, as used
in [19]).
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FIGURE 4. Surfaces of Young moduli nE(n) for all materials involved in the X-interface: (a) austenite phase; (b)

single variant of martensite; (c) martensite in the twinned regions

3.3 Results of FEM Modeling

As mentioned in the introduction, to avoid prob-
lems with multiscale modeling, the displacement
field was decomposed into two parts: transforma-
tion and elastic. The nature of the martensitic phase
transition enables us to understand these two parts
as two independent processes. The first is the de-
formation according to macroscopic gradients given
by the transition, which leads to a discontinuous
displacement field over the incompatible interfaces,
and the second is the elastic deformation, which
ensures the continuity of resulting displacements.
Notice that both fields are discontinuous, but their
composite is continuous. Whereas the first field is
taken directly from the experimental observations,
the second one is to be found using FEM.

In the following paragraphs, the whole proce-
dure will be demonstrated for the case of simplified
geometry SG 1. Let us denote the macroscopic de-
formation gradients for austenite, for the A–B lami-
nate, for the A–C laminate, and for the pure variant
A by

FI = I (12)

FAB = λQAUA + (1 − λ)QBUB (13)

FAC = λQ̂AUA + (1 − λ)QBUB (14)

FA = QAUA (15)

Then, four affine transformations can be con-
structed:

yI : x → Ix + bI (16)

yAB : x → FABx + bAB (17)

yAC : x → FACx + bAC (18)

yA : x → FAx + bA (19)

The initial geometry for FEM modeling is obtained
by applying these transformations to corresponding
domains of the reference configuration. For SG 1,
the vectors bI , bAB , bAC , and bA are taken as fol-
lows: bI = 0, bA is arbitrary, bAB and bAC are cho-
sen so that the entire body remains unbroken over
the habit planes (corresponding gradients are com-
patible, hence such vectors can be found). When the
twinned-to-detwinned interfaces are not planes of
compatibility, in general, the body splits into two
parts. The first one comprises the region of austenite
and both twinned regions; the second one contains
only the stabilized (detwinned) martensite.

Now, the elasticity problem of putting those parts
“back together” must be solved. Elastic moduli are
known, so just boundary conditions are to be sup-
plied. These conditions must ensure the unique-
ness of the solution and the continuity of the overall
displacement field, and thus the integrity of the re-
sulting body. Consider (in the reference configura-
tion) a point x0 lying in the twinned-to-detwinned
interface between the A–B laminate and the pure
variant A. In general, points xA = yA(x0) and
xAB = yAB(x0) are different. Therefore the sought
elastic displacement field u must meet the following
condition:

xA + u(xA) = xAB + u(xAB) (20)
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It can be easily seen that xAB = (yAB ◦ y
−1

A
)(xA),

and the boundary condition in terms of xA is

u(xA) = (yAB ◦ y
−1

A
)(xA)

+u((yAB ◦ y
−1

A
)(xA)) − xA

(21)

This is exactly the boundary condition which was
looked for. Similarly, such a condition can be found
for the second twinned-to-detwinned interface. To
achieve the uniqueness of the solution, the bottom
face of the austenite domain was fixed. Hence the
multiscale character was fully avoided in the prob-
lem formulation, but the non locality of the second
term of the right-hand side of (21) is its consequence.

The problem was solved using FEM program
COMSOL Multiphysics (formerly Femlab) in con-
nection with the Matlab environment. In Matlab,
the geometry was computed as prescribed by the
macroscopic morphology. The following FEM com-
putations were done in the COMSOL Structural

Mechanics module (Solid, Stress-Strain application
mode). For each part of the body in the initial con-
figuration, an independent mesh was needed. To do
this, the option Use Assembly was enabled. COM-
SOL was also able to deal with nonlocal couplings
through Extrusion Coupling Variables. On bound-
ary, where the “gluing” condition was prescribed,
the Boundary Extrusion Coupling Variable was cre-
ated according to the known mapping yAB ◦ y−1

A
.

For the FEM discretization, the Lagrange cubic fi-
nite elements were used. The obtained linear sys-
tem was solved by the memory-efficient SPOOLES
direct solver implemented in COMSOL.

The elastic stress and strain fields were evalu-
ated for all geometries SG 1÷4 and for ratios dx/Lx

running from 0 to 1. An example of the results is
shown in Fig. 5. The plotted quantity here is the Von
Mises stress (the square root of the second invariant
of the stress tensor), evaluated on cuts of the spec-
imen by planes as close as possible to the individ-

FIGURE 5. Maps of Von Mises stress evaluated on planar cuts closest to the faces of the specimen in simplified
geometries SG 1÷4 for dx/Lx = 0.65. The dashed lines denote the intersection of the cutting planes with planes of
compatibility (habit planes for SG 1, twinning planes for SG 2, and combinations of habit and twinning planes for SG 3
and SG 4)
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ual faces of the specimen.2 In Fig. 5, the difference
between those interfaces (habit planes, twinned-to-
detwinned interfaces), which were chosen as planes
of compatibility, and those at which the compatibil-
ity must be attained by elastic strains is obvious. For
SG 1, the elastic strains are concentrated along the
twinned-to-detwinned interfaces; for SG 2, a similar
concentration is along the austenite-to-martensite
interfaces. For SG 3 and SG 4, the maximum stress
is localized within the regions surrounded by the in-
terfaces not initially chosen as compatible (this is si-
miliar to [11], where the stress concentration was re-
vealed at the tip of the wedge microstructure). In
other words, the obtained elastic fields are strongly
influenced by our choice of the simplified geometry
(see the last section for a more detailed discussion).
In real microstructure (which can be expected to be
somewhere between our SGs), both the habit planes
and the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces could be
elastically strained to achieve full compatibility.

The maximum of the Von Mises stress for all SGs
shown in Fig. 5 is nearly the same (approximately
450 MPa). The difference between the geometries
can be thus more clearly seen from Fig. 6, where the
elastic energy stored in the specimen is plotted as
a function of dx/Lx for all SGs. As expected, the
energies of specimens in SG 1 and SG 2 are sym-
metric about dx/Lx = 1/2. For SG 3 and SG 4, the
energy decreases towards the fully compatible con-
figurations. Let us notice here that the crossing lines
in the real X-interfaces reported in [8] were located
close to the center of the specimen, i.e., close to max-
imal energies for SG 1 and SG 2.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this article, a procedure of construction of
a mathematical model of an interfacial marten-
sitic microstructure was presented. The examined

2 The initial configuration for which the elasticity prob-

lem is solved is given by mapping ytrans, where the faces

of the specimen are not planar and the specimen geom-

etry is discontinuous. For this reason, the plotted Von

Mises stress was evaluated on cuts of the specimen af-

ter the problem solution, i.e., after the “gluing” boundary

condition (21) was fulfilled. As the cutting planes, planes

as close as possible to the faces of the specimen were cho-

sen. Thus the values of the Von Mises stress in Fig. 5 are

very close approximations of the values at the surface

FIGURE 6. Dependence of the elastic energy stored in
the specimen on the position of the crossing line for sim-
plified geometries SG 1÷4

material was the Cu-Al-Ni shape memory alloy, and
the modeled interfacial microstructure was the X-
interface appearing during the shape recovery pro-
cess in single crystals of this material. From the
analysis of the optical micrographs of the real mi-
crostructure, the individual twinning systems and
variants of martensite forming the microstructure
were identified. Based on this identification, the
difference of the microstructure from compatibility
was analyzed. The elastic strains necessary for the
microstructure to achieve compatibility were evalu-
ated by FEM, whereby the elastic coefficients of the
twinned regions were evaluated by a homogeniza-
tion procedure. Four different simplified geometries
were used for the calculation. In each of these ge-
ometries, the calculation revealed strong concentra-
tions of Von Mises stress along the interfaces not ini-
tially chosen as planes of compatibility. Although
the simplified geometries are just rough approxima-
tions of the real X-interfaces, they enable us to es-
timate the dependence of the elastic energy stored
in the specimen on a chosen geometric parameter
(the distance dx). The presented simulations show
that the experimentally observed microstructures
are not even local minimizers of the energy (their
energy decreases with proper change of parameter
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dx), and thus there must be another explanation for
their stability.

On the other hand, the results obtained for
SG 1÷4 were strongly influenced by our (artificial)
choice of at which planes the compatibility was
achieved without elastic strains. Although the dif-
ferences between the orientation of the habit and
twinning planes and those planes that approximate
them in our simplified geometries are minimal (less
than 2◦ in the orientation of the normal vectors), the
differences in the evaluated elastic fields are tremen-
dous. The internal stress fields in real interfacial
microstructures may thus significantly differ from
those evaluated for SG 1÷4. However, construction
of any more realistic geometry would be extremely
complicated, at least for the following three reasons:

1. As the interfacial microstructure grows from
the nucleus situated in the corner of the spec-
imen (see [8] for more details), the laminates
inside the twinned regions form under (vary-
ing) internal stress. For this reason, the lami-
nates cannot be treated as fully homogeneous
with the volume fractions given by relations (5)
and (6). This may induce additional residual
stresses both inside the twinned regions and at
the habit plane. However, such variation of λ

with the spatial coordinates cannot be evalu-
ated without a complete knowledge of the mi-
crostructure’s history.

2. As already mentioned, there is no justification
for our assumption that the interfaces within
the microstructure are exactly planar. Espe-
cially close to the crossing line, where all the
compatibility conditions (5)–(8) are to be met
and where the new martensitic needles nucle-
ate (again, see [8] for more details), the shapes
can be completely general. However, the real
shapes of the interfaces can be determined nei-
ther experimentally (from optical micrographs,
only the intersections of the interfaces with the
surfaces of the specimen can be obtained; ul-
trasonic methods do not have sufficient resolu-
tion) nor theoretically (as the optimality crite-
rion for the X-interfaces, which are a priori not
minimizers of energy, is unknown).

3. The multiscale character cannot be fully
avoided. Along the twinned-to-detwinned

interfaces, the stress fields are not homoge-
neously distributed, but concentrated around
the tips of individual martensitic needles nucle-
ating at the crossing line and growing toward
the lateral faces of the specimen. Moreover, the
exact shapes of the needles are not known, and
their determination is complicated for the same
reasons as discussed in point 2.

Solution of the problems resulting from the preced-
ing three points will be the subject of the authors’
future work.
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2.2 Publikace Konečně-prvková studie morfologie rozhranı́

monovarianta-laminát pozorovaných ve slitině s tvarovou pamětı́

CuAlNi.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Glatz, O., Landa, M. A finite element analysis of the mor-

phology of the twinned-to-detwinned interface observed in microstruc-

ture of the Cu-Al-Ni shape memory alloy (2011) International Journal

of Solids and Structures, 48 (13), pp. 2005-2014.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci je analyzována rozhraňová mikrostruktura typu λ

tvořená dvojicı́ rovin habitu, jednı́m dvojčatovým rozhranı́m a jednı́m

rozhranı́m typu laminát-monovarainta. Právě toto rozhranı́ je zkou-

máno podrobněji, a to jak experimentálně (interferometriı́ v bı́lém

světle), tak konečněprvkovým modelovánı́m. Je ukázáno, že tvar jehlic

martenzitu na tomto druhu rozhranı́ neodpovı́dá minimu elastické en-

ergie.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Veškeré experimentálnı́ výsledky prezentované v publikaci včetně

určenı́ přesného tvaru jehlic pomocı́ interferometrie v bı́lém světle byly

zı́skány habilitantem. Konečněprvkové výpočty byly provedeny stu-

dentem Ondřejem Glatzem v rámci jeho postgraduálnı́ho studia pod

vedenı́m habilitanta.
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a b s t r a c t

A detailed morphology of the twinned-to-detwinned interface in microstructure of 2H-martensite phase

of the Cu–Al–Ni shape memory alloy is observed by optical methods (optical microscopy, white-light

interferometry). Based on these observations, a finite element model of the transition layer is constructed

and applied to calculate the elastic stress distribution inside the observed microstructure. The results

show that the real micromorphology does not correspond to the minimum of the sum of the elastic

and surface energy, and that the maxima of the stress field necessary for the existence of this morphology

are comparable to the elasticity limits of the 2H-martensite.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The thermoelastic martensites, i.e. the low-temperature phases

of shape memory alloys (SMAs), are known to be able to form fine,

regular microstructures (Otsuka andWayman, 1998; Bhattacharya,

2003). Among these microstructures, the geometrically simplest

ones and also the most frequently observed ones are the 1st-order

laminates (Bhattacharya et al., 1999), which are the microstruc-

tures consisting of parallel lamina of two variants of martensite

with alternating thicknesses. Under some special conditions, the

1st-order laminates can form macroscopically planar interfaces

with the high-temperature phase (these interfaces are called the

habit planes), with single variants of martensite (so-called

twinned-to-detwinned interfaces), or with other 1st-order laminates

(e.g. the macrotwin boundaries in the laminates of higher orders).

When the macroscopic compatibility over such interfaces is ana-

lyzed by a mathematical model, it is usually assumed that these

macroscopic interfaces are exactly sharp. More precisely, these

interfaces are typically modeled by approaching the infimum of

the Helmoltz free energy of the material by some minimizing se-

quence of microstructures fMng
1
n¼1, whereby the thickness of the

transition layer between the two homogeneous microstructures

forming the interface is proportional to 1=n (see Ball and James,

1987, 1992 for more details). This does not, however, always

exactly reflect the experimental observations. For example,

Chu (1993) observed the interfaces between differently oriented

laminates of compound twins of the Cu–Al–Ni alloy during a

mechanically induced reorientation (see Abeyaratne et al., 1996;

James et al., 1995; Li and Luskin, 1999) for a further discussion

and analysis of these observations), and the widths of the transi-

tion layers (i.e. of the layers outside which the neighboring micro-

structures can be considered as homogeneous) in this case were up

to few millimeters. In Chu (1993), the morphology of these transi-

tion layers is documented by detailed optical micrographs: when

approaching the interface, the lamina of one of the variants in-

volved in the laminate are narrowing and forming thin needles

with sharp tips ending at the interface (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, the

tips of the individual needles are slightly bended from the original

orientation of the laminate, and there can be also some branching

of the needles occurring within the transition region.

Similar morphology of the transition layer has been described in

the literature repeatedly and for various SMAs: Basinski and

Christian (1954a,b) have observed and discussed the tapering

and bending needles at the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces

(Fig. 1b) in the In-Tl alloy. Exactly the same phenomena (although

at a completely different scale) were observed by Schryvers (1993),

Schryvers et al. (2001, 2002), Boullay et al. (2001) at the macrotwin

boundaries between two 1st-order laminates in the Ni–Al alloy.

There have been many attempts to analyze the micromorphol-

ogy of the transition regions by means of geometrically non-linear

elasticity. Besides the detailed discussions of this topic for the

above mentioned macrotwin boundaries in Ni–Al given in

Schryvers (1993), Boullay et al. (2001) and the finite-elements

models of the macroscopic transition regions in Cu–Al–Ni

described in James et al. (1995), Li and Luskin (1999), let us point

0020-7683/$ - see front matter � 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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out here the work of Stupkiewicz et al. (2007), who have used a fi-

nite-elements method to determine a low-energy micromorphol-

ogy of the transition region at the habit plane for the Cu–Al–Ni

alloy. Most recently, Finel et al. (2010) have obtained a realistic

morphology of a Ni–Al macrotwin boundary as an output of a

mathematical model based on the phase field method.

In this paper, we present a finite elements-based model of a

twinned-to-detwinned interface in the Cu–Al–Ni alloy. The mor-

phology of the transition layer used in this model is chosen to fit

optimally the experimental observations (optical microscopy,

white-light interferometry), and the elastic strain field within the

transition layer is calculated for the elastic coefficients known

quite accurately from the ultrasonic measurements (Landa et al.,

2009). The main aim of this paper is to give a detailed quantitative

comparison of the stress distribution inside the transition layer cal-

culated for this experimentally obtained morphology and for the

morphology obtainable by energy minimization. Such a compari-

son can answer the question whether the energy-minimization

based approaches can reliably predict the main features of such

microstructures.

2. Experimental observations

The analyzed interfacewas observed in a single crystal of the Cu–

Al–Ni SMA prepared by the Bridgeman method at the Institute of

Physics ASCR in Prague. The transition temperatures determined

for this material by DSC were MS ¼ �5 �C; MF ¼ �22 �C;

AS ¼ 26 �C, and AF ¼ 52 �C. The specimen used for the experiment

was a prismatic 4:5� 4:5� 15:0 mm3 barwith the faces cut approx-

imately along the ½1 1 0 �; ½1 �1 0 � and ½0 0 1 � planes. This

specimen was subjected to the following procedure (see Seiner

et al., 2008 for more details):

1. By applying a uniaxial compression at the room temperature,

the specimen was transformed from austenite into mechani-

cally stabilized martensite (one variant of martensite with a

negligible amount of compound twins). Due to the mechanical

stabilization effect (Seiner et al., 2008; Novák et al., 2006), the

specimen did not transform back into austenite when the load-

ing was removed.

2. The specimen was locally heated up in one of the corners, which

induced a nucleation of austenite in this corner and the subse-

quent formation and propagation of the interfacial microstruc-

ture (see Seiner et al., 2008; Seiner and Landa, 2009 for a

definition of this term) through the specimen.

3. When the interfacial microstructure was approximately in the

middle of the specimen, the heating was removed. The speci-

men with the ‘frozen’ microstructure was cooled down and

cleaned by ethyl alcohol. The microstructure was then observed

by optical methods.

The interfacial microstructure formed in this case was the so-

called k-interface (Basinski and Christian, 1954a; Seiner et al.,

2008; Seiner, 2008), i.e. the microstructure with the macroscopic

morphology sketched in Fig. 2a. This microstructure consists of

two habit planes and two twinned-to-detwinned interfaces, all

intersecting in one line. In this paper, we will focus on one of the

twinned-to-detwinned interfaces, namely on the one being not

parallel to the twinning planes inside the laminate. At this inter-

face, a wide transition layer can be observed. In Fig. 2b–d, the opti-

cal micrographs of the k-interface obtained by a Olympus SZ60

stereomicroscope (equipped by a CCD camera uEyE UI-2250-C

used for recording) can be seen. Fig. 2b shows the entire morphol-

ogy of the k-interface, Fig. 2c shows the detailed morphology of the

twinned-to-detwinned transition layer. It can be clearly observed

that this transition layer consists of thin narrowing needles, i.e.

that the volume fraction of the minor variant in the laminate de-

creases within the transition layer continuously from some start-

ing value to zero. For comparison, the optical micrograph of the

habit plane is shown in Fig. 2d. It can be clearly seen that although

the twins are getting finer close to the interface, there is no well-

defined, macroscopic transition region at the habit plane.

As seen in Fig. 2a, the width of the transition region is obviously

dependent on the distance of the observation point from the cross-

ing line of the k-interface (seen in the middle of Fig. 2b). Close to

the crossing line, the twins are much finer, and the transition re-

gion is significantly narrower. Starting from some distance (ap-

prox. 0.75 mm) from the crossing line, both the thickness of the

needles and the width of the transition layer are approximately

constant. It was checked by a comparison of detailed optical micro-

graphs that the width of the transition layer and the thickness of

the needles are approximately linearly proportional to each other;

this means that the morphology of the transition region (the

width/length ratio of the individual needles) is approximately

scale-independent.

The optical micrograph in Fig. 2b and similar micrographs taken

from all the faces of the specimen were used for the identification

of the twinning systems and the martensitic variants involved in

the microstructure. For this identification, the angles between

the habit plane and the edges of the specimen and between the

Fig. 1. Schematic sketches of the transition layers discussed in the introduction: (a) an interface between two differently oriented 1-st order laminates (Chu, 1993; James

et al., 1995; Li and Luskin, 1999; Schryvers, 1993; Schryvers et al., 2001, 2002; Boullay et al., 2001; Finel et al., 2010); similar morphology can be observed also at the habit

planes (Stupkiewicz et al., 2007); (b) a twinned-to-detwinned interface observed by Basinski and Christian (1954a) and analyzed in this paper.
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habit plane and the twinning planes inside the laminate were used.

The result was that the twinned-to-detwinned interface under

study was formed between a laminate of Type-II twins of variants

Nos. 3 and 6 (according to the notation of Sedlák et al. (2005)) and

a single variant No. 6. From the micrographs, the exact volume

fraction of the variant No. 3 in the laminate in the vicinity of the

interface was determined as k ¼ 0:319, which is a slightly higher

than the value which should be at the habit plane (k ¼ 0:301 (Bhat-

tacharya, 2003)).

In order to obtain the exact morphology of the transition layer

for the numerical model, a chosen segment of the twinned-

to-detwinned interface was further analyzed by white-light inter-

ferometry using the topography module of the Polytec MSA-500

Micro System Analyzer. By this method, a 3D morphology of the

transition layer was obtained with a nanometric vertical resolu-

tion. The mesoscopic 3D morphology of the interface (measured

with horizontal pixel resolution 0.645 lm) is shown in Fig. 3. It

is clearly seen that the analyzed interface has a ‘smooth’ character,

as the continuous change of the volume fraction given by the con-

tinuous narrowing of the individual needles leads to a continuous

change of the slope of the observed surface.

The shapes of the individual needles were determined from

white-light interferometry measurements with horizontal pixel

resolution equal to 0.129 lm. The obtained surface relief was

numerically converted into a bitmap seen in Fig. 4a (and in

Fig. 4b after disproportional rescaling), where the grayscale corre-

sponds to the dz=dx gradient of the 3D surface in each point. By

binarization of the bitmaps, the profile of the volume fraction in-

side the transition layer was determined (Fig. 4c). Close to the tips

of the needles, this profile is approximately linear; at the opposite

side of the transition layer, a smooth connection of the profile to

the constant volume fraction of the minor variant in the laminate

ðk ¼ 0:319Þ can be seen.

All the geometric parameters of the morphology determined

from the optical micrographs and from the interferometric mea-

surements were used for the construction of the mathematical

model of the interface.

3. Construction of a mathematical model

In this section, we will briefly summarize the mathematical the-

ory of martensitic microstructures (Ball and James, 1987, 1992;

Bhattacharya, 2003), apply this theory to analyze the compatibility

at the twinned-to-detwinned interfaces in the Cu–Al–Ni alloy, and

utilize the results of this analysis for a construction of a mathemat-

ical model.

3.1. Theoretical framework

In an SMA undergoing the cubic-to-orthorhombic transition

(which is the case of Cu–Al–Ni alloy examined in this paper), the cu-

bic lattice of austenite transforms, via a shearing mechanism, into

the orthorhombic lattice of one of the six possible variants of mar-

tensite. At the continuum level, the cubic lattice of austenite is rep-

resented by deformation gradients from the SOð3Þ group. After the

transitions into martensite, the regions transformed into individual

martensitic variants can be described by the Bain tensors, which are

the symmetric components of the polar decompositions of the

respective deformation gradients (see e.g. Bhattacharya, 2003 for

more details). The Bain tensors UI¼1;...;6 are sufficient for the analysis

of the possible twinning systems and planar interfaces between

homogeneous microstructures in the examined alloy. In particular,

two variants of martensite (UI and UJ) can form a stress-free twin,

whenever there exist vectors a and n (where jaj – 0 and jnj ¼ 1)

and rotations RI 2 SOð3Þ and RJ 2 SOð3Þ such that

RIUI � RJUJ ¼ a� n: ð1Þ

Then, the unit vector n is the normal to the twinning plane and the

vector a represents the shear deformation between the two variants

and is called the shearing vector (Bhattacharya, 2003).

Similarly, a stress-free planar (macroscopic) interface between

two homogeneous microstructures MA and MB is possible if and

only if there exist vectors b and m (where jbj– 0 and jmj ¼ 1)

and rotations Q A 2 SOð3Þ and Q B 2 SOð3Þ such that

Q AMA � Q BMB ¼ b�m: ð2Þ

Fig. 2. (a) Macroscopic morphology of the k-interface; (b–d) optical micrographs of the chosen segments of the microstructure.
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The homogeneous microstructures can be the 1st-order laminates

of two variants able to form a twin (UI and UJ satisfy the condition

(1))

MA;B ¼ kRIUI þ ð1� kÞRJUJ ; ð3Þ

where k 2 h0;1i is the volume fraction, or, in general, any members

of the quasiconvex hull over the all possible components (see e.g.

Dolzmann, 2003 for more details)

MA;B 2 Kqc I;
[

6

I¼1

UI

 !

: ð4Þ

In presence of the elastic strains, the compatibility conditions

can be expressed in a similar way, both at the micro-scale (twin-

ning plane under elastic loads) and at the macro-scale (marcoscop-

ic compatibility between two elastically strained, homogeneous

microstructures.) In this paper we adopt a slightly different

approach to incorporate the elastic strains into the model. This ap-

proach has been successfully used by Balandraud and Zanzotto

(2007) for the analysis of the elastic strains for the wedge micro-

structure in the Cu–Zn–Al alloy and for the X-interface microstruc-

ture in Cu–Al–Ni alloy by the current authors (Seiner et al., 2009;

Glatz et al., 2009; Glatz et al., 2010). More details on this approach

will be given within the description of the finite elements model.

3.2. Compatibility analysis at the twinned-to-detwinned interface and

inside the transition layer

Let us first discuss the macroscopic compatibility between the

1st-order laminate and the single variant of martensite at the

Fig. 3. 3D morphology of the twinned-to-detwinned interface obtained by white-light interferometry.

Fig. 4. Detailed morphologies of the transition layer determined from white-light interferometry measurements. The grayscale maps in sub-figures (b) and (c) are

disproportionally rescaled to emphasize the bending and tapering of the needles. For the map in the sub-figure (c), the profile of the volume fraction of the minor variant

across the transition layer is given.
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twinned-to-detwinned interface. According to Ball and James

(1987, 1992), Eq. (2) has either no solution or exactly two solutions

(except for some extremely trivial cases, such as MI ¼ MJ 2 SOð3Þ,

where the number of solutions is infinite). In the case of the

twinned-to-detwinned interface, for which MA is a first order lam-

inate given by Eq. (3) andMB ¼ UJ is one of the variants involved in

the laminate MA, the first solution of Eq. (2) is trivial: the laminate

MA can obviously border to the single variant MB over a twinning

plane between the variants UI and UJ . The second solution depends

on the volume fraction k and must be found numerically. For the

volume fraction determined from the experiments ðk ¼ 0:319Þ,

the corresponding calculated orientation of the twinned-to-

detwinned interface is [0.02; 0.77; 0.64] in austenite (the reference

configuration). Due to the macroscopic width of the transition

layer and due to the fact that this width changes along the inter-

face according to the changing fineness of the twins (see Fig. 2

and the discussion around it), it was not possible to determine

the experimental orientation of this interface with accuracy higher

than approximately 2�. If only those parts of the interface were ta-

ken into account where the width of the transition layer was

approximately constant (sufficiently far away form the crossing

line of the k-interface as discussed above), the resulting orientation

of this interface was about 0.5� declined from the numerically ob-

tained value, which is an acceptable agreement. Let us mention

here that the twinned-to-detwinned interface was considered as

stress-free at the macroscale. This is not exactly correct, since the

k-interface itself cannot be compatible without elastic strains.

However, it was checked by a direct FEM calculation (Glatz,

2010), that the macroscopic elastic loads acting particularly on

the studied twinned-to-detwinned interface are negligible (espe-

cially compared with the elastic micro-stresses resulting from

the morphology of the transition layer calculated in this paper).

The analysis of the microscale compatibility inside the transi-

tion layer is significantly more complicated. The fact that the nee-

dles are tapering and bending indicates that there must be non-

negligible elastic strains accommodated inside the layer. In this

paragraph, we will make a brief theoretical prediction of what

the morphology of the layer could be (see the more detailed dis-

cussions on this topic by James et al. (1995), Schryvers et al.

(2001), Boullay et al. (2001) for a comparison); the exact way

how the elastic strains are treated in the model will be described

in the next subsection.

Let us consider a twinned-to-detwinned interface between a

single variant U6 and the laminate MA given by (3) with I ¼ 3

and J ¼ 6. By putting (2) and (3) together and by denoting

Q 3 ¼ Q T
BQ AR3 and Q 6 ¼ Q T

BQ AR6, the compatibility condition

becomes

½kQ 3U3 þ ð1� kÞQ 6U6� � U6 ¼ ^b�m: ð5Þ

It can be clearly seen that the variant No. 6 appearing in the lami-

nate is rotated with respect to the single variant by the matrix

Q 6. For the Bain tensors of the variants Nos. 3 and 6 taken from

(Sedlák et al., 2005), it was calculated that the matrix Q 6 represents

a rotation by 4.6� around the direction [�0.98; 0.14; �0.14] (i.e.

approximately ½ �7 1 �1 �) in the reference configuration. This direc-

tion is very close to the direction along the tips of the needles (i.e.

the direction of the line at which the curved surfaces forming the

individual needles intersect; the difference is approximately 2.5�

only), so the matrix Q 6 corresponds approximately to a rotation

in the plane normal both to the twinning planes in the laminate

and to the macroscopic twinned-to-detwinned interface. Let us,

thus, consider a cut of the transition layer by this plane (Fig. 5):

As the volume fraction k continuously decreases from k ¼ 0:319

to zero across the layer, the rotation of the variant No. 6 continu-

ously changes from Q 6 to I. The rotation Q 3 and the orientation of

the twinning planes n tend to follow this continual change to en-

sure the compatibility of the microstructure, which cannot be, how-

ever, fully achieved without elastic strains.1 As the orientation of the

faces of the needle tends to be as close to the twinning plane as pos-

sible (to minimize the elastic strains), the whole needle is continu-

ously bended. The bending angle in a given point inside the layer

should be approximately equal to the angle of the rotation of variant

No. 6 in this point (cf. (Boullay et al., 2001; James et al., 1995)). The

exact shapes of the needles (the evolution of the volume fraction, the

bending angles) cannot be, however, theoretically predicted without

the elastic strains taken into account.

3.3. Finite element model

Our aim is now to construct a mathematical model able to treat

elastically strained martensitic microstructures. On this purpose,

we can understand the martensitic phase transition as two inde-

pendent processes. The first is the inelastic deformation which rep-

resents the transition of the individual parts of the microstructure

into different variants of martensite, and the second is the elastic

deformation which ensures the continuity of the resulting dis-

placement field.

Consider a simply connected volume X representing a periodi-

cally repeating segment of the twinned-to-detwinned interface in

the reference configuration (i.e. in austenite). As outlined in

Fig. 6, this volume consists of parts G1 and G2 representing the nee-

dle and the surrounding material, respectively. The transition of

this volume into two different variants of martensite can be repre-

sented by affine transformations ymðxÞ ¼ Fmxþ bm ðm ¼ 1;2Þ, each

acting on the respective part Gm. The deformation gradients

Fm ¼ RmUNðmÞ are the Bain tensors of the respective variants (see

Section 3.2, Nð1Þ ¼ 3;Nð2Þ ¼ 6) rotated such that the compatibility

condition (1) is satisfied inside the laminate. Without a loss of gen-

erality, we can take b2 ¼ 0. The choice of the vector b1 will be dis-

cussed later.

Fig. 5. The cut of the transition layer by the plane ð �7 1 �1 Þ in the reference

configuration. The rotation of the variant U6 is continuously changing from zero (in

the single variant) to Q 6 (inside the laminate). In any point inside the transition

layer, this variant is rotated by some matrix Q 0 which lies between I and Q 6 . See the

text for more details.

1 To prove this, it sufficient to notice that the needles must have the needle-like

shapes even in the reference configuration, where the rotations do not apply. In other

words, the interfaces between the homogeneously transformed regions (variant No. 3

inside the needle and variant No. 6 outside the needle) must be curved in this

configuration, which contradicts the assumptions of the stress-free compatibility. For

a more detailed explanation why the interfaces between homogeneously transformed

regions cannot be curved we refer the reader to Bhattacharya (2003).
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Inside the transition layer (i.e. outside the homogeneous lami-

nate), the inelastic displacement field given by the transformations

ymðxÞ defined above is, in principle, discontinuous: we obtain two

separated parts Vm ¼ ymðGmÞ and we try to find an elastic strain

field which puts these parts back together. More precisely, we

are looking for the displacement fields eumðxÞ defined on Vm such

that the composition ey defined by

ey jGm ¼ ym þ eum � ym ð6Þ

represents a continuous deformation on the whole region X. These

elastic strains can be determined by conventional finite elements

(FEM) model with appropriately chosen geometry and boundary

conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the detailed geometry of the used model in the ref-

erence configuration. The region X was a parallelepiped with lat-

eral face normals n (perpendicular to the twinning planes in the

homogeneous laminate) and m (perpendicular to the macroscopic

twinned-to-detwinned interface). The base face normal was cho-

sen as

nbase ¼
U2

6ðn�mÞ

U2
6ðn�mÞ

���
���
: ð7Þ

This choice ensured that after the given affine transformations the

lateral faces of the needle were perpendicular to the base faces,

which is necessary for further proper formulation of periodic

boundary conditions on the base faces. To enable a simple parame-

trization of the shape of the needle, the boundary of the region G1

was defined by two straight segments and two quadratic Bézier

curves (each having three control points). For the distance between

the left edge of the region X and the tip of the needle fixed, the con-

trol points p1;p2; p3;p4, and p5 were allowed to move as indicated by

the arrows – the actual positions of these points were, then, the

parameters controlling the exact micromorphology of the transition

layer, i.e. the profile of the volume fraction and the curvatures of the

individual faces of the needle. The width of the needle at the inter-

face between the modeled region and the laminate was fixed to the

value given by the volume fraction k taken from the experimental

observations. The in-plane dimensions of the modeled region (also

given in Fig. 6) were taken in a rough agreement with the experi-

mental observations as well. However, the change of the exact

width of the transition layer (i.e. the layer where the faces of the

needles are not straight) was enabled by moving the control points

p1 and p5 along the respective twinning planes. The out-of-plane

dimension of the modeled region (i.e. the dimension along the

direction nbase) was chosen to be equal to 3 lm. Let us point out

here that although the shape of the needle is fully described by

2D curves lying in one plane in the reference configuration, and

although the final elastic fields must satisfy the conditions of plane

strain (under the assumption that the twinned-to-detwinned inter-

face is unbounded as discussed later), the whole problem must be

solved in 3D. The reason is that both the deformation gradients

Fm and the additional elastic displacements eum are fully three-

dimensional. Consequently, the plane in which the plane-strain

condition is hold for the elasticity problem does not correspond to

any plane in the reference configuration, where the geometry is

defined.

Let us now discuss the boundary conditions (Fig. 7). These con-

ditions apply for the elasticity problem, so they must be formu-

lated for the geometry after the affine transformations ymðxÞ

were applied. Consider the volumes G1 and G2 in the reference con-

figuration, and denote their common boundary as @G12 ¼ G1 \ G2.

Let x be a point of @G12. Then, this point transforms into two differ-

ent points ex1 ¼ y1ðxÞ and ex2 ¼ y2ðxÞ after the application of the af-

fine transformations. The requirement on the sought displacement

field is that these two points become identical after the elastic

deformation,

ex1 þ eu1ðex1Þ ¼ ex2 þ eu2ðex2Þ: ð8Þ

The relation between the points ex1 and ex2 is clear:

ex2 ¼ ðy2 � y
�1
1 Þðex1Þ ¼ F2F

�1
1 ðex1 � b1Þ þ b2: ð9Þ

On substituting this relation into (8) we get

ex1 þ eu1ðex1Þ ¼ F2F
�1
1 ðex1 � b1Þ þ b2

þ eu2 F2F
�1
1 ðex1 � b1Þ þ b2

� �
: ð10Þ

This relation holds for an arbitrary point ex1 2 @V12. Thus, we obtain

a boundary condition for the field eu1 on the boundary

@V12 ¼ y1ð@G12Þ. This condition can be written in the following form

eu1ðexÞ ¼ F2F
�1
1 ðex � b1Þ þ b2 þ eu2 F2F

�1
1 ðex � b1Þ þ b2

� �
� ex;

8ex 2 @V12; ð11Þ

which obviously couples the field eu1 to the displacement field in the

major variant ðeu2Þ. In other words, the elastic displacement fields in

the transformed regions V1 and V2 are coupled through the require-

ment of the continuity of the resulting (inelastic + elastic) displace-

ment field over the interface between the needle and the major

variant. At the points where the boundary @V12 reaches the inter-

face between the modeled region and the laminate, the elastic

strains are expected to be zero (the all elastic stored energy is local-

ized solely inside the transition layer). Then, the condition (11) can

be used for the determination of the vector b1.

Further boundary conditions follow from the symmetries of the

system. The twinned-to-detwinned interface at the macroscale is

assumed to be an unbounded plane separating two homogeneous

half-spaces. Thus, at the microscale, the interface is supposed to

consists of an infinite number of needles of infinite height. The ef-

fect of the infinite height is simply modeled by periodic boundary

conditions imposing equal displacement fields on the upper and

lower base faces. At the lateral faces, the conditions are the follow-

ing: at the face separating the modeled region from the twinned

martensite, the displacements simulating an elastically unstrained

laminate are prescribed; the opposite lateral face is considered to

be far enough from the tip of the needle, and the material at this

face is assumed to be stress-free. The second set of the periodic

boundary conditions imitates the infinite number of adjacent

Fig. 6. Geometry of the modeled region in the reference configuration. The view is perpendicular to the nbase direction (see the text).
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needles, and is put on the long lateral faces (whereto, however, the

constant shift a resulting from the macroscopic shear of the lami-

nate must be taken into account, see Fig. 6 for an outline).

The finite element model used for the solution of the final elas-

ticity problem with boundary conditions described above was

implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS computational environment,

the initial geometry for this model was computed in MATLAB. Since

the involved deformations were beyond the limits of linear elastic-

ity, the finite strain framework had to be used. Both domains V1

and V2 were meshed independently by one layer of prismatic La-

grange cubic elements, with the mesh near the tip of the needle re-

fined. The total number of elements was approximately 580

(approx. 52,000 DOFs). As material parameters, full orthorhombic

elasticity tensors of 2H-martensite were taken from Landa et al.

(2009) and rotated according to the actual orientation of the indi-

vidual variants.

4. Results and discussion

The above described model was used to calculate the elastic

field inside the transition layer. It was assumed that the energy

of the microstructure consists of two parts ðE ¼ Eelast: þ ESÞ, where

the first is the energy of the elastic strains induced by the compat-

ibility conditions and the second is the surface energy of the inter-

faces between the individual variants. The elastic energy tends to

elongate the needles (i.e. to make the individual interfaces closer

to the stress-free twinning planes), the surface energy tends to

minimize the surface of the needles, so the resulting width of the

transition layer can be assumed to be a result of a balance between

Eelast: and ES. Under this assumption, two different optimizing pro-

cedures were solved:

1. The elastic energy Eelast: was minimized by optimizing the posi-

tions of the control points p1 � p5 (i.e. optimizing the shape of

the needle). Only such positions of these points were allowed

that the entire width of the transition region (i.e. the distance

between the control point p3 and the edge of the homogeneous

laminate) remained unchanged. This width was taken from the

experimental observations.

2. The misfit between the experimentally obtained morphology

(taken from the optical micrographs and the white-light inter-

ferometric profiles) and the morphology resulting from the

FEM calculations was minimized by optimizing the positions

of the control points p1 � p5 at the input of the FEM model.2

The shape of the first of the four non-branching needles in

Fig. 4b was taken as the ’optimal’ shape (i.e. the shape fitted by

the model); this shape is, nevertheless, in a satisfying visual

agreement with the shapes of all the needles in Fig. 4a (except

of the branched ones), and the results (the distribution of the

elastic stresses inside the modeled region) are both qualitatively

and quantitatively very similar when any other of these needles

is used. For the resulting morphology, the elastic energy Eelast:

was calculated and compared to the minimal value obtained by

the first procedure.

In addition, it was checked that without the surface energy taken

into account, the minimum of the energy of the transition layer

(which is equal to Eelast: in this case) corresponds to a more then

five times wider transition layer (more than five times longer nee-

dles) than what was observed. If we assume that the ES term is lin-

early proportional to the area of the faces of the needles per unit

volume, it can be written that ES � cL, where L is the width of

the transition region and c is a constant. The parameter c can be

tuned such that the minimum of the entire energy E corresponds

to the experimentally observed width, which gives a rough esti-

mate of the surface energy of the Type-II twins. The value of the

surface energy obtained by this approach was 530 mJ m�2 which

is considerably higher than the values found in the literature for

similar materials (Shilo et al., 2007; Waitz et al., 2005). The reason

for this discrepancy will be discussed later.

Finally, the fact that the surface energy term ðESÞ is dominantly

responsible for the width of the transition layer, not for the exact

shapes of the needles, was proved by the following simulation:

The changes of Eelast: and ES induced by small variation of the posi-

tions of the control points p2 � p4 (i.e. by small changes of the

shape of the needle without altering the width of the transition

layer) were calculated. The result was that the changes of ES (under

the above made assumption that ES � cL) were by more than two

orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding changes of

Eelast:.

The results of the two optimizing procedures described above

are seen in Fig. 8, which shows both the resulting morphology in

the reference configuration and the deformed morphology with a

map of the Von Mises stress (a square root of the second invariant

of the stress tensor). Obviously, there is a significant difference be-

tween the morphology obtained by energy minimization and the

morphology taken from the experiments.

The minimal elastic energy (Fig. 8a) corresponds a to a perfectly

symmetric needle in the reference configuration (the control

points p1; p2; p4 and p5 are arranged mirror-symmetrically around

the midrib plane, the control point p3 lies in this plane). In the de-

formed configuration, the needle is bended and the bending angle

of the axis of the needle is fully given by the angle of rotation rep-

resented by the matrix Q 6 (as it follows from the symmetry of the

needle in the reference configuration); the same bending angle can

be observed at the lateral faces of the modeled region. According to

the plot of the Von Mises stress, the most of the stored elastic en-

ergy is concentrated in a banana-shaped region surrounding the tip

of the needle. In Fig. 9, the dependence of the elastic energy density

stored in the transition layer on the position along the needle can

Fig. 7. Initial configuration for the FEM computation and the boundary conditions.

2 Let us mention here that the plane perpendicular to nbase in the model is

completely different from the plane of the free surface on which the micrographs

were taken and the profiles measured. Thus, the geometric misfit was, more precisely,

minimized between the experimental observations and the cuts of the morphology

resulting from the FEM calculation by proper planes.
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be seen: Along the curved part of the needle, this density smoothly

increases up to some maximal value located close to the tip of the

needle. The entire stored elastic energy in the modeled region is

97.10�8 mJ, which corresponds to the macroscopic energy per unit

area of the twinned-to-detwinned interface equal to 29 J m�2.

A completely different situation appears for the experimentally

obtained shape of the needle (Fig. 8b). First of all, let us mention

the reference configuration. In this case, the symmetry is com-

pletely lost. Quite on the contrary, one of the faces of the needle

is completely flat, and the control point p3 lies at one of the

twinning planes. Consequently, the bending angle of the axis of

the needle is slightly different from the bending angle of the lateral

faces of the modeled region (let us mention here that a slight sys-

tematic declination of the bended tips of the needles from the

direction predicted by the theory was observed also by Boullay

et al. (2001), Schryvers et al. (2002), Finel et al. (2010). The asym-

metric shape of the needle enables us to imagine clearly of the

growth mechanism of the twinned-to-detwinned interface. The

individual needles grow each along one twinning plane and are

thickening inside the layer until the volume fraction of the homo-

geneous laminate is reached. Let us mention that we assume that

the shapes of the needles are the same inside the material and

on a cut of the material by the free surface of the examined spec-

imen (i.e. we take the morphology observed at the free surface and

use it for the model of the whole interface). Strictly speaking, this

might not be exactly true. Inside the material, the plane-strain con-

ditions apply, whereas the free surface imposes the plane-stress

conditions. However, the fact that one of the faces of the needle

is exactly equal to the twinning plane seems to be rather a funda-

mental finding related e.g. to the growth mechanism than just a re-

sult of the plane-stress conditions on the surface.

The distribution of the Von Mises stress around the needle with

the shape taken from the experiments is also considerably differ-

ent from the previous case. As indicated in Fig. 8b by the arrow,

there is a significant stress concentration along that interface

which is curved in the reference configuration, but no concentra-

tion at the second interface (at which the compatibility conditions

for the elastically unstrained material are satisfied). According to

the plot of the stored elastic energy density distribution along

the direction of the needle seen in Fig. 9, the stress concentrated

along the curved interface increases with the narrowing of the nee-

dle and reaches its maximum close to the tip of the needle. The en-

tire stored elastic energy in the modeled region is 132.10�8 mJ (the

corresponding energy per unit area of the twinned-to-detwinned

interface is 40 mJ m�2), which is about 1.4 times higher than for

the optimal shape.

Fig. 8. Results of the FEM calculations in the form of the geometries in the reference configuration and the plots of the Von Mises stress in the deformed configuration: (a) the

morphology corresponding to the minimal elastic energy; (b) the morphology corresponding to the experimental observations (the arrow marks the stress concentration

along the curved interface.) Notice the slightly different orientation of the needle tip in the deformed configurations in (a) and in (b).

Fig. 9. Distribution of the elastic energy density along the longest dimension of the

modeled region (i.e. along the needle). Each point corresponds to a mean value of

this density at a planar cut of the deformed geometry at a given distance form the

left edge of the modeled region. The dimensionless parameter on the horizontal axis

is equal to the ratio between this distance and the length of the needle.
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The maximal values of the Von Mises stress calculated for the

optimal shape and for the experimental shape of the needle are

similar and both are slightly higher than 600 MPa. In the points

where these maxima are reached, the strain fields can be well

approximated by pure shear strains of magnitudes nearly 0.5%;

the corresponding maximal shear stresses are approximately

equal to 350 MPa. The question is whether such high shear stres-

ses do not exceed the stability limits of the 2H-martensite. As de-

scribed e.g. by Otsuka et al. (1979), the 2H-martensite tends to

undergo further stress-induced martensite-to-martensite transi-

tions (to the b00

1 or b0

1 and a1 phases) at much lower stresses than

this maximal value. At the room temperature, Otsuka et al., 1979

observed the 2H ! b00

1 transition at approximately 320 GPa of uni-

directional tensile load (i.e. at 160 GPa of maximal shear stress)

and the b00

1 ! a1 transition at 500 GPa of tensile load (250 MPa

shear stress). On the other hand, Novák et al. (1999) proved that

these stress-induced transitions cannot be observed in compres-

sion or in tension along directions not close to [001] in the refer-

ence configuration. However, as mentioned also in Novák et al.

(1999), a plastic deformation of the 2H-martensite can be ob-

served under unidirectional compressive loads higher than

600 MPa (300 MPa of shear stress). In other words, the material

in the points corresponding to the maximal value of the Von

Mises stress is subjected to shear loadings which are significantly

higher than the limit for the stress-induced 2H ! b00

1 transition

and comparable to the critical stresses for the plastic deforma-

tion. Together with the fact that these maxima of the Von Mises

stress are (in the both cases) concentrated along the interfaces,

this finding may indicate that a part of the elastic energy stored

in the microstructure could be relaxed by a presence of additional

inelastic strains at these interfaces. These inelastic strains could

be provided either by small regions of the stress-induced phases

of martensite, or, more probably, by defects such as kinks or

twinning dislocations on the twinning plane. (A discussion of

the twinning dislocation as a possible source of bending of the

twinning plane can be found in Basinski and Christian (1954b)

for the compound twinning in the In-Tl system. This discussion

is, nevertheless, carried out rather at the atomistic level and with-

in a crystallographic framework, so the question how do these

defects affect the compatibility at the continuum level remains

open.) However, since the Type-II twinning planes tend to have

a rather complicated internal structure (Ostapovets, 2010), the

determination of the nature of these defects would require a

more detailed analysis of the behavior of the Cu–Al–Ni alloy at

the atomistic scale.

Let us now return to the surface energy of the Type-II twins

determined from the width of the transition layer at the beginning

of this section. If we accept the assumption that the elastic energy

of the system is non-negligibly lowered by the defects at the

curved interface, the corresponding surface energy responsible

for the finite width of the transition layer should be proportionally

lower as well. However, since the energies of the defects appearing

at the curved interface are not known, no quantitative estimates of

the real surface energy can be done.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, detailed experimental observations of the

twinned-to-detwinned interface in the microstructure of 2H-mar-

tensite of the Cu–Al–Ni shape memory alloy were used for a con-

struction of a FEM model of the transition layer. By this model,

the distribution of elastic stress within the observed microstruc-

ture was calculated, and the results were compared to the predic-

tions of the theory based on the minimization of the elastic and

surface energy.

The most important conclusion to be drawn from this analysis

is that the elastic stresses obtained by the FEM calculation seem

to be comparable to the stability limits of the 2H-martensite. This

finding is, in some sense, in an agreement with the results reported

elsewhere in the literature. By using a similar FEM model, Baland-

raud and Zanzotto (2007) predicted a plastic deformation to appear

at the tip of the wedge-microstructure in the Cu–Zn–Al alloy. Osta-

povets et al. (2009a,b) analyzed the compatibility at the faceted

austenite-to-martensite interface in a thin film of the Cu–Al–Ni al-

loy (TEM observations) and concluded that the existence of such

interface could be enabled by an inelastic slip. Stupkiewicz et al.

(2007) do not provide any details on the maxima of the shear stres-

ses calculated for the austenite-to-martensite interface under

study, but the elastic energy densities given in this reference (at

least 3 MJ m�3, which is about 10 times higher than the average

density on cuts of our transition layer close to the tips of the nee-

dles; see Fig. 9) indicate that the stability limits for the 2H-mar-

tensite can be exceeded as well. From this point of view, it seems

that there are indeed some additional inelastic shearing mecha-

nisms taking place in the copper-based alloys and lowering the en-

ergy of the close-to-compatible microstructures.

In addition, the analysis presented in this paper indicates that

the models based on the minimization of the sum of the elastic

and the surface energy can lead to incorrect predictions. Not only

that the exact morphology of the transition layer predicted by such

a model is slightly different from the experimental observations,

but, more importantly, such model does not give even rough esti-

mates of entire energy of the microstructure (if only the elastic

strains are taken into account, the energy of the real microstruc-

ture is 1.4 times higher than what corresponds to the minimum;

if some additional inelastic mechanism is considered, the energy

is lowered by relaxation in an unknown way.)
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2.3 Publikace Neklasická rozhranı́ austenit-martenzit pozorovaná

v monokrystalech slitiny Cu-Al-Ni.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Landa, M. Non-classical austenite-martensite interfaces ob-

served in single crystals of Cu-Al-Ni (2009) Phase Transitions, 82 (11),

pp. 793-807.

Stručná anotace: Tato publikace se zabývá komplexnı́mi rozhraňovými mikrostruk-

turami vznikajı́cı́mi při zpětné transformaci, pokud mechanicky

stabilizovaným martenzitem nenı́ monovarianta (jako v přı́padech

předchozı́ch dvou publikaci) ale laminát dvojčat typu Com-

pound. V takovém přı́padě vznikajı́ takzvaná neklasická rozhranı́,

tvořená kompatibilnı́ hranicı́ mezi austenitem a dvěma navzájem se

křı́žı́cı́mi systémy martenzitických dvojčat. V publikaci je kromě

popisu experimentálnı́ přı́pravy takovýchto rozhranı́ a jejich po-

zorovánı́ optickou mikroskopiı́ provedena také analýza kompatibil-

ity pozorovaných rozhranı́ a diskutována možnost vzniku obecně

tvarovaných (zakřivených) ploch habitu mezi heterogennı́ mikrostruk-

turou a austenitem.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Veškeré experimentálnı́ výsledky prezentované v publikaci a veškerá

teoretická analýza (kromě algebraických podmı́nek kompatibility

v přı́loze článku, které byly převzaty ze spolupráce s J. M. Ballem)

jsou pracı́ habilitanta. Metodologie přı́pravy laminátu typu Compound

byla vyvinuta ve spolupráci habilitanta a M. Landy.
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Interfaces between austenite and a crossing-twins microstructure consisting
of four variants of 2H-martensite are optically observed in a single crystal of
Cu–Al–Ni shape memory alloy. It is shown that these non-classical interfaces
form during thermally induced transitions from compound twinned 2H-
martensite into austenite, which is in agreement with theoretical predictions.
Individual twinning systems and martensitic variants involved in the observed
microstructure are identified. The corresponding volume fractions are estimated
based on the compatibility conditions at the habit plane and the macroscopic
geometry of the interface. Miscellaneous topics related to the observed
microstructures (formation mechanism and planeness of the interface) are briefly
discussed.

Keywords: shape memory alloys; martensitic microstructure; non-classical inter-
faces; crossing twins

1. Introduction

The shape memory alloys (SMAs) exhibit several unique thermomechanical properties

resulting from the ability of these materials to undergo reversible martensitic transitions

between the high-temperature phase called austenite and the low-temperature phase called

martensite. The martensitic phase may appear in a given number of different crystallo-

graphic orientations to the parent austenitic lattice (the so-called variants of martensite),

which enables the martensites to form fine, geometrically ordered mixtures called

martensitic microstructures. In single crystals of most of the known SMAs, such fine

microstructure must form at the transition front during every phase transition (in both

directions) to enable the compatibility conditions to be fulfilled at the habit plane [1].

In other words, as the single variants of martensite of these SMAs cannot form any

compatible (i.e., geometrically admissible) macroscopic interface with austenite, the

transitions occur solely between austenite and those martensitic microstructures which are

able to form compatible interfaces with austenite.

A well-known example of an SMA unable to form any austenite-to-single variant

interfaces is Cu–Al–Ni (namely the austenite-to-2H martensite transition in this alloy,
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see, e.g., [1–3] and the references therein). In this material, three different twinning systems

are possible. These are the Compound system, where the two variants involved are mirror

symmetric, and the Type-I and Type-II systems, where the relations between the involved

variants are more general. The mathematical theory of martensitic microstructures

(see the pioneering works by Ball and James [4] or the comprehensive book by

Bhattacharya [1] for more details) predicts that the compatibility at the transition front for

this material can be achieved by fine lamination via either Type-I or Type-II twinning

systems with specific volume fractions. On the contrary, for the lattice parameters of the

austenite and the 2H martensite of this alloy, lamination via the compound system

does not fulfill the compatibility conditions with austenite for any volume fraction.

Planar interfaces between austenite and a simple laminate (mostly the Type-II system) of

martensite in Cu–Al–Ni have been experimentally observed several times (see the list

of experimental literature in [2]), whereto habit plane orientations and volume fractions

within the laminates determined from the experiments always agreed excellently with the

theoretical predictions (a comparison is given in [1]). However, the theory also admits

more general microstructures to form compatible interfaces with austenite. In the late

1990s, Ball and Carstensen [5] have published a theoretical analysis of the so-called

non-classical interfaces (i.e., interfaces between austenite and any other microstructure

than the first-order laminate) for a cubic-to-tetragonal transition. Although Ball and

Carstensen have shown that such interfaces are possible for a wide range of lattice

parameters, their results did not meet an adequate attention in the SMA community, since

not supported by any experimental evidence of the existence of such microstructures.

In 2005, Waitz [6] observed unique self-accommodated crossing-twins microstructure

in bulk nanocrystalline Ni–Ti alloy, and has shown by a theoretical analysis that these

nanoscopic checkerboard-like patterns of four variants of martensite could be able to form

compatible planar interfaces with austenite. More recently, Seiner et al. [7] reported the

microstructural mechanisms of the shape recovery process observed optically in Cu–Al–Ni

single crystals. In a later, more detailed paper [8], the same authors have brought an

analysis of the interfacial microstructures (X and � interfaces) formed during this process.

In one of the examined specimens, planar interfaces were observed between austenite and

a Type-II laminate crossed by less than 5% volume fraction of thin needles of compound

twins (microstructure termed weakly non-classical interface in [8]).

This article presents a continuation of the experimental research of the shape recovery

processes in Cu–Al–Ni single crystals summarized in [8]. The experimental procedure

has been modified in order to increase the volume fraction of the compound twins within

the interfacial microstructure, i.e., to prepare macroscopic, fully non-classical interfaces

instead of weakly non-classical only. The theoretical analysis of such interfaces was

presented by Ball et al. in [9], where the first optical micrographs of the non-classical

interfaces in Cu–Al–Ni were also shown. This article does not report any further

development in the theoretical description of the non-classical interfaces, but employs the

findings of [9] for the interpretation of observations.

2. Formation of non-classical interfaces

Before the description of the own experimental procedure and the obtained results,

we will briefly summarize the terminology used throughout this article and make some

preliminary theoretical discussion of what microstructures can be expected to appear.
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2.1. Notes on terminology

Throughout this article, we will use the same terminology as in [8,9]. Namely, the following

terms will be essential.

We will use the term mechanically stabilized martensite for any martensitic

microstructure which cannot directly form a compatible interface with austenite. It can

be either a single variant, or, for example, a laminate of compound twins, or Type-I or

Type-II laminates with other volume fraction than those enabling compatible connection

to austenite. The reason why such microstructures are called mechanically stabilized

is clearly explained in [10,11] and discussed in [8]. The inability of such microstructure

to transform directly into martensite shifts the As temperature (austenite start, i.e., the

temperature at which the material starts transforming back to austenite) significantly

upwards.

We will use the term shape recovery process for thermally induced return of the

mechanically stabilized martensite into austenite. As this term indicates, this return is

always accompanied by the change of the macroscopic shape of the specimen. Indeed,

according to this definition, the thermally induced return from a self-accommodated

microstructure (the only martensite-to-austenite transition not accompanied by any shape

change) cannot be called the shape recovery process, as the self-accommodated

microstructure is composed of twinned regions able to form compatible interfaces with

austenite, and thus, is not mechanically stabilized.

We will use the term interfacial microstructure for any microstructure formed between

austenite and mechanically stabilized martensite during the shape recovery process.

The interfacial microstructure borders compatibly to austenite on one side and to the

stabilized martensite on the other. The propagation of this interfacial microstructure

enables the growth of austenitic region and simultaneous disappearance of the stabilized

martensite. More about this process can be found again in [7,8].

We will use the term X-interface for a special kind of interfacial microstructure,

characterized by two intersecting habit planes (interfaces between this microstructure

and austenite) and two intersecting planar interfaces between this microstructure and the

mechanically stabilized martensite. In the X-interface, the habit planes and the interfaces

with the mechanically stabilized martensite intersect in the same line, so the whole

interfacial microstructure looks like capital X. This interfacial microstructure was

theoretically analyzed by Ruddock [12], who has shown that the X-interface cannot be

fully compatible for the Indium–Thallium alloy. Similar analysis was done for the

Cu–Al–Ni alloy in [13], showing again that the X-interface in this alloy requires elastic

strains to achieve compatibility. In [8,14] (the first paper documenting this kind of

microstructures), it is distinguished between the X-interface and �-interface, depending

on how the twins inside the microstructure are oriented. As the difference between these

two interfacial microstructures does not play any role in this article, we will simply use the

term X-interface for both the X and the � interfacial microstrucutres.

2.2. Theoretical predictions for the shape recovery process from compound

twinned structures

In this section, we will use the findings from Seiner et al. [8] to predict how the

interfacial microstructures should look if the shape is not recovered from a single variant

of martensite, but from a laminate of compound twins. Let us consider a specimen

of a SMA. In the beginning, the specimen is in austenite. Let consider that it is
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subjected to the following sequence of mechanical and thermal loadings (see Figure 1 for

an outline):

(i) Stress-induced transition: The specimen is, by applying uniaxial compression,

transformed from austenite into a single variant of martensite (let us denote this

variant as variant A and the axis along which the compression is applied as x).

(ii) Mechanical stabilization: Once the specimen is fully transformed into martensite,

the loading is removed. However, the specimen does not return back to austenite,

as the obtained single variant is mechanically stabilized, i.e., the As temperature

is shifted upwards.

(iii) Reorientation: The specimen is uniaxially compressed again, but in another

direction (perpendicular to the previous one, let it be denoted by y). Under

loading in this direction, the specimen starts reorienting via the compound

twinning system into another variant of martensite (denoted as A0). A fine laminar

structure of compound twins appears in the specimen, whereto the volume

fraction of A0 in A increases continuously until the transition is completed.

In every point of the transition, the loading can be interrupted and removed,

which means we can obtain finely compound-twinned specimens with arbitrary

volume fractions of variant A0 in variant A. Let it be pointed out that such

compound laminates are mechanically stabilized as well.

(iv) Shape recovery via interfacial microstructures: After the loading is removed, the

specimen is heated up. This induces the shape recovery process. As mentioned
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Figure 1. Scheme of the proposed experimental procedure.
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above, such transition is always provided by the formation and propagation

of interfacial microstructures. The last column of Figure 1 shows the three

possibilities how this transition could look like:

. A-to-austenite (the first row in Figure 1): If the specimen is in single

variant A (i.e., no compression along the y axis was applied), a classical X-

interface forms and propagates, so the specimen exhibits exactly the same

behavior as those examined in [8]. Within this preliminary discussion, we

will focus on one of the two twinned regions in the X-interface only. One of

the variants included in this twinned region must be A (as this twinned

region borders to this variant by a twinning plane). The second variant is

some variant B able to form Type-I/II twins with variant A.

. A0-to-austenite (the third row in Figure 1): If the specimen is in single

variant A0 (the reorientation by the compression along the y axis was

completed), the behavior is very similar to the previous case, with the only

difference being that the observed twinned region of the X-interface is

composed of variant A0 and variant B0 (where B0 is able to form Type-I/II

twins with variant A0). As the variants A and A0 are mirror symmetric

(the mirror plane is their compound twinning plane), the X-interfaces

formed during the A-to-austenite transition and the A0-to-austenite

transition possess this mirror symmetry as well, which means that the

variants B and B0 are also able to form compound twins with the same

twinning plane as A and A0.

. AA0-to-austenite (the second row in Figure 1): The most interesting

situation occurs when the shape recovery process is starting from the

compound-twinned structure AA0 (i.e. the reorientation by the compression

along the y axis was interrupted somewhere in the middle). The X-interface

(or some similar interfacial microstructure) forms again via Type-I/II

twinning, since the already present compound twins cannot form any

compatible interface with austenite. However, this Type-I/II twinning does

not cause any disappearance of the compound twins. Instead, the Type-I/II

twins penetrate the compound system and form a checkerboard-like

microstructure with it. In the observed twinned region of the X-interface,

the included variants are now A, A0, B and B0, where the compound systems

AA0 and BB0 cross compatibly the Type-I/II systems AB and A0B0. The fact

that in the Cu–Al–Ni alloy the compound and Type-I/II twins can cross

compatibly was first mentioned in [3], and further discussed in [8,9]. Here,

let us mention only that the variants A, A0, B, B0 can form the crossing-

twins microstructure (a checkerboard-like pattern given by compound

twinning planes AA0 and BB0 and Type-I/II twinning planes AB and A0B0)

only if the compound twinning planes AA0 and BB0 are the same. Then, the

resulting pattern indeed looks like the sketch in Figure 1: the compound

twinning planes are straight and induce kinks on the Type-I/II twinning

planes which change their orientation depending on whether they run

between variants A and B or between variants A0 and B0.

2.3. Experimental procedure and observed microstructures

The formation of non-classical interfaces, namely interfaces between austenite and two

mutually crossing systems of martensitic twins, was observed in a single crystal of the
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Cu–Al–Ni alloy. The examined specimen was a 3.9� 3.8� 4.2mm3 rectangular prism

of the austenitic phase of Cu–Al–Ni, cut from a larger single crystal such that the normals

to the specimen’s faces had approximately the principal crystallographic directions h100i.

The original single crystal was grown by a Bridgman method at the Institute of Physics,

ASCR in Prague, the exact orientations were determined by Laue method as ([0.988;

�0.122; 0.087], [0.140; 0.980; 0.070], [�0.105; �0.052; 0.993]), which differs from the

principal orientations by less than 10�. (Further in the text we will denote individual faces

of this specimen by their approximate outer normals in austenite, e.g. [100]A or ½�100�A.)

The transition temperatures of the specimen were determined by DSC as follows: the

martensite start temperature was MS¼�5�C, the martensite finish temperature was

MF¼�22�C, austenite start temperature was AS¼ 26�C, and the austenite finish

temperature was AF¼ 52�C.

By uniaxial compression in a bench wise, this specimen was transformed into a single

variant of martensite. As the austenitic specimen was cut along principal (e.g., h100iA)

faces, the faces of resultant martensitic parallelepiped obtained after compression were

approximately equal to (010)M, (101)M, and ð10�1ÞM planes in martensite (in the

crystallographic system for variant No.1 using the notation summarized in the

Appendix). According to [11], we can predict which twinning systems will be activated

by uniaxial compression in directions perpendicular to these planes. As far as the [010]M
direction is concerned (i.e. the direction in which was the specimen compressed during the

stress-induced transition from austenite), further compression in this direction does not

induce any reorientation, the specimen becomes only elastically deformed. Compression

in two perpendicular directions induces reorientation into another variant of martensite.

The compressions in directions close to [101]M and ½10�1�M can initiate twinning both

in Type-II and compound systems, depending on the exact orientations. The specimen

used enabled the compound reorientation under compression in the [101]M direction

and the reorientation via the Type-II system under compression in the ½10�1�M direction.

For this reason, this specimen was suitable for the proposed experiments.

Prior to the own experiments, the specimen was mechanically polished and cleaned by

ethyl alcohol. The formed microstructures were observed by an OLYMPUS SZ60

stereomicroscope, and recorded by an uEye UI-2250-C camera (chip size 1/1.80000) with

full 1600� 1200 pts resolution. The obtained micrographs were converted into a 16-bit

grayscale with proper intensity rescaling such that the microstructures were clearly

visible. Let it be pointed out here that, due to compressions of the specimen in two

different direction (one inducing the stress induced transition, the second the formation

of compound twins), most of the optical micrographs presented in this article were

taken from the faces on which the loading was previously applied. For this reasons,

the observed surfaces are significantly rough and damaged and the resulting micrographs

are significantly less distinct than those in [8] (or in most of the literature on SMA single

crystals, e.g., [3]). This effect was even amplified by several repetitions of the experiments.

In Figure 2(a), an optical micrograph of the specimen after the steps (i), (ii), and (iii) of

the above-proposed experimental procedure is shown, i.e., after the stress-induced

transition, the mechanical stabilization and the partial reorientation via the compound

twinning from variant A into variant A0. As clearly seen from this micrograph, the real

microstructure obtained by this sequence of mechanical loads slightly differed from what

predicted in the previous section: The compound laminate obtained was heterogeneous

and, in the upper right corner, it was also intersected by few needles of another twinning

system. However, after short localized heating (from the lower right corner), the material

indeed formed a fully non-classical interface between austenite and the two crossing
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systems of martensitic twins (optical micrograph on the right of Figure 2). On the

other hand, the whole interfacial microstructure formed in the specimen was significantly

more complicated than the X-interface sketched in Figure 1. At the boundary between

the two crossing twinning systems and the initial compound laminate, a rather

unordered mixture of various variants appeared. This effect was observed during most

of the repetitions of the experimental procedure; simple X-interfaces were observed

only in the cases when the compound volume fraction (A in A0 or vice-versa) was

close to zero, i.e., when the weakly non-classical interfaces formed, similar to those

obtained in [8].

A typical example of the observed microstructures is given in Figure 3. It shows

an X-interaface separating the austenite from the initial compound-twinned martensite.

The global shape of this interface can be seen in Figure 3(a). At faces with outer normals

[100]A, [010]A, and ½�100�A, this interfacial microstructure forms a non-classical interface

with austenite, as clearly seen in the zoomed areas in Figure 3(c–e). The zoomed

area in Figure 3(f) reveals that only the Type-I/II twins can be observed at the face

with outer normal [001]A, i.e., the compound twinning planes are approximately parallel

to this face.

At the face of the outer normal ½00�1�A, the martensitic microstructure at the interface

with austenite can be again expected to be a pattern of two crossing twinning systems.

However, in the particular run of the experiment for which the optical micrograph in

Figure 3 were taken, the microstructure in this region was extremely fine and its reliable

observation was, thus, impossible due to the roughness of the surface (see the comment on

the quality of the surfaces above in this section). Similar effects were observed repeatedly:

one part of the X-interface always formed a clearly visible non-classical interface with

austenite, whereas the second part was extremely finely twinned. For the same reasons,

it was impossible to observe the actual microstructure near the crossing line of the

X-interface. The microstructure there (not only inside the crossing-twins regions but also

in the initial compound laminate) was extremely fine and rather chaotic. Figure 4 shows

two optical micrographs taken in the same run of the experiment as those in Figure 3.

The difference between the fineness of the twins in the two regions of the X-interface

1.0mm Facewith outer normal [ 00]1 A Facewith outer normal [ 00]1 A

AusteniteAusteniteAustenite

1.0mm

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Compound-twinned structure (initial compound laminate, on the left) gets crossed by a
Type-II twinning system during the shape recovery process (on the right). Optical microscopy.
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is clearly seen in Figure 4(a), showing the crossing point of the X-interface at the face

with outer normal [100]A. The chaotic character and fineness of the microstructure in the

region spanning over faces with outer normals [100]A, ½00�1�A, and ½�100�A is illustrated by

Figure 4(b). These observations reveal that the real interfacial microstructures formed

during the shape recovery process from the compound laminate are significantly more

complicated that those predicted by the preliminary theoretical analysis (Figure 1).

(f)

(e
)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Facewith outer normal [100]A0.2mm Facewith outer normal [ 00]1 A

Facewith outer normal [010]A

0.2mm

0.2mmFacewith outer normal [010]A0.2mm

Outer normals

[00 ]1 A

[0 0]1 A

[ 00]1 A
[100]A

[010]A

[001]A

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

AusteniteAustenite

AusteniteAustenite AusteniteAustenite

Austenite

Crossing twins

Compound laminate

Figure 3. The interfacial microstructure formed during the shape recovery process from a
compound twinned structure: (a) global view composed of optical micrographs of individual faces
of the specimens, the dashed line follows the habit planes; (b) scheme showing the placement of
zoomed areas (c–f).
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3. Discussion and miscellaneous comments

3.1. Identification of variants, twinning systems and volume fractions

Within the theoretical discussion of the observed interfaces, it is necessary to identify

which variants of martensite and which twinning systems are involved. This will be done

in this section for the microstructure shown in Figure 3 (namely for the region where

the existence of non-classical interfaces between austenite and martensite is indubitable,

i.e., the region spanning over faces with outer normals [100]A, [010]A, [001]A, and ½�100�A),
using consistently the notation of variants from [15], which can be also found in the

Appendix.

As clearly seen in Figure 3, the twinning plane of the initial compound twinning system

is perpendicular to the [001]A direction. This compound twinning plane appears also in the

crossing-twins microstructure at the non-classical interfaces and must be, consequently,

equal to the compound twinning planes of both systems AA
0 and BB

0, as mentioned in

Section 2.2. The pairs of variants enabling such compound-twinning planes are No.1–No.2

and No.3–No.4 only. We can directly conclude that these four variants are involved in the

observed crossing-twins microstructure. Similarly, the identification of the Type-I/II

twinning systems is also simple. At the face with an outer normal [001]A (i.e. the face

parallel to the compound twinning planes), the Type-I/II twinning planes are clearly visible

(Figure 3(f )). The intersection of these planes with the face contains approximately a 45�

angle with the edges of the specimen. There are four possible combinations of variants and

twinning system:

(i) Type-I twins of variants No.1 and No.4 (n14 ¼ ð
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2;
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2; 0Þ).
(ii) Type-I twins of variants No.2 and No.3 (n23 ¼ ð

ffiffiffi

2
p

=2;
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2; 0Þ).
(iii) Type-II twins of variants No.1 and No.3 (n13¼ (0.688; 0.688; 0.228)).

(iv) Type-II twins of variants No.2 and No.4 (n24¼ (0.688; 0.688; �0.228)).

In other words, the variants involved in the observed microstructure can either be

A�No.1, A
0 �No.2, B�No.4, and B

0 �No.3 with Type-I twinning, or A�No.1,

A
0 �No.2, B�No.3, and B

0 �No.4 with Type-II twinning. However, as seen on the faces

with outer normals [100]A, ½�100�A, and [010]A, respectively (Figure 3(c–e)), the compound

0.5mm 0.2mmFacewith outer normal [100]A Facewith outer normal [00 ]1 A

AusteniteAustenite
AusteniteAustenite

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Optical micrographs illustrating the difference between the two regions of the observed
interfacial micorstructure. (a) The X-interface at the face with outer normal [100]A; (b) complicated,
finely twinned interfacial region at the face with outer normal ½00�1�A.
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twinning planes induce clearly visible kinks at the Type-I/II twinning planes, which is not

possible for Type-I twins since n23¼ n14 for this twinning system. Thus, the twinning

system crossing the compound twins in the analyzed microstructure must be Type-II and

the individual variants are A�No.1, A0 �No.2, B�No.3, and B
0 �No.4.

Unfortunately, the volume fractions of the variants involved cannot be determined

using any similar manner. The fineness and heterogeneity makes the direct estimation of

averaged volume fractions impossible. However, some rough estimates can be done based

on the condition of the geometric compatibility at the observed non-classical interface.

In [9], it was shown that a crossing-twins microstructure of variants A, A0, B, and B
0

including AA
0 and BB

0 compound twins and AB and A
0
B
0 Type-II twins can form a

compatible planar interface with austenite if (and only if)

�
2 � � ¼ �

a0 þ a2ð�
2 ��Þ

a1 þ a3ð�2 ��Þ
, ð1Þ

where � is the volume fraction of variant B in the AB Type-II laminate (and

simultaneously of variant B0 in the A
0
B
0 laminate), � is the volume fraction of variant

A
0 in the AA0 compound laminate (and simultaneously of variant B0 in the BB0 laminate),

and a0, a1, a2, and a3 are the coefficients given by the lattice parameters of the examined

material. Explicit formulas for these coefficients can be found in the Appendix. The

relation (1) provides for each � between 0 and 1 such volume fraction � (more precisely

two volume fractions �151/2 and �2¼ 1� �141/2) that the resulting crossing-twins

microstructure is rank-one connectible to austenite. Furthermore, numerical simulations

presented in [9] show that for � varying between 0 and 1, the orientation of the habit

plane varies significantly as well. This enables us now to determine the volume fraction �

inversely, i.e., to tune it such that the orientation of the habit plane evaluated for it using

the numerical procedures described in [9] is in optimal agreement with the optical

micrographs in Figure 3. Using such approach, it was shown that the averaged habit plane

orientation seen in this figure is well approximated for �� 1/3 and for the smaller of the

two possible solutions of (1) (The calculation was done for the normals of the observed

faces taken as exactly equal to [100]A and [010]A. However, as the initial compound

laminate is significantly heterogeneous and as the observed habit interfaces are not exactly

planar (Section 3.2.3), the obtained estimate of the volume fraction � is quite rough,

and thus, also acceptable for the exact orientations of the individual faces as obtained by

the Laue method.) The geometry of the crossing-twins microstructure constructed for

these volume fractions and of the corresponding non-classical interface is sketched

in Figure 5, where the shown areas (including the edges of the specimen, etc.) mimic the

zoomed areas (c) and (e) of Figure 3. In Figure 5, the parameters used for the optimization

of � are also shown. These were the angles between the habit plane and the edge of the

specimen visible on the face with outer normal [100]A (approximately 46�) and a similar

angle visible on the face with outer normal [010]A (approximately 100�). Both these angles

were approximated by �¼ 1/3 with accuracy better than 1�. Also the averaged orientation

of the Type-II twinning planes sketched in Figure 5 is in good visual agreement with what

is seen in the corresponding optical micrograph. As the Type-II volume fraction

determined for �� 1/3 via Equation (1) is as well �� 1/3, we can summarize that the

crossing-twins microstructure forming a non-classical interface shown in Figure 3 consists

of approximately 1/9 of variant No.4, 2/9 of variant No.3, 2/9 of variant No.2, and 4/9 of

variant No.1.
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Note here that the above analysis is valid only for one particular run of the experiment

captured by the optical micrographs in Figure 3. The observed microstructures obtained

by other repetitions of the experimental procedure differed by the initial volume fraction

of the compound twins, and thus, also by the average orientations of the habit plane.

However, in most of the runs of the experiment, two main features were observed: First,

the Type-I/II twinning planes observed at the face with outer normal [001]A contained the

angle approximately 45� with the edges of the specimen; second, the kinks induced at these

planes by the compound twinning planes on faces with outer normals [100]A and [010]A
were clearly visible. This means that the involved variants were always No.1, No.2, No.3,

and No.4 and that the two mutually crossing twinning systems were always compound

and Type-II.

3.2. Miscellaneous comments on the experiments

The following short comments address diverse topics related either to the experimental

procedure or to the observed microstructure.

3.2.1. Optical microscopy in polarized light

It is relatively common to use polarized light for optical observations of martensitic

microstructures. The advantage is that the use of a polarizing filter enables a selective

display of individual martensitic variants or of austenite due to the differences in the slopes

of the surface relief. This is optimal for the observation of the first-order laminates; the

selective display of one of the variants enables the binarization of the obtained images and

consequent automatized determination of volume fractions, twinning plane orientations,

etc. [16]. However, this advantage becomes questionable for complex microstructures such

as the crossing-twins microstructure reported in this article, where four different

martensitic variants are observed. On the other hand, the selective display of one or two

variants enables a more detailed analysis of the microstructure close to the interface with

austenite. The optical micrographs of this region taken in polarized light (Figure 6) prove

that the observed interfaces are really non-classical, i.e., none of the four variants

(and none of the two twinning systems) disappear in the vicinity of the interface to

austenite. These micrographs (namely the micrograph on the left of Figure 6) also clearly

46
o

Austenite

[001]A

[010]A

averaged
Type-II twinning

planes

100
o

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4
Austenite

[001]A
[ 00]1 A

Averaged
Type-II twinning

planes

Figure 5. The geometry of the non-classical interfaces evaluated for volume fractions �� �� 1/3.
The shown areas mimic the optical micrographs in Figure 3(c and e).
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illustrate the morphology of the crossing-twins microstructure, especially the kinks

induced on the compound twinning planes by the intersection of Type-II twins.

3.2.2. Nucleation of austenite

The shape recovery process described in this article starts from the nucleation of austenite

in the compound-twinned (i.e., mechanically stabilized) martensite. This nucleation is an

extremely complicated microstructural process, as the martensite around the nucleus must

locally rearrange to ensure the compatibility (i.e., the interfacial microstructure nucleates

together with austenite). The question is whether the microstructure surrounding the

nucleus already contains some non-classical interfaces, or whether these form later during

the shape recovery process. In Figure 7(a), a nucleus of austenite in a corner of the

examined specimen is shown. Similarly, as for the nucleation of austenite from a single

0.5mm 1.0mmFacewith outer normal [100]A Face with outer normal [010]A

Approximate shape
of the interface
Approximate shape
of the interface

(a) (b)

AusteniteAustenite

AusteniteAustenite

Austenite
Austenite

Austenite
Austenite

<
C

o
m

p
o
u
n
d
>

<
C

o
m

p
o
u
n
d
>

<Type-II>

<Type-II>

Figure 7. (a) Nucleation of austenite into the initial compound-twinned structure (optical
microscopy, inverted grayscale). The zoomed area (with the illustrative scheme) shows the region
where the non-classical interface forms. (b) Clearly visible curvature of the phase interface at the
face with outer normal [010]A (optical microscopy, inverted grayscale; the micrograph was taken
during the same run of the experiment as those in Figure 3).

0.1mm 0.1mmFacewith outer normal [100]A Facewith outer normal [100]A

AusteniteAustenite AusteniteAustenite

(a) (b)

Figure 6. The same area of the non-classical interface (face with outer normal [100]A) observed
through a polarizing filter at two different rotation angles. On the left, variant No.1 and austenite are
selectively displayed, on the right, martensitic variants Nos. 3 and 4 are selectively displayed.
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variant of martensite mentioned in [8], the nucleus is surrounded by a complicated twinned

structure ensuring the compatibility. However, it is clearly seen that in the area where the

compound twinning planes touch the nucleus, thin needles of Type-II twins appear and

form locally a non-classical interface (see the zoomed area in Figure 7(a) and the

corresponding scheme).

3.2.3. Curved interfaces

As clearly seen in the optical micrographs in Figures 2 and 3, the real interfaces between

austenite and the crossing twins is approximately planar. On the other hand, especially the

micrographs in Figure 3(c and e) reveal some slight deviations of the habit planes (habit

interfaces) from exact planeness (in Figure 7(b), the approximate shape of this slightly

curved interface is sketched in the optical micrograph of the face with outer normal [010]A
taken during the same run of the experiment as Figure 3). This is natural due to the fact

that the initial compound-twinned laminate is never exactly homogeneous and,

consequently, the resulting crossing-twins microstructure cannot be compatibly connected

to austenite over one planar habit plane. This fact requires a deeper discussion: although

the results of [9] show that the orientation of the habit plane varies with the volume

fraction �, it is not clear whether these variations enable a compatible connection to

austenite, or whether the curved interface can be obtained with the presence of elastic

strains only. The problem is actually being solved by Ball et al. [9] (according to [17]).

4. Summary

In this article, the optical observations of interfaces between austenite and a crossing-twins

microstructure of 2H martensite of the Cu–Al–Ni SMA were presented. In agreement with

the theoretical predictions and with the results of [8], such non-classical interfaces formed

during the shape recovery process from a compound-twinned single crystal of this alloy.

The optical micrographs were used for the identification of twinning systems and variants

of martensite involved in the microstructure, as well as for the estimation of volume

fractions, for which the theoretical results of [9] were used.
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Appendix: Lattice correspondence, Bain tensors, and compatibility parameters

In this Appendix, the notation of the variants used throughout this article is summarized and the
explicit formulas for the parameters appearing on the right-hand side of Equation (1) are given.

The individual variants of martensite are represented here as follows. For each variant, the
lattice correspondence matrix P is given, which is the matrix relating the crystallographic planes
in parent single crystal of austenite ðk; l; mÞTA to the corresponding planes in martensite ðk; l; mÞTM,

ðk; l; mÞTM ¼ Pðk; l; mÞTA: ðA1Þ

These matrices unambiguously relate the individual variants to the parent lattice of austenite.
Moreover, these matrices enable us to evaluate the Bain tensors (symmetric parts of polar
decomposition of the deformation gradients, see [1] for more details) from the lattice parameters.
For each variant, the resulting Bain tensor is also given.

For the variants Nos 1–6, the lattice correspondence matrices and the Bain tensors are:

PNo:1 ¼

0 � 1
2

1
2

1 0 0

0 1
2

1
2

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, UNo:1 ¼

eb 0 0

0 ed �es

0 �es ed

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, ðA2Þ

PNo:2 ¼

0 1
2

1
2

1 0 0

0 1
2

� 1
2

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, UNo:2 ¼

eb 0 0

0 ed es

0 es ed

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, ðA3Þ
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PNo:3 ¼

1
2

0 � 1
2

0 1 0

1
2

0 1
2

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, UNo:3 ¼

ed 0 �es

0 eb 0

�es 0 ed

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, ðA4Þ

PNo:4 ¼

1
2

0 1
2

0 1 0

� 1
2

0 1
2

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, UNo:4 ¼

ed 0 es

0 eb 0

es 0 ed

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, ðA5Þ

PNo:5 ¼

� 1
2

1
2

0

0 0 1

1
2

1
2

0

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, UNo:5 ¼

ed �es 0

�es ed 0

0 0 eb

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

, ðA6Þ

PNo:6 ¼

1
2

1
2

0

0 0 1
1
2

� 1
2

0

0

B

@

1

C

A
, UNo:6 ¼

ed es 0

es ed 0

0 0 eb

0

B

@

1

C

A
, ðA7Þ

where the transformation strains are eb¼ 0.9154, es¼ 0.0200, and ed¼ 1.043. This notation is the
same as used in [8] and defined in [15].

In Section 3.1, Equation (1) was used for approximate estimation of the volume fractions in the
crossing-twins microstructure consisting of variants A, A0, B, and B0. The parameters a0,. . ., a3 are
related to the Bain tensors UI, the shearing vectors bIJ and the twinning plane normals nIJ (where
I, J¼A, A0, B, B0, see [8] for exact definition of these vectors), according to the relations derived by
Ball and Koumatos in [9]. Here, only the results are listed:

a0 ¼ det ðU2
A � 1Þ, ðA8Þ

a1 ¼ �2bAB �UAcofðU
2
A � 1ÞnAB, ðA9Þ

a2 ¼ �2bAA0 �UAcofðU
2
A � 1ÞnAA0 , ðA10Þ

a3 ¼ 4cof A0 þ
1

2
A2

� �

: A1 þ
1

2
A3

� �

þ 4a1, ðA11Þ

where the matrices A0, . . . ,A3 are

A0 ¼ U
2
A � 1, ðA12Þ

A1 ¼ UAbAB 	 nAB þ nAB 	U
�1
A bAB, ðA13Þ

A2 ¼ UAbAA0 	 nAA0 þ nAA0 	U
�1
A bAA0 , ðA14Þ

and

A3 ¼ �ðU�1
A nAB � bAA0 þ

2bAA0 � bAB

jbABj
2

ÞnAA0 	U
�1
A bAB �

2bAA0 � bAB

jbABj
2

UAbAB 	 nAA0 : ðA15Þ

The algebraic operations used in these formulas are the dot-product of two vectors a � b¼
P

j ajbj, the
dyadic product of two vectors (a 	 b)ij¼ aibj, and the double-dot product of two matrices A :B¼

P

i
P

j Aij Bij. The symbol cof(A) denotes the cofactor matrix to the matrix A.
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2.4 Publikace Nukleace austenitu v mechanicky stabilizovaném

martenzitu lokalizovaným ohřevem.

Bibliografická citace: Ball, J.M., Koumatos, K., Seiner, H. Nucleation of austenite in me-

chanically stabilized martensite by localized heating (2013) Journal of

Alloys and Compounds, 577 (SUPPL. 1), pp. S37-S42.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci je popsána, experimentálně zdokumentována a po-

mocı́ metod variačnı́ho počtu teoreticky analyzována nukleace auste-

nitu v mechanicky stabilizovaném martenzitu doprovázená vznikem

rozhraňové mikrostruktury. Je pozorováno, že k nukleaci vždy docházı́

v rozı́ch vzorku, bez ohledu na to, kde je aplikován lokalizovaný

ohřev. Pomocı́ zjednodušeného, nelineárně-elastického modelu je pak

ukázáno, že k efektivnı́mu snı́ženı́ energie může dojı́t právě jenom ve

volném rohu vzorku.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Veškerá prezentovaná experimentálnı́ pozorovánı́ jsou pracı́ habili-

tanta. Dále se pak habilitant podı́lel na formulaci teoretického modelu

a diskuzi jeho predikcı́ ve vztahu k experimentu.
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a b s t r a c t

The nucleation of bcc austenite in a single crystal of a mechanically stabilized 2H-martensite of Cu–Al–Ni

shape-memory alloy is studied. The nucleation process is induced by localized heating and observed by

optical microscopy. It is observed that nucleation occurs after a time delay and that the nucleation points

are always located at one of the corners of the sample (a rectangular bar in the austenite), regardless of

where the localized heating is applied.

Using a simplified nonlinear elasticity model, we propose an explanation for the location of the

nucleation points, by showing that the martensite is a local minimizer of the energy with respect to

localized variations in the interior, on faces and edges of the sample, but not at corners, where a localized

microstructure can lower the energy.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The shape-recovery process, i.e. the thermally driven tran-

sition from the low temperature phase (martensite) into the

high-temperature phase (austenite), is a fundamental part of the

shape-memory effect. For many shape-memory alloys, the crit-

ical temperature for initiation of the shape-recovery process is

strongly dependent on the microstructure of martensite entering

the transition. When the heating is applied on a thermally induced

martensitic microstructure obtained by the stress-free cooling of

the austenitic phase, the transition starts at a certain temperature,

usually denoted as AS (austenite start). However, if the material in

the martensitic phase is, prior to the heating, deformed (i.e. if the

microstructure is reoriented by application of external mechan-

ical loads), this critical temperature can be shifted significantly

upwards. This effect is called the mechanical stabilization of mar-

tensite and has been documented for both single crystals and

polycrystalline shape-memory alloys (SMAs) [1,2].

The difference between the shape-recovery process from the

mechanically stabilized martensite and from the thermally induced

martensitic microstructure was clearly illustrated by acoustic emis-

sion (AE) measurements by Landa et al. [3]. The AE method is based

on detecting and counting the number of acoustic signals emit-

ted by the material during the course of the transition (see Refs.

[4,5] for an example of the use of AE for characterization of the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 1865 615110; fax: +44 1865 615101.

E-mail addresses: ball@maths.ox.ac.uk (J.M. Ball), koumatos@maths.ox.ac.uk (K.

Koumatos), hseiner@it.cas.cz (H. Seiner).

martensitic transitions in SMAs). Fig. 1 (taken from Ref. [3] with

courtesy of M. Landa) gives an illustrative example of the com-

parison of AE records obtained for the same single crystal of the

Cu–Al–Ni alloy undergoing the transition in these two different

regimes. For the thermally induced microstructure, more than 90%

of AE events occur in a temperature range between the austenite

start temperature AS and the austenite finish temperature AF, which

is in agreement with DSC measurements for the same material.1

The transition in this temperature interval is preceded by a small

number of events (less than 10%) appearing below AS. These events

can be ascribed to the formation of nuclei of austenite in the ther-

mally induced martensitic microstructure. Above AS, these nuclei

grow successively through the material and provide the transi-

tion. For the stabilized martensite, more than 90% of the events are

recorded within a very narrow temperature interval. As observed

by Seiner et al. [6], the transition from the mechanically stabilized

martensite is provided by the formation and propagation of special

interfacial microstructures, which interpolate between austenite

and mechanically stabilized martensite ensuring the kinematically

compatible connection between them. These microstructures are

able to exist and propagate in a wide range of temperatures and

thermal gradients [7]. Thus, the AE record for the stabilized mar-

tensite can be interpreted as follows: the small number of AE events

detected below the narrow interval corresponds to the nuclea-

tion of austenite. As soon as the nucleation barrier is overcome,

the interfacial microstructure propagates abruptly through the

1 These temperatures, however, differ from the transition temperatures of the

material used in Section 2 of this paper, since the heat treatment of the material

used by Landa et al. [3] was slightly different.

0925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2011.11.070
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Fig. 1. Illustrative comparison of AE records for the transitions of Cu–Al–Ni single

crystal from the thermally induced and mechanically stabilized states. (a) grad-

ual increase of the number of events between AS and AF for the thermally induced

microstructure; (b) abrupt transition of the stabilized martensite within a narrow

temperature interval. The 100% corresponds to ∼107 events.

specimen and no further increase of the temperature is necessary.

This shows how essential the nucleation process is for the effect of

mechanical stabilization and the shape-recovery process in general.

This mechanical stabilization effect resulted in a rather surpris-

ing nucleation mechanism of austenite in a Cu–Al–Ni single crystal.

In a simplified setting, we provide a mathematical explanation for

this mechanism, based on ideas of the modern calculus of varia-

tions.

2. Experimental observations

The observations that follow were made on a single crystal of Cu–Al–Ni, pre-

pared by the Bridgman method at the Institute of Physics, ASCR. The specimen was

a prismatic bar of dimensions 12 mm×3 mm×3 mm in the austenite with edges

approximately along the principal directions of the austenitic phase (see Ref. [6] for

a detailed description). The martensite-to-austenite transition temperatures deter-

mined by DSC were AS = − 6 ◦C and AF = 22 ◦C. The critical temperature TC for the

transition from the stabilized martensite induced by homogeneous heating for this

specimen was ∼60 ◦C. This was estimated from optical observations of the transi-

tion in this specimen with one of its faces laid on and thermally contacted with a

gradually heated Peltier cell, using a heat conducting gel.

The specimen was subjected to the following experimental procedure:

a) by unidirectional compression along its longest edge, the specimen was trans-

formed into a single variant of mechanically stabilized 2H martensite. Due to

the mechanical stabilization effect the reverse transition did not occur during

unloading.

b) the specimen was then freely laid on a slightly pre-stressed, free-standing

polyethylene (PE) foil (thickness 10 �m, temperature resistance up to 140 ◦C).

This ensured that there were minimal mechanical constraints to the specimen

during the observations.

c) the specimen was locally heated by touching its surface with an ohmically heated

tip of the Solomon SL-30 (Digital) soldering iron with temperature electroni-

cally controlled to be 200 ◦C (control accuracy ∼ ±5 ◦C), i.e. significantly above

the AS and TC temperatures. The nucleation of austenite was optically observed

and recorded by a conventional CCD camera (7× optical zoom, 25 frames/s, PAL

resolution with mpeg compression).

The localized heating was applied in three different ways: (i) with the tip touch-

ing one of the corners surrounding the upper face; (ii) with the tip touching one

of the edges, approximately in the middle between two corners; (iii) with the tip

touching approximately at the centre of the upper face. These experiments were

repeated for various orientations of the specimens, i.e. with various faces chosen to

be the upper (observed) ones.

When heating was applied at a corner, the nucleation was always induced

exactly at that corner and occurred nearly immediately after touching the speci-

men with the tip. When heating either an edge or the centre of the upper face, the

nucleation occurred at one of the corners as well, i.e. the localized heating did not

result in formation of the nucleus under the tip. Moreover, the nucleus was only

observable after 30–60 s, which was enough time for the corner to reach the TC tem-

perature. In different tests the nuclei were observed at different corners (including

those lying on the PE foil) and the exact choice was probably governed by imperfec-

tions of the stabilized martensite. After the nucleation, the transition front formed

and propagated through the specimen. The velocity of the transition front probably

depended on the actual overheating of the specimen. For some runs of the experi-

ment, it propagated at a few millimetres per second (comparable to the transition

front propagating in a thermal gradient [7]); for other runs, the whole specimen

transformed fully within less than 1 s. This also supports the conjecture that the

nucleation is affected by the local microstructure in the corners: if the nucleation

barrier in one of the corners is lowered e.g. by imperfections in the stabilized mar-

tensite, the nucleation occurs earlier (i.e. at a lower temperature) and the transition

front, which lowers the temperature of the material by the latent heat [7], propagates

more slowly.

In Fig. 2, snapshots from the observations are seen (video). The transition

fronts have morphologies of the interfacial microstructures described in [6] (X- and

�-interfaces), in which the mechanically stabilized martensite is separated from

austenite by a twinned region ensuring kinematical compatibility.

3. Nonlinear elasticity model: general and simplified

3.1. General model

The general nonlinear elasticity model [8,9], which neglects

interfacial energy, leads to the prediction of infinitely fine

microstructures which are identified with limits of infimizing

sequences yk, k = 1, 2, . . ., for a total free energy

E�(y) =

∫

�

ϕ(∇y(x), �) dx.

Here, � represents the reference configuration of undistorted

austenite at the critical temperature �c and y(x) denotes the

deformed position of the particle x ∈ �. The free-energy function

ϕ(F, �) depends on the deformation gradient F ∈ M3×3 and the tem-

perature � where M3×3 denotes the space of 3×3 matrices. By frame

indifference, ϕ(RF, �) = ϕ(F, �) for all F, � and for all rotations R; that

is for all matrices in SO(3) =
{

R : RT R = 1, det R = 1
}

. Let

K� = {F : ϕ
(

G, �
)

≥ ϕ
(

F, �
)

for all matrices G}

Fig. 2. Snapshots of the recorded video taken during the optical observations of the nucleation process. (a) The initial state with the length and crystallographic orientation

of the specimen given in the coordinate system of the austenitic lattice (indicated by the subscript A); (b) formation of the nucleus at a corner (the first frame of the recorded

video in which the nucleus was clearly visible); (c) the fully formed transition front propagating through the specimen. The morphology of the interfacial microstructure is

outlined by the arrows indicating the austenite-to-twinned martensite interface (the habit plane) and the twinned-to-detwinned interface between the laminate and the

stabilized martensite.
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Fig. 3. Sequence of gradients ∇zk generating the x-independent Young measure

�x = �ıF + (1 − �) ıG .

denote the set of energy-minimizing deformation gradients. Then

we assume that

K� =







˛
(

�
)

SO (3) − austenite � > �c

SO (3) ∪
⋃N

i=1
SO (3)Ui

(

�c
)

� = �c
⋃N

i=1
SO (3)Ui

(

�
)

− martensite � < �c,

where the positive definite, symmetric matrices Ui
(

�
)

correspond

to the N distinct variants of martensite and ˛(�) is the thermal

expansion coefficient of the austenite with ˛(�c) = 1.

However, information about the gradients of minimizing

sequences yk for E� is lost in the limit k→ ∞ and a more convenient

way to describe microstructure is via the use of gradient Young

measures, which are families of probability measures � = (�x)x∈�
generated by sequences of gradients ∇zk. Then we seek to minimize

I� (�) =

∫

�

〈�x, ϕ〉dx =

∫

�

∫

M3×3

ϕ (A) d�x (A)

over the space of gradient Young measures. In this case, the under-

lying (macroscopic) deformation gradient ∇z (x) corresponds to the

centre of mass of �, ∇z (x) = �x = 〈�x, id〉 =
∫

M3×3 Ad�x (A) (see Ref.

[9]).

As an example of the use of Young measures, consider the

x-independent measure �x = �ıF + (1 − �) ıG , for some � ∈ (0,1),

supported on two rank-one connected matrices F and G = F + a ⊗ n

where a, n are vectors and ı· denotes a Dirac mass. This Young

measure is generated by gradients ∇zk consisting of simple lami-

nates formed from alternating layers with normal n of width �k−1

and (1 − �) k−1 in which ∇zk takes the respective values F and G

(see Fig. 3). At each x, �x gives the limiting probabilities �, 1 −� as

k→ ∞ of finding the matrices F and G, respectively, in an infinites-

imal neighbourhood of x. In this case, the macroscopic gradient is

∇z (x) = �x = �F + (1 − �)G.

3.2. Simplified model

For our simplified model, we assume that � > �c and drop

the explicit dependence on the temperature. Let � denote the

Cu–Al–Ni bar in the austenite at � = �c and ϕ :M3×3
+ −→ R ∪ {+∞}2

be the free-energy function for the material. Since � > �c, we may

assume that ϕ is bounded below by some −ı< 0 and that

ϕ (F) =

{

−ı F ∈ SO (3)

0 F ∈
⋃6

i=1
SO (3)Ui,

(1)

2 M3×3
+ denotes the space of 3 by 3 matrices with positive determinant.

where the matrices Ui correspond to the six martensitic variants

for the cubic-to-orthorhombic transition of Cu–Al–Ni given by

U1 =







ˇ 0 0

0
˛+ 

2

˛− 

2

0
˛− 

2

˛+ 

2







U2 =







ˇ 0 0

0
˛+ 

2

 − ˛

2

0
 − ˛

2

˛+ 

2







U3 =







˛+ 

2
0

˛− 

2
0 ˇ 0

˛− 

2
0

˛+ 

2







U4 =







˛+ 

2
0

 − ˛

2
0 ˇ 0

 − ˛

2
0

˛+ 

2







U5 =







˛+ 

2

˛− 

2
0

˛− 

2

˛+ 

2
0

0 0 ˇ







U6 =







˛+ 

2

 − ˛

2
0

 − ˛

2

˛+ 

2
0

0 0 ˇ







.

In order to make the problem more tractable we work with an

energy functional that captures the essential behaviour of ϕ but

becomes infinite off the energy wells

K := SO (3) ∪

⋃6

i=1
SO (3)Ui.

In particular, we employŴ-convergence to rigorously derive this

functional (see Ref. [10] for details). For k = 1, 2, . . ., let ϕk = k +ϕ
where :M3×3 −→ R is a map such that ≥ 0 and (A) = 0 if and

only if A ∈ K. For a Young measure � = (�x)x∈� and eack k = 1, 2, . . .,
define the energies Ik (�) =

∫

�
〈�x, ϕk〉dx.

The idea behind Ŵ-convergence is to precisely introduce a suit-

able notion of ‘variational convergence’ for which whenever Ik

Ŵ-converges to I then min I = lim k→∞ inf Ik and if �k is a converg-

ing sequence such that limkI
k
(

�k
)

= limk inf Ik, then its limit is a

minimum point for I; here, infima and minima are taken over the

space of Young measures. In our case, one expects that as k→ ∞

the increasing term k will force the limiting energy to blow up

everywhere outside K. Indeed, one can show that Ik Ŵ-converges to

I (�) =

∫

�

〈�x,W〉dx =

∫

�

∫

M3×3

W (A) d�x (A)dx, (2)

where W (A) = ϕ (A) for all A ∈ K and W (A) = +∞ otherwise. Note

that this energy forces minimizers to be supported entirely within

the set K.

4. Why nucleation can only occur at a corner.

Let Us be the stabilized variant of martensite so that ıUs is the

Young measure corresponding to a pure phase of that variant. In

our minimization problem, we consider variations of ıUs which are

localized in the interior, on faces, edges and at corners. More pre-

cisely, letting Bi, Bf, Be, Bc be as in Fig. 4, we say that a measure

� = (�x)x∈� is admissible for the interior (resp. for a face, an edge, a

corner) if �x = ıUs outside Bi (resp. Bf, Be, Bc) and �x = ∇y (x) almost

everywhere in � for some y with y (x) = Usx on the boundary ∂Bi

of Bi (resp. ∂Bf ∩�, ∂Be ∩�, ∂Bc ∩�).3 For faces, edges and corners

∂Bf ∩∂�, ∂Be ∩∂� and ∂Bc ∩∂� act as free boundaries.

We also assume that det Us ≤ 1 and that
∫

�

det ∇y (x) dx ≤ vol
(

y
(

�
))

(3)

3 Technically, � is required to be a W1,∞ gradient Young measure meaning that it

is generated by a sequence of gradients ∇zk such that for some M, |∇zk (x) | ≤ M<∞

for all k and a.e. x; then the corresponding ‘weak limit’ z of zk also satisfies |∇z (x) | ≤

M.
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Bi

B f

Be

Bc

interior face

edge corner

Fig. 4. Subsets of � used for testing whether nucleation of austenite can occur in the interior, on a face, an edge and at a corner; these are given respectively by the intersection

of � with a small ball centred at a point in the interior, on a face, an edge or a corner.

for any map y underlying an admissible measure �, i.e. ∇y (x) = �x.

Condition (3) was introduced by Ciarlet and Nečas [11] as a way

to describe non-interpenetration of matter. We denote the sets of

admissible measures � = (�x)x∈� for the interior, faces, edges and

corners by Ai, Af , Ae and Ac , respectively.

For s = 1, . . ., 6 and S2 = {e ∈ R3 : |e| = 1}, the unit sphere, let

Ms = {e ∈ S2 : |Use| = max
i

{|Uie|, 1}} and

M
−1
s = {e ∈ S2 : |cof Use| = max

i
{|cof Uie|, 1}},

where, for F ∈ M3×3, cof F stands for the matrix of all 2×2 subde-

terminants of F and |F | =
√

Tr FT F denotes the Euclidean norm in

M3×3.

Theorem 1. [10] Let � be a parallelepiped (not necessarily rectan-

gular) with edges in the direction of vectors in Ms ∪ U−1
s M

−1
s . Assume

that there exists a Young measure � ∈ Ai ∪ Af ∪ Ae ∪ Ac such that

I (�) < I
(

ıUs

)

. Then, � ∈ Ac .

Proof. (sketch) Let � be as in the statement and let � = (�x)x∈�

be an element of Ai ∪ Af ∪ Ae ∪ Ac such that I (�) < I
(

ıUs

)

. We first

show that � /∈ Ai. Note that since I
(

ıUs

)

= 0 we may assume that

supp �x ⊂ K as otherwise I (�) = +∞ and the result is trivial. By aver-

aging the measure � (see Ref. [10]) we may also assume that � is

an x-independent Young measure and � = Us without altering the

energy I (�). The minors relation for the determinant (see e.g. Ref.

[9], [12]) says that det � = 〈�, det〉 and hence,

det Us =
∫

SO(3)

det A d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

det A d� (A)

=
∫

SO(3)

1 d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

det Us d� (A) (4)

since det Ul = det Us for all l. Also, � is a probability measure, i.e.
∫

K
d� (A) = 1, so that

det Us =
∫

SO(3)

det Us d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

det Us d� (A)

and subtracting from (4),
∫

SO(3)

(1 − det Us) d� (A) = 0.

Hence, � (SO (3)) =
∫

SO(3)
d� (A) = 0 or det Us = 1. The former case

leads to a contradiction as then

I (�) =
∫

�

∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

W (A) d� (A) dx = 0 = I
(

ıUs

)

.

So, let det Us = ˛ˇ = 1. By the AM-GM inequality

|Us|2

3
=

˛2 + ˇ2 + 2

3
≥

(

˛2ˇ22
)1/3

= 1

and thus |Us|
2 > 3 = |1|2. Note that the inequality is strict as other-

wise ˛ = ˇ =  = 1 and Ui = 1 for all i = 1, . . ., 6. The map F �→ |F|2 is

convex and so |�|2 ≤ 〈�, | · |2〉. Then

|Us|2 ≤
∫

SO(3)

|A|2 d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

|A|2 d� (A)

=
∫

SO(3)

3 d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

|Us|2 d� (A) (5)

since the norm does not change on martensitic variants. As � is a

probability measure,

|Us|2 =
∫

SO(3)

|Us|2 d� (A) +
∫

⋃

i
SO(3)Ui

|Us|2 d� (A)

and subtracting from (5),
∫

SO(3)

(

|Us|2 − 3
)

d� (A) ≤ 0.

However, |Us|
2 > 3 and hence, � (SO (3)) = 0 completing the case of

the interior. Note that the proof does not utilize (3) or the condition

that det Us ≤ 1; these are only relevant for faces and edges. Also, the

result for the interior does not dependent on the orientation of �.

As for faces or edges, we wish to deduce that � cannot be an

element of Af or Ae. The proofs, though similar, are more involved

and we refer the reader to Ref. [10] for details. The proofs essen-

tially rely on showing that whenever a line segment joins points on
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Fig. 5. Depiction of a measure � ∈ Ac such that I (�) < I
(

ıUs

)

. In the light shaded

region �x = ıR for some R ∈ SO (3) so that austenite has nucleated at a corner; in

the dark shaded region �x = �ıUs + (1 − �) ıQUl
for some Q ∈ SO (3) and l ∈ {1, . . .,

6} such that the matrices R and �Us + (1 − �) QU l are rank-one connected, i.e. �x

corresponds to a simple laminate between Us and QUl there forming a compatible

interface with R. Note that the normals to the interfaces between austenite and the

simple laminate (habit plane) and between the simple laminate and the pure phase

of Us (twinned-to-detwinned interface) are different.

the prescribed part of the boundary ∂Bf ∩ � or ∂Be ∩ � of Bf or Be,

respectively, and lies in the direction of a vector in Ms ∪ U−1
s M−1

s ,

then it must necessarily deform like Usx under any map y underly-

ing an admissible measure � ∈ Af or Ae.

If the normal to a face is perpendicular to, or an edge is in the

direction of, a vector in Ms ∪ U−1
s M−1

s , the sets Bf or Be can then

be covered by such line segments so that y (x) = Usx in �. But this

means that �x = Us and in a manner very similar to the proof for the

interior, we can show that this implies I (�) = 0, i.e. for all � ∈ Af or

Ae, I (�) ≥ I
(

ıUs

)

and no admissible measure for a face or edge can

lower the energy.�

On the other hand, a specific construction shows that for any

given corner there always exists a measure � ∈ Ac such that I (�) <

I
(

ıUs

)

. In this construction (see Fig. 5) the measure � takes the value

ıR in a small region at a corner, for some R ∈ SO (3). The rotation

R can itself form a compatible interface with a simple laminate as

in Fig. 3 with F = Us and G = QUl for some variant chosen to form

the interface with R. This laminate can trivially also form a com-

patible interface with a pure phase of the variant Us and serves

as the interfacial microstructure interpolating between R (austen-

ite) and Us making the entire microstructure compatible. Note that

since the measure � is supported on SO (3) it must indeed lower the

energy. Then, Theorem 1 combined with the existence of an admis-

sible measure in Ac that lowers the energy imply that nucleation

must, and does, occur at a corner.

5. Remarks and conclusions

For a general energy functional of the form

∫

�

W (∇y (x)) dx,

known necessary conditions for a map y to be a local minimizer are

that W is quasiconvex at ∇y (x0) for all x0 in the interior – quasicon-

vexity in the interior (Meyers [13]) – and at the boundary (faces)

of � – quasiconvexity at the boundary (Ball and Marsden [14]).

Recently, Grabovsky and Mengesha [15] showed that, along with

the satisfaction of the Euler–Lagrange equations and the positivity

of the second variation, strengthened versions of the quasiconvex-

ity conditions are in fact sufficient for y to be a local minimizer;

however, they showed this under smoothness assumptions on W

and also on the domain � which do not allow for edges or corners.

In our work, the condition that

I (�) ≥ I
(

ıUs

)

forall � ∈ Ai (resp.Af , Ae andAc)

is the appropriate expression of quasiconvexity at Us in the inte-

rior (resp. on faces, edges and corners). Then a way of interpreting

Theorem 1 is that W is quasiconvex at Us in the interior, at the

boundary (faces) and edges but not at corners, so that Us is a local

minimizer in the interior, on faces and edges with respect to the

localized variations defined before. We note that, to the best of

the authors’ knowledge, quasiconvexity conditions at edges and

corners have not been considered before (see Ref. [10]).

The sets Ms and M−1
s depend on the specific change of sym-

metry of the crystal lattice and, hence, on the lattice parameters of

the material. For a range of parameters (see Ref. [10] for details),

including those of the specimen studied here, the above sets have

explicit representations making our result applicable to a variety

of parallelepipeds; for s = 1, 2 these are given by

Ms = {e ∈ S2 : (−1)s−1e2e3 ≥ 0, |e1| ≤ min{|e2|, |e3|}},

M−1
s = {e ∈ S2 : (−1)s−1e2e3 ≤ 0, |e1| ≥ max{|e2|, |e3|}}

whereas for s = 3, 4 and s = 5, 6 we simply interchange e1 with e2

and e3 respectively. In particular, our result applies to the Cu–Al–Ni

specimen of this paper for any s = 1, . . ., 6. However, for these lattice

parameters,Ms ∪ U−1
s M−1

s does not exhaust the unit sphere. Hence

our result leaves open the possibility that for different specimens

nucleation could occur at a face or an edge.

It is worth noting that the same nucleation mechanism was

observed for a Cu–Al–Ni specimen stabilized as a compound twin.

This microstructure is also not able to form directly compatible

interfaces with austenite and our methods may be applicable to

this case as well.

Lastly, similar situations in which the incompatibility of gradi-

ents results in hysterisis have been documented before in different

contexts, e.g. Ref. [16]. There, though in a different way, the math-

ematical analysis argues that despite the existence of a state with

lower energy than a certain martensitic variant, it is necessarily

geometrically incompatible with it, giving rise to an energy bar-

rier, which keeps the specific martensitic state stable. In general,

in the context of microstructure formation, the incompatibility of

gradients gives rise to very rich and interesting phenomena, such

as the first genuinely non-classical austenite-martensite interfaces

observed by Seiner and Landa [17], where austenite was able to

form stress-free interfaces with a double laminate of martensite.

In Ref. [18], the reader can find further details as well as a relevant

mathematical analysis.
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2.5 Shrnutı́ zı́skaných poznatků

Pohyblivé rozhraňové mokrostruktury ve slitině Cu-Al-Ni vznikajı́ jako objekty umožňujı́cı́ kom-

patibilnı́ přechod z mechanicky stabilizovaného martenzitu (monovarianta nebo laminát typu

Compound) do vysokoteplotnı́ asutenitické fáze. Byly pozorovány za různých termomechan-

ických podmı́nek a pro různé orientace a geometrie vzorku; nicméně ve všech přı́padech vykazujı́

charakteristické morfologie typu X a λ.

Jak bylo ukázáno v podkapitolách 2.1 a 2.2, nelze tyto morfologie predikovat pomocı́

matematických modelů založených na minimalizaci energie, neboť neodpovı́dajı́ ani lokálnı́m

minimům energie, a to jak na makro-škále (podkapitola 2.1), tak na mikro-škále (podkapitola

2.2). Zdá se, naopak, že vznik těchto morfologiı́ je řı́zen disipačnı́mi procesy na makroškále,

přı́padně anelastickými procesy (vznik a zánik defektů) na mikroškále.

Že jsou takové efekty dominantnı́ lze dobře dobře vidět na přı́padech analyzovaných v pod-

kapitolách 2.3 a 2.4. V prvnı́m přı́padě se ukazuje, že morfologie typu X nebo λ má tendenci

vznikat i v přı́padech, kdy výchozı́m mechanicky stabilizovaným martenzitem nenı́ monovari-

anta ale jemný laminát, a formovánı́ rozhraňové mikrostruktury tak vyžaduje vznik komplexnı́ch

struktur (neklasická rozhranı́). V druhém přı́padě je pak experimentálně pozorováno a teoreticky

vysvětleno, že specifické rozhraňové struktury vznikajı́ i v přı́padě, kdy je na vzorek aplikován

lokalizovaný ohřev v jiném mı́stě, než je z geometrických důvodů umožňena nukleace. Rozhranı́

tak vzniká v inverznı́m teplotnı́m gradientu a pohybuje se směrem od chladnějšı́ho nukleačnı́ho

bodu k bodu lokalizovaného ohřevu. z toho vyplývá, že charakteristická morfologie typu X a λ

nemůže být ani důsledkem teplotnı́ho gradientu.

Výsledky prezentované v této kapitole jsou shrnuty ve vyzvaném přehledovém článku [58],

který vyjde v úvodnı́m čı́sle časopisu Shape Memory and Superelasticity, vydávaného od května

roku 2015 vydavatelstvı́m Springer Verlag.
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Kapitola 3

Makrodvojčatová pohyblivá rozhranı́ ve slitině
Ni-Mn-Ga

Slitina Ni-Mn-Ga patřı́ mezi takzvané feromagnetické slitiny s tvarovou pamětı́ (FSMA), ve

kterých je feroelastické chovánı́ úzce spjato s magnetismem. V jednotlivých variantách martenz-

itu určuje spontánnı́ deformace (tj. orientace transformačnı́ho strainu) také orientaci osy snadné

magnetizace. Dı́ky velmi silné magnetokrystalické anizotropii těchto materiálů lze potom ap-

likacı́ vnějšı́ho magnetického pole indukovat reorientaci martenzitu: martenzit se reorientuje

tak, aby osy snadné magnetizace ležely ve směru vnějšı́ho pole. To je takzvaný jev magnetické

tvarové paměti neboli magneticky indukované reorientace [10, 11].

Transformace ve slitině Ni-Mn-Ga je z krystalografického hlediska podstatně složitějšı́ než

ve slitině Cu-Al-Ni. Podle přesného stechiometrického složenı́ slitiny může vysokoteplotnı́ fáze

(austenit) přecházet při ochlazovánı́ do čtyř různých nı́zkoteplotnı́ch strukturnı́ch fázı́: kubického

premartenzitu, dvou různě modulovaných monoklinických martenzitických fázı́ (10 M a 14 M)

nebo tetragonálnı́ho nemodulovaného martenzitu.

Z technologického hlediska je nejvýznamnějšı́ z těchto strukturnı́ch fázı́ 10 M modulo-

vaný martenzit (modulace na monoklinických rovinách s periodou deseti meziatomárnı́ch

vzdálenostı́), protože v této fázi mohou vznikat takzvaná vysoce pohyblivá rozhranı́, tedy

rozhranı́, která jsou schopna pohybu krystalem pod reorientačnı́m napětı́m 1 MPa a menšı́m

nebo v odpovı́dajı́cı́m způsobem slabých magnetických polı́ch.

Velikost reorientačnı́ho napětı́ u vysoce pohyblivých rozhranı́ záležı́ na konkrétnı́m typu

dvojčatěnı́ [59, 60]. Rozsáhlou experimentálnı́ studiı́ [61] na velkém množstvı́ vzorků slitin

s mı́rně rozdı́lnými stechiometriemi a tı́m pádem i mı́rně rozdı́lnými transformačnı́mi teplotami

bylo prokázáno, že dvojčata Typu 1 vykazujı́ výrazně vyššı́ reorientačnı́ napětı́ než dvojčata Typu

2 (Obr.3.1(a)), přičemž poměr mezi reorientačnı́m napětı́m pro Typ 1 a pro Typ 2 je silně závislý

na teplotě (Obr.3.1(a)).

Následujı́cı́ komentované publikace jsou zaměřeny právě analýzu rozdı́lu mezi rozhranı́mi

Typu 1 a Typu 2. V podkapitole 3.1 je zkoumána struktura těchto rozhranı́ experimentálně i po-

mocı́ matematické teorie martenzitických mikrostruktur; v této analýze je pokračováno i v pod-
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Obr. 3.1: Reorientačnı́ napětı́ pro dvojčatová rozhranı́ Typu 1 a 2: (a) reorientačnı́ křivky

pro rozsáhlého soubor slitin s mı́rně rozdı́lnými transformačnı́mi teplotami (b) závislost reori-

entačnı́ho napětı́ jednotlivých typů dvojčatěnı́ na vzdálenosti od transformačnı́ teploty. Přejato

z [59].

kapitole 3.2, kde jsou teoreticky navrženy a experimentálnı́m pozorovánı́m zdokumentovány

různé přı́pustné (kinematicky kompatibilnı́) morfologie. V podkapitole 3.3 je pak navržen model

pohybu těchto rozhranı́ s ohledem na jejich mikromorfologii na různých prostorových škálách.

Otázka pohyblivosti dvojčatových a makrodvojčatových rozhranı́ je jednou z aktuálně

nejřešenějšı́ch otázek mechaniky termoelastických martenzitů. Se 44 citacemi od roku 2011

(podle databáze Scopus) patřı́ publikace uvedená v podkapitole 3.3 mezi deset necitovanějšı́ch

článků s tématikou Ni-Mn-Ga publikovaných za poslednı́ch 5 let (celkem asi 450 publikacı́ po-

dle téže databáze). Zároveň tento článek patřı́ mezi 5 % nejcitovanějšı́ch článků daného ročnı́ku

Acta Materialia.
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3.1 Publikace Vysoce mobilnı́ dvojčatová rozhranı́ v 10 M modulo-

vaném Ni-Mn-Ga martenzitu: analýza za hranicı́ tetragonálnı́

aproximace mřı́žky.

Bibliografická citace: Straka, L., Heczko, O., Seiner, H., Lanska, N., Drahokoupil, J.,

Soroka, A., Fähler, S., Hänninen, H., Sozinov, A. Highly mobile

twinned interface in 10 M modulated Ni-Mn-Ga martensite: Analysis

beyond the tetragonal approximation of lattice (2011) Acta Materialia,

59 (20), pp. 7450-7463.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci bylo poprvé experimentálně i teoreticky prokázáno,

že vysoce pohyblivá rozhranı́ v monokrystalech Ni-Mn-Ga jsou ve

skutečnosti makrodvojčata Typu 1 a Typu 2, přičemž tyto dva typy

se navzájem lišı́ orientacı́ a reorientačnı́m napětı́m. Pro tuto analýzu

bylo využito kombinace optické mikroskopie, rentgenové difrakce

a matematické teorie martenzitických mikrostruktur. Tato publikace

jako prvnı́ rovněž přinesla plnou klasifikaci dvojčatových a makro-

dvojčatových systémů v 10 M martenzitu Ni-Mn-Ga, zavedla termı́n

modulačnı́ch dvojčat a diskutovala kompatibilnı́ vzájemné křı́ženı́ jed-

notlivých dvojčatových systémů.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Článek vznikl v široké mezinárodnı́ spolupráci, podı́l habilitanta

však byl relativně významný: veškeré výpočty založené na matema-

tické teorii martenzitických mikrostruktur (shrnuté v přı́loze A tohoto

článku), a interpretace pozorovaných morfologiı́ na základě těchto

výpočtů.
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Abstract

The huge strains that Ni–Mn–Ga magnetic shape memory alloys can achieve are usually described in a tetragonal unit cell approx-
imation of a five-layered modulated (10 M) crystal structure. Here we analyze the impact of a slight orthorhombic and monoclinic dis-
tortion of the 10 M structure in Ni50.2Mn28.3Ga21.5at.% single crystal. Combining dedicated experiments to probe the microstructure,
structure and mechanical properties with calculation using elastic continuum theory, we prove the existence of fine a/b-laminates within
modulation macrotwins of the order of 100 micrometers in size. This complex twin microstructure containing a Type II macrotwin inter-
face is associated with an extraordinarily low twinning stress of between 0.05 and 0.3 MPa, while Type I twins exhibit twinning stress of
about 1 MPa. The findings provide important guidelines for designing the martensitic microstructure for more efficient actuators.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Microstructure; Twinning; X-ray diffraction; Heusler phases; Magnetic shape memory

1. Introduction

Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys have the out-
standing property that they can exhibit giant (up to 10%
[1]) and simultaneously fast (�1 kHz [2]) straining in a
moderate magnetic field (<1 T). This magnetic-field-
induced strain (MFIS), accompanied by a reasonable force
output (�1 MPa [3,4]), exceeds the strain reachable with
the best magnetostrictive materials by about two orders
of magnitude. The strain of the best ferroelectric materials
is exceeded by up to about one order of magnitude [5]. The
extraordinary properties of MSM alloys, and the new

application possibilities they offer, have motivated intense
research, which has resulted in active material in the form
of single crystals [6,7], polycrystals [8], fibers [9], foam [10]
and thin films [11,12]. Since the Ni–Mn–Ga alloys are not
only the prototype MSM alloy but still the best MSM
material available, here we focus on this system.

The existence of ferromagnetic twinnedmartensitemicro-
structure is a precondition for the existence of the MFIS as
the effect occurs by the rearrangement of the twinned micro-
structure in a magnetic field [13]. More specifically, Ullakko
et al. [14] identified the movement of twin boundaries as the
underlying mechanism ofMFIS.When applying a magnetic
field, the twin variants that have their easy magnetization
axis along the field direction are energetically favored. These
variants grow under the field by the motion of twin
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boundaries at the expense of unfavorably oriented variants,
which results in the giant strain orMFIS. This effect has also
been termed “magnetically induced reorientation” (MIR) as
variants differ in crystallographic orientation, and thus a sig-
nificant volume of the material changes its crystallographic
orientation during this process. A high twin boundary
mobility is essential, i.e. the forces opposing the twin bound-
ary motion must be low.

The forces opposing the twin boundary motion are often
determined using quasistatic mechanical tests. This deter-
mines so-called twinning stress, which is the stress under
which the twin boundary moves [6,15,7]. The magnitude of
the twinning stress is one of themajor factors that determines
the existence and efficiency of the MIR in quasistatic condi-
tions or at low actuating frequencies (�1–100 Hz) [15,4].
MIR is suppressed completely for twinning stresses higher
than about 3 MPa [16,4,6] (breaching this limit is discussed
in Ref. [17]). Conversely, the closer the twinning stress
approaches zero, the higher the efficiency of the effect.

Twinning stress in single crystals is known to depend on
defects already present in the austenitic crystal [18–20], the
arrangement of twin boundaries in the martensitic state
[21,22], the twin hierarchy [23], and training [21,24]. It
has been found that Type I, Type II and compound twins
can exist in Ni–Mn–Ga five-layered modulated (10 M)
martensite after phase transformation [25–27]. Li et al.
[26] have discussed how the reorientation of martensitic
variants during MIR can occur either through Type I or
through Type II twin boundary motion in 10 M martensite.
However, despite having the same twinning shear, Type I
and Type II twin boundaries exhibit considerably different
twinning stresses in 10 M martensite [28]. This can result in
variation of twinning stress in samples with complex twin
microstructure and consequent unstable actuating perfor-
mance. For example, the extraordinarily low twinning
stress of about 0.05 MPa in 10 M martensite [7,6,29] signif-
icantly increased when a fine twin structure was created
instead of a single twin boundary, which might be attrib-
uted to the change of twinning system.

The slight monoclinic and orthorhombic distortion of
the lattice [30–32] and the experimental observation that
two types of twin boundaries can participate in reorienta-
tion of martensitic variants [26,28] clearly indicate that
the description of the twinned microstructure based on
the tetragonal unit cell approximation is incomplete and
that complex interfaces with various mobilities can occur
in the material under applied stress or/and field. Conse-
quently, the detailed identification of all the monoclinic
twin variants and a method to prepare a specific micro-
structure are crucial for further development of MSM
alloys.

This work reports a systematic investigation of the twin
relation between martensite variants in MSM alloy with a
very low twinning stress of about 0.2 MPa [7]. We experi-
mentally demonstrate that complex twinned interfaces, in
contrast with a plane twin boundary, can be highly mobile
under application of stress or amagnetic field. As this micro-

structure cannot be described using a tetragonal approxima-
tion of the lattice, we first analyze the martensitic
microstructure and local structure with dedicated high-reso-
lution structural methods. Using these methods/calculation,
the consequences of the slight orthorhombic andmonoclinic
distortions become clear. These distortions result inmodula-
tion twin boundaries and a/b-laminates. Comparing the
experimental observations with a theoretical calculation
for all possible twin variant configurations we were able to
identify fully the observed twin variants and to explain the
observed morphological features of the highly mobile
twinned interface. At the end of this paper, we show how
the specific martensitic microstructure can dramatically
reduce the twinning stress by a factor of about five.

2. Experimental methods

The experimental methods employed to understand and
describe the twin variants and microstructure associated
with the complex twinned interfaces studied here include:
mechanical testing, optical observations with polarized
light and with reflective differential interference (Nomarski)
contrast (DIC) [33], atomic and magnetic force microscopy
(AFM and MFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), SEM with
Lorenz contrast [34,35], X-ray diffraction (XRD) and,
finally, XRD with a microdiffraction probe (XRlD).

Systematic investigation of twin boundary mobility and
microstructure was performed on more than 20 alloys with
nominal composition Ni50Mn25+xGa25�x (at.%), where x

was between 3 and 4. All alloys in this composition range
exhibited approximately similar microstructural features
and twinned-interface mobility. The observations presented
in this paper were performed on Ni50.2Mn28.3Ga21.5 (±0.2
at.%) alloy (composition determined by X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy).

The Ni50.2Mn28.3Ga21.5 single-crystal samples were cut
approximately along the {100}P planes of parent cubic
austenite, which exhibited a lattice parameter
aP = 5.832 Å near the martensitic transformation, which
occurred at Ms = 323 K. The crystal structure at room
temperature as determined by XRD was five-layered mod-
ulated, i.e. 10 M martensite structure. The cell parameters
of the martensitic phases in Ni–Mn–Ga are often described
in cubic coordinates, on the basis of the original L21 lattice
of austenite [32] (see also Fig. 2), and we use this descrip-
tion of the lattice also here. Using the tetragonal approxi-
mation, the lattice parameters determined by XRD were
aT = 5.958 Å and cT = 5.584 Å using the cubic coordinates
of austenite. For the monoclinic approximation the param-
eters were a = 5.972 Å, b = 5.944 Å, c = 5.584 Å and
c = 90.37� again using cubic coordinates. All experiments
were performed at room temperature, well below the mar-
tensite finish temperature of 321 K and the Curie tempera-
ture of 370 K.

The optical observations of twinned interfaces were per-
formed using a Meiji MX8100 microscope with crossed
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polarizers and a Zeiss microscope with reflective DIC. The

XRD measurements were performed using an X’Pert

MRD four-circle diffractometer with a Co anode. The

XRlD was performed using an X’Pert PRO PANalytical

powder diffractometer with a Co anode (k = 1.78901 Å)

using point focus. The irradiated area was defined by using

a monocapillary with inner radius 0.1 mm and the beam

radius at the sample surface was approximately 0.12–

0.14 mm. The sample was mounted on an ATC-3 texture

cradle enabling rotation, inclination (w) and linear move-

ment of the sample. The simultaneous movement of the

tube and detector allowed precise change of the incident

angle (x). The diffracted beam was either limited by Soller

slits to limit the w-range of diffracting planes (up to �1�) or

the slits were removed which enabled simultaneous detec-

tion of two diffraction peaks, the positions of which could

differ by up to �3�. An X’Celerator multiple strip detector

was used to detect the diffracted beam, which considerably

shortened the acquisition times.

Full identification of twin variants and their orientation

was achieved by XRlD mapping using 2h, x and w scans.

The mapping was performed along the twinned interface

(details are given further in the text and in Fig. 3). In the

x scan the angles 2h and w were fixed. In the w scan the

angles 2h and x were fixed. The intervals of angular accep-

tance of the detector were �3� for w and 2.17� for 2h. The

scans enable precise mapping of the crystal orientation.

Using the 2h scan for a single crystal, the single orientation

of planes can be detected for given w and x. We used

mostly primary {400} planes. Due to the chemical order

of Heusler alloys {200} and {600} could also be detected

as weak superstructure peaks [36]. Using all three peaks

improved the precision of the lattice parameter

determination.

First, several x and w scans were performed until the

maximum intensities of the (400), (040) and (004) peaks

were found. The 2h scan along the x-axis was then used

to identify different martensitic variants. However, due to

the closeness of a and b lattice constants the (400) and

(040) peaks could not be resolved. Instead we chose to

analyze the (600) and (060) peaks, which have the same

diffraction vector orientation as the (400) or (040) peaks.

These peaks are well separated and individual integral

intensities of the peaks can be easily determined. The

(006) peak was out of range.

3. Microstructural analysis: failure of the tetragonal

approximation

A typical optical micrograph of the complex, highly

mobile twinned interface often observed in all the studied

alloys is shown in Fig. 1a. This type of interface advanced

under a compressive stress of �0.2 MPa in the alloy pre-

sented here, and thus the twinning stress was taken to be

�0.2 MPa (the mobility is described in more detail below).

The interface was easily recognized as the two regions

forming the interface reflected different amounts of light

due to the 3.6� tilt on the observed surface, caused by twin-

ning [7].

Based on the tetragonal approximation of the lattice, the

region on the left of the interface was identified using XRD

as a twin variant with the short cT-axis aligned horizontally

and the aT-axis oriented perpendicularly to the plane of

observation (further referred as a-oriented variant). This

variant was energetically favored when compressive stress

was applied (oriented horizontally in the figure) as it had

the short cT-axis along the stress. Thus, it grew during

the compression, and consequently the twinned interface

(TI) moved to the right. The region on the right of the

interface, Fig. 1a, was identified as the twin variant with

the aT-axis aligned along and the cT-axis oriented perpen-

dicularly to the plane of observation (c-oriented variant).

This twin variant was consumed during the compression.

Close inspection of the interface, however, indicated

that the twin microstructure associated with the interface

was more complex than was suggested based on XRD

and the tetragonal approximation of the lattice. The inter-

face was not straight but consisted of segments of the order

of 100 lm in size, which formed a low-angle zig–zag pat-

tern with the relative angle between the individual segments

being about 12� (Fig. 1a). Employing DIC, an additional

contrast was revealed in the a-oriented variant in the form

of stripes along the cT-axis (Fig. 1b). This stripe contrast

was directly connected with the segment or zig–zag charac-

ter of the twinned interface. The DIC contrast indicated a

different surface inclination [33] of individual stripes, and

AFM (not shown) revealed that the surfaces were inclined

by approximately ±0.4� about the cT-axis. As about the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Typical microstructure of highly mobile twinned interface.

Regions inside the red dashed frames are optical micrographs, regions

outside are schematic drawings. Approximate directions of tetragonal

lattice axes are marked. (a) Highly mobile twinned interface (TI) in the

studied material often consists of straight segments with size of the order

of 100 lm, tilted relative to each other by an angle of 2a � 12�. (b)

Differential interference (Nomarski) contrast reveals that each segment is

associated with a slight surface inclination about c-axis on one side of the

interface. This is manifested as stripe contrast with light (yellow) and dark

(blue) bands oriented perpendicularly to the interface.
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same stripe pattern was observed also at the “back” face of
the sample, it was concluded that the stripes extended
through the volume of the sample with the boundaries
between stripes being approximately along the (010) plane.
Hence, these boundaries cannot be twin boundaries of a
tetragonal martensite, which are (101) oriented.

Both XRD performed on individual stripes and comple-
mentary SEM investigation using EBSD (not shown) also
showed that the stripe contrast (surface inclination) is not
caused by tetragonal variants with differing orientation of
the cT-axis. The orientation of the cT-axis between the indi-
vidual stripes causing the DIC contrast differed less than
the resolution of the experimental methods (�1�).

We excluded the possibility that the stripe contrast was
caused by residual surface relief as the stripes always disap-
peared suddenly when the reverse martensitic transforma-
tion occurred during heating of the sample. The
experimental observation of the magnetic domain structure
by MFM and SEM using Lorenz contrast [34,35] (not
shown) excluded the possibility that the stripe contrast or
surface inclination was caused by the magnetic domain
structure as observed in Ref. [37]. Thus, this microstructure
cannot be explained using a simple tetragonal crystal lattice
structure model. Hence, a more accurate description of the
10 M crystal structure is required.

3.1. Orthorhombic and monoclinic distortions of the unit cell

The tetragonal crystal lattice structure model of five-lay-
ered martensite (10 M) with aT = bT > cT expressed in
terms of the lattice corresponding to the original austenite
(Fig. 2a) serves well to describe the MIR, particularly for
magnetic experiments and phenomenological modeling.
From more precise structural analyses it is known that
10 M martensite can exhibit a slight monoclinic distortion
(c – 90�) and a slight orthorhombic distortion, which
makes it necessary to distinguish between a- and b-axes
[31,38,32]. This lattice is sketched in Fig. 2b. The orienta-
tion and length of the short c-axis remains the same as in
the tetragonal approximation, i.e. c � cT.

The lattice modulation can be expressed by periodic
shifting along the (110)[1�10]P system [31,38,32,39]. The
lattice parameters in “diagonal coordinates” (space group
I2/m, see Fig. 2b) determined for different 10 M Ni–Mn–
Ga alloys [25,30,31] are always in relation aI2/m > cI2/m/5
and the modulation acts by shifting the basic atomic posi-
tions exclusively along the aI2/m-axis and the modulation
points along the cI2/m-axis [32]. It immediately follows that
the modulation direction also has an exact orientation in
relation to the a- and b-axes of the lattice considered here.
More specifically, the modulation direction always points
in the direction which is close to parallel to the shortest
diagonal of the unit cell face formed by the a- and b-axes,
i.e. it is intersecting the obtuse angle c between the a- and b-
axes (Fig. 2b) (see also Fig. A.1 in Appendix A). In the con-
cept of adaptive martensite [40], the lattice distortions can
be directly calculated by elementary geometry (see

supplementary information of Ref. [41] for 10 M martens-
ite) and the modulation direction is determined as the nor-
mal to the nanotwin boundaries.

3.2. Studied twinned interface

In order to understand the crystallographic origin of the
observed microstructure, we used XRlD. The sample and
region probed are shown in detail in Fig. 3. First, the
{400} set of reflectionswas usedwhich allows the crystal ori-
entation to be probed in the tetragonal approximation (not
shown). We confirmed that the upper part has the cT-axis
perpendicular to the plane of observation, i.e. it is the c-ori-
ented variant. The lower part has aT-axis oriented perpendic-
ularly to the plane of observation (the difference between the
a- and b-axis cannot be distinguished when using the {400}
reflections). The angle between the cT-axis in the upper and
the aT-axis in the lower variants determined by XRD was
close to 3.6�, in agreement with the calculation for the mac-
roscopic variants using given lattice constants. However, the
vertical stripe pattern in the lower variant cannot be identi-
fiedwithin the tetragonal approximation of the lattice. Thus,
we performed detailed XRlD investigation to determine the
origin of the observed stripe pattern.

Several XRlD mappings were performed along the twin
boundary in such a way as to obtain diffractions from both

γγ γγ

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Mutual orientation of crystallographic axes and modulation

direction. (a) Tetragonal approximation. Modulation direction can point

in two possible equivalent directions. (b) Monoclinic approximation.

Modulation direction is close to parallel to the shortest diagonal of the

parallelogram formed by the a and b crystallographic axes. Left and right

latices are in mirror orientation to each other. Orientations of crystallo-

graphic axes aI2/m and cI2/m used in Refs. [25–27,32] are shown for

comparison (aI2/m and cI2/m are so called “diagonal coordinates”, space

group I2/m).
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the upper and lower regions surrounding the interface
simultaneously. The scanned region is marked in Fig. 3.

3.3. Mosaic structure of the crystal

A mosaic structure (cell misorientation) often appears in
during crystal growth due to the formation of low-angle
boundaries. Thus, we analyzed the local orientation of
the monocrystal to ensure that the stripe contrast was
not caused by the mosaic structure. The XRlD mapping
by x scans was performed along the segmented twin
boundary (Fig. 3). Mosaic structure results in rapid
changes of the x angle. The magnitude of changes in the
x angle shows that the sample consisted of areas misa-
ligned up to 0.5� (Fig. 4). Although the variation of the
x angle is comparable to the tilt associated with the stripe
pattern (2 � 0.4�) there is no local correlation with the DIC
contrast. Thus, we conclude that the observed stripe pat-
tern does not originate from the mosaic structure of the
crystal.

3.4. Orientation of the a- and b-axes

An alternative possibility is that the stripes are caused
by alternating twin variants with a- and b-orientation.
Due to the slight orthorhombic distortion, this should
result in a–b twin boundaries, which are not considered
in the tetragonal approximation. We used XRlD to probe
the lattice spacings approximately normal to the sample.
Thus, within the lower part of the sample (Fig. 3), we probe
an alternating arrangement of variants with their a- and b-
axes perpendicular to the plane of observation.

The lattice parameters a and b, however, are very close,
and thus cannot be resolved from the (400) and (040)
peaks (Fig. 5a). Thus, for proper resolution we performed
diffraction at higher angles. As shown in Fig. 5b, the dif-
fraction peaks (600) and (060) are well separated on 2h
despite their substantially lower intensity.

As a measure of the fraction of a- (or b-) oriented vari-
ants, we take the ratio between the (600) (or (060)) peak
area and the area of both (600) and (060) peaks. The
determined relative integral intensity of the (600) and
(060) peaks as a function of position along the interface
is shown in Fig. 5c. Variation of between 20% and 80%
was observed but no local correlation with the stripe con-
trast existed. This shows that both a- and b-orientations
are present in the diffraction volume
(�0.12 � 0.14 � 0.01 mm3) simultaneously and implies
the presence of a/b-laminates at a length scale that is below
the local resolution of the XRlD used. These laminates are
discussed in more detail later.

Although the relative intensities exhibited some local
variation, no correlation between the relative integral
intensities and the stripe contrast is found. Although the
presence of a/b-laminates is evident within each stripe,
the orthorhombic approximation is obviously not sufficient
to explain the stripe contrast.

3.5. Modulation domains

We considered also that the stripe contrast could be con-
nected with different directions of modulation in neighbor-
ing stripes constituting the stripe contrast. The modulation
direction is typically determined using reciprocal space
mapping. In reciprocal space, the extra reflections associ-
ated with 10 M lattice modulation divide the distance
between the basic diffraction peaks along [110]* (or
[1�10]*, depending on modulation direction) into five parts
[30,32]. As an example, a part of the reciprocal space map
of 10 M martensite containing (400), (620) and (6�20)
basic peaks is shown schematically in Fig. 6a. Two possible
modulation directions are marked by different colors1

([110]*, blue, [1�10]*, red). However, performing a complete
scan of the reciprocal space for each location was not

Fig. 3. Detail of the highly mobile twinned interface (oriented horizon-

tally) and associated microstructure visible as the stripe contrast (oriented

vertically) using Nomarski (DIC) contrast. The XRlD scans were

performed along the interface in the region marked. The approximate

size of the X-ray beam spot is marked on the left, x-axis used in mapping is

marked along the interface. Approximate direction of c-axis is marked by

an arrow and crossed circle (�).
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possible with XRlD due to the geometrical constraints of
the instrument we used. Instead, we developed a different
approach which also reduced measurement time consider-
ably without loss of information.

To determine the modulation direction it is sufficient to
search for the first satellite reflections denoting the modula-
tion. In our definition of the monoclinic unit cell in cubic
coordinates this means searching for the diffraction peaks
with non-integral indexes (4.4±0.40) or (3.6±0.40). This
is illustrated in Fig. 6a, which shows the correspondence
between the positions of the (4.40:40) and (4.40.40) peaks
in reciprocal space and in a pole figure. The presence or
intensity of these peaks in the pole figure then reveals the

direction of the modulation at each studied position. For
example, the presence of the (4.40.40) peak at w = 5.7�
and the absence of the (4.40:40) peak at w = � 5.7� indi-
cates that the modulation direction is [110]* or + w (blue
dots in reciprocal space figure shown in Fig. 6a); a similar
consideration applies also for the (3.60.40) and (3.60:40)
peaks.

For each measured position along the scanned interface
we performed several w and x scans to find the maximum
for each satellite peak, and the integral intensity of these
peaks was then calculated. The relative intensities of both
modulation directions as a function of their position along
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direct measure of modulation direction (the (3.60.40) and (3.60:40)

dependences are only informative as the relevant peak intensities were very

weak, � 10 counts/s). The investigated stripe contrast (inset placed at

corresponding positions x) is given for comparison.
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the twin interface are shown in Fig. 6. For all satellite peaks
probed, we observe an almost perfect correlation with the
stripe contrast. Differences are found at the sample edges
(x = 0 mm and x = 2.4 mm) and can be attributed to
rounding of the sample surface causing DIC contrast near
the edges. The largest misfit is located around x = 2 mm,
where an abrupt change of crystal misorientation (mosaic)
occurs (see Fig. 4). This might result in a change modula-
tion on a scale not discernible by DIC.

From the good correlation between the position map
and the stripe contrast we can conclude that the stripe con-
trast originates from the different directions of modulation
in neighboring stripes. Hence, the neighboring stripes may
be considered as twins with twinning plane (010) (see
Fig. 2b). However, more sophisticated theoretical analysis
is required to understand the observed microstructure. In
the following section we will show that with just the input
of the monoclinic lattice constants one can directly obtain
all the features of the stripe pattern: their (010) orienta-
tion, the angle of 12� observed at the surface between
two segments of the interface, and the surface relief of
±0.4�.

4. Theoretical part—identification of variants and twinning

systems and compatibility analysis

In the continuum theory of martensitic microstructures,
the observed morphology of the interface (Fig. 3) is similar
to the morphology known as the crossing-twins micro-
structure [42], or the parallelogram microstructure [43] or
as a part of the herring-bone microstructure [44]. This
microstructure consists of two mutually intersecting twin-
ning systems, as sketched in Fig. 7. Although only three
contrast parts are apparent when using optical microscopy,
there are four variants involved in the crossing-twins
microstructure, denoted by uppercase letters A, B, C and
D. The twins between the variants A and B and between
the variants C and D (denoted A:B and C:D, respectively)
belong to the first twinning system, and the A:D and B:C
twins to the second twinning system, which intersects the
first one.

Such a microstructure can exist in a stress-free state if
these two systems cross compatibly, i.e. the conditions of
kinematic compatibility [45,46,42] are satisfied not only at
the individual twinning planes, but also at their intersec-
tion. These conditions can be written in the form of a set
of algebraic equations for the Bain tensors describing the
individual variants involved in the microstructure. Here
we briefly summarize the results in order to identify the
twinning systems in the experimentally observed micro-
structure. The solution of this set of equations for the
10 M martensite is given in Appendix A. For the details
on the mathematical background, see Refs. [42–44].

The structural and morphological features experimen-
tally observed for the studied interface are schematically
redrawn in Fig. 7 and summarized here:

1. The observed surface (a cut approximately along the
(100) plane) is flat across the C and D variants, i.e.
across the C:D twinning plane, but there is an observa-
ble surface relief between the A and B variants, i.e.
across the A:B twinning plane (�0.8�). There is a much
larger inclination between the B and C or A and D vari-
ants, i.e. across the B:C and A:D twinning planes (3.6�).

2. The orientation of the c-axis does not change over the
A:B and C:D twinning planes, but changes over the
A:D and B:C twinning planes from the direction parallel
to the observed surface (S1) in variants A and B (a- and/
or b-oriented variants) into the direction perpendicular
to the observed surface (S10) in the variants C and D
(c-oriented variants).

3. The A:B and C:D twinning planes are parallel to the
(010) plane, and the A:D and B:C twinning planes are
slightly declined from the (101) plane. As a result the
traces of the B:C and A:D twinning planes on the sur-
face (approximately (100) plane) are inclined with angle
2a, which is approximately equal to 12�.

To identify the individual variants and the twinning sys-
tems we searched for those combinations of the variants
that can form the crossing-twins microstructure and, more
importantly, are in agreement with all experimentally
observed features. All possible variants and twinning sys-
tems of 10 M martensite are listed in Table A.1 of Appen-
dix A for the cubic-to-monoclinic II transition.

Among all these variants and twinning systems there are
two combinations of the variants listed in Table 1 that can
form the crossing-twins microstructure. These two combi-
nations are very similar. In both cases the mutually cross-
ing systems are the modulation twins, i.e. the modulation

Fig. 7. Schematic sketch of the investigated microstructure (Figs. 1, 3).

Surface relief (inclination of the surface ± 0.4� about c-axis) resulting in

stripe contrast is found on surface S1; no relief is observed on S1’ nor on

S2 (Fig. 1). Relief at S3 cannot be confidently determined in our

experimental arrangement. Surfaces S1 and S1’ are tilted 3.6� relative to

each other. Reference coordinate system and detail of tilting of the

twinned interface by angle 2a are marked at the bottom.
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direction changes at twinning planes (in agreement with
Fig. 6) and Type II twins, where the orientation of the c-
axis changes from in-plane to perpendicular to the surface.
Further, the angle a is approximately equal to 6� for both
combinations in agreement with the experiment. This sim-
ilarity results in the morphologies of these crossing-twins
microstructures being almost indistinguishable from each
other, and the optical observation is not sufficient to deter-
mine which of these combinations is observed in the
experiments.

On the other hand, these two combinations can be easily
distinguished from each other using a structure probe. In
the first combination, variants A and B are a-oriented,
and in the second combination, A and B are b-oriented
variants. However, as shown in Fig. 5, XRlD showed that
the orientation is neither only a- nor b-variant, but that
there is always a mixture. The fraction of a/b-variants var-
ies more or less smoothly along the mobile interface with-
out any abrupt changes at modulation twinning, i.e. at the
A:B twinning planes. This suggests that the real micro-
structure is more complicated compared with Fig. 7.

In particular, the experiment suggests that the individual
components of the crossing-twins microstructure are not
single variants, but can have a structure comprising a fine
laminate of variants. The laminate must be very fine, below
the resolution of XRlD. The variants in the laminate have
different orientations of a- or b-axis but have the same
modulation direction, which changes only on the modula-
tion twin plane. The experiment showed that the modula-
tion direction changes at the A:B interface from 0%/
100% to 100%/0%. Thus, the fine microstructure in each
of the macroscopically homogeneous regions A, B, C and
D can consist of only two variants with the same modula-
tion. This microstructure is usually called a/b-laminate.
Within the approach of elastic continuum these microstruc-
tures are first-order laminates, i.e. the simplest possible
laminates of two variants (e.g. [47]). The consequence of
the existence of this fine a/b-laminate is that the individual
segments of the studied interface cannot be the simple

twinning planes, but the segments are macrotwin bound-
aries between a/b-laminates.

As described in Appendix A, the 10 M martensite can
form macrotwin boundaries between fine first-order lami-
nates of in-plane twins. By constructing all such laminates
and all the possible macrotwin boundaries between them, it
can be proved that the experimentally observed microstruc-
ture is the microstructure shown in Fig. 8. This microstruc-
ture consists of four compound twin laminates, i.e. a/b-
laminates denoted by lA, lB, lC and lD, with different ori-
entations of modulation, two modulation macrotwin
boundaries and two Type II macrotwin boundaries.

It can be further demonstrated that the fine, homoge-
neous compound laminates (in Fig. 8) can also fulfill the
conditions for the stress-free existence of the crossing-twins
microstructure as for the simple case without laminates.
This stress-free state can occur if the volume fraction k of
a-oriented variant in Eq. (A.3) of Appendix A is a constant
in the vicinity of the macrotwin boundaries. The experi-
ment showed that this condition is probably fulfilled, since
the a/b ratio in Fig. 5 does not exhibit any correlation with
the individual boundaries. Since the resulting morphology
is a mixture of the morphology for the two possible combi-
nations of variants listed in Table 1, the angle a varies
between 6.28� and 5.87� depending on the exact volume
fraction k.

Table 1

Possible compatible combinations of twin variants and twin systems for

the crossing-twins microstructure. For the notation of the individual

variants and the terminology of the twinning systems, see Appendix A.

The angle a is calculated based on the assumption that the free surface is

exactly the (001) plane for the variants C and D.

Combination 1 Combination 2

Variant A No. 11 No. 9

Variant B No. 12 No. 10

Variant C No. 2 No. 4

Variant D No. 1 No. 3

A:B system Modulation Modulation

B:C system Type II Type II

C:D system Modulation Modulation

D:A system Type II Type II

a 5.87� 6.28�

Fig. 8. Schematic of the theoretically suggested complete description of

the investigated microstructure (Figs. 1 and 3). The twin microstructure

consists of compound laminates lA–lD. The orientations of the twin

boundaries internal to the laminates are marked by fine lines. The

laminates are formed by variants identified on the left, and meet at

macrotwin boundaries identified at the bottom of the figure. The labels

V1, . . . ,V12 denote the individual variants with the notation summarized

in Appendix A.
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The direct calculation also showed that the real micro-
structure stays very close to the stress-free state even if
the volume fraction k varies. The reason for this is that
the compound twins forming the laminates, e.g. the
V1:V3 system, can also cross nearly compatibly the Type
II twinning planes, e.g. the planes of the V1:V11 system,
and thus nearly fulfill the conditions for the stress-free exis-
tence of the crossing-twins microstructure. This would
ensure full or nearly full microstructure compatibility
regardless how the thickness of individual layer in the lam-
inate changes along the interface. Based on this calculation
we can conclude that the experimentally observed highly
mobile twinned interface is kinematically compatible, or
very close to compatible without the presence of any elastic
strains, i.e. that the material can form such interfaces with-
out significant energetic penalty.

The existence of Type I and Type II twins instead of
compound twinning (101) [�101] (or equivalent crystallo-
graphic twinning system) in a tetragonal lattice is a direct
consequence of the monoclinic lattice distortion. The twin
boundaries with exact twin plane orientation of (101) (or
equivalent crystallographic planes) are twin boundaries of
Type I. The twin boundaries deviating approximately 4�
(see Table A.1 in Appendix A) from plane (101) by rota-
tion about axis [101] (or equivalent crystallographic planes
and directions) are Type II twin boundaries and they have
approximately (10110) or equivalent orientation
(Table A.1; see also Ref. [28]). The existence of Type II
(and Type I) twins due to monoclinic distortion in Ni–
Mn–Ga has been demonstrated and partly discussed before
[27,26]; however, no relation with boundary mobility has
been drawn and in the next section we try to fill this gap.

5. Relation between twinning system and mobility of twin

boundaries

In order to understand the impact of monoclinic distor-
tion on twin boundary mobility we examined the correla-
tion of stress–strain curves and the martensitic
microstructure before and during the deformation. This is
facilitated in the studied material since it tends to form only
single or few twinned interfaces. During the mechanical
testing, only one twinned interface propagates through
the sample. Thus, the testing and the resulting twinning
stress cannot be influenced by the interaction (pinning) of
intersecting (101) twin boundaries [21,22]. The result of
mechanical testing performed several times on 18 samples
with only one active twinned interface advancing through
the sample during compression is shown in Fig. 9.
Although all these samples were cut from the same single
crystal, the detwinning plateaus clearly separate in two
classes with different stress levels of around 0.2 MPa and
around 1 MPa. Moreover, the plateaus at the two different
stress levels are quite frequently observed on the same sam-
ple in subsequent experiments after recreating the twin
interface. Similar behavior was observed on more than 20
studied alloys with slightly varying composition with lower

plateaus varying between 0.05 and 0.3 MPa and the higher
plateaus being near 1 MPa.

The simultaneous characterization of the martensitic
microstructure allows us to correlate these two classes of
twinning stress with two classes of microstructure, sketched
in Fig. 9. (i) A high stress plateau around 1 MPa is
observed when the twin boundary has an orientation of
exactly (101) (or equivalent), indicating a Type I twin
boundary [28]. (ii) The low stress plateau of about
0.2 MPa (varying between 0.05 and 0.3 MPa for all 20
alloys studied) is only observed when the twin boundary
deviates by several degrees from (101), indicating a Type
II twin boundary [28], or it consists of large segments of
Type II twin boundaries and modulation twins as described
in Section 4. This directly indicates that a Type II twin
boundary is beneficial for a high mobility. With hindsight
it is also clear that the previous reports on highly mobile
twin boundaries and MIR in very small magnetic field
[7,6,29] were related to Type II twin boundaries. Con-
versely, the larger twinning stress in a specimen with fine
twins reported in Ref. [7] might be caused by the presence
of Type I twin boundaries.

At first glance it seems that the tetragonal approxima-
tion can be sufficient for a simple interface of Type I with
1 MPa twinning stress, and indeed this approximation
has been successfully used in the past. However, XRlD
measurements (not shown) indicate that even this twin
microstructure contains a/b-laminates, i.e. a- and b-ori-
ented variants coexist along the twin boundary.

We would like to add that our analysis is incomplete
with respect to the a/b-laminates. We observed the coexis-
tence of a- and b-oriented variants in all cases, but the
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Fig. 9. Relation between the mobility of twinned interface and observed

twin microstructure. (a) Result of the compressive testing performed on 18

samples. Each of the samples was compressed 1–4 times, maximum strain

smax was 4–6%. Two distinct plateaus are associated with different twin

microstructures. The plateau at �1 MPa is associated with Type I twin

boundaries (example twin variants in inset are E � V1, F � V11). The

plateau at 0.2 MPa is associated with the twinned interface formed by

Type II (macro) twin boundaries. An example of a segmented Type II twin

boundary is given as an inset. The individual variants or laminates are of

the same type as identified in the text for Figs. 7, 8, or equivalent.
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methods available do not allow the postulated laminates to
be resolved locally. We can speculate that these laminates
form in order to reduce higher terms of the elastic energy
in a hierarchical “twin within twins” microstructure [48]
but have to leave proof of this to future experiments.

6. Conclusions

The results show that a complete monoclinic description
is required to explain the observed highly mobile complex
twinned interface with a twinning stress of approximately
0.2 MPa in the present alloy and between 0.05 and
0.3 MPa for a broader spectrum of investigated alloys.
The tetragonal approximation is clearly not sufficient to
describe the martensitic microstructure observed in 10 M
modulated Ni–Mn–Ga MSM alloys with very low twin-
ning stress.

The highly mobile interface consists of a/b-laminates
and mesoscopic Type II twin boundary segments and mod-
ulation twins. It is surprising that such a complex arrange-
ment exhibits very high mobility, while in the cases of more
simple twin microstructure with Type I twins, the twinning
stress increases to about 1 MPa. Our calculation shows
that the described twin microstructure of highly mobile
twinned interface is kinematically compatible and has
stress-free interfaces. Since only in the presence of Type
II macrotwin boundaries is a low twinning stress of the
order of 0.1 MPa observed, we conclude that the mono-
clinic distortion may be the decisive factor explaining the
very high twin boundary mobility.

The analysis also shows that very detailed control of
twin microstructure is essential for practical exploitation
of the MSM effect. Additionally, based on this analysis,
we suggest that evolving monoclinic twin variants may be
an additional mechanism contributing to the decrease of
twinning stress during the training of an alloy [24,21].
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Appendix A. Twinning systems in the 10 M martensite of the

Ni–Mn–Ga alloy

This appendix summarizes the notation of the mono-
clinic variants of the 10 M martensite and explains the
nomenclature used for the individual twinning systems in
the theoretical part of the article. The austenite-to-10 M
martensite transition in the Ni–Mn–Ga alloy belongs to

the cubic-to-monoclinic II transition class (according to
the terminology used in Ref. [42]; Zanzotto and Pitteri
[49] use the term “cubic axes” structure for the resulting
martensitic variants). This means that there exist 12 differ-
ent variants of martensite that can form up to four different
types of twins (compound, Type I, Type II and non-con-
ventional [49]). The main properties of this transition class
are described in Ref. [42,49]. However, since the monocli-
nicity of the 10 M lattice is connected with modulation, it
may be useful to introduce a more detailed categorization
of the variants and the twinning systems, which would take
the possible changes of the modulation direction at the
individual twinning planes into account.

A.1. Notation of variants

In the framework of continuum mechanics, the individ-
ual variants of martensite are uniquely described by so-
called Bain tensors which are symmetric parts of the polar
decompositions of the respective deformation gradients F

(for more details, see Ref. [45,42]). The deformation gradi-
ent is defined by the geometry of transformation and lattice
constants of transforming phases. With the numbering
taken from Ref. [42], these Bain tensors for the cubic-to-
monoclinic II transition are:

U1 ¼

ea eab 0

eab eb 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A
; U2 ¼

ea �eab 0

�eab eb 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A
;

U3 ¼

eb eab 0

eab ea 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A
; U4 ¼

eb �eab 0

�eab ea 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A
;

U5 ¼

ea 0 eab

0 ec 0

eab 0 eb

0

B

@

1

C

A
; U6 ¼

ea 0 �eab

0 ec 0

�eab 0 eb

0

B

@

1

C

A
;

U7 ¼

eb 0 eab

0 ec 0

eab 0 ea

0

B
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1

C

A
; U8 ¼

eb 0 �eab

0 ec 0

�eab 0 ea

0

B

@

1

C

A
;

U9 ¼

ec 0 0

0 ea eab

0 eab eb

0
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1
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A
; U10 ¼

ec 0 0

0 ea �eab

0 �eab eb
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C

A
;

U11 ¼

ec 0 0

0 eb eab

0 eab ea

0
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@

1
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A
; and U12 ¼

ec 0 0

0 eb �eab

0 �eab ea

0

B

@

1

C

A
:

ðA:1Þ

Using the lattice parameters of the austenite and 10 M
martensite listed in Section 2, the individual components
of the above listed Bain tensors are ea = 1.0240,
eb = 1.0192, ec = 0.9575 and eab = 0.0033.

The variants described by the Bain tensors U1–U4, i.e.
variants No. 1–4, have the resulting c-axis aligned parallel
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to the [001]P direction. The subscript P denotes that this

direction is taken in the parent lattice of austenite, i.e. in

the reference configuration. In other words, these variants

can be mapped onto each other by rotations about the

[001]P axis and by mirror reflections about the planes per-

pendicular to the (001)P plane. However, these four vari-

ants differ from each other by the directions of the a- and

b-axis and by the modulation directions. The variants

Nos. 1 and 2 have the b-axis aligned with the [010]P direc-

tion, and variants Nos. 3 and 4 with the [100]P direction.

The variants Nos. 1 and 3 correspond to modulation along

[110]P, and variants Nos. 2 and 4 to modulation along

[1�10]P. Similarly, the variants Nos. 5–8 have the c-axis ori-

ented parallel to the [010]P direction, and the variants No.

9–12 to the [100]P direction with the corresponding

changes of a- and b-axis and modulation directions.

A.2. The twinning systems

According to the Hadamard condition [45,46,42], two

variants of martensite described by the Bain tensors Ua

and Ub can form a twin whenever there exist a matrix

R 2 SO(3), a non-zero vector b and a unit vector n, such

that

RUa �Ub ¼ b� n; ðA:2Þ

where b � n is a dyadic product of vectors b and n. The vec-

tor n is perpendicular to the twinning plane in the reference

cubic configuration, the vector b is the so-called shearing

vector, and the matrix R corresponds to the rotation of

the variant Ua with respect to the variant Ub when the twin

is formed. The properties of the vectors n and b, or, more

precisely, of the transformation of this vector into the ref-

erence configuration, i.e. F�1
b, where F is the correspond-

ing deformation gradient, are used for the identification of

the twinning systems. If both these vectors are parallel to

some lattice vectors in the reference configuration, the

resulting twin is of the compound type (we will distinguish

between two different types of the compound twins later in

this appendix); if only the vector n is a lattice vector, the

resulting twin is of Type I; if only the vector F�1
b is a lat-

tice vector, the resulting twin is of Type II; if none of the

vectors F
�1
b and n is a lattice vector, the resulting twin

can be classified as a non-conventional twin.

For any chosen pair of variants, all the possible solu-

tions of Eq. (A.2) can be found by using a theorem intro-

duced in Ref. [45,46]. This theorem states that this

equation has a solution if and only if the middle eigenvalue

(denoted usually as k2) of a matrix C ¼ U
�1
b
U

2
a
U

�1
b

is equal

to 1. If this condition is fulfilled, then there are exactly two

solutions of Eq. (A.2) (we will denote them T1 and T2), for

which the vectors n and b and the matrix R can be calcu-

lated by an algorithm also described in Ref. [45,46].

The list of all possible solutions found by applying this

theorem for the twins with variant No. 1 and variants

No. 2 � 12 is given in Table A.1. Since all the other vari-

ants can be obtained from the variant No. 1 by rotations

and mirror reflections, Table A.1 gives a complete sum-

mary of all the possible twinning systems in the examined

material.

To be more specific we discuss in more detail the twins

between the variants Nos. 1–4. It is obvious that all the

twinning systems in which these four variants can form

must have the twinning planes perpendicular to the

(001)P plane and that the shearing vectors must lie in this

plane. For this reason, we will call these twinning systems

in-plane systems and distinguish between them as outlined

in Fig. A.1:

� The variants Nos. 1 and 2 have approximately the same

orientations of the a- and b-axis, but differ in the modu-

lation direction as discussed above, so the twins between

them are referred to as modulation twins. Obviously,

these twins can be also categorized as compound twins,

since both the vectors n and F
�1
b for them are the lattice

vectors. However, we will use the term modulation twins

instead, to emphasize that the twining planes of this sys-

tem are associated with the change of the modulation

direction, and to distinguish them clearly from the com-

pound twins defined next.

� The variants Nos. 1 and 3 have the same modulation

direction but are mirror symmetric about the {110}P
plane; such twins are fully analogous to the compound

twins in the cubic-to-tetragonal and cubic-to-ortho-

rhombic systems, so we will call them the compound

twins.

� The variants Nos. 1 and 4 differ both in the orientations

of the a- and b-axis and in the modulation direction;

according to the terminology used in Ref. [49], we will

call them non-conventional twins. These non-conven-

tional twins are generic, i.e. they exist in any cubic-to-

monoclinic II system, regardless of the exact lattice

parameters.

As seen in Table A.1, none of the out-of-plane twinning

systems, i.e. the twins between the variants with different

orientations of the c-axis, can be classified as modulation

twins, compound twins or non-conventional twins. Instead,

all the possible out-of-plane systems belong to Type I or

Type II class, which means that either the vector F
�1
b or

the vector n is always a lattice vector, but never both of

them. Only these twinning systems can be reoriented by a

magnetic field as the easy magnetization axis or c-axis

has a different direction for each twin variant.

Importantly the variant No. 1 cannot form any twins

with the variants No. 7 � 10 as the middle eigenvalue is

not equal to 1. This means that no non-generic non-con-

ventional twins (for a definition see Ref. [49]) are allowed

in this material.

A.3. Macrotwins between in-plane laminates

Motivated by the experiment, which suggests the exis-

tence of laminate, we show in this section that 10 M mar-
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tensite can easily form higher-order laminates, i.e. with
microstructures consisting of fine laminates forming the
macrotwins, and summarize the main features of such
microstructures.

If we consider a fine laminate of any of the in-plane
twinning systems formed by the variants Nos. 1–4, the
macroscopic deformation gradient describing such micro-
structure can be (neglecting some small rotation) written
as:

l ¼ kRUa þ ð1� kÞUb; ðA:3Þ

where k is a volume fraction of variant Ua in the laminate.
Because of the in-plane character of the twinning system,
the matrix R must represent a rotation about the [001]P
axis only. This means that R33 = 1, from which it directly
follows that l33 = ec and that l13 = l23 = l31 = l32 = 0.
Consequently, the Bain tensors representing the laminate
must be of the form:

Ul ¼
maðkÞ mabðkÞ 0

mabðkÞ mbðkÞ 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A
; ðA:4Þ

Table A.1

All possible twinning systems in the 10 M martensite resulting from the cubic-to-monoclinic II transition. See text for explanation of individual symbols.

Variants k2 n (F�1
b)/jF�1

bj Twinning type

1:2 1.0000 T1 [0;1;0] [1;0;0] Modulation

T2 [1;0;0] [0;1;0] Modulation

1:3 1.0000 T1 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;�1;0] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;1;0] Compound

T2 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;1;0] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;�1;0] Compound

1:4 1.0000 T1 [�0.9509;0.3094;0] [0.3094;0.9509;0] Non-conventionala

T2 [0.3094;0.9509;0] [0.9509;�0.3094;0] Non-conventionala

1:5 1.0000 T1 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[0;1;�1] [0.0682;0.7055;0.7055] Type I

T2 [0.0779;0.7050;0.7050] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[0;�1;1] Type IIb

1:6 1.0000 T1 [0.0779;0.7050;�0.7050] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[0;1;1] Type IIb

T2 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[0;1;1] [�0.0682;�0.7055;0.7055] Type I

1:7 1.0094

1:8 1.0094

1:9 0.9907

1:10 0.9907

1:11 1.0000 T1 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;0;�1] [0.7057;0.0637;0.7057] Type I

T2 [0.7053;0.0721;0.7053] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[�1;0;1] Type IIc

1:12 1.0000 T1 [0.7053;0.0721;�0.7053] 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;0;1] Type IIc

T2 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

[1;0;1] [�0.7057;�0.0637;0.7057] Type I

a The twinning plane is inclined by 17.98� from the nearest principal plane of variant No. 1.
b The twinning plane is inclined by 4.31� from the nearest {011} plane of variant No. 1.
c The twinning plane is inclined by 4.01� from the nearest {101} plane of variant No. 1.

Fig. A.1. Visualization of the three possible in-plane twinning systems between variants No. 1 � 4. The dash-dot lines outline the twinning planes. The

view is perpendicular to the [001]P direction, i.e. to the c-axis of all the variants. Modulation direction is marked by empty-head arrows.
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where the components ma, mb and mab depend on the vol-
ume fraction k. For reasons of symmetry there are 11 sim-
ilar laminates of the same twinning system. The
components of the corresponding Bain tensors are ar-
ranged the same way as the components ea, eb and eab
are arranged in the matrices U2 � U12 (Eq. (A.1)). This en-
ables us to analyze the ability of these laminates to form
macrotwins using exactly the same method as for the twin-
ning between the individual variants described in the previ-
ous section.

Since there are three in-plane twinning systems for each
orientation of the c-axis, and since the laminates of these
systems can form up to four different macrotwins, e.g.
the modulation laminates can form compound and non-
conventional in-plane macrotwins and Type I and Type
II out-of-plane macrotwins, there are up to 12 different
macrotwinning systems predicted by the theory. However,
instead of calculating the orientations of all macrotwinning
planes for all combinations, here we list only those that are
observed experimentally. These are the macrotwins
between the compound a/b-laminates:

l
A
¼ kR9:11U9 þ ð1� kÞU11; ðA:5Þ

l
B
¼ kR10:12U10 þ ð1� kÞU12; ðA:6Þ

l
C
¼ kR2:4U4 þ ð1� kÞU2; ðA:7Þ

and l
D
¼ kR1:3U3 þ ð1� kÞU1: ðA:8Þ

The resulting twinning planes for the volume fraction k

changing from 0 to 1 are summarized in Table A.2. The
modulation macrotwins between the a/b-laminates lA
and lB (or, respectively, lC and lD) have exactly the same
orientation for all admissible volume fractions. The orien-
tation of the Type II macrotwinning plane changes slightly
between the two degenerate cases (k = 0 and k = 1), which
are geometrically identical to the 1:5 and 1:11 Type II twins
in Table A.1. This means that in the deformed configura-
tion using variant No. 1 the declination of the macrotwin
boundary from the nearest {110} plane varies between

4.01� and 4.31�, which in projection onto the (100) plane
gives a deviation of between 5.87� and 6.28� in agreement
with the experiment.
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3.2 Publikace Rozdı́lné mikrostruktury pohyblivých dvojčatových

hranic v 10 M modulovaném martenzitu slitiny Ni-Mn-Ga.

Bibliografická citace: Heczko, O., Straka, L., Seiner, H. Different microstructures of mobile

twin boundaries in 10 M modulated Ni-Mn-Ga martensite (2013) Acta

Materialia, 61 (2), pp. 622-631.

Stručná anotace: Tato publikace v podstatě navazuje na publikaci uvedenou v pod-

kapitole 3.1, rozšiřuje ji o diskuzi přı́pustných mikrostruktur, jejich

analýzu z hlediska kinematické kompatibility a jejich energetickou

náročnost, k čemuž je využito konceptu takzvaných indikátorů kom-

patibility [63]. Rovněž je zde započata diskuze mechanismů pohybu

makrodvojčatových rozhranı́, která je dále podrobně rozvinuta v pod-

kapitole 3.3.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Přı́spěvkem habilitanta byly všechny výpočty a teoretické diskuze

týkajı́cı́ se elastické napjatosti a kinematické kompatibility.
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Abstract

The morphology and microstructure of a single, macroscopically straight twin interface with a twinning stress of about 1 MPa was
analysed in detail by differential interference contrast optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction. The interface was identified as a Type I
macrotwin boundary between two variants with a/b-laminates and constant modulation direction, in contrast with a highly mobile
twinned interface consisting of Type II macrotwin boundary segments with changing modulation direction and a/b-laminate reported
earlier. Theoretical analysis using elastic continuum theory shows that only pure Type I or Type II boundaries are fully compatible with
a/b-laminate. Other hypothetical twin microstructures combining these two mobile interfaces are shown to be incompatible to various
degrees. A weakly incompatible combination of Type I and II boundaries was experimentally observed. The large difference in mobility
between Type I and Type II macrotwin boundaries created at the same location of the same sample indicates that the mobility depends
on the internal structure of these boundaries. A possible origin of this different mobility is discussed.
� 2012 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Martensitic twin microstructure; Twinning interfaces; Ni–Mn–Ga martensite; Mobility of twin boundary; Magnetic shape memory

1. Introduction

The magnetically induced reorientation (MIR) of mar-
tensite [1], one of the family of magnetic shape memory
(MSM) effects [2], depends critically on the high mobility
of twin boundaries as the driving force generated by mag-
netic fields is limited. In Ni–Mn–Ga the maximum mag-
netic force is equivalent to a mechanical stress of about
3 MPa [3–5]. The magnetic-field- or stress-driven propaga-
tion of twin boundaries reorients the non-cubic lattice by
about 90�, resulting in large macroscopic strain [1,3]. The
stress needed for the twin boundary motion is called twin-
ning stress and the twin boundaries with low twinning
stress can be called highly mobile or to possess high mobil-
ity. The lower the twinning stress, the higher the efficiency

of MIR-based magnetic actuation and the lower the mag-
netic field needed for the effect to occur [4,5]. The very
low twinning stress of �0.1 MPa reported recently for a
single twin boundary moving in Ni–Mn–Ga single crystal
[6,7] makes MIR possible under very low fields, down to
�200 Oe or �1600 A m�1 [7], which is easily generated
and controlled. Such low twinning stress suggests an actu-
ation efficiency of up to �90% in magnetic saturation [8].

Modulated 10 M martensite is often approximated as a
tetragonal structure [9,10]. In this case the mobile twin
boundary can be considered as compound twinning with-
out any fine features. However, using a more precise
description including monoclinic and orthorhombic distor-
tion of 10 M martensite lattice, various new types of twin
interfaces can emerge [11–13]. These twin boundaries can
exhibit considerably different twinning stresses [14,15].
Using optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis
we showed that very low twinning stress, �0.1 MPa, occurs
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only when the twinned interface consists of Type II macro-
twin boundaries. This complex twinned interface connects
two variants with different orientations of the c-axis, which
themselves consist of modulation twins and twinned a/b
laminate. The calculation showed that this arrangement
of various twinning systems is fully elastically compatible.
In contrast to twin boundaries of Type II with very low
twinning stress, the one order higher twinning stress, about
1 MPa, was tentatively ascribed to Type I twin boundaries
[14,15]. However, the microstructure analysis of this less
mobile twin interface has not been done. Additionally,
due to multiple twinning systems, many different combina-
tions of macrotwin interfaces can arise and these interfaces
might differ in their mobility.

In this paper, we investigate both experimentally and
theoretically the microstructure of different types of twin
boundaries and examine in detail the twin boundary with
lower mobility, i.e. the boundary with 1 MPa twinning
stress. Combining the knowledge obtained from the exper-
iments and elastic continuum theory, we categorize and
discuss various possible twin microstructures and com-
bined interfaces consisting of Type I and Type II twin
boundary segments. Finally, we offer a qualitative interpre-
tation and look at what underlies the different mobilities
and twinning stresses of Type I and Type II twin
boundaries.

2. Experimental methods

Ni50.2Mn28.3Ga21.5 at.% (determined from X-ray fluores-
cence spectroscopy) single-crystal samples produced by
AdaptaMat Ltd. were cut approximately along the {100}
planes of the parent cubic austenite. The electropolished
samples were 0.9 � 2.4 � 20 mm3 in size. The lattice
parameter of austenite was aP = 5.832 Å near the martens-
itic transformation which occurs at Ms = 323 K. The mate-
rial is ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature of 370 K.
For the description of the lattice of 10 M martensite we
used the cell derived from the cubic cell of the austenite
(cubic coordinates) [9,10]. All experiments were performed
at room temperature where the structure is 10 M martens-
ite with lattice parameters a = 5.972 Å, b = 5.944 Å,
c = 5.584 Å and c = 90.37�. The experimental methods
used were described in detail in Ref. [15] and here we pro-
vide only a brief summary.

The various types and numbers of twin boundaries were
created from a single variant sample using repeated tensile
and compression stress applied parallel to the long axis of
the sample [6]. The compressive mechanical testing of the
samples with a single twin boundary was performed using
the instrument described in Ref. [8]. Placing this instrument
in the optical microscope allowed the mobility of the twin
boundary to be determined during observation of its move-
ment, and enabled the twin boundary to be positioned in a
selected orientation. The type of boundary was identified
from additional optical micrographs using reflective differ-
ential interference contrast (DIC) or Nomarski contrast.

This contrast visualizes differently tilted surface by different
colors or shades of gray [16].

For detailed microstructural analysis of twinned
interface and variants we used X-ray diffraction with a
microdiffraction probe (XRlD) using point focus and line
detector with an X’Pert PRO PANalytical powder diffrac-
tometer (Co anode, k = 1.78901 Å). The irradiated area
was defined by a monocapillary with inner radius
0.1 mm resulting in a beam radius at the sample surface
0.12–0.14 mm. Full identification of the twin variants
and their orientation was achieved by XRlD mapping
using 2h-scan, x-scan and w-scan along the studied
twinned interface. First, several x- and w-scans were per-
formed until the maximum intensities of the (400), (040)
and (004) peaks were found in order to obtain the precise
orientation of the crystal. The 2h-scan along the boundary
was then used to identify the different martensitic variants.
Due to the chemical order of Heusler alloys, {200} and
{600} planes could also be detected as weak superstruc-
ture peaks [17,18]. The (600) and (060) lines were used
to resolve the a and b lattice constants. A combination
of x-scan and w-scan for selected 2h was used to identify
the modulation direction. To determine the modulation
direction it is sufficient to search for the first satellite
reflections particular to the modulation. This means
searching for the diffraction peaks with non-integral
indexes , i. e. h = 4.4, k = ± 0.4, l = 0 or (4.4 ± 0.4 0)
or similarly (3.6 ± 0.4 0) in cubic coordinates using proper
x and w [15,19].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructural analysis

Two different twin interfaces with different mobilities
located next to each other in the sample are shown in
Fig. 1. Both boundaries are macroscopically straight and
differ only in terms of the angle. The twin boundaries, or
more precisely traces of twin boundaries, in the observa-
tion plane are visible in the micrographs due to the surface
tilt associated with the twinning. According to Ref. [14],
the interface with higher mobility or lower twinning stress
�0.1 MPa is a Type II twin boundary, while the less mobile
twin interface with twinning stress �1 MPa is assumed to
be a Type I twin boundary. The Type I twin boundaries
are parallel to the (101) plane and the Type II boundaries
are approximately along the (10110) (or equivalent) plane
using cubic coordinates. The angle between the traces of
the boundaries is about 6�, in agreement with the calcula-
tion. The Type II twin boundary shown here is macroscop-
ically straight, in contrast with the segmented zigzag
character of the highly mobile Type II twinned interface
studied previously [15] (see also Figs. 4 and 6a). The
boundary consists of only one segment with no modulation
twins, i.e. the modulation is the same along the interface. In
contrast, the assumed Type I twin boundary coincides with
the (101) plane and is straight.
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However, the very finely segmented Type II twin bound-
ary, with segments below the resolution of optical micros-
copy, i.e. variants containing very fine modulation
domains, could also appear exactly aligned along the
(101) plane. The fine modulation domains in 10 M mar-
tensite have been observed in thin foil by TEM [20]. There-
fore the simple refinement of the modulation twinning can
produce a straight interface. This very fine modulation
twinning can hinder the movement of the twinned interface
and the sample could exhibit higher twinning stress. In this
case there would be only one type of boundary (Type II)
differing only by the scale of modulation twinning. To
exclude fine modulation twinning and to prove that a par-
ticular observed twin interface aligned along (101) is a
Type I boundary, we analyzed in detail the structure of
the single twin boundary with high twinning stress using
X-ray microdiffraction. To render the analysis unambigu-
ous, we recreated a single straight twin boundary in the
sample from the single variant state by mechanical loading.
The optical micrograph of this single boundary and various
X-ray scans along the boundary are shown in Fig. 2. The
optical contrast arises from the tilt between variants corre-
sponding to the twinned interface (90 � 2 � arctan (a/
c) = 3.8�). There is no other observable relief apart from
surface irregularities due to electropolishing.

After proper orientation of the crystal using the {400}
reflections we determined the mozaicity or crystal misorien-

tation (perfectness) of the crystal using an x-scan. Along
the boundary there are a few low-angle boundaries with
crystal misorientations up to 0.4�, similar to a previous
report [15] and other crystals from AdaptaMat. The pres-
ence of both (600) and (060) reflections in the scan along
the twin boundary shows the presence of variants with
a- and b-axes perpendicular to the analysed surface. This
indicates twinned layers of a- and b-variants or fine a/b-
laminate (Fig. 3). This twinning was previously identified
as compound twinning [15]. The ratio of the variants is
not constant along the boundary, but slightly varies with
an average ratio of about 1:4 (Fig. 2c). There should be
slight surface relief associated with a/b twinning about
0.3� (90 � 2 � arctan (b/a)) but the individual variants with
a- and b-orientations could not be resolved by either
optical microscopy or atomic force microscopy.

c c
c

c c c

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph showing the traces of the hard (left) and easy

(right) moving twin boundaries in the plane (001) having the same

orientation as the twin plane normal [011] (differential interference

contrast (DIC)). On the side of the sample, i.e. in the (100) plane, there is

no DIC contrast and the different variants on the sides were identified by

polarization contrast. Since the contrast is weak, both sides are drawn.

The orientation of the c-axis is shown in the figure. The width of the image

is approximately 2 mm.
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Fig. 2. (a) Optical micrographs (DIC) of a macrotwin boundary. The

orientation of the c-axis is perpendicular in the upper variant and vertical

in plane in the lower variant. X-ray analysis along the twin interface: (b)

x-scan using the (400) reflection to probe the presence of low-angle

boundaries or the mozaicity of the crystal. (c) Relative volume of the

variants with a- or b-orientation perpendicular to the surface calculated

from the (600) and (060) reflections. (d) The relative integral intensity of

the satellite peaks nearest to the (400) reflection. This provides a direct

measure of the amount of variants with different modulation directions.
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Finally we investigated the modulation direction in vari-
ants with their a- or b-axis perpendicular to surface. As
speculated above, the modulation direction could either
fluctuate on a very fine scale or can have the same direction
along the interface depending on the type of the mobile
interface. X-ray diffraction can be used to determine the
average amount of variants with different modulation ori-
entations, and therefore can identify any changes in the
modulation direction regardless of scale. The relative inten-
sities of the (4.4 ± 0.4 0) peaks corresponding to the rela-
tive volume fractions of two variants with different
modulation directions are shown in Fig. 2d. The measure-
ment indicates that there is only one direction of the mod-
ulation in most of the scanned region, except on the edges
of the sample where some mixing of the two directions
occurs. This mixing on the edges can be caused by addi-
tional twinning originating from sample manipulation.
This twinning feature is also apparent on optical micro-
graphs. The observed single modulation direction along
most of the studied region indicates that the boundary does
not consist of fine Type II segments. The single modulation
direction and the simultaneous alignment along (101) con-
firms the Type I character of the boundary. The detailed
microstructure of Type I boundary is sketched in Fig. 3.
In agreement with this experiment the calculation, pre-
sented in the next section, indicated that in this geometry

the modulation twinning is not compatible with the Type
I boundary.

From the experiment we can conclude that the optical
observation may be enough to distinguish the type of the
boundary according the tilt of the twinned interface trace
in the (100) or (010) plane. To show that different bound-
aries can be created at the same place, we annihilated the
analyzed Type I boundary and recreated a Type II seg-
mented interface by mechanical stress from the single-
variant sample and moved it to approximately the same
position. For comparison, the optical micrographs of both
interfaces are shown in Fig. 4. The segmented interface
exhibits a typical zigzag pattern and bands in the variant
with the in-plane c-axis, indicating the modulation twin-
ning similar to the boundary analyzed previously [15].
The tilt of the zigzag lines from the analyzed Type I bound-
ary is ±6�. This experiment shows that modulation twins
not present before can be formed together with the Type
II boundary since this macrotwin interface is compatible
with modulation twinning. In contrast with TEM studies
on foil [20], modulation twinning is macroscopically
straight with a [010] overall direction. In the same sample
we observed that modulation domains often appear, disap-
pear or rearrange during the subsequent annihilation and
new formation of the mobile interfaces by mechanical load-
ing. In addition to Type I boundary, both Type II macro-
scopic planar and segmented interfaces with large segments
can appear during subsequent loadings. Perhaps, then, it is
no great surprise that, apart of these analyzed relatively
simple cases, sometimes more complex microstructure of
twinned interfaces can be observed. An example is shown
in Fig. 5. The observed microstructure consists of alternat-
ing segments of Type I and Type II macrotwins with the
bands of modulation twinning. These are only occasionally
observed and these configurations have not yet been stud-
ied in detail [21]. The compatibility of the microstructure
involving both Type I and Type II boundary is discussed
in the end of next section.

c

b a

c

a b

c
b

a

c
a

b

c

c

c

c

c

c c

Fig. 3. Sketch of analyzed twinned interface (thick, red line) with marked

orientation of crystal axes. The interface is a Type I macrotwin boundary,

which connects two variants with differently oriented a/b-laminate (thin

lines). The thickness of the laminate bands is strongly exaggerated for the

sake of clarity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

c a,b

a,b c

Type II

Type I

Fig. 4. Type I (upper) and Type II (lower) twin boundaries successively

created and shown in nearly the same place on the sample. For better

visibility the Type II boundary is enhanced by a white zigzag line; weak

horizontal bands are modulation twinning.
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3.2. Compatibility analysis

As shown by the X-ray results, the experimentally
observed Type I boundaries are planar interfaces between
two fine microstructures, each containing variable amounts
of a/b (compound) twins (Fig. 3). In this section, we will
analyze the kinematic compatibility, i.e. geometric admissi-
bility, of such interfaces within the framework of contin-
uum mechanics, and discuss some of the possible more
complex morphologies from this point of view. Through-
out this section, we will use the terminology introduced
in Ref. [15]. In particular, we will use the term “compound
twins” only for the (110)-compound twinning system
(twins between variants with the same modulation direc-
tion but different orientations of the a- and b-axes), and
the term “modulation twins” for the (100)-compound
twinning system formed by two variants with different
modulation directions and the same orientations of the a-
and b-axes. We will also use the term “modulation macro-
twin” for a compatible planar interface between two fine
compound laminates at which the modulation direction
changes (but the a/b ratio and the orientation of the c-axis
does not change). In a similar sense, we will use the terms
“Type I macrotwins” and “Type II macrotwins” for inter-
faces between the a/b laminates at which the orientation of
the c-axis changes. Further details on the ability of the
10 M martensite to form such macrotwins can be found
in Ref. [15].

In this reference it was shown that the highly mobile
interface has the complex morphology sketched in
Fig. 6a. This morphology consists of fine compound a/b
laminates marked lA, lB, lC and lD, from which the lA
and lB laminates contain the martensitic variants with
the c-axis oriented parallel to the x3 axis (approximately
perpendicular to the observed surface of the sample) and
the lC and lD laminates contain the variants with the c-axis
parallel to the x1-axis (lying approximately on the observed

surface of the sample and parallel to the long edge). The
involved macrotwinning systems are the modulation
macrotwins lA:lB and lC:lD, and Type II macrotwins
lA:lC and lB:lD. If all laminates lA,. . .,D are homogeneous
and of first order, this morphology is fully compatible, i.e.

Type I Type II

100 µm

Type I

c

c

Fig. 5. Optical micrograph showing an example of the weakly incompat-

ible two parallel macrotwin interfaces identified as the combination of

Type I and Type II macrotwin boundaries. The line following the interface

demonstrates the different angles between segments of boundaries: about

6� between Type I and Type II boundaries, and about 12� between two

segments of Type II boundary. The weak contrast of nearly vertical bands

is due to modulation twinning in the variant with the c-axis in plane [15].

In the narrow middle band the c-axis is perpendicular to the plane.

Fig. 6. Possible morphologies of the interface: (a) the highly mobile

morphology; (b) the low-mobility morphology—hard boundary; (c) the

hard boundary intersected by a modulation macrotwin; (d) a combination

of the low and highly mobile interfaces; (e) a degenerate case of (d) for

which w = 0. The unlabeled interfaces parallel to the x1x3-plane are the

modulation macrotwinning planes.
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it can exist without additional elastic strains [15]. Further
we demonstrated that the compound laminates can also
form Type I macrotwins, which is exactly the boundary
with high twinning stress (Fig. 6b), consisting of a single
Type I macrotwin boundary between two compound lam-
inates lA and lC (or lB and lD). If these laminates are both
homogeneous first-order laminates with the same volume
fraction of a/b variants, then the condition of the macro-
scopic compatibility is fulfilled and this interface can exist
without elastic strains. This particular structure was exper-
imentally analyzed in a previous section and is sketched in
Fig. 3, which shows a/b compound twins (laminate) and
Type I macrotwins.

The question is whether the highly mobile boundary
(Fig. 6a) and the rigid boundary (Fig. 6b) are the only
two admissible morphologies of the interface. A simple
extension of the analyzed case is the morphology outlined
in Fig. 6c. This morphology consists of four homogeneous
laminates lA,. . .,D separated by the Type I and modulation
macrotwins, which cross each other. As explained in detail
in Ref. [22], the crossing morphology can be fully kinemat-
ically compatible, i.e. can exist without additional elastic
strains, if the following three conditions are simultaneously
fulfilled:

1. The four homogeneous laminates involved in the mor-
phology can pairwise form compatible planar interfaces.
This means that there exist four unit vectors
nlA:lB

; nlB:lD
; nlD:lC

, and nlC :lA
, four shearing vectors

blA:lB
; blB:lD

; blD:lC
, and blC :lA

and four rotation matri-
ces RlA:lB

; RlB:lD
; RlD:lC

, and RlC :lA
ðR 2 SOð3ÞÞ, such

that

RlA:lB
UlB

�UlA
¼ blA:lB

� nlA:lB
; ð1Þ

RlB:lD
UlD

�UlB
¼ blB:lD

� nlB:lD
; ð2Þ

RlD:lC
UlC

�UlD
¼ blD:lC

� nlD:lC
; ð3Þ

RlC :lA
UlA

�UlC
¼ blC :lA

� nlC :lA
; ð4Þ

where UlA;...;D
are Bain matrices of the individual homoge-

neous laminates. Then the vectors n have the meaning of
unit vectors perpendicular to the individual macrotwin-
ning planes in the reference configuration. We would like
to point out that these conditions ensure only the ability
of the involved homogeneous laminates to form the indi-
vidual interfaces. In addition, however, the solution of
Eqs. (1)–(4) provides also the values of vectors n and
matrices R for each such possible interface, which are
further used in the second and the third conditions given
below.
2. The stress-free macrotwinning planes intersect on one

line, which means that all unit vectors n from the first
condition lie in one plane. The fulfilment of this condi-
tion can be parameterized by a scalar parameter /

defined as

/ ¼ arcsin
nlA:lB

� nlC :lA

jnlA:lB
� nlC :lA

j �
nlD :lC

� nlB:lD

jnlD :lC
� nlB:lD

j

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

; ð5Þ

which is equal to zero if this condition is fulfilled and dif-
ferent from zero otherwise.
3. The mutual rotations between the laminates over the

macrotwinning planes compensate each other, i.e. the
matrices R from the first condition satisfy the relation

RlA:lB
RlB:lD

RlD:lC
RlC :lA

¼ I ð6Þ
(see Ref. [22] for a more detailed explanation). The fulfil-
ment of this condition can be parameterized by one scalar
parameter, the angle w defined as

w ¼ arccos
trðRlA:lB

RlB:lD
RlD:lC

RlC :lA
Þ � 1

2

� �

: ð7Þ

The parameter is equal to zero if this third condition is ful-
filled and different from zero otherwise.

The scalar parameters / and w were first introduced by
Stupkiewicz and Górzyńska-Lengiewicz [23], who called
them “incompatibility indicators”, which is a term we will
adopt here as well. If the first condition is fulfilled, the
values of / and w then indicate how much the resulting
morphology deviates from full compatibility. The incom-
patibility parameter with a very similar meaning to w was
also introduced by Balandraud et al. [24,25] for special
microstructures for which / � 0.

Following the work of Koumatos [26], these three con-
ditions can be further simplified if nlA:lB

¼ nlD:lC
, i.e. if

the crossing of the two twinning systems involved does
not change the twinning plane orientation of one of them.
Then the second condition (coplanarity of the vectors n) is
a direct consequence of the first and the third conditions.
Nevertheless, even in such a simplified case it is necessary
to use both the scalar indicators / and w to measure pos-
sible incompatibility. The reason is that if the third condi-
tion is satisfied only approximately (e.g. w[ 0.1�), the
implication from Ref. [26] does not tell us anything about
the value of the indicator /, so the discussed microstruc-
ture can be both very close to full compatibility or com-
pletely incompatible.

Additionally, as both the macrotwinning plane orienta-
tions n and the rotation matrices R can be dependent on
the a/b volume fraction of the laminates, the incompatibil-
ity indicators can also change with this fraction. For the
orientations n, an example of such dependence was calcu-
lated numerically in Ref. [15] with the following result: if
lA is a compound laminate with the c-axis oriented along
the x1 direction of some Cartesian coordinate system and
with the modulation along the 0;

ffiffiffi

2
p

=2;�
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2
� �

direction
in this system and this compound laminate forms a Type II
macrotwin boundary with a laminate lC having the c-axis
oriented along the x3 direction and with the modulation
along the

ffiffiffi

2
p

=2;�
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2; 0
� �

direction, the vector nlC :lA
is

equal to [0.7053; �0.0721; 0.70530] providing that all unit
cells in the laminates have the b-axis parallel to the macrot-
winning plane, i.e. contains only b-variant. If, on the con-
trary, all a-dimensions are parallel to the macrotwinning
plane, i.e. containing only a-variant, the vector is equal
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to [0.7050;�0.0779;0.7050]. For the volume fraction of a/b
variants between 0 and 1 the vector is between these two
limits. As far as the dependence of the rotation matrices
R is concerned, the effect of the a/b volume fraction is sche-
matically sketched in Fig. 7; the rotation compensates the
declinations of the diagonal planes forming the interface,
so it is obviously dependent on the a/b orientations of
the unit cells.

For the morphology shown in Fig. 6c, the first condition
is satisfied. The planar interfaces of the modulation
macrotwins (lA:lB and lC:lD) and of the Type I macrotw-
ins (lA:lC and lA:lD) is fully compatible as explained
above and in Ref. [15]. Thus, the incompatibility or com-
patibility of the entire crossing morphology depends only
on the values of / and w. The value of the indicator /

can be calculated as follows. The orientation of the Type
I macrotwinning is independent of the modulation direc-
tion and of the a/b volume fraction in the neighboring lam-
inates, in definite terms:

nlC :lA
¼ nlB:lD

¼

1

1

0

0

B

@

1

C

A
: ð8Þ

Similarly, the modulation macrotwinning plane has the
same orientation on the both sides of the macrotwin
boundary. For the choice (8), the morphology in Fig. 6c
is obtained when:

nlA:lB
¼ nlD:lC

¼

0

0

1

0

B

@

1

C

A
: ð9Þ

For these orientations of the macrotwinning planes the
argument in (5) is equal to zero and consequently / = 0.
The same conclusion was reached for all possible choices
of the macrotwin orientations using Eq. (8). The value of
the second indicator is slightly dependent on the volume
fraction of a/b variants in the laminates lA,. . .,D due to
the above-mentioned dependence of the rotation matrices
on this parameter. When only the a-axis is lying parallel
to the lA:lC interface, the value is w = 1.0134�; when only
the b-axis is lying parallel to the interface, the calculation
gives w = 1.0108�; and for any other volume fraction of
a/b variants w is somewhere in between.

The experimentally observed, weakly incompatible
microstructures reported in Ref. [23–25] have the value of
the incompatibility indicator typically 0.1� � 0.4�; there-
fore it is plausible that the value w > 1� obtained for
Fig. 6c is large enough to prevent the formation of such
morphology. This conclusion is in good agreement with
the fact that crossing between the modulation macrotwins
and Type I macrotwins was never observed in our experi-
ments. The meaning of the indicator / in this case can be
qualitatively understood from a simple consideration of
the surface relief. The twin variants or domains with an
in-plane c-axis and different modulation directions form
roofs and valleys on one side of macrotwin boundary,
while on other side the variants with the c-axis perpendic-
ular have no relief and their surfaces are flat. Since the mac-
rotwin Type I boundary is straight, this arrangement would
form a discontinuity on the macrotwin boundary. How-
ever, the segmented Type II macrotwin boundary is com-
patible on the surface as the relief due to modulation

Fig. 7. Two-dimensional illustration of the dependence of the rotation matrix R on the a/b volume fraction.
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twinning is compensated by the zigzag pattern and bound-
ary tilt and no discontinuity occurs (Fig. 6a).

Another possible generalization of the macrotwin mor-
phology is outlined in Fig. 6d. In this case, the hypothetical
boundary would consist of alternating segments of Type I
and Type II macrotwins, with these segments separated
from each other by modulation macrotwins. Again the first
condition for such morphology is always fulfilled, i.e. the
involved laminates can pairwise form fully compatible pla-
nar macrotwinning interfaces. Considering all possible
combinations of laminates and calculating the Type I and
Type II macrotwin orientations for them, we have reached
the following conclusion. For any quadruplet of laminates
lA,. . .,D such that the lA:lB and lC:lD pairs are able to form
modulation macrotwins, the Type I macrotwinning plane
lB:lD is always nearly perpendicular to the Type II macrot-
winning plane lA:lC, so this morphology can never be
nearly compatible, since the value of the first indicator is
typically / � 90�.

The only exception is the degenerate case shown in
Fig. 6e, where lA = lB. In this special case, all three
involved macrotwinning planes intersect again in the
½1�10	 (or ½�110	) direction and consequently / = 0. For this
case, the indicator w can be calculated from the relation (7)
with RlA:lB

¼ I. The result is again dependent on the vol-
ume fraction of a/b variants, ranging from w = 0.5067�
for all unit cells having the b-axis oriented along the
interface to w = 0.5405� for all unit cells having the a-axis
oriented along the interface. This means that the incompat-
ibility is about two times lower than for Fig. 6c, and
becomes comparable to the incompatibility of the experi-
mentally observed microstructures analyzed in Refs.
[23–25]. Unfortunately, the suggested arrangement of seg-
ments cannot be resolved in our X-ray diffraction set-up;
however, it can be resolved by optical observation and
careful measurement of the angles in the zigzag pattern
which should differ by about 6�, in contrast with Type II
segments where the deviation is about 12�. An example
of this assumed morphology is presented in Fig. 5. A slight
incompatibility results in the small continuous bending on
the edge of the Type I boundary when connected to the
Type II boundary. The formation mechanism of such a
bent macrotwin interface is similar to that described for
curved non-classical interfaces in CuAlNi in Ref. [27].
Since these interfaces are not fully compatible and were
observed only rarely, they could be only transitional.
During repeated movement of the interface under tensile
and compression stress, they might evolve and settle either
to Type I or Type II compatible interfaces.

3.3. Mobility of twinned interfaces

We showed that a macrotwin boundary with higher
twinning stress has a relatively simple structure. It coin-
cides with the (101) plane in the tetragonal approximation
of the lattice. Compared with the highly mobile interface
identified as a Type II macrotwin boundary, it also

contains a/b laminate but cannot contain the modulation
twinning in the same geometry. Theoretical analysis shows
it is a Type I twin boundary. Additionally, we showed
experimentally that both interfaces could be created at
the same location in the same sample. While the theory
shows that Type I and Type II twin boundary (macrointer-
face) are both compatible, the boundaries differ radically in
the magnitude of twinning stress. This suggests that the
mobility of the boundary depends mainly on the internal
structure of the boundary itself and not on external param-
eters such as the quality of the crystal or inclusions.

Following the reasoning of Salje [28,29] one can tenta-
tively explain this high mobility or very low twinning stress
by considering the potential energy landscape on an atomic
scale. Compared with Type I boundary, the Type II bound-
ary is tilted from the (101) plane having irrational indices
but is relatively close to the (10110) plane. Therefore the
atoms in this plane are in positions that are not local min-
ima compared with the atoms of the Type I boundary that
occupy certain minima of the energy landscape. A very
simplified one-dimensional case is sketched in Fig. 8. It sug-
gests how the atoms in the Type II interface are distributed
over the energy landscape. If we integrate the energy
needed to overcome the barrier (Peierls energy), the total
energy to move the whole boundary is about zero. In the
first approximation no force is therefore needed for atomic
rearrangement, resulting in extremely low twinning stress.
As the energy to move the boundary is about zero, this also
implies no temperature dependence of twinning stress for
the Type II boundary in agreement with experimental find-
ings [7]. Although this picture is grossly simplified it offers
an explanation for the different twin boundary mobilities
and it might be relevant for ab initio calculations and ulti-
mately for the search of new alloys showing the MSM
effect.

One can extend this consideration further. Even for the
Type I macrotwin boundary there are not very well defined
positions in the modulated lattice compared with a simple
tetragonal one. Due to modulation the atoms of the Type I
boundary do not sit in relevant minima, which might

Fig. 8. Simplified energy landscape in one dimension for Type I and Type

II boundaries. Integration along the landscape for the Type II boundary

gives zero energy.
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increase the mobility in a similar manner. In comparison,
in non-modulated Ni–Mn–Ga martensite the observed
twinning stress is always higher than 10 MPa. Therefore
one can speculate that only a modulation structure can cre-
ate enough mobile boundaries and thus cause a MSM
effect.

Another model to explain the high mobility and low
twinning stress considers the movable twin boundaries as
a broad interface having high energy, which is not pinned
on defects [30]. As the Type II is tilted from its precise crys-
tallographic plane position, it can be considered even
broader, resulting in even lower twinning stress. However,
since this model regards pinning as the cause of the twin-
ning stress, it can be expected that the temperature depen-
dence of the twinning stress should be similar for both
types of twin boundaries, in disagreement with experiment.

The different temperature dependence of twinning stress
of Type I and II macrotwin boundaries offers a further
insight into the mobility. In contrast with the strong
increase in twinning stress with decreasing temperature
for the Type I boundary [31], the dependence of the Type
II boundary is flat and nearly constant [7,32]. This indicates
that the mobility of the Type I boundary depends on the
evolution of the intrinsic material properties, e.g. lattice
parameters and elastic properties, with temperature. Close
to the martensitic transformation temperature the twinning
stresses of the Type I and Type II boundaries are about the
same. This probably originates from the fact that on the
atomic scale the distinction between Type I and II twin
boundaries gradually disappears as the monoclinic distor-
tion becomes smaller and a and b approach the same value,
resulting in an approximately tetragonal lattice [33]. Both
twin interfaces become similar to compound twinning.
Interestingly, the twinning stress of this compound-like
interface is low. This lowering of twinning stress near trans-
formation may originate not only from the changing
microstructure of the interface but also from the lattice
softening at the transformation [34–36].

Considering the complex microstructure of these inter-
faces, the questions remain as to whether the modulation
twinning has any effect on the mobility and what the role
of the a/b-laminate is. A preliminary model based on the
theory of elastic continuum suggests that a/b-laminate hin-
ders twin boundary motion in Type I twin boundary but
not in Type II. Thus near the transformation the mobility
of the Type I boundary can be as high as a � b and there is
virtually no laminate.

Apart from the elastically compatible pure Type I and
Type II boundaries analyzed here and in Ref. [15], theory
predicts that a particular mixture of Type I and Type II
boundaries with low elastic incompatibility can also consti-
tute a mobile macrotwin interface (Fig. 6e). This interface
was observed (Fig. 5). Since such a boundary contains both
the highly mobile Type II macrotwins and more rigid Type
I macrotwins, it can be expected that the mobility of this
microstructure should be somewhere between the mobili-
ties of the of Type II and Type I boundaries. This was

confirmed by a preliminary mechanical testing experiment
[21]. Similarly, the temperature dependence of twinning
stress can be expected to be weaker than for Type I itself.
We can conclude that for an optimal performance, the twin
microstructure must not contain Type I twins and must be
based primarily on Type II twins. Any other combinations
will result in higher twinning stress and an unfavorable
temperature dependence of the MSM effect.
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3.3 Publikace Mikrostrukturnı́ model pohybu makrodvojčatových

rozhranı́ v 10 M martenzitu slitiny Ni-Mn-Ga.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Straka, L., Heczko, O. A microstructural model of motion

of macro-twin interfaces in Ni-Mn-Ga 10 M martensite (2014) Journal

of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, 64 (1), pp. 198-211.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci je prezentován obecný model pohybu makro-

dvojčatových rozhranı́ v termoelastických martenzitech, motivovaný

rozdı́lnou pohyblivostı́ rozhranı́ Typu 1 a 2 v 10 M modulovaném Ni-

Mn-Ga. Model plně vysvětluje snı́ženou pohyblivost Typu 1 (vůči

Typu 2) mechanismem pinovánı́ pohybujı́cı́ho se rozhranı́ na lokálnı́ch

energeticky výhodných stavech. Model je aplikován postupně na třech

prostorových měřı́tkách: meso-škále (modulačnı́ dvojčata), mikro-

škále (dvojčata typu Compound) a nano-škále (modulace martenzitu).

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Celá koncepce modelu, jeho konstrukce a numerická implementace

jsou pracı́ habilitanta, diskuze výsledků ve srovnánı́ s experimenty

(sekce 5) proběhla ve spolupráci s oběma spoluautory.
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a b s t r a c t

We present a continuum-based model of microstructures forming at the macro-twin

interfaces in thermoelastic martensites and apply this model to highly mobile interfaces in

10 M modulated Ni–Mn–Ga martensite. The model is applied at three distinct spatial

scales observed in the experiment: meso-scale (modulation twinning), micro-scale

(compound a–b lamination), and nano-scale (nanotwining in the concept of adaptive

martensite). We show that two mobile interfaces (Type I and Type II macro-twins) have

different micromorphologies at all considered spatial scales, which can directly explain

their different twinning stress observed in experiments. The results of the model are

discussed with respect to various experimental observations at all three considered spatial

scales.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) of the Ni–Mn–Ga system (Chernenko et al., 1995; O'Handley et al., 2000;

Heczko et al., 2000) are smart materials with potential for applications in actuation and micromanipulation. The decisive

factor for magnetic shape memory effect is the high mobility of the twin boundaries, which enables fast actuation with large

strain amplitudes. This high mobility was observed mainly in the five-layered (10 M) modulated martensite phase of Ni–

Mn–Ga alloy. In particular, as recently shown by Sozinov et al. (2011) and Straka et al. (2011), two different types of mobile

twin interfaces relevant for actuation can arise in the 10 M phase: Type I (twinning stress � 1 MPa at room temperature and

strongly temperature-dependent) and Type II (twinning stress less than 0.2 MPa and nearly temperature-independent). The

respective temperature dependences were analyzed by Straka et al. (2012) and measured by Straka et al. (2013) and Heczko

et al. (2013a). Understanding the difference between these two types requires a crystallographic analysis beyond the

tetragonal approximation of the 10 M unit cell, taking into account the weak monoclinicity of the modulated phase (Lanska

et al., 2004; Righi et al., 2007). In addition, as proved by X-ray microdiffraction in Straka et al. (2011) and Heczko et al.

(2013b), and discussed ibid theoretically, these mobile interfaces are not simple twinning planes, but they are macro-

twinning planes between fine 1st or 2nd order laminates. Furthermore, according to the so-called adaptive concept of

martensite (Kaufmann et al., 2010, 2011; Niemann et al., 2012), the 10 M modulated phase itself is built up from a stacking

sequence of tetragonal unit cells of the non-modulated (NM) martensite, which adds even one more level of lamination.

Thus, the observed mobile interfaces are in fact macro-twin boundaries between relatively complex twinned structures.
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This opens the questions how such microstructures can be connected compatibly over a single interface, and how the

micromorphologies forming at these interfaces can affect their motion. Such analysis is the subject of this paper.

Recently, Faran and Shilo (2011, 2013) analyzed the kinetics of Type I and Type II interfaces under pulse-like magnetic

loadings and obtained extensive data on mobility of both the types for a wide range of amplitudes of the driving force. They

concluded that for small amplitudes of the applied magnetic pulses (small driving force, slow propagation), the kinetics of

both the Type I and Type II interfaces is driven mainly by nucleation and growth of steps along the interfaces. This

macroscopically appears as a smooth, continuous sideways motion of the mobile boundary. Under such condition, Faran and

Shilo (2011, 2013) showed that the energy of such steps is smaller for the Type II twins, for which also the Peierls barrier

seems to be smaller, and, consequently, the mobility to be higher. On the other hand, they did not take into account the

complex microstructure of the analyzed macro-twins known from the experiments. The presence of fine lamination

(possibly of higher orders) close to the interface does not contradict the concept of nucleation and growth of the steps. It is

plausible that, in addition to the Peierls landscape, the microstructure can create energetic barriers against the nucleation

and motion of such steps. Such conjecture is supported by the fact that Faran and Shilo (2013) have observed some variation

of the mobility with periodicity of about 10–50 μm, which could be a characteristic length-scale of some particular

microstructure. Similar periodicity was also detected on quasi-static curves for the Type I interface measured by Faran and

Shilo (2012).

In this paper, we examine the influence of the complex microstructures on the quasi-static motion of the Type I and Type

II boundaries. Within the frame of continuum mechanics, we present a theoretical model of such interfaces, employing the

description of thermoelastic martensites. We solve the compatibility problems in the interfacial region where the two

laminates meet, and discuss what effect the resulting microstructure can have on the motion of the macro-twin. Our

discussion is restricted to the 1st order of lamination only; which is, however, sufficient for application of the model for the

case of 10 Mmartensite of Ni–Mn–Ga. The reason is that the individual laminations in 10 Mmartensite appear at completely

different spatial scales, and their interactions in the interfacial region can be, thus, discussed separately. By using this model,

we obtain a multi-scale picture of the micromorphology at the studied macro-twin boundaries, and we are able to explain

the possible origins of the different twinning stress.

2. Martensitic microstructures in 10 M martensite of Ni–Mn–Ga

In this section we summarize the main properties of the martenstic transition in Ni–Mn–Ga alloys and resulting 10 M

microstructures known from previously published experimental observations or calculations. The austenite-to-10 M

transition in Ni–Mn–Ga belongs to the cubic-to-monoclinic class. The geometric parameters of this transition, including

the complete classification of twinning system and the construction of macro-twins, were in detail described in Straka et al.

(2011). Here only a brief summary is given.

2.1. Lattice parameters and twinning systems

We use a reference coordinate system xi taken identically with the principal directions of a cubic unit cell of the austenite

phase. In this reference coordinate system we express all the geometric parameters describing the discussed micro-

structures: the Bain matrices, the directions of the twinning and macro-twinning planes, the rotations, etc. For clarity, we

denote all quantities expressed in this coordinate system by the subscript P, meaning the parent phase.

As the lattice parameters are significantly dependent on composition (Lanska et al., 2004), for matter of uniqueness we

select the lattice constant for one particular alloy. We choose the same alloy as used in the previous works (Straka et al.,

2011; Heczko et al., 2013b). The unit cell of austenite has one lattice constant aP ¼ 0:5832 nm. In the transformed state, i.e. in

10 M martensite, the equivalent (effective) unit cell has three different lattice constants, a¼0.5972 nm, b¼0.5944 nm and

c¼0.5584 nm, and the angle contained between the edges of dimensions a and b is γ ¼ 90:371. Twelve different variants can

be formed (Pitteri and Zanzotto, 1998; Bhattacharya, 2003). In the reference configuration, the Bain matrices representing

these twelve variants are

U1 ¼

ea eab 0

eab eb 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; U2 ¼

ea �eab 0

�eab eb 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

;

U3 ¼

eb eab 0

eab ea 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; U4 ¼

eb �eab 0

�eab ea 0

0 0 ec

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

;

U5 ¼

ea 0 eab

0 ec 0

eab 0 eb

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; U6 ¼

ea 0 �eab

0 ec 0

�eab 0 eb

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

;
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U7 ¼

eb 0 eab

0 ec 0

eab 0 ea

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; U8 ¼

eb 0 �eab

0 ec 0

�eab 0 ea

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

;

U9 ¼

ec 0 0

0 ea eab

0 eab eb

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; U10 ¼

ec 0 0

0 ea �eab

0 �eab eb

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

;

U11 ¼

ec 0 0

0 eb eab

0 eab ea

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; and U12 ¼

ec 0 0

0 eb �eab

0 �eab ea

0

B

@

1

C

A

P

; ð1Þ

where ea ¼ 1:0240, eb ¼ 1:0192, ec ¼ 0:9575 and eab ¼ 0:0033. For each variant, the so-called modulation direction is the

direction perpendicular to the c-axis (magnetization easy axis) and pointing along the shorter diagonal of the a–b

parallelogram.

There are up to five twinning systems that can appear between particular pairs of 10 M martensitic variants, and, with

one exception, all of them were observed in the experiments:

1. The twins between variants differing only in the direction of modulation (for example Nos. 1 and 2); according to the

classification by Bhattacharya (2003), these twins are of a compound type. For clarity, however, we will call them

modulation twins.

2. The twins between variants differing only in the orientation of the a- and b-dimensions of the unit cell (for example Nos.

1 and 3), which are also of the compound type; we will call them a–b twins.

3. The non-conventional twins between variants differing in both the a–b orientations and modulation direction (but with

the same orientation of the c-axis, for example Nos. 1 and 4). This type of twinning has not been observed yet.

4. Type I twins between variants with different orientations of the c-axis (for example Nos. 1 and 5); the twinning plane in

this case is the lattice plane of the 10 M lattice.

5. Type II twins between variants with different orientations of the c-axis (again, for example Nos. 1 and 5); the twinning

plane in this case is irrational in the 10 M lattice.

We will use this terminology throughout the whole paper and adopt it also for the macro-twins, i.e. for the compatible

interfaces between homogeneous twinned structures. In this sense, we will use the term modulation macro-twin for a

macro-twin between two laminates differing mainly in the modulation direction; in a similar sense we will use the terms

Type I and Type II macro-twins for macro-twins between laminates with different orientations of the c-axis. In this case the

distinguishing between Types I and II will be based on whether the macro-twinning plane is a lattice plane, or not.

Over all spatial scales we will also use the term mobile interface for the Type I and Type II twins or macro-twins, i.e. for

those interfaces at which the orientation of the c-axis of the 10 M unit cell changes. Such interfaces are the only ones that

can be set into motion by the magnetic field; we will call them mobile to distinguish them from all other interfaces, in

particular from the interfaces forming the individual laminates, which are considered as fully static in our model.

2.2. The length-scales observed in experiments

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is known from the experiments that the lamination (and, thus, macro-twinning) in

10 M martensite can appear at three different length-scales. The observed spatial hierarchy of the laminates at the mobile

interface is schematically outlined in Fig. 1 and summarized here:

� At the macro-scale, there is a single flat interface between two regions with different orientation of the c-axis. This interface is

the mobile interface with effective macroscopic twinning stress of ≲0:2 MPa (for the Type II case) or 1 MPa (for the Type I case).
� At the meso-scale,1 a closer look reveals that these two regions in the vicinity of the single flat interface are often not

homogeneous. They can be composed of segments with altering orientation of the modulation direction. At this scale we

can treat each such segment as homogeneous and, thus, the mobile interface can be at this length-scale understood as a

macro-twin between two 1st order laminates of modulation twins. The presence of lamination at the meso-scale was

observed by optical microscopy and X-ray microdiffraction (Straka et al., 2011; Heczko et al., 2013b) and by electron

backscattered diffraction (EBSD) (Chulist et al., 2013; Heczko et al., 2013c).

1 In this paper, we use the prefix meso– to describe a spatial scale between the macro-scale (characteristic lengthscales in the order of millimeters) and

the micro-scale (characteristic lengthscales in the order of micrometers). Such use of the term meso-scale is common in some literature concerned with

multi-scale mathematical modelling of shape memory alloys (Turteltaub and Suiker, 2006; Kouznetsova and Geers, 2008), but slightly different from the

meaning used in solid state physics or materials science, for example in the works dealing with the adaptive concept of Ni–Mn–Ga martensites (Kaufmann

et al., 2011; Niemann et al., 2012), where this intermediate scale appears between the atomistic scale and the micro-scale.
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� At the micro-scale, further lamination can appear. If the mobile macro-twin interface is planar at the meso-scale, or if the

alterations of the modulation directions are absent (i.e. no modulation twinning at the meso-scale appears), two regions,

each with homogeneous modulation direction, necessarily meet at the mobile interface. These two regions are thus

homogeneous at the meso-scale, but at the micro-scale they are 1st order laminates of a–b compound twins. The

presence of this a–b lamination in the vicinity of the mobile interfaces of both types was proved indirectly by X-ray

microdiffraction in Straka et al. (2011), Heczko et al. (2013b), and Sozinov et al. (2011) and directly by EBSD in Chulist

et al. (2013).
� At the nano-scale, considering the concept of adaptive martensite (Khachaturyan et al., 1991a,b; Kaufmann et al., 2010,

2011; Niemann et al., 2012), there can be another level of lamination. If the mobile interface is flat at the micro-scale, or if

the a–b twinning does not appear at the micro-scale, two regions with homogeneous orientation of a and b dimensions

and with homogeneous direction of the modulation meet at the mobile interface. In fact, these two regions are only two

single variants of the 10 M martensite. However, within the concept of the adaptive martensite, the mobile interface is

again a macro-twin at the laminates of tetragonal NM martensite at the atomistic scale, i.e. at the nano-scale.

It is apparent that this construction of the multi-scale hierarchy of the twinning systems shown in Fig. 1 is inductive: the

micro-scale can be discussed if and only if the interface appears flat at the meso-scale, the same is valid for the nano- and

micro-scales.

Hence, we can also follow the same approach when discussing the effect of the martensitic microstructure on the

twinning stress; we start the analysis at the macro-scale and follow the possible special morphologies down to the nano-

scale. At all these spatial scales we apply a simple model formulated in the next section.

3. Model formulation

In this section we construct a model of morphology and motion of macro-twins. For this purpose, we use (without giving

any detailed explanations) some common terms and approaches of the continuum mechanics of martensitic microstruc-

tures, which treat the individual variants of martensite as deformed states of the reference configuration (i.e. of the parent

phase). The fundamentals of this theory are sufficiently described in Bhattacharya (2003) and Ball and James (1987, 1992),

some brief summary with particular focus on the Ni–Mn–Ga alloy is also given in Straka et al. (2011, Appendix A).

3.1. Micromorphology at the macro-twin interface

Let us consider two homogeneous laminates of the first order, i.e. two martensitic microstructures each consisting of

parallel lamina of two altering variants of martensite (Bhattacharya et al., 1999). Let one of these laminates consists of

variants denoted as A and B (this laminate will be further referred to as the A:B-laminate), which are able to form a twin. The

twinning plane of this twin is characterized by the vector nA:B, which is a unit vector perpendicular to this plane in the

reference configuration. The second laminate consist of variants C and D (i.e. it is a C:D-laminate) with the twinning plane

nC:D. The existence of these two laminates is conditioned by the existence of rotations RI:JAS0ð3Þ and shearing vectors

aI:JAR
3 such that

UA�RA:BUB ¼ aA:B � nA:B; ð2Þ

UC�RC:DUD ¼ aC:D � nC:D; ð3Þ

where UI are the Bain tensors of the individual variants and x � y denotes the dyadic product of vectors x and y.

a

a

b
b

c
c

c-axis

c-axis

macro-scale

meso-scale

modulation (i.e. {100})

compound macro-twins
compound twins

of NM martensite

micro-scale nano-scale

500 m 5 m 2 nm

   (i.e. {110})

compound twins

a-b

Fig. 1. Possible hierarchy of laminations in the vicinity of the mobile interface. Note: the geometry of the sketch is quite general and illustrative, and its

relation to possible real morphologies is only very approximate.
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To allow the existence of a macroscopically compatible interface (i.e. the macro-twin) between these two laminates, a similar

condition must be satisfied. In particular, there must exist a rotation RAB:CDAS0ð3Þ and a shearing vector aAB:CDAR
3 such that

MAB�RAB:CDMCD ¼ aAB:CD � nAB:CD; ð4Þ

where

MAB ¼ λA:BUAþð1�λA:BÞRA:BUB;

MCD ¼ λC:DUCþð1�λC:DÞRC:DUD: ð5Þ

MAB and MCD are, up to some rotation, the mesoscopic deformation gradients of the laminates, the vector nAB:CD is a unit vector

perpendicular to the macro-twin boundary in the reference configuration, and λA:B and λC:D are the volume fractions of variant A in

the A:B-laminate and of variant C in the C:D-laminate, respectively.

The condition (4) treats the A:B- and C:D-laminates as infinitely fine. However, in real laminates the surface energy of the

twinning planes induces some final width of the individual lamina. For this reason, the macro-twin boundary between two

such laminates should have the morphology sketched in Fig. 2a, where both the laminates are getting finer via branching in

the vicinity of the macro-twin boundary, and the minor variant in each laminate forms thin, tapering needles ending at the

interface (see e.g Bhattacharya, 2003 for an optical micrograph or Chulist et al., 2010 for an EBSD micrograph of such

interface). A macro-twin interface with such morphology can exist between any two laminates fulfilling the condition (4);

for this reason we will call this morphology a general morphology.

Under some additional conditions, two laminates of finite widths of the lamina can form a compatible macro-twin

boundary without branching and without the formation of the needles. The morphology of such interface is sketched in

Fig. 2b, and will be called from hereafter the crossing-twins morphology, since it consists of two mutually crossing twinning

systems. The conditions under which the crossing-twins morphology can exist are the following:

1. The variants A and C can form an A:C twin (over a twinning plane with normal nA:C); similarly, the variants B and D can form

a B:D twin (over a twinning plane with normal nB:D). This means that there exist the shearing vectors aA:C and aB:D and the

rotations RA:C and RB:D such that the conditions analogous to (2) and (3) are fulfilled between the Bain tensors UA and UC,

and between UB and UD, respectively. (It is also necessary that these two twinning planes can compose into the macroscopic

macro-twinning plane, i.e. the vector nAB:CD can be expressed as a linear combination of vectors nA:C and nB:D. This condition

is, however, usually automatically fulfilled, since it is a direct consequence of the conditions (Nos. 2. and 3) given below.)

2. The A:B, A:C, C:D and B:D twinning planes intersect in one line, i.e.

ϕ¼ arcsin
nA:B � nA:C

jnA:B � nA:C j
�

nB:C � nC:D

jnB:C � nC:Dj

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

¼ 0: ð6Þ

If this condition is satisfied, then it is also true that the twinning planes A:B, and C:D intersect at the macro-twinning

plane AB:CD , i.e.

~ϕ ¼ arcsin
nA:B � nAB:CD

jnA:B � nAB:CDj
�

nC:D � nAB:CD

jnC:D � nAB:CDj

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

¼ 0; ð7Þ

(but the inverse implication does not hold).

3. The mutual rotations between the individual variants fully compensate each other (Bhattacharya, 2003). Explicitly

written, this condition reads

ψ ¼ arccos
trðRA:BRB:DR

T
C:DR

T
A:CÞ�1

2

 !

¼ 0: ð8Þ

4. The volume fractions λA:B and λC:D and the thicknesses of the lamina in the both laminates are tuned such that the all A:B

and C:D twinning planes can exactly meet at the macro-twin boundary.

Fig. 2. Possible morphologies of the macro-twin boundary: (a) the general morphology; (b) the crossing-twins morphology; (c) the zig-zag morphology.
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The scalar parameters ϕ and ψ are the so-called incompatibility indicators, firstly introduced by Stupkiewicz and Górzyńska-

Lengiewicz (2012); these parameters quantify the compatibility of the crossing of the two involved twinning systems.

The four conditions given above are quite restrictive; only very specific pairs of laminates can form the crossing-twins

morphology. Experimentally observed examples of compatible crossings of two twinning systems are the nanotwins in B19’

martensite of Ni–Ti (Waitz, 2005) or the intersection of the Compound and Type II twins 2H martensite of Cu–Al–Ni (Ball

et al., 2009; Seiner and Landa, 2009).

It is obvious that the energy of the general morphology is much higher than that of the crossing-twins morphology: the

latter consists of the surface energies of the two involved twinning systems only, whereas the energy of the general

morphology contains also the additional surface energy resulting from branching and the energy of the elastic strains

accompanying both the branching and the formation of the needles of the minor variant. Thus, according to the assumption

that the material near the macro-twin boundary tends to minimize its energy, the crossing-twins morphology should form

as soon as the above listed conditions are satisfied.

The question is which morphology is preferred when these four conditions are satisfied only approximately, i.e. if, for

example, the vectors nA:B � nA:C and nA:B � nB:D differ by less than 11, or if all the A:B and C:D twinning planes do not exactly

meet at the interface. In such case, the exact crossing-twins morphology can form only if these small differences from the

compatibility are compensated by elastic strains. Such compensation is indeed possible, as it follows from the analyses of

some experimentally observed microstructures in In–Tl (Ruddock, 1994), in Cu–Zn–Al (Balandraud and Zanzotto, 2007) and

in Cu–Al–Ni (Seiner et al., 2009; Stupkiewicz and Górzyńska-Lengiewicz, 2012). Alternatively, these small differences can

also be compensated by branching and by the formation of a fine microstructure close to the macro-twin boundary, and

thus the resulting morphology may have some similar features as the general morphology shown in Fig. 2a. However, since

the geometric misfit between two laminates satisfying approximately the four conditions for the crossing-twins

morphology is much smaller than in the fully general case, it is reasonable to assume that the energy of branching and

additional twinning in such case can be much lower. Thus, it is plausible that such two laminates always form either the

elastically strained crossing-twins morphology, or a general morphology with significantly lower energy than in a fully

general case.

For real laminates, in which the volume fraction is never exactly constant and the spacing between the lamina is never

exactly periodic, the fourth condition cannot be fully satisfied. On the other hand, wherever two A:B and C:D twinning

planes meet at the macro-twin boundary, and providing that the first three conditions are fulfilled, the energy of the macro-

twin is locally lowered by compatible crossing of the twins, i.e by local formation of the crossing-twins morphology.

A special case of the ‘approximate’ fulfillment of these four conditions occurs when the A:C and B:D twinning planes do

not exist. This happens for example for the cubic-to-tetragonal transition, where there are only three variants of martensite

and six possible orientations of the twinning planes, which is insufficient for the crossing-twins morphology. In other

words, the crossing-twins morphology can never form if two laminates meeting at the macro-twin interface contain both

the same variant, for example A¼D. In such case, another special morphology can form providing that the intersection of the

A:B and A:C twinning planes is parallel with the macro-twinning plane. This can be quantified by the indicator ~ϕ defined by

(7), but with A¼D:

~ϕ ¼ arcsin
nA:B � nAB:CA

jnA:B � nAB:CAj
� nC:A � nAB:CA

jnC:A � nAB:CAj

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

¼ 0: ð9Þ

If this condition is satisfied, the laminates of the variants B can form tapering needles ending at the A:C twinning planes

(with possible branchings close to these twinning planes), and the tips of these needles are then parallel to the macro-

twinning interface. This leads to the morphology sketched in Fig. 2c, which we will call the zig-zag morphology. The length of

the individual 'steps’ at the zig-zag interface depends on other conditions: if there can exist compatible interfaces between

the A:B laminate and the single variant C, and similarly between the A:C laminate and pure variant B (so called twinned-to-

detwinned interfaces), the segments can be long, since the compatibility conditions along them are satisfied. If this is not

the case, the steps must be fine, since the compatibility is achieved only in the macroscopic sense, i.e. between the

homogeneous laminates A:B and A:C. Let us point out that the condition (9) is indeed essential for the zig-zag morphology;

if this equality does not hold (at least approximately), the continuity of the variant A over the interfacial region is broken and

the tips of the B and C needles cannot run undisturbed along the twinning planes of the opposing laminates. In such case,

the general morphology probably forms.

The zig-zag morphology seems to be energetically preferred compared with the general one, since the necessary

tapering and branching of the needles appears on one side of the interface only. On the other hand, the interface is, due to

the steps, up to
ffiffiffi

2
p

times longer. Experimentally, the zig-zag morphology was observed for example in Ni–Al (Schryvers

et al., 2002; Boullay et al., 2001) or at the modulation macro-twins of 10 M Ni–Mn–Ga (Ge et al., 2006). The so-called L-

interface, observed in Cu–Al–Ni by Chu (1993), can be also understood as some degenerate form of the zig-zag morphology.

Let us mention that some of these observations of the zig-zag morphology show that the thin needles of the variants B and C

can partially intersect and form more complex patterns close to the macro twin. We will not discuss this special case in

details; since the condition (9) is satisfied in this case, such morphologies will be classified as zig-zag morphology as well.

In summary, both the discussed special morphologies (crossing-twins and zig-zag) can appear only if the two laminates

coming into play have suitable volume fractions and suitable characteristic length-scales, and if ~ϕ ¼ 0. Then, the

microstructure at the interface can be considered as two-dimensional, since all planes perpendicular to nA:B � nC:D are
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fully equivalent. Furthermore, under these two conditions the lamina of the variants A and C (and, analogously, of the

variants B and D) can either meet ‘head-to-head’ at the interface and form the A:C and B:D twinning planes of the crossing-

twins morphology, or accommodate into the steps of the zig-zag morphology. However, even if the exact micromorphology

at the interface is not known and cannot be fully predicted by a calculation, the interfaces fulfilling the condition (7) differ in

their twinning stress from the fully general ones. This is shown in the following part of the paper.

3.2. Motion of the macro-twins

Let us consider that the macro-twin boundary moves from its original position x to some new position xþΔx along the

direction given by the normal nAB:CD, such that the A:B- and C:D-laminates far from the interface remain unchanged. For the

general morphology, the fine microstructure at the macro-twin boundary can remain the same for any Δx (Fig. 3(a)), as the

branching points and the tips of the needles of the minor variant move together with the interface. This means that the

energy of the macro-twin boundary is constant during the propagation (as sketched by the solid line in Fig. 4(a)).

For the crossing-twins morphology, the situation is completely different. For some increments Δx, the compatible

connection between the A:B and C:D twinning planes is fully broken and the fourth condition for the existence of this

morphology is not satisfied, not even in any approximate sense (Fig. 3(b)). Consequently, the general morphology must form

and the energy of the interface significantly increases. By further propagation, the macro-twin boundary may again reach

some position in which the A:B and C:D twinning planes meet exactly each other and the low-energy crossing-twins

morphology forms again. Therefore the energy of the interface is strongly dependent on its position, passing though

periodically repeating deep minima corresponding to the crossing-twins morphologies (see the solid line in Fig. 4(b)). The

boundary is then pinned in these energetically preferred positions and its twinning stress increases. From other point of

view, the motion of the interface is always accompanied by dissipation. If the above described pinning mechanism is

present, the dissipated energy includes the energy of the barriers that the boundary must overcome; hence, the energy

dissipated by motion of the boundary jumping between the crossing-twins morphologies is higher than for the

continuously moving general one.

Fig. 3. Macro-twin boundary motion mechanism for the general (a) and the crossing-twins (b) morphologies.

Fig. 4. The changes of energy of a macro-twin during the motion: (a) the general morphology; (b) the crossing-twins morphology. The dashed lines outline

the evolution of the energy landscapes with the geometrical misfit to be compensated at the interface (see the text for more details).
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Similar conclusion can be drawn for real macro-twin boundaries between laminates with non-perfect periodicity and

slightly varying volume fractions. If the first three condition are satisfied, the crossing-twins morphology locally forms at

several points along the interface, and the boundary becomes pinned in these points. During the propagation, the position of

the pinning point changes, but the twinning stress is permanently increased. So it can be expected that the macro-twin

boundaries at which the first three conditions are (at least approximately) satisfied are less mobile than the fully general

ones, for which no such pinning mechanism occurs.

Using this theoretical concept, we can discuss which parameters may affect the twinning stress. Let us consider, for

instance, that the macro-twin forms between laminates of orthorhombic martensitic variant such that the unit cells over the

A:B and C:D twinning planes differ always only by the orientation of the a and b dimensions of the unit cell while the

orientation of the third dimension c remains unchanged within each laminate. Or that the variants are monoclinic, and that

the A:B and C:D twinning planes just separate the variants with different sign of the angle of the monoclinic distortion

γ�π=2 (but the orientations of the a, b, and c are always the same in the whole laminate). Then, the possible misfit at the

interface is always described by a single parameter: in the first case this parameter is the difference between a and b, in the

latter case this parameter is the magnitude of the angle γ�π=2. If this parameter goes to zero (i.e. a-b or γ-π=2) the

laminate disappears and the macro-twin degenerates into a simple twin. Thus, this parameter quantifies not only the misfit

between the individual variants inside the laminate, but, simultaneously, also the misfit that must be compensated at the

macro-twin interface if the exact crossing-twins morphology cannot form. The effect of this parameter on the twinning

stress is marked by the dashed lines in Fig. 4: if the misfit is large, the minima corresponding to the crossing-twins

morphology are deeper and the pinning is thus stronger. With vanishing misfit the pinning disappears, and the twinning

stress is expected to decrease.

The obtained theoretical conclusion that the twinning stress for the crossing-twins morphology is increased by such

pinning mechanism can be easily applied to any macro-twin, for which the intersection of the A:B and C:D twinning planes

lies in the macro-twinning plane ( ~ϕ ¼ 0), and for which the periodicity of both the laminates is the same (the same volume

fraction and the same spatial period of lamination). It is obvious that in such case some positions of the macro-twinning

planes are energetically more favourable than the others. As the macro-twin moves through the crystal, the lamina are

meeting each other and passing away periodically, which results in periodic changes of the energy of the microstructure

forming at the interface during the propagation. The moving interface has to overcome this periodic energetic barriers,

which leads to energy dissipation and pinning.

4. Application to 10 M Ni–Mn–Ga Type I and Type II macro-twins

Now we apply the above described general model to the 10 M martensite of Ni–Mn–Ga in order to analyse the observed

large difference of the twinning stress of the Type I and Type II macro-twin boundaries. Our broader aim is to analyze the

micromorphologies appearing at the macro-twinning interfaces at all length scales observed in the experiment and to

discuss how they may affect the twinning stress.

4.1. The choice of the geometry

For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the following given geometry of the macro-twins: the mobile interface will

be an interface between one region with the c-axis oriented along the ½0;0;1�P direction and a region with the c-axis

oriented along the ½1;0;0�P direction. This means that the first region will be composed of variants 1, 2, 3 and 4, while the

second region of variants 9, 10, 11 and 12. For symmetry reasons, this choice is sufficiently general.

Furthermore, we restrict our analysis to two possible interfaces: the Type I interfaces along the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1;0; �1ÞP plane,

and the Type II interface approximately along the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1;0;1ÞP plane.2 The reason why we choose the Type I and Type II

interfaces nearly perpendicular to each other is the following: if we take two fixed single variants that are able to form Type

I and Type II twins, for example No.1 and No. 11, the orientations of the twinning planes are nTypeI ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

½1;0; �1�P and

nTypeII ¼ ½0:7053;0:0721;0:7053�P , i.e. in agreement with our choice of the orientations of the macro-twins. Thus, when

downscaling to the nano-scale, we can end up with a single interface between two modulated single variants of martensite

with the same two possible orientations of the twin. Again, this choice captures all possible cases, and the results for any

other orientation would be equivalent, as it follows from the symmetry of the monoclinic lattice.

Finally we choose fixed volume fractions and fixed crystallographic orientations of the laminates. Then we can work with

specific numbers and do the calculations without giving lengthy explanation of for which volume fraction which exact

orientation of the macro-twinning plane is valid. Although the results obtained for different volume fractions may differ

quantitatively (but the differences are rather negligible, as seen for example in the calculations of the Type II macro-twin

orientation in Straka et al. (2011) or of the incompatibility indicators in Heczko et al., 2013b), the qualitative results, which

are the most desired in this case, are always the same. In this sense, we will use the fixed orientations and volume fractions

2 At the meso-scale, the angle of declination of the Type II interface from the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1;0;1ÞP plane in the reference configuration depends on the

volume fractions of the individual variants in the modulation laminates, ranging from 01 to 4.31; at the micro-scale, this angle depends on the volume

fraction of the a–b laminates, ranging from 4.11 to 4.31; at the nano-scale this angle is either 4.11 or 4.31, depending on which particular variants are

involved, see Straka et al. (2011) for the calculations.
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as summarized in Table 1 and outlined in Fig. 5. For defining these particular geometries we use the notation introduced in

Section 2 and used in Fig. 2, i.e we use the capital letters A, B, C and D for homogeneous regions forming the A:B- and C:D-

laminates that meet at the macro-twin boundary.

� At the meso-scale (upper part of Table 1), the A:B- and C:D-laminates are the modulation laminates. We will take two

possible orientations of the modulation laminates observed experimentally (Straka et al., 2011; Chulist et al., 2013): for

the case of the Type I it is nA:B ¼ ½1;0;0�P and nC:D ¼ ½0;0;1�P; for the case of Type II it is nA:B ¼ ½0;1;0�P and nC:D ¼ ½0;1;0�P .
The respective volume fractions will be λA:B ¼ λC:D ¼ 1=2, chosen according to the optical observations by Straka et al.

(2011).
� At the micro-scale (middle part of Table 1), we describe the case of four martensitic variants A¼No: 1, B¼No: 3,

C ¼No: 11 and D¼No: 9. From the possible orientation of the a–b twinning planes, we take (without loss of generality)

nA:B ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þ½1;1;0�P and nC:D ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þ½0;1;1�P . In order to be specific and guided by experiment (Straka et al., 2011), the

respective volume fractions are λA:B ¼ λC:D ¼ 0:2. (The necessity of λA:B ¼ λC:D follows from the condition of the mesoscopic

compatibility between the a–b laminates.)
� At the nano-scale (lower part of Table 1), the volume fractions are given by the stacking sequence in which the tetragonal

NM martensite arranges into the modulated phase. We work with three variants of tetragonal NM martensite: A (c-axis

oriented along the ½1;0;0�P direction), B (c-axis oriented along the ½0;1;0�P direction) and C (c-axis oriented along the

½0;0;1�P direction). To obtain the twin boundary between the variants No. 1 and No. 11 of the 10 M modulated phase, the

Table 1

Parameters of the microstructures taken for the calculations: definition of regions A;…;D at different spatial scales, the orientations of interfaces between

them and the respective volume fractions. (If not stated otherwise, all values at each scale are taken the same for the Type I and Type II macro-twin.)

A B C D

Meso-scale c-axis (10 M) ½0;0;1�P ½0;0;1�P ½1;0; 0�P ½1;0;0�P
Modulation direction 1

ffiffi

2
p ½1;1;0�P 1

ffiffi

2
p ½1; �1;0�P 1

ffiffi

2
p ½0;1;1�P 1

ffiffi

2
p ½0; 1; 1�P

Variants (10 M) Nos. 1 and 3 Nos. 2 and 4 Nos. 9 and 11 Nos. 10 and 12

Interfaces (for Type I) nA:B ¼ ½1;0;0�P nC:D ¼ ½0;0;1�P
Interfaces (for Type II) nA:B ¼ ½0;1;0�P nC:D ¼ ½0;1;0�P
Volume fractions λA:B ¼ 1=2 λC:D ¼ 1=2

Micro-scale c-axis (10 M) ½0;0;1�P ½0;0;1�P ½1;0; 0�P ½1;0;0�P
a-axis (10 M) ½1;0;0�P ½0;1;0�P ½0;0; 1�P ½0;1;0�P
b-axis (10 M) ½0;1;0�P ½1;0;0�P ½0;1; 0�P ½0;0;1�P
Variants (10 M) No. 1 No. 3 No. 11 No.9

Interfaces nA:B ¼ 1
ffiffi

2
p ½1;1;0�P nC:D ¼ 1

ffiffi

2
p ½0;1;1�P

Volume fractions λA:B ¼ 0:2 λC:D ¼ 0:2

Nano-scale c-axis (NM) ½1;0;0�P ½0;1;0�P ½0;0; 1�P ½0;1;0�P
Variants (10 M) A:B-laminate ¼ No.1 C:D-laminate ¼ No.11

Interfaces nA:B ¼ 1
ffiffi

2
p ½1; �1;0�P nC:D ¼ 1

ffiffi

2
p ½0;1; �1�P

Volume fractions λA:B ¼ 3=5 λC:D ¼ 3=5

x2

x1

x3

meso-scale
(modulation twins)

micro-scale
(a-b twins)

nano-scale
(NM nanotwins)

A:B-laminate

C:D-laminate

Fig. 5. Overview of orientations of A:B and C:D laminates (black/white stripes shown in the corners) at all discussed length-scales drawn in the reference

coordinate system. Upper row: Type I interface along the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1;0; �1ÞP plane; lower row: Type II interface approximately along the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1; 0;1ÞP
plane.
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A:B and C:B laminates (since D� B in this case) with nA:B ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þ½1;1;0�P and nC:B ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þ½0;1;1�P are formed with the

volume fractions λA:B ¼ λC:B ¼ 3=5. Following Kaufmann et al. (2010), we take the NM unit cell with the hypothetical c=a

ratio equal to 1.16 for the calculations.

4.2. Application of the model over all length-scales

Now we can proceed to analyze the motion at all length-scales. At each scale, we check the conditions for the formation

of the special microstructures and discuss the possible effect on the twinning stress. The results are summarized in Table 2

and can be interpreted as follows:

� At the meso-scale, the A:C and B:D compatible interfaces can exist (these are the microscopic Type I and Type II

interfaces), and it can be easily shown that the macro-twin boundary can be obtained as their combination. For both the

Type I and Type II interfaces the incompatibility indicators are identically equal to zero (the upper part of Table 2). Under

the assumption that the volume fractions are the same in both the laminates forming the macro-twin, the crossing-twins

morphology can form. However, there is a difference in the effect this morphology has on the twinning stress: the A:B-

and C:D-laminates for the Type II interface are parallel to each other (nA:B ¼ nC:D) and perpendicular to the mobile

interface. For this reason, the Type II interface can move freely without pinning, since the connection between the A:B

and C:D twinning planes is never broken and the general morphology never forms. For the Type I interface, in contrast,

the nA:B and nC:D vectors are perpendicular to each other, and so the pinning can be expected. Thus, although the

crossing-twins morphology forms at the meso-scale in both cases, it can have any impact on the twinning stress only for

the Type I interface.
� At the micro-scale, the A:C and B:D interfaces are simple twinning planes between 10 M single variants. For the case of

Type I boundary, the A:C and B:D Type I twins are both lying along the ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þð1;0; �1ÞP plane and can be, thus,

obviously composed into the macro-twinning plane. Furthermore, the first indicator is exactly equal to zero (see the

middle part of Fig. 2), so all the four twinning planes intersect in one line. The second indicator is small but non-zero

(ψo0:5○). However, as shown by Balandraud and Zanzotto (2007) for Cu–Zn–Al, by Seiner et al. (2009) and by

Stupkiewicz and Górzyńska-Lengiewicz (2012) for Cu–Al–Ni, and by Heczko et al. (2013b) for Ni–Mn–Ga at the meso-

scale, such small misfit can be easily compensated by elastic strains. Thus, it can be expected that the crossing-twins

morphology forms. Anyway, since obviously also ~ϕ ¼ 0, the motion of the Type I interface is, at this scale, possibly

hindered by pinning. On the contrary, both the incompatibility indicators are significantly large for the Type II interface.

Also the simplified indicator ~ϕ is approximately 701. This means that this interface, if exists, must form the general

morphology and, consequently, moves freely without pinning.
� At the nano-scale, the situation becomes slightly more complicated. Only three variants are coming into play which

makes the crossing-twins morphology impossible. However, the difference between the Type I and Type II interface is,

again, obvious: while for the Type I we obtain ~ϕ ¼ 0, so the zig-zag morphology can be expected, the Type II seems to be

unable to form any special morphology. On the other hand, it must be taken into account that at the nano-scale the

laminates are only few atomic spacings thick and have, therefore, only very limited ability to branch or to form tapering

needles. Within the frame of our model, we can only say that the morphology of the Type I interface at the nano-scale

must oscillate correspondingly during the motion of the interface with the period of ten atomic layers. Thus the energy of

the macro-twin should oscillate as well, leading to a pinning mechanism for the Type I interface even at this scale. On the

contrary, for the Type II interface, all positions of the macro-twin are fully equivalent; there is no reason for any periodic

oscillation of the energy, and, consequently, for any pinning mechanism. Finally, let us point out that such arrangement

at the nano-scale does not, in fact, require the concept of the adaptive phase of martensite. If the 10 M unit cell was not

composed of NM lamina, but was, instead, a modulated cell with periodic (possibly incommensurate Li et al., 2012)

oscillations of the atomic positions, our model would work in a similar manner. The Type I interface is a mirror plane

between the 10 M unit cells, and so the shearing planes along which the modulation appears can meet perfectly at this

Table 2

Results of the calculation of the incompatibility indicators for all discussed macro-twins. The vector mA:B:C:D is the vector of mutual intersection of the A:B

and B:D twinning planes with the macro-twin, that does not exist unless ϕ¼ 0 (or ~ϕ ¼ 0).

ϕ ψ mA:B:C:D Morphology Comments

Meso-scale Type I 01 01 ½0;1; 0�P Crossing-twins See Fig. 6(a)

(Modulation twins) Type II 01 01 1
ffiffi

2
p ½1;0; �1�P Crossing-twins See Fig. 6(b)

Micro-scale Type I 01 0.4581 1
ffiffi

3
p ½1;1;1�P Crossing-twins Elastic strains needed

(a–b twins) Type II 	 751 	 101 Non-existent General

Nano-scale Type I ~ϕ ¼ 01 1
ffiffi

3
p ½1;1;1�P Zig-zag

(NM nano-twins) Type II ~ϕ 	 701 Non-existent General
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interface ( ~ϕ ¼ 0 in some generalized sense) and the energy of the Type I twin may depend on whether the oscillations of

the atomic positions meet ‘in-phase’ or ‘out-of-phase’. In such point of view, we obtain again the periodic changes of the

energy of the Type I twin with its position, which leads to pinning and increase of the twinning stress.

In summary, we have obtained a fundamental multi-scale picture of the motion, able to explain the difference in the

twinning stresses of the Type I and Type II boundaries. While for the Type II there are no reasons for microstructural pinning

at any of the considered scales, the motion of the Type I can be hindered by such pinning at all scales.

5. Comparison of the model and experimental observations

The calculations in the previous section predict that there can be different microstructures appearing in the vicinity of

the macro-twin interfaces for different types of macro-twins and that these microstructures evolve differently during the

motion. In principle, it is difficult to observe such evolution experimentally at any of the considered spatial scales. For the

meso-scale, the static images of the crossing-twins morphology were published (Straka et al., 2011; Heczko et al., 2013b,c;

Chulist et al., 2013), obtained by optical-microscopy or by EBSD. To illustrate these morphologies, Fig. 6 shows the optical

micrographs demonstrating the intersection of the modulation laminates with Type I and Type II boundaries. It is apparent

that these two twinning systems (or rather macro-twinning systems, keeping in mind the a–b lamination and the concept of

adaptive martensite) can fully intersect each other without any branching and refinement of the lamina close to the

interfaces. This observation just indicates that the crossing-twins morphology is energetically preferred and forms instead of

the general one. The impact on the twinning stress is, however, hard to discern. The characteristic length-scales of the

modulation laminates are in this case large, comparable with the dimensions of the samples used in the experiments.

Moreover, the large difference between the mobilities of the Type I and Type II twins was observed also for the cases where

the modulation twinning was fully absent (e.g. Faran and Shilo, 2013; Heczko et al., 2013c), so the pinning at this spatial

scale can be excluded as the main source of this difference.

For this reason, a more detailed discussion must be focused on the micro-scale: at this spatial scale, even a static

observation of the morphology is not easy to obtain. Classical optical microscopy with Nomarski contrast does not give

sufficient information: the a–b lamina have characteristic thicknesses of 20 μm only or probably even less (Chulist et al.,

2013), and angle of the ‘roof’ created on the surface by the a–b lamination is 0.11, which is both at or beyond the resolution

limit of this method. Moreover, the sample bends and rotates under the external loads, and the bending and rotation angles

are much higher than the angle of this ’roof’ created on the surface by the a–b lamination. Imaging methods able to measure

the 3D morphology of the roof (AFM, SEM, white light interferometry) or those able to visualize the a–b laminate due to

different orientations of the variants (EBSD, AFM with the modulus mapping option) give only a very local information and

are, in principle, too slow to enable the analysis of the microstructure evolution with the motion of the interface. Thus, a

direct experimental proof of the validity of the above described model at the micro-scale is hard to achieve. Nevertheless,

there are at least two experimental observations documented in the literature that indirectly support the assumption that

the a–b lamination may significantly affect the twinning stress:

1. As described by Straka et al. (2012), the room temperature twinning stress for the Type I interface increases strongly with

increasing transition (AS) temperature, while the twinning stress for Type II interface does not depend on it.

Simultaneously, the difference between the a and b dimensions of the 10 M monoclinic unit cell is also increasing in

a similar manner with increasing AS temperature (Lanska et al., 2004). These similar trends in the dependences suggest

that the twinning stress is indeed correlated with the a–b lamination. Moreover, when this lamination almost disappears

due to a6b for AS being near the room temperature, the difference in the twinning stress disappears as well. In other

words, the material seems to follow the tendency outlined in Fig. 4, with the height of the barriers increasing with the

increasing a–b misfit for Type I, but with the energy landscape independent of the a–b misfit for Type II. A detailed

Fig. 6. Optical micrographs of compatible crossings of the modulation twins with lamina of the Type I (on the left) and Type II (on the right) systems. For

each system, the orientation of the c-axis (changing at the Type I or Type II interfaces) is shown. (Optical microscopy with Nomarski (DIC) contrast

enhancement.)
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investigation is underway on determination of detailed temperature dependences of a and b lattice constants and their

correlation with the twinning stress. Apart of this discussed dependency, very strong temperature dependence of

twinning stress appears at low temperature far from transformation for Type I (Heczko and Straka, 2003; Heczko et al.,

2013a; Straka et al., 2013) (but for Type II this effect is much weaker); this behaviour suggests that also the thermal

activation must play some role in overcoming the energy barriers. Indeed, the motion of the Type I as described by our

model requires repeated nucleation of new fine needles of martensite close to the interface, which is a thermally

activated process, while no such nucleation is required for Type II.

2. Recently, the measurements by Faran and Shilo (2012, 2013) indicate that there are some energetic barriers affecting the

mobility of the Type I twins with the characteristic length-scale of about 20 μm, while for the Type II interface this effect

is much weaker (Faran, personal communication). This correlates very well with the dimensions of the a–b laminate

obtained from the EBSD observation (Chulist et al., 2013). In addition, Benichou et al. (2013) estimated the height of this

barriers to be Φ¼ 0:16 J m�2. According to Benichou and Givli (2013), the material with the Type I interface behaves as a

material undergoing a sequence of discrete phase transitions, jumping discontinuously between minima separated by

such barriers. If we take into account the fact that the energy Φ is comparable with the energy of the twinning plane

(Shilo et al., 2007; Waitz et al., 2005), it is plausible that these barriers correspond to breaking the connections between

the A:B and C:D twinning planes for the crossing-twins morphology.

At the nano-scale, the pinning mechanism results from the periodicity of the modulation. At this scale, our model is closely

related to the finding of Faran and Shilo (2013) that the motion of the interface is provided by nucleation and growth of

small steps and that the energy of the steps differs from Type I to Type II. According to our model, such steps can have

arbitrary heights for the Type II interface but must be affected by the 10 M periodicity for the Type I interface; this can be the

origin of the different energy, if, for example, the steps for the Type I interface tend to have a fixed height of ten (or five)

atomic layers, but can be smaller for Type II. There are, however, other factors to be taken into account at the nano-scale. As

discussed by Heczko et al. (2013b), the Type I interface at the meso-scale runs along a crystallographic plane of the 10 M

lattice, while the Type II twin in this case is irrational. This definitely also plays some role for the twinning stress;

nevertheless, as mentioned above, it is not even clear how does the real Type I interface look like at the nano-scale. The

modulation induces periodic misplacements of the atoms from the ð1;0; �1Þ plane, so the resulting interface cannot be a flat

lattice plane anymore. It opens new questions which are beyond the frame of continuum mechanics, and thus, beyond the

applicability of our model. As seen from TEM observations by Matsuda et al. (2012), there is indeed a difference between

nano-morphology of the Type I and Type II twins between two modulated martensites: while for the Type I interface the

nano-twinning planes end at the mobile interface, forming indeed some kind of the zig-zag morphology, for the Type II

interface these planes disappear relatively far away from the interface and the mobile interface itself is rather broad and

blurry. Although the inner structure of the 10 M modulated unit cell can be properly discussed only at the atomistic level,

our model can give some insight into the origin of the different twinning stress for the Type I and Type II interfaces even at

the nano-scale.

6. Conclusions

The presented model demonstrates that macro-twins of different types can be differently affected in their twinning

stress by microstructures forming in the vicinity of the macro-twinning planes. We showed that if particular conditions are

satisfied, special morphologies can (at least locally) form in the interfacial region, which results in pinning.

We applied this model to 10 M modulated martensite of Ni–Mn–Ga, where the macro-twins with very different

mobilities were observed experimentally. For this material, the predictions of the model are in agreement with the

experiments; while the predicted pinning mechanism can appear for the Type I interface at all discussed length-scales, no

such mechanism is possible for the Type II interface. Thus the twinning stress of Type I interface is predicted to be much

higher in accordance with experiment.

The model, however, cannot predict which length-scale plays the most important role for the twinning stress. From the

indirect experimental observations it looks like that the pinning both at the micro-scale and at the nano-scale play some

role, while the role of pinning on meso-scale may be negligible. The available experiments further suggest that the most

important is a pinning on the micro-scale, since the a–b lamination has the same characteristic dimension as the

experimentally measured distance between energetic barriers. Moreover, the evolution of the twinning stress with the AS

temperature predicted by the model at the micro-scale agrees well with the experimental observations (Straka et al., 2012),

which also indicates that the pinning on the a–b laminate could be important. The role of the other two scales (meso- and

nano-) remains unresolved. Full analysis of this point requires further detailed experimental work and this model can serve

as a guide.

We demonstrated the applicability of the model on the important case of Ni–Mn–Ga martensite, but the model

presented in this paper is general, not restricted to any class of martensites or any specific material. It can help the

understanding of the formation of macro-twins and their role for the effective response of modulated phases or other

complex microstructures of any shape memory alloys.
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3.4 Shrnutı́ zı́skaných poznatků

Vysoce pohyblivá rozhranı́ ve slitině Ni-Mn-Ga jsou jednou z aktuálně nejřešenějšı́ch tématik

v oblasti termoelastických martenzitů. V této kapitole bylo ukázáno, že pro pochopenı́ mecha-

nismů řı́dı́cı́ch vysokou pohyblivost je třeba popisovat mřı́žku 10 M modulovaného Ni-Mn-Ga

nikoliv jako tetragonálnı́, ale jako plně monoklinickou, zohledňujı́cı́ směr a orientaci modulace.

Jak je ukázáno v podkapitole 3.1, takové rozšı́řenı́ umožňuje identifikovat vysoce pohyblivá

rozhranı́ jako makro-dvojčatová rozhranı́ Typu 1 a Typu 2, přičemž právě u Typu 2 jsou po-

zorována reorientačnı́ napětı́ až řádově 0.1 MPa.

Jak je dále diskutováno v podkapitole 3.2, dı́ky monoklinicitě mřı́žky 10 M martenzitu může

v tomto materiálu vznikat velmi široké spektrum pohyblivých mikrostruktur různých mikro-

morfologiı́, přičemž na základě mechaniky kontinua lze tyto morfologie teoreticky analyzovat

a predikovat, které z nich budou energeticky výhodnějšı́. Tato predikce se ukazuje být v dobré

shodě s experimentem.

Na základě mikromechanického modelu navrženého v podkapitole 3.3 lze rovněž predikovat,

které z makrodvojčatových rozhranı́ budou vysoce pohyblivá a pro která naopak pohyb vyžaduje

tepelně aktivované překonávánı́ energetických bariér a lze u nich proto očekávat výrazný pok-

les mobility s klesajı́cı́ teplotou. Zcela ve shodě s výsledky tohoto modelu je právě rozhranı́

Typu 2 vysoce pohyblivé, zatı́mco u rozhranı́ Typu 1 je pohyblivost výrazně závislá na teplotě a

reorientačnı́ napětı́ jsou řádově vyššı́.

Výsledky shrnuté v této kapitole budou prezentovány na vyzvané plenárnı́ přednášce [62] na

sympoziu ESOMAT 2015 (15-19. zářı́, Antverpy, Belgie).
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Kapitola 4

Pohyblivé mikrostruktury ve vysokoteplotnı́ch
fázı́ch

Vysokoteplotnı́ fáze termoelastických martenzitů vykazujı́ vysoké třı́dy symetrie (většinou ku-

bickou symetrii), proto v nich nemohou vznikat klasické martenzitické lamináty nebo podobné

mikrostruktury. Přesto však se i v nich vyskytujı́ mikrostruktury výrazně ovlivňujı́cı́ průběh

termoelastické martenzitické transformace a ve výsledku i vlastnosti slitiny a jejı́ technolog-

ickou využitelnost. Jelikož transformace při podchlazenı́ vysokoteplotnı́ fáze probı́há smykovým

mechanismem se vznikem spontánnı́ho transformačnı́ho strainu, hraje zde opět významnou roli

schopnost těchto mikrostruktur reagovat adaptabilně na vnějšı́ mechanické namáhánı́ a pohybo-

vat se pomocı́ anelastických mechanismů. Chápánı́ termı́nu pohyblivost u těchto mikrostruktur

je tedy poněkud odlišné než jak je tomu v přı́padě klasických martenzitických mikrostruktur.

Elasticita vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́ se obecně u termoelastických martenzitů vyznačuje

předevšı́m anomálnı́m chovánı́ nejměkčı́ho akustického smykového fononu (TA2), plynoucı́ho

z nestability vysokoteplotnı́ mřı́žky. Elastická konstanta spojená s tı́mto fononem odpovı́dá

odporu kubické mřı́žky vůči smykům podél diagonálnı́ch rovin {110} v diagonálnı́ch směrech

a obvykle se označuje jako c′. Měknutı́ c′ směrem k transformačnı́ teplotě při ochlazovánı́ je

považováno za symptomatické pro austenitickou fázi a odpovı́dá představě zanikánı́ austen-

itického minima v termodynamickém konceptu multikonvexnı́ volné energie (viz Kapitola 1,

obrázek Obr.1.5).

V následujı́cı́ch komentovaných publikacı́ch je ukázáno, že vliv na průběh martenzitické

transformace a na prekurzorové efekty ji předcházejı́cı́ mohou mı́t přinejmenšı́m čtyři druhy

mikrostruktur:

• Magnetická mikrostruktura - ve feromagnetických slitinách s tvarovou pamětı́, tedy

napřı́klad ve slitině Ni-Mn-Ga, vykazujı́ austenitické fáze dı́ky své strukturnı́ nesta-

bilitě často velmi nı́zké hodnoty magnetokrystalické anizotropie a zároveň relativně

vysoké hodnoty magnetostrikce. V důsledku toho mohou monokrystaly těchto fázı́ část

vnějšı́ho mechanického napětı́ anelasticky relaxovat změnami mikrostruktury magnet-

ických domén a s nimi spojenou magnetostrikcı́. Toto efektivnı́ anelastické měknutı́ (takz-
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vaný ∆E−efekt, se v těchto materiálech superponuje na výše zmı́něné strukturnı́ měknutı́

způsobené nestabilitou nejměkčı́ fononové větve a vzniká tak mřı́žka extrémně měkká vůči

smykovému namáhánı́, přičemž výsledná efektivnı́ hodnota parametru c′ je značně závislá

na teplotě a vnějšı́m magnetickém poli. V komentovaných článcı́ch v podkapitolách 4.1

a 4.2 je tento efekt experimentálně analyzován a teoreticky diskutován pro slitinu Ni-Mn-

Ga, v podkapitole 4.4 potom pro slitinu Co-Ni-Al.

• Mikrostruktura antifázových rozhranı́ - ve vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́ch uspořádaných slitin

(intermetalik) se nezbytně vyskytuje také mikrostruktura antifázových rozhranı́, tedy

hranic mezi oblastmi s různou fázı́ intermetalického uspořádánı́. Tato rozhranı́ jsou

dokonale koherentnı́ a oddělujı́ oblasti stejných a stejně orientovaných krystalových

mřı́žek, z hlediska klasické mechaniky by tedy neměly nijak ovlivňovat elastické konstanty

materiálu a tı́m pádem ani koeficient c′. V Heuslerových slitinách jsou nosičem feromag-

netického uspořádánı́ atomy jinak nemagnetických kovů, které zı́skávajı́ feromagnetickou

interakci dı́ky vzájemným vzdálenostem vnuceným jim intermetalickým uspořádánı́m

(v Ni-Mn-Ga jsou to atomy manganu). Na antifázových rozhranı́ch je však uspořádanost

narušena a interakce mezi sousedı́cı́mi atomy manganu je buď paramagnetická nebo antif-

eromagnetická; v důsledku toho jsou antifázová rozhranı́ lokálně energeticky výhodnými

mı́sty pro magnetické doménové stěny a docházı́ na nich k jejich silnému pinovánı́. Struk-

tura antifázových rozhranı́ tedy přı́mo indukuje mikrostrukturu magnetickou a ta ovlivňuje

chovánı́ materiálu způsobem popsaný v předchozı́m odstavci. V podkapitole 4.2 je tento

efekt prokázán porovnánı́m elastických koeficientů c′ pro monokrystaly Ni-Mn-Ga s malou

a vysokou hustotou antifázových rozhranı́.

• Jemná disperze koherentnı́ch částic netransformujı́cı́ch fázı́ - ve vı́cefázových slitinách

může průběh transformace výrazně ovlivňovat přı́tomnost jemně dispergovaných ko-

herentnı́ch precipitátů, které sice nenarušujı́ kontinuitu mřı́že a tı́m pádem ani nijak

neovlivňujı́ podmı́nky na kinematickou kompatibilitu rozhranı́ vznikajı́cı́ch při transfor-

maci, ale jsou vhodnými nukleačnı́mi centry pro nı́zkoteplotnı́ fáze. Hustota a morfologie

těchto částic tak může mı́t značný vliv na prekurzorové měknutı́ koeficientu c′. Tento efekt

je v podkapitole 4.4 ukázán na přı́kladu feromagnetické slitiny s tvarovou pamětı́ Co-Ni-Al

obsahujı́cı́ jemnou mikrostrukturu částic netransformujı́cı́ γ−fáze.

• Premartenzitický tweed1 - je jemná prekurzorová struktura projevujı́cı́ se v transmisnı́

elektronové mikroskopii specifickým periodickým kontrastem. Tweedová mikrostruk-

tura je efektivně stále kubická, nedocházı́ u nı́ k feroelastickému spontánnı́mu narušenı́

symetrie a nevytvářı́ klasické martenzitické lamináty, proto se počı́tá k vysokoteplotnı́m
1I v česky psané literatuře se je zvykem použı́vat anglického zápisu tweed namı́sto českého tvı́d, název je však

skutečně odvozen od tvı́dové látky, jejı́ž strukturu premartenzitický tweed svým uspořádánı́m připomı́ná.
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fázı́m. Na atomárnı́ úrovni na ni však lze nahlı́žet na jako na jemnou dvojčatovou struk-

turu tetragonálnı́ho martenzitu. Tato struktura procházı́ značnými mokromorfologickými

změnami s teplotou, neboť změnami teploty docházı́ ke změnám v tetragonálnı́ distorzi

jednotlivých elementárnı́ch buněk a tı́m pádem i k jejich natáčenı́ ve struktuře. Důsledkem

je měknutı́ bazálnı́ch smyků (popsaných elastickou konstantou c44) a tuhnutı́ těch di-

agonálnı́ch (popsaných c′), jak je ukázáno pro přı́pad premartenzitu slitiny Ni-Mn-Ga

v podkapitole 4.3.
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4.1 Publikace Vliv kombinace strukturnı́ho měknutı́ a magneto-

elastické vazby na elastické konstanty austenitu Ni-Mn-Ga.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Heczko, O., Sedlák, P., Bodnárová, L., Novotný, M.,

Kopeček, J., Landa, M. Combined effect of structural softening and

magneto-elastic coupling on elastic coefficients of NiMnGa austenite

(2013) Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 577 (SUPPL. 1), pp. S131-

S135.

Stručná anotace: V této publikaci je ukázáno, že výrazné smykové měknutı́ austenitické

fáze slitiny Ni-Mn-Ga je způsobeno superpozicı́ dvou nezávislých

efektů - strukturnı́ho měknutı́ v důsledku nestability mřı́žky magne-

toelastického měknutı́ způsobeného takzvaným ∆E−efektem. Tento

poznatek je prokázán měřenı́m změn smykového koeficientu c′ se

změnami vnějšı́ho magnetického pole. Jak je předpokládáno pro

magneto-elastickou vazbu, vyvı́jı́ se tento koeficient s kvadrátem mag-

netizace.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Podı́l habilitanta spočı́val předevšı́m ve vyhodnocenı́ průběhů rezo-

nančnı́ch spekter měřených vzorků s teplotou a polem a diskuzi in-

terpretace těchto průběhů ve vztahu k mikrostruktuře. Habilitant

se rovně podı́lel na samotných měřenı́ch metodou rezonančnı́ ultra-

zvukové spektroskopie v nulovém poli.
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a b s t r a c t

Using two complementary ultrasonic methods the complete set of elastic constants of the austenite phase

of Ni Mn Ga ferromagnetic shape memory alloy was measured in magnetic field up to saturation and

in temperature range 295–400 K. While the coefficients c11 and c44 were nearly independent of the field

and the temperature, the shear coefficient c′ increased strongly with increasing field and temperature.

Experiment indicates that two independent mechanisms contribute to the anomalous shear softening

of the c′ coefficient in Ni Mn Ga austenite; the structural softening of the bcc lattice and the softening

due to magneto-elastic coupling. Above the Curie point and in the saturation field only the structural

softening took place with rate about 10 MPa/K. In the demagnetized state the combined softening was

approximately 35 MPa/K. Similar dependencies on the temperature and the magnetic field were also

observed for the ultrasound attenuation of the shear mode.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ni Mn Ga is a prototypical magnetic shape memory alloy

exhibiting up to 10% of magnetic field induced deformation in

the modulated 14M martensite phase [1–3]. In the past two

decades the structural transitions in this alloy (martensitic, inter-

martensitic and premartensitic) have been subjects of numerous

detailed experimental and theoretical studies [4–7]. The impor-

tant parts of these studies are the experimental investigations

and subsequent interpretations of the evolution of the elastic

coefficients of individual phases with temperature [8–11]. In

particular, when approaching the martensitic transition temper-

ature from above, the high-temperature phase, cubic austenite is

expected to exhibit an increasing shear instability as observed for

many (non-magnetic) shape memory alloys [12–15]. This increase

of the shear instability is a precursor phenomenon of the marten-

sitic transformation, observable as an anomalous softening of

particular elastic coefficients. In magnetic shape memory alloys

(such as Ni Mn Ga), the structural softening of the lattice in the

vicinity of the transition temperature can be strongly affected by

magneto-elastic coupling. Neutron diffraction demonstrates that

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 266 052 714.

E-mail address: heczko@fzu.cz (O. Heczko).

the ferromagnetic ordering affects significantly the softest (TA2)

phonon branch in the single crystal of Ni Mn Ga austenite [16].

Some results for the temperature dependencies of the elastic

coefficients of Ni Mn Ga austenite can be found in the literature

[8–11]. The findings are, nevertheless, quite diverse; the experi-

mentally evaluated shear coefficient in [9,10] differs nearly fivefold.

Similar differences can be found for the theoretical calculations

[17–19]. Additionally Pérez-Landazábal et al. [20] observed a strong

temperature dependence of the effective shear modulus in poly-

crystalline samples using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy.

The effect of magnetic field was studied by Gonzalez-Comas

et al. [21,22], who analyzed the field dependencies of the elastic

coefficients and the damping coefficient at room temperature by

the ultrasonic pulse-echo method. The observed changes are rel-

atively small and comparable for all measured elastic coefficients.

On the contrary, Zhao et al. [11] observed a significant difference

between the results in an external magnetic field and without a

field using the ultrasonic continuous-wave method. These results

demonstrate that the application of the external magnetic field

leads to the increase of the shear stiffness of the lattice and the

decrease of the damping coefficient. However, the published results

are incomplete and rather ambiguous and there is a need for a sys-

tematic and thorough study of the combined effect of the magnetic

field and temperature.

This paper brings the results of a detailed experimental anal-

ysis of the elastic properties of the Ni Mn Ga austenite in the

0925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2012.01.007
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temperature range between the room temperature and the Curie

point (TC) and for the external magnetic field up to saturation. The

results of this analysis are related to the magnetic properties of

the examined material, which enables us to distinguish between

the shear softening induced by the instability of the lattice and the

magneto-elastic effects.

2. Experiment

The studied material was air-quenched single crystal of nearly stoichiometric

Ni2MnGa prepared by the Bridgman method. Magnetization as a function of field

and temperature was measured using the vibrating sample magnetometer. The

magnetization curve exhibited very low hysteresis not discernible with the used

method (<0.2 mT). The transformation temperatures were determined from mag-

netization measurements at low field (10 mT): the Curie temperature TC = 383 K, the

martensitic transformation temperature Ms = 219 K, the premartensitic transforma-

tion temperature [7] Tpm = 252 K. While the martensitic transformation exhibited

about 9 K thermal hysteresis, the hysteresis of the premartensitic transformation

was less than 2 K. Thus all measurements of elastic constant reported in this study

were done well above the premartensitic transformation.

To determine the complete set of elastic coefficients of cubic austenite a

combination of two ultrasound methods was used; the conventional pulse-echo

and resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) [23–25]. For the pulse-echo method,

a 4.4 mm thick tablet (cylindrical, 12 mm in diameter) oriented perpendicular

to the [1 0 0] direction was prepared. The specimen for the RUS measurements

was a 4.4 mm × 5.6 mm × 7.7 mm rectangular parallelepiped cut approximately

along the principal {1 0 0} planes of the austenite lattice. The exact orienta-

tions of the individual faces of the specimen were determined by the X-ray Laue

method.

The instrumentation of the ultrasonic experiments was as follows: the phase

velocities in the [1 0 0] direction were evaluated by the echo-overlapping method

using the 50 MHz pulse/receiver system DPR50+(JSR Ultrasonics Inc.) with the

ultrasonic transducers VSP-50 (Ultran Group, nominal frequency 30 MHz) for

the longitudinal waves (c11) and V157-5/0.125′′ (Panametrics, nominal frequency

20 MHz) for the shear waves (c44); for the RUS method the vibrations were induced

and recorded by two miniature piezoelectric transducers VP-1093. The excitation

was performed by a chirp signal in frequency range from 20 kHz to 1 MHz, out-

put signals were detected by the acquisition system in the time domain, averaged,

and transformed into the final spectra by FFT in a frequency range 20–200 kHz

(which covers approximately the first 25 resonant frequencies of the examined

specimen). All ultrasound experiments were performed in a temperature-controlled

chamber in a homogeneous magnetic field between the poles of a 6′′ electro-

magnet. The maximum magnitude of the applied field was 2 T. The amplitudes

of the strains in the pulse-echo and RUS measurements were similar of the order

of 10−6 .

The elasticity of cubic material as Ni Mn Ga austenite is fully described

by three independent elastic coefficients. In shorten (Voigt’s) notation, these

coefficients are c11 , c12 and c44 . The meaning of the individual coefficients is [26]:

the c11 coefficient describes the elastic response of the lattice to uniaxial elongations

along the 〈1 0 0〉 directions; the c44 coefficients determines the elastic stiffness of the

lattice with respect to the shears in the 〈1 0 0〉 directions along the {1 0 0}planes; the

elasticity of the shears in the 〈1 1 0〉 directions along the {1 1 0} planes is described

by the coefficient c′ , which is equal to (c11 − c12)/2.

The combination of two different ultrasonic methods allows an unequivocal

determination of all these elastic coefficients: the pulse echo method was used for

the determination of the elastic constants c11 and c44 , whereas RUS was utilized for

determination of the shear coefficient c′ . In principle, the c′ coefficient can be also

determined by the pulse echo-method; either by the direct measurement of the

phase velocity of the slowest shear mode of ultrasonic waves in the [1 1 0] direc-

tion [10], or by the indirect evaluation of this coefficients from the velocities of the

longitudinal and faster shear waves in the [1 0 0] and [1 1 0] directions as adopted

in [8,9]. These methods, however, do not provide satisfying accuracy for this coeffi-

cient mainly due to strong elastic anisotropy of this material. Above all, this strong

anisotropy leads to suppression of the energy fluxes of both the longitudinal and

the slowest shear waves in the [1 1 0] direction, since the curvatures of the corre-

sponding slowness curves in these directions are maximal (see e.g. [27] for more

details). Moreover, when the c′ is calculated from c11 , c44 and from the velocity of

the longitudinal waves in the [1 1 0] direction, the resulting error may get unac-

ceptably high due to the disproportionality between the magnitudes of c′ and the

other coefficients (see [28] for a quantitative analysis). The error in determination of

shear coefficient is comparable to the shear coefficient itself [29]. Additional com-

plication in the determination of the c′ coefficient by the pulse-echo method arises

due to attenuation of the ultrasonic waves of the modes related to this shear coeffi-

cient, which is a consequence of the structural and magneto-elastic effects described

below.

The RUS method, on the contrary, is sensitive to the softest shear coefficient

of the examined material. From the sensitivity analysis described in [30] it follows

that for cubic Ni Mn Ga austenite exhibiting strong elastic anisotropy (the elastic

Table 1

Room temperature values of elastic coefficients and anisotropy coefficient A = c44/c′

in zero field and in saturation. The experimental errors for the pulse-echo measure-

ments were calculated for 5 �m uncertainty in the specimens thicknesses and 1 ns

in the time-of-flight measurements. For the RUS measurements, the experimental

errors were estimated via the sensitivity analysis described in [30].

c11 (GPa) c44 (GPa) c′ (GPa) A (1)

Zero field 140 ± 3 104 ± 2 3.6 ± 0.2 27

Saturation (>0.4 T) 141 ± 3 104 ± 2 5.9 ± 0.2 18
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Fig. 1. Field dependencies of the coefficients c′ , c11 and c44 compared to the mag-

netization curve (M, dashed line) and the square of magnetization (M2 , solid line).

anisotropy factor higher than 10), the method is completely insensitive to c11 and

c44 , but enables accurate determination of c′ .

3. Results

The comparison of all elastic coefficients at room temperature

with and without field is given in Table 1. The values without field

are comparable with the recent calculation [19] and some previ-

ous measurement [10]. While there is a weak dependence of the

‘hard’ elastic coefficients c11 and c44, the shear coefficient c′ changes

significantly with the magnetic field. This is clearly seen in Fig. 1,

where the field dependencies of the c11, c44 and c′ coefficients are

compared with the magnetization curve. It is apparent that the c′

coefficient is approximately proportional to the square of the mag-

netization. Moreover, the difference of the coefficient in the zero

field and in the saturation field is more than 50%. The changes of

the c11 coefficient with the applied field are much smaller (less than

1%). For c44, the changes are even smaller less than 0.5%.1 The differ-

ence between field dependencies of c44 and c′ result in a significant

change of the elastic anisotropy coefficient (Table 1).

Similar behavior can be also observed for the temperature

dependencies of the individual elastic coefficients [31]. While the

coefficients c11 and c44 at the room temperature and at above the

Curie point do not differ by more than 5%, the c′ coefficient depends

strongly on the temperature. Additionally, there is no discernible

change of the dcii/dT slope observable at the Curie point for the c11

and c44 coefficients, while there is a significant jump of the dc′/dT

slope, which is in agreement with [11]. Since the ‘hard’ coefficients

c11 and c44 are nearly independent of the field and the temperature

and the c′ is the one most affected by the structural softening of

1 This is in a sharp contrast with the results of Zhao et al. [11], who observed a

strong dependence of c44 on the magnetic field. However, the magnitudes of c44

reported in [11] are about ten times smaller than our results and what can be

found elsewhere in the literature [8–10]. Therefore the comparison is somehow

questionable.
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Fig. 2. Field dependencies of the c′ coefficient at different temperatures. The solid

lines are just guide for eye (data fitted by four-point Bézier curves).

the lattice in the vicinity of the transition temperature [12], we will

further focus on this coefficient only.

The field dependencies of the c′ coefficient are plotted in Fig. 2 for

different temperatures ranging from RT to above the Curie point.

The character of the field dependence, i.e. the proportionality to

square of magnetization, does not change until the Curie temper-

ature TC is reached. The magnitudes of magnetic field at which

the c′ coefficients reach their saturated values decrease due to

decreasing saturation magnetization close to TC. Above TC, the c′

coefficient is independent of the field. With the increasing tem-

perature, the values of c′ increase both in the zero field and in

saturation.

The resonant spectra from RUS measurements also enable to

evaluate the evolution of the damping properties with the field

and temperature. In this case, the attenuation is obtained as the

quality factors (Q-factor) of the resonant spectra. The Q-factors are

defined as Q = f/df, where f is the resonant frequency and df is the

full-width at the half maximum of the corresponding peak in the

spectrum; i.e. the higher the quality factor, the lower damping in

the material. The reciprocal value of Q describes the internal friction

in the material, which is used in [32,11]. Details on the application

of RUS to determine the damping coefficient are in [25].

The evolution of the Q-factor of Ni Mn Ga austenite with the

external field for different temperatures is shown in Fig. 3. The Q-

factors plotted in this figure are the mean values of the Q-factor
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Fig. 3. Field dependencies of the quality factors of the RUS spectra at different tem-

peratures. The solid lines are just guide for eye (data fitted by four-point Bézier

curves).
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of the five highest peaks in each spectrum2. At the room temper-

ature, the Q-factor increases from about 40 for the demagnetized

sample (zero field) to above 250 in magnetically saturated sample.

This increase is relatively high. For comparison, for a specimen of

microcrystalline Ni with similar saturation magnetization and with

similar dimensions as the analyzed specimen of Ni Mn Ga, the Q-

factors obtained by the same experimental setup were about 220 in

the demagnetized state and increased only to 230 in saturation. As

it is also apparent from Fig. 3, the Q-factors do not follow the evolu-

tion of the c′ coefficient. The field dependencies have, instead, the

form of S-curves with steep increases, i.e. steep decreases of the

damping, below the saturation close to the maxima of the slopes of

the c′(B) curves. Above the Curie point the damping is independent

of the magnetic field. Below the Curie point, the damping increases

with the decreasing temperature both in the zero field and in the

saturated state. There is no comparable effect of the magnetic field

and of the temperature on the damping observed during the pulse-

echo measurements in the [1 0 0] direction. In other words, the

behavior of the damping is similar to the behavior of the individ-

ual coefficients: the damping corresponding to the c′ coefficient is

much more dependent on the temperature and external field than

the damping related to the c11 and c44 coefficients.

4. Discussion

The most important results are plotted in Fig. 4 showing tem-

perature dependencies of the c′ coefficient for zero and saturation

magnetic field. Both dependencies decrease monotonously from

high temperatures towards the room temperature but the soften-

ing of the zero-field coefficient is much larger. It decreases about

50% from 7 GPa at 400 K to 3.6 GPa at 290 K with a well pronounced

change of the slope at the Curie point, i.e. at the onset of ferro-

magnetic ordering. Moreover, it is also apparent that the dc′/dT

slope for the saturation field in the whole temperature interval

is approximately the same as the dc′/dT slope for the zero field

above the Curie point, where both curves coincide. This indicates

that the additional softening of the c′ coefficient in the demagne-

tized state below TC is induced by the creation of ferromagnetic

domains with different orientation of magnetization. In saturation

the whole sample is in one, single domain state with homogeneous

2 The qualities of the individual resonant peaks within any of the experimentally

obtained spectra did not vary by more than 5%, which means that the resulting mean

value of the Q-factor represents each individual spectrum quite accurately.
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magnetization aligned along the external magnetic field and this

additional softening disappears. Above the Curie point or in mag-

netic saturation, the dc′/dT slope is approximately 10 MPa/K, which

is comparable with the effect of the shear instability of the bcc lat-

tice observed in non-magnetic shape memory alloys [13–15]. In

zero (or low) magnetic fields below the Curie point the lattice soft-

ening is fully overwhelmed by additional softening of magnitude

about 25 MPa/K resulting in the total softening about 35 MPa/K.

The origin of this softening can lie in the unique magnetic

properties of Ni Mn Ga austenite. Firstly the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy Kcr of this material is extremely low ∼102 J/m3

[33,11,29]. Secondly the magnetoelastic coupling or magnetostric-

tion is relatively high with the magnetostrictive strains ∼10−4 and

it increases with the decreasing temperature [33,34]. Moreover,

when the magnetization vector rotates between two, mutually per-

pendicular 〈1 0 0〉 easy magnetization directions the shear induced

anelastically by the magnetostriction is the same shear as the shear

described by c′ coefficient.

Thanks to very low magnetic anisotropy the small rotations

of the magnetization vector from the easy axis are energetically

inexpensive. Consequently, a significant part of any shear strain-

ing in the 〈1 1,0〉 direction along the {1 1 0} plane can be relaxed

by this magnetostrictive mechanism and does not contribute to

the elastic stress response of the lattice. As a result, the ratio

between the stress response of the material and strain magnitude

of the lattice is lowered and the c′ coefficient becomes effectively

softened. Considering that the anisotropy energy induced by the

ultrasonic vibrations K� is approximately equal to �(x, t)�, where

� is the proper component of the stress tensor and � is the mag-

netostriction, we can make a qualitative comparison of this energy

to the energy of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The amplitude

of � is given by the amplitude of the corresponding shear strain

(ε ∼ 10−6) multiplied by the c′ coefficient of the lattice without

the magneto-elastic coupling taken into account (c′ ∼ 6 × 109 Pa).

The stress induced anisotropy is then K� ∼ 6 × 10−1 J/m3. This is

of the same order as the increase of the energy due to the rota-

tion of the magnetization vector resulting in the same shear strains

approximately equal to (ε/�)Kcr. Thus the energy K� induced by the

ultrasonic vibrations is relaxed by the rotation of the magnetization

vector resulting in additional softening. Described magneto-elastic

phenomenon is fully analogous to the so-called �E effect [35]

observed during the tensile tests of ferromagnetic materials with

low magnetic anisotropy and high magnetostriction.

The application of the external magnetic field introduces a

preference of magnetization direction which results in a higher

energetic penalty for vector rotation. This external constrain of

magnetic field gradually suppresses the anelastic effect and results

in the scaling the constant c′ with the square of magnetization

(Fig. 2), which is typical for magnetoelastic coupling. In the sat-

uration the magnetization vector is fixed along the direction of the

external field that prevents any anelastic shearing. Consequently

only the structural softening of the lattice is observed, which con-

tinues undisturbed from above the Curie point.

Observed shear damping in the zero magnetic field and its

decrease with increasing magnetic field (Fig. 3) can be attributed

to the interaction of ultrasonic vibrations with the large amount

of magnetic domain walls present in demagnetized specimen.

According to TEM observation [36], air cooled single crystal of

Ni Mn Ga austenite contains a dense net of anti-phase bound-

aries serving as pinning centers for the domain walls. Together with

very low magnetic anisotropy this results in fine irregular magnetic

microstructure. The application of small magnetic field leads only

to the rotations of the magnetization vector (see [37] for illustra-

tive TEM micrographs of this effect) and the number of the domain

walls interacting with the ultrasonic vibrations remains approxi-

mately constant and thus the damping does not change. When the

increasing magnetic field becomes strong enough to unpin the

domain walls from the defects, the amount of domain walls is

reduced by annihilation and the damping strongly decreases.

In our experimental study we observed a much more pro-

nounced dependence of the c′ coefficient both on the field and

on the temperature in the given temperature interval than what

was reported using the pulse-echo and transmission-through ultra-

sonic measurements [8–10,21,22]. First of all using specimens

with slightly different stoichiometries may affect the magnitude

of c′ coefficient. Main discrepancy, however, may arise due to

fact that the pulse-echo and transmission-through methods are

as mentioned in experimental part, relatively rough tool for the

determination of c′ coefficient. Additionally due to the strong elas-

tic anisotropy these methods are also very sensitive to the exact

orientations of the specimens used in the measurements. As we

have checked by a calculation, for c′ equal to 3.6 GPa the pulse-

echo measurements in direction declined by 5◦ from [1 1 0] may

give the value of c′ up to 5.3 GPa, which is the relative error of nearly

40%. Moreover, any deviation of the measurement direction from

[1 1 0] leads to a weaker observed dependence of the measured

velocity on the changes of real c′ and thus to underestimating the

effect. Simultaneously, the deviation from perfect orientation can

affect the pulse-echo measurements of the other elastic constants

(c11 and c44), since the velocities of the ultrasonic waves in such

declined directions are already influenced by the c′ coefficients and

therefore more sensitive to the external magnetic field.

On the other hand, the temperature dependence of the c′ coef-

ficient reported here is also significantly more pronounced than

in Refs. [11,32] using the cantilever oscillation method (COM) and

DMA3 respectively. In this case, the possible reason is that the

amplitude of stresses applied on the material during the DMA and

COM measurements is incomparably larger than for the ultrasonic

methods. Since the anelastic contribution to the shear strains is

limited to the magnitude of the magnetostriction, the c′ softening

effect is amplitude-dependent and decrease with the increasing

amplitude. This is again analogous to the amplitude-dependence

of the �E effect. In particular, the maximum shear strains in the

COM and DMA measurements are typically ∼10−3, which is about

ten times higher than the value of magnetostriction. Therefore, the

contribution of the �E effect is much smaller than in our ultrasonic

measurements.

The experimental data presented in this paper show that the

c′ coefficient of the Ni Mn Ga austenite is anomalously softened

due to a combination of structural softening, which is quanti-

tatively comparable to the structural softening of non-magnetic

shape memory alloys and the softening due to magneto-elastic

coupling. The magneto-elastic part is the direct consequence of

the extremely weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Ni Mn Ga

austenite that enables the magnetostriction to contribute signif-

icantly to the shear strains corresponding to the c′ coefficient.

However, the range of strain amplitude in which this phenomenon

can be observed is limited by the magnitude of the magnetostric-

tion. Thus, the enormously strong dependence of the c′ coefficient

on the temperature and the external field is fully observable only

by the ultrasonic methods. It might be also observed by inelas-

tic neutron scattering, however, all reported inelastic scattering

experiments were done without magnetic field.

Anomalous elastic softening and resulting very high elastic

anisotropy of the ferromagnetic cubic phase of Ni Mn Ga is quite

exceptional among known cubic materials. It might have a pro-

found consequence for the martensitic transformation and thus for

3 The Young’s modulus in the [1 0 0] direction obtained by the DMA measure-

ments is closely related to the c′ coefficient, especially for strongly anisotropic cubic

materials.
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the magnetic shape memory effect. Similar detailed experimen-

tal studies for other ferromagnetic shape memory alloys would

be of indubitable importance for further exploration of this phe-

nomenon.
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4.2 Publikace Vliv antifázových rozhranı́ na elastické vlastnosti auste-

nitu a premartenzitu Ni-Mn-Ga.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Sedlák, P., Bodnárová, L., Drahokoupil, J., Kopecký, V.,

Kopeček, J., Landa, M., Heczko, O. The effect of antiphase bound-

aries on the elastic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga austenite and premartensite

(2013) Journal of Physics Condensed Matter, 25 (42), art. no. 425402.

Stručná anotace: Tato publikace navazuje na publikaci uvedenou v podkapitole 4.2 tı́m,

že jako zdroj jemné magnetické mikrostruktury indukujı́cı́ ∆E−efekt

identifikuje strukturu anti-fázových rozhranı́. Je zde popsán jed-

nak mechanismus pinningu (zachycenı́) doménových stěn na an-

tifázových rozhranı́ch, jednak mechanismus, kterým tento pinning

přispı́vá k magnetoelastickému měknutı́ kubických struktur austenitu

a premartenzitu a magnetoelastickému útlumu.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Habilitant kromě podı́lu na měřenı́ rezonančnı́ ultrazvukovou spek-

troskopiı́ a vyhodnocovánı́ dat z těchto měřenı́ (viz podı́l na předchozı́

publikaci) přispěl zejména navrženı́m koncepce pinningu a popiso-

vaným strukturnı́m modelem vlivu pinningu na elastické koeficienty.
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Abstract

The evolution of elastic properties with temperature and magnetic field was studied in two

differently heat-treated single crystals of the Ni–Mn–Ga magnetic shape memory alloy using

resonant ultrasound spectroscopy. Quenching and slow furnace cooling were used to obtain

different densities of antiphase boundaries. We found that the crystals exhibited pronounced

differences in the c
′ elastic coefficient and related shear damping in high-temperature

ferromagnetic phases (austenite and premartensite). The difference can be ascribed to the

formation of fine magnetic domain patterns and pinning of the magnetic domain walls on

antiphase boundaries in the material with a high density of antiphase boundaries due to

quenching. The fine domain pattern arising from mutual interactions between antiphase

boundaries and ferromagnetic domain walls effectively reduces the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy and amplifies the contribution of magnetostriction to the elastic response of the

material. As a result, the anomalous elastic softening prior to martensite transformation is

significantly enhanced in the quenched sample. Thus, for any comparison of experimental data

and theoretical calculations the microstructural changes induced by specific heat treatment

must be taken into account.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Martensitic transformation from cubic austenite to a low
symmetry phase (martensite) is an essential condition for the
existence of the magnetic shape memory (MSM) effect [1, 2].
This transformation affects the MSM materials across many
spatial scales, often leading to the formation of modulated
structures at the nano-scale [3–5] and of martensitic
microstructures at the micro-scale [6–8]. This complexity
of ferromagnetic martensites has been recently intensively
studied in order to understand the origin of the MSM effect,
and the mechanisms of formation of the observed hierarchical
arrangements are relatively well understood [9, 10]. However,

the martensitic transformation is often preceded by a so-called

premartensitic phase the character of which is not clear

yet and is the subject of wide discussions [11–16]. In

this paper, we focus on the case of Ni–Mn–Ga, which

has been the most thoroughly studied MSM alloy during

the past decade, as the modulated martensite of this alloy

exhibits giant magnetic field induced strain or an MSM

effect [17–19]. Such unique properties of the modulated phase

are motivations for a detailed analysis of the mechanisms

of the martensitic transition itself, since understanding the

formation of martensite from cubic austenite is a prerequisite

for understanding these effects.

10953-8984/13/425402+10$33.00 c© 2013 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA
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For the Ni–Mn–Ga alloys the premartensitic transfor-

mation appears for compositions close to stoichiometry

Ni2MnGa. The premartensite phase has a transversely mod-

ulated structure [12, 13]. As shown by Mañosa et al [20], the

premartensitic transition is closely related to magnetoelastic

coupling. Our recent ultrasound experiments [21, 22] have

shown that the elasticity and ultrasound wave damping in

the austenite phase prior to premartensite transformation are

also strongly affected by magnetoelastic effects. Additionally,

Venkateswaran et al and DeGraef et al [23, 24] recently

showed that the austenite and premartensite phases of

Ni–Mn–Ga contain fine magnetic domain patterns similar to

the magnetic structures appearing in Ni–Mn–Ga–Al [25, 26]

and other manganese-based Heusler alloys [27–29]. The

origin of these fine domain structures is ascribed to mutual

interaction between ferromagnetic domain walls (DWs) and

antiphase boundaries (APBs). The coupling arises from the

fact that the exchange interactions between the manganese

atoms lying on the opposite sides of the APB can be

significantly weaker than inside the ordered phase, or even

turned from ferro- into antiferromagnetic [29]. Thus the APBs

are energetically preferred sites for the DWs, which leads to a

fine magnetic domain pattern and pinning of DWs.

According to TEM observations [23], there is a

significant difference in the APB density between differently

heat treated Ni–Mn–Ga alloys. In particular, according to [23]

the APB density in the air-quenched material is very high

with an average distance less than 50 nm, while for slowly

cooled material the density of APBs is much lower. Also the

recent quantitative x-ray studies [30] prove that annealing of

quenched Ni–Mn–Ga leads to an increase of ordering without

changing interatomic distances or bonding geometry, i.e. to

a decrease of disorder defects such as APBs. This opens

the question as to whether the premartensitic transition and

the elastic anomalies close to this transition can be affected

by different densities of the antiphase boundaries caused by

different heat treatment.

In the available experimental studies of elasticity of

the high-temperature phases (austenite and premartensite) of

Ni–Mn–Ga [31–33], the authors always directly correlate the

macroscopic elastic constants obtained by ultrasonic methods

to the phonon branches, i.e. to elasticity at length-scales

comparable to the unit cells. The differences between the

values of the elastic constants obtained by different authors

are usually ascribed solely to the differences in stoichiometry

without considering the differences in the heat treatment. As

shown in [23, 24] different heat treatment can lead to changes

in the density of APBs and consequently to differences in the

magnetic microstructure, which in turn can affect the elastic

properties.

In this paper, we show that the presence of APBs

affects significantly the macroscopic elasticity of austenite

and premartensite of Ni–Mn–Ga. We focus on the shear

elastic constant coefficient c
′ the softening of which is

commonly understood as a precursor of the martensitic or

premartensitic transformation in MSM materials. Although

the elastic coefficients are commonly considered as intrinsic

properties [31–33], we demonstrate that the c
′ coefficient

is strongly affected by macroscopic properties such as the

arrangement of domain walls and the presence of antiphase

boundaries. Thus, we demonstrate that the results of the

ultrasonic methods cannot be directly linked to the properties

obtained for the given stoichiometry e.g. by ab initio

calculations, unless additional information on the magnetic

microstructure is taken into account.

2. Experiment

2.1. Materials

The material used for the experiments was a Ni–Mn–Ga single

crystal grown by the Bridgman method, with stoichiometry

very close to Ni2MnGa. The material was subjected to the

following heat treatment: (i) the crystal ingot was annealed

at 1273 K (homogenization annealing) in an evacuated

quartz ampule and then subjected to further annealing (two

days at 1073 K in an argon-filled quartz ampule) followed

by quenching of the whole ampule in ice water. This

is an established procedure to obtain ordered Ni–Mn–Ga

crystals [19]. As the ingot was in a quartz ampule, the rate of

quenching was mild and comparable with the air quenching of

samples used in [23]. From this quenched ingot a rectangular

bar of approximately (100) orientation of faces was cut. This

bar was further cut into two parts, one was left in the quenched

state, and the second one was again annealed in a quartz

ampule filled with argon at 1073 K for 12 h and slowly cooled

in the furnace (about 24 h). These different heat treatments

of otherwise identical samples were used to obtain samples

with different densities of APBs [23, 24]. There should be

no significant change in stoichiometry between these two

materials since the annealing prior to the quenching was done

under exactly the same conditions as prior to the furnace

cooling and samples were cut from the same bar.

Rectangular parallelepiped-like samples for resonant

ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS, [34, 35]) were prepared

from these differently treated materials and characterized,

prior to the RUS measurement, by x-ray and magnetization

measurements. The x-ray measurements were used for the

determination of the exact orientation of the samples’ faces

by means of the Laue method. It was verified that the samples

were cut along the principal directions with a deviance smaller

than 3◦. The L21 ordering state of cubic austenite in the

quenched and slowly cooled specimens was analyzed by x-ray

diffraction using principal (400) and superstructure (111) and

(200) lines. X-ray diffraction was performed using the powder

diffractometer XPert Pro PANalytical equipped with a cobalt

anode (λ = 0.178 901 nm). An experimental setting with a

parabolic Göeble mirror in the primary beam and a parallel

plate collimator at 0.09◦ in the diffracted beam was chosen

for better accuracy of measurements. Firstly, the crystals were

oriented in the texture sample holder ATC-3 to find the strong

diffractions of (400) or (220) or (111) lines. Then the 2θ scan

was made. The lattice constants for the quenched and slowly

cooled crystals were a = 0.583 04 nm and a = 0.583 14 nm,

respectively determined from (h00) lines. The difference is at

the edge of the measurement precision.

2
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Table 1. Properties of the specimens used for RUS measurements
(dimensions and transition temperatures).

Dimensions (mm)
Transition

temperatures (K)

Heat
treatment d1 d2 d3 TC TPM MS

Quenched 4.33 4.42 5.57 385 258 220
Slowly cooled 4.06 3.30 2.09 385 256 209

Accuracy ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±2 ±2 ±2

Magnetization curves and the temperature dependence of

magnetization and the initial magnetic susceptibility of these

samples3 were measured by a vibrating sample magnetometer

and the AC magnetic susceptibility option in PPMS Quantum

Design. The transition temperatures were determined for each

material by an initial AC magnetic susceptibility measurement

at a frequency of 180 Hz and an AC field of 5 Oe and were

confirmed by measuring the temperature dependence of the

DC magnetization at 100 Oe for the annealed sample. In

table 1, the dimensions of the samples are listed together

with the following transition temperatures: the Curie point

TC for the transition between paramagnetic and ferromagnetic

states of the austenite phase; the TPM temperature for the

premartensitic transition between austenite and premartensite;

and the martensite start (Ms) temperature, i.e. the temperature

at which the martensitic transition starts.

2.2. RUS measurement

To determine the temperature dependence of the softest

shear coefficient c′
= (c11 − c12)/2 of both materials,

two different RUS methods were used: (i) non-contact

laser-based RUS with the vibrations both generated and

detected by lasers (LRUS [39–41], for instrumentation details

see [42]); (ii) the classical contact RUS method with the

specimen clamped between two piezoelectric transducers. The

non-contact modification has higher accuracy and enables

better quantitative determination of the internal friction

(damping) coefficients, since the quality of the obtained

spectra is not affected by temperature-dependent damping of

the transducers. This method was used for monitoring of the

c′ coefficient evolution with temperature during cooling in the

temperature range between 400 K (i.e. above the Curie point)

and in the vicinity of MS for each material and in zero external

magnetic field. On the other hand, the LRUS approach cannot

be applied in the external magnetic field since the sample has

to be fixed between the poles of the electromagnet. For this

reason, the measurements in the external magnetic field (0.4 T,

i.e. safely above the saturation limit) were performed by the

3 As these samples were prepared for RUS, which demands parallelepipeds

with sharp corners, the samples were not very suitable for magnetic

measurements due to the large effect of the demagnetization field. In

magnetically soft magnetic material, such as Ni–Mn–Ga austenite, the slope

of the magnetization curve is mostly determined by the demagnetization

factor. The same is valid for AC magnetic susceptibility and thus even large

intrinsic changes of susceptibility cause only very small changes in the

measured value.

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of single-crystal Ni–Mn–Ga
subjected to different heat treatment marked in the figure. The
superstructure and fundamental lines are identified in the figure. The
small unmarked peak close to the fundamental (400) is a residual β

line. The (400) plane is approximately parallel to the surface. The
different background of the x-ray pattern for the (111) line is due to
the necessary tilt of the sample. The patterns of the quenched sample
are shifted by 50 units to facilitate the comparison. To enhance the
visibility of weak superstructure peaks, there is a break in the y-axis.

classical contact RUS with the whole RUS apparatus placed

between the poles of an electromagnet.

It was checked that at zero field the c′-s obtained by

the classical RUS method did not differ by more than

0.2 GPa from the values determined by LRUS in the whole

temperature range, which is less than the experimental

accuracy of the contact RUS method. This proves that

differences between the c′(T) dependences with and without

the external field reported in the next section cannot be

attributed to the fact that these data were obtained by two

different methods.

3. Results

The x-ray diffraction patterns shown in figure 1 demonstrate

that there is no pronounced structural difference between the

slowly cooled and quenched materials: the intensity of the

superstructure peak corresponding to the L21 order (111) is

high. Also another superstructure peak (200) corresponding

to the B2 order is in both cases about 1–2% of the intensity

of the principal peak (400). This confirms the high level of

ordering for both cases. The high degree of L21 order can

be expected as the B2-L21 transition can be considered as

being nearly a second-order transition. The result is in good

agreement with the conclusions of Chaboy et al [30] and

shows that the annealing does not change the interatomic

distances. What, however, differs is the number of APBs: as

shown by Venkateswaran et al [23], the quenched material

is supersaturated by APBs. Since there is no significant

broadening of the lines of the quenched sample and the

diffraction patterns are very similar for both cases, we can

exclude the presence of a significant amount of internal stress

in the quenched sample.

The transformation temperatures are listed in table 1.

The magnetic Curie TC temperature is unaffected by the

3
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Figure 2. Evolution of LRUS resonant spectra with temperature for both materials. TC indicates the Curie point and TPM the temperature of
the premartensitic transition.

heat treatment, but the martensitic start temperature MS is

shifted downwards for the slowly cooled material. A small

temperature shift can be observed also for the premartensitic

temperature TPM, but this shift is comparable to the

experimental error. The shift of the martensitic temperature

can be caused by a minute change of composition due

to additional annealing, nevertheless, it can be also argued

that the quenched material (supersaturated by APBs) is in

a less stable state with lower nucleation barriers for the

transitions, and thus both the premartensitic and martensitic

transitions can be initiated at higher temperatures than for

the slowly cooled case. On the other hand, this observed

small shift of the transition temperatures upward confirms

that the degree of the L21 atomic order is not significantly

decreased in the quenched sample, as already indicated

by the x-ray measurements. However, according to [36], a

decrease of the degree of order should lead to an decrease

of the transformation temperature as it is also valid for the

order–disorder transition temperature [37].

The magnetization curves of both materials indicated

that the material is magnetically soft. There were no

discernible differences between these magnetization curves.

The saturation was reached in the field above 2000 Oe

and was determined by demagnetization only, since the

magnetic anisotropy of the austenite is relatively small, of

the order of hundreds of J m−3 [38]. The magnetic hysteresis

was very small, below the resolution of the magnetometer

measurements, i.e. less than a few Oe for both the quenched

and the slowly cooled materials. This indicates that the

different density of APBs has only a negligible effect on the

magnetization process.

Figure 2 shows the LRUS resonant spectra of the studied

samples in the whole temperature range. These spectra were

used for inverse determination of the elastic constants, i.e. for

finding such elastic constants that the spectra calculated for

them fit the experimentally obtained ones in some optimal

way (the so-called inverse problem of RUS, see [34, 35]).

The austenite phase is cubic, with three independent elastic

coefficients (c11, c12 and c44). For strongly anisotropic cubic

materials (anisotropy factor higher than 10, as in the case

of Ni–Mn–Ga), however, the first few tens of resonant

modes are sensitive only to c
′
= (c11 − c12)/2 [21]. For

this reason, all spectra obtained above the TPM temperature

corresponded well to spectra calculated for a cubic material

with rough estimates of the coefficients c11 and c44, and finely

optimized c
′, i.e. all these spectra enabled a relatively accurate

determination of the c
′ coefficient.

Below TPM, the situation is slightly different. The unit

cell of premartensite exhibits, due to transversal modulation,

a weak deviation from cubic symmetry, which should be

reflected in the symmetry of the elastic properties. However,

even in premartensite all the obtained spectra were acceptably

well fitted under the assumption of the cubicity of the material.

Indeed, it is apparent from figure 2 that the main character

of the spectrum does not change significantly throughout

the whole temperature interval. The reason for this is that

4
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the sample does not transform into a single variant or large

variants of premartensite, but forms, instead, some kind of

self-accommodated fine microstructure (tweed), that can, for

symmetry reasons, behave effectively as a cubic material,

i.e. the overall cubic symmetry is retained in agreement

with the observations of Kokorin et al [11]. Hence, we can

use the cubic description throughout the whole analyzed

temperature range, keeping in mind that the coefficient c′

below TPM represents some averaged softest shear modulus

of the premartensitic microstructure.

The temperature dependences of elastic coefficient c′ for

quenched and slowly cooled samples in zero and saturation

magnetic field are shown in figure 3. Above the Curie point

(in the paramagnetic state) the value of coefficient c′ is equal

for all cases. This is another confirmation that there is no

significant amount of internal stress in the quenched sample

as this stress would affect the measured elastic coefficient. In

the magnetically saturated state, the behavior of both materials

(quenched and slowly cooled) is also nearly identical. The

curves differ from each other within the range of the

experimental error only, both exhibiting a steep decrease on

cooling towards TPM which is followed by a similarly steep

increase in the premartensitic phase.

In the demagnetized state the c′(T) curves have similar

characteristics for both materials: there is a significant change

of the slope at the TC temperature, which is not observed

in the magnetically saturated state, and then a continuous

decrease towards the TPM temperature, where both curves

reach their minima. Below TPM, both curves are nearly

identical and steeply increase until the MS temperature. This

increase between TPM and MS is in a good agreement with

the results obtained by RUS on polycrystalline Ni–Mn–Ga

materials by Pérez-Landazábal et al [43] and by Kokorin

et al [11] by DMA measurements. However, the behavior of

c′(T) differs significantly for the quenched and the slowly

cooled samples in the [TPM; TC] interval. For the quenched

specimen, the slope of the c′(T) curve is approximately

constant (34 MPa K−1). For the slowly cooled specimen, the

slope below TC is smaller (26 MPa K−1), but increases sharply

at temperature T0 ∼ 264 K. Then, both curves coincide close

to the TPM. As figure 3(b) shows in detail, the change of the

slope of the c′(T) curve for the slowly cooled material in

saturation is at about the same temperature as the beginning of

the steep decrease of c′ for the slowly cooled material without

field. This suggests that this material behaves identically with

and without external field except for some additional softening

between TC and TPM. Additionally, the curves shown in

figures 3(a) and (b) demonstrate that the difference of c′(T)

appears only in the austenite phase but not in premartensite.

This difference is of magnetoelastic origin particular to

austenite, since the quenched and the slowly cooled samples

behave identically above TC in the paramagnetic state and in

the magnetically saturated state. Moreover, the curves are also

approximately identical in premartensite.

This is further supported by the measurement of c′ as a

function of magnetic field from zero to magnetic saturation.

Such measurements were done in the whole temperature

range, i.e. both for austenite and for premartensite, and for

Figure 3. Temperature dependences of the c′ coefficients obtained
by RUS measurements without the external magnetic field (circles)
and in a saturated magnetic field (triangles). Open symbols
correspond to the quenched material, filled symbols to the slowly
cooled one; dashed lines are used for the contact (classical) RUS
measurements, solid lines for contact-less laser RUS:
(a) comparison of the behaviors of the quenched and the slowly
cooled materials; (b) an enlarged area of the upper subplot, showing
the behavior of the slowly cooled material in the vicinity of the TPM

transition temperature.

both materials. The results fully confirm what was observed

for the quenched material in austenite in [21, 22], i.e. that the

c′ coefficient increases with the square of magnetization until

saturation is reached. This further confirms the magnetoelastic

origin of the coupling. Additional details on the sensitivity

of RUS spectra to the external magnetic fields can be found

in [44].

The non-contact LRUS technique in zero magnetic field,

i.e. in the demagnetized state, also enabled us to determine

the damping or internal friction of the shear vibrations of

both materials. The internal friction can be represented by

the reciprocal of the Q-factor quantifying the quality of the

RUS resonant spectra [45], i.e. by the parameter Q−1. The

temperature dependence of Q−1 for both materials is shown

in figure 4: the slowly cooled material exhibits only a very

weak increase of Q−1 below the Curie point, but there is

a significant doubled attenuation peak surrounding the TPM

temperature for this sample.

5
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Figure 4. Temperature dependences of damping (reciprocal value
of the spectrum quality Q) for both examined materials measured
without magnetic field, i.e. in a demagnetized state.

For the quenched material, the situation is different. At

the onset of ferromagnetic ordering (i.e. at TC), the damping

discontinuously increases by nearly 100% (denoted 1Q−1
0

in figure 4). Upon further cooling, the damping increases

about linearly until a pronounced doubled peak appears at

around TPM. Below this temperature, the damping decreases,

but remains more than four times higher than for the slowly

cooled material. In other words, whereas the c′(T) curves for

the quenched and the slowly cooled material are identical

in this temperature interval, the damping is still markedly

different.

4. Discussion

4.1. Additional c′ softening due to fine magnetic
microstructure

The microstructural origin of the observed phenomena

is discussed below. The most straightforward is the

interpretation of the difference between the c′(T) curves

between TPM and TC of quenched and slowly cooled material

in zero field. We assume that the shear strains in the examined

material can be decomposed as ε = εσ + εm, where εσ is the

elastic shearing of the lattice given by the external mechanical

loads σ , and εm is the inelastic (magnetostrictive) deformation

induced by the rotation of the magnetization vector m. We

also consider that there exists some equilibrium strain field

εσ +εm which forms spontaneously in the demagnetized state

and corresponds to some minimum of the entire free energy.

Under the action of ultrasonic vibrations, this equilibrium

strain field is slightly disturbed (by some δεσ and δεm), and

the energy increases by some amount

δF = 1
2

[

c′
sat(δε

σ )2 + γ δεmδεσ + R(δεm)2
]

, (1)

where c′
sat corresponds to the magnetically saturated state

where no rotation of the magnetization vectors is allowed,

γ is a coupling constant and R denotes the resistance

of the lattice against the rotation of the magnetization

vector. This resistance can be expressed as a derivative

of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy with respect

to infinitesimal rotations of the magnetization vector m.

Then, the effective c′ coefficient measured by the ultrasound

methods is

c′ = 2δF/(δε)2 = 2δF/(δεσ + δεm)2. (2)

The value of δεm is bounded from above by the magnitude

of the magnetostriction (δεm
max). When the mechanical loads

are small, δεσ . δεm
max, the material in the demagnetized

state becomes effectively softened by the magnetostrictive

contribution, c′ < c′
sat, which is the well-known 1E-

effect [46].

This 1E-effect is additionally affected by the fine

magnetic microstructure. Within the frame of a first-order

linear approximation, we can assume that the coupling term

can be neglected, i.e. that the elastic strains are never

large enough to affect the shape of the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy energy landscape and, vice versa, that the lattice

still exhibits cubic symmetry of elasticity, regardless of the

weak tetragonalization induced by magnetostriction. Then,

since c′
sat is the same for both materials, it is obvious that

the difference between the elasticity of the quenched and

slowly cooled material must originate from the difference in

the resistance against magnetization rotation R.

TEM micrographs in [23] (and similar micrographs

for Ni–Mn–Ga–Al alloys in [25, 26]) clearly show that

the magnetic microstructure consists not only of sharp

0◦–180◦ DWs pinned on the APBs, but also of relatively

wide 0◦–90◦ domain walls, which are not directly pinned

on APBs, but ensure the formation of the closed loops of

the magnetization vectors inside the antiphase domains. The

large width of the 0◦–90◦ DWs is caused by the very low

magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the material. This width is

comparable to or even exceeds the distances between the

individual APBs and thus the orientation of the vectors m

varies nearly smoothly inside the antiphase domains and,

consequently, only a minor part of these vectors lies in the

easy {100} directions. Since the easy directions correspond to

the minima of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, i.e. to

the directions in which the resistance of the lattice is maximal,

the presence of 0◦–90◦ DWs results in an additional decrease

of the effective (averaged) value of R at the macro-scale as

outlined in figure 5. Thus, the resistance against magnetization

rotation εm decreases with the increasing density of wide

0◦–90◦ DWs, and consequently it is significantly lower in

the quenched material. This results in a strong magnetic field

dependence of c′ (see [21, 22]). This additional softening

effect is totally wiped out in saturation, where external field

keeps the magnetization vector along the field and no rotation

can occur.

The measured slope dc′/dT for the slowly cooled material

(26 MPa K−1) is in very good agreement with the value

27.98 ± 1.31 MPa K−1 obtained recently by Li et al [47, 48]

by ab initio calculations. The slope for the quenched material

(34 MPa K−1) on the other hand cannot be directly compared

to the results of [47, 48], since this slope comprises both

6
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Figure 5. Decrease of the effective resistance R due to a
0◦–90◦ DW.

the magnetoelastic softening at the atomistic length-scales

(obtainable by ab initio calculations) and the additional

softening effect due to specific magnetic microstructure.

Below T0, the material becomes significantly elastically

softened. The resistance of the lattice to εσ strongly decreases

due to the vicinity of the TPM transition temperature. The third

term R is also affected by transition and may become less

important as the austenite-to-premartensite transition at TPM

changes the character of the material. The premartensite phase

exhibits modulated microstructure with a tweed pattern [14]

which affects the magnetic domain structure [49, 24] due

to strong magnetoelastic coupling, resulting in the so-called

magnetoelastic tweed. The presence of such a tweed can

result in an increase of local magnetic anisotropy and thus

a decrease of magnetoelastic softening. The sudden drop

of AC susceptibility at TPM [20, 41] (as shown also in

figure 6 and will be discussed later in detail) indicates a

relatively large increase of magnetic anisotropy. Additionally

the increase of magnetic anisotropy is indirectly indicated

by a shift of transitional temperature in magnetic field [50].

Thus it is probable that although this tweed microstructure

is still correlated with the APBs (see [24]), the original

magnetic microstructure with wide 0◦–90◦ DWs is completely

overridden, and the difference of R for the quenched and the

slowly cooled material fully disappears.

The effect of magnetic field is lowered in the

premartensite phase and it is similar for both materials.

The reason for this decrease can be inferred from the

behavior of AC susceptibility in the vicinity of the

premartensitic transition temperature (figure 6). On cooling,

the susceptibility exhibits a sharp, localized dip at TPM,

and although it partially recovers in premartensite, the

difference between its values above and below this drop is

still significant4. Such a decrease of susceptibility indicates

the significant increase of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in

premartensite resulting in the thinning of the 0◦–90◦ DWs

4 Although the susceptibility changes seem to be small, it must be

taken into account that the measured susceptibility is strongly affected by

demagnetization, since the slope of the magnetization curve is predominantly

determined by the demagnetization factor, which is a consequence of small

magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Thus, the observed susceptibility evolution

with temperature can be taken only as a qualitative indicator and cannot

be taken quantitatively for an estimation of magnetic anisotropy changes.

By a simple calculation using the demagnetization factor of a cube and

estimated low magnetic anisotropy of austenite, it was checked that an

increase of magnetocrystalline anisotropy by one order of magnitude results

in a susceptibility change of only a few per cent.

Figure 6. Temperature dependences of the AC initial magnetic
susceptibility (at 4 Oe) for the quenched and the slowly cooled
material, normalized with respect to the minimal value (i.e. to the
value at TPM).

and consequently the increase of R and the smaller effect of

magnetic field on c′ below TPM.

The application of the external field led to elastic

hardening of both materials in the whole temperature range

except for the paramagnetic state above TC (figure 3) where

no effect occurred. In contrast to the experiment, Bar’yakhtar

et al [51] have shown by a theoretical calculation that the

external magnetic field can also induce softening in c′. This

effect is expected for the external field aligned with the [110]

direction and at ultrasonic frequencies above 100 MHz where

the elastic waves start to couple with the spin waves. In the

RUS measurements with all frequencies analyzed being below

1 MHz, the external magnetic field only prevents the rotation

of the magnetization vector. And thus, the application of the

external field should always lead to elastic hardening of c′ due

to suppression of εm, regardless of the direction of the field.

4.2. Damping peaks in the vicinity of the premartensitic
transition temperature

To discuss the damping Q−1(T) in zero magnetic field,

three mechanisms contributing to the attenuation in the

material can be considered: (i) multiple-scattering effects

due to heterogeneity caused by the magnetic microstructure,

i.e. scattering on magnetic domain walls; (ii) dissipation

due to inelastic strains εm; (iii) criticality close to the

premartensitic transition. The quenched material exhibits a

sudden increase of 1Q−1
0 at the TC temperature followed

by a nearly linear increase. Since there is no discontinuous

jump in c′ at TC, the effect of inelastic strains εm goes

to zero close to the Curie point. This is a consequence of

vanishing magnetoelastic coupling close to the Curie point.

Hence, the observed jump 1Q−1
0 is related to a different

damping mechanism than the subsequent increase of Q−1

upon further cooling. The jump of the damping at the Curie

point indicates the creation of the scattering centers due to

the formation of a high density of DWs pinned on APBs.
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Then, with the increasing magnetostriction [38], the inelastic

strain εm increases, which leads to a continuous increase of

the damping between TC and TPM.

In the vicinity of TPM, the magnetoelastic damping

superposes with the criticality damping common for both

materials. The splitting of the criticality peak into two distinct

peaks can be related to anomalous structural and magnetic

changes close to the premartensitic transition. The most

apparent change is in the behavior of magnetic susceptibility

in this temperature region, as shown in figure 6. The curves

for both materials exhibit a sharp dip at the transition

temperature. The magnitude of this dip is only 3% or less of

the absolute value but this small decrease represents relatively

strong changes of intrinsic susceptibility of the material (see

footnote 4). This indicates that there is a sharply localized

increase of magnetocrystalline anisotropy close to TPM. This

prevents the magnetization vectors from rotating from the

easy axis and results in a localized decrease of magnetoelastic

damping. Similar splitting of the damping peak close to

TPM can also be seen in the results of the cantilever

oscillation method (COM) by Zhao et al [33] (figure 3 in

this reference5). Ludwig et al [52] reported a split peak in

acoustic emission activity during premartensitic transition.

In the RUS measurements of polycrystalline Ni–Mn–Ga by

Peréz-Landazábal et al [43], however, only a single damping

peak at TPM was observed. This can be attributed to the

fact that the internal stresses and intergranular geometric

constraints result in slightly different TPM temperatures in

different grains (a high sensitivity of the TPM temperature was

reported by González-Comas et al [53]), which may lead to

blurring of the doubled peak.

Furthermore, the observed dip in the susceptibility

is not common. When a material transforms from one

phase into another with different magnetic properties, the

values of susceptibility within the transition region can be

expected to fall between the respective values for these two

phases, following the rule of mixtures. This is a normal

situation, e.g. a sharp and monotonous drop of susceptibility

is observed in the austenite–martensite transformation of

Ni–Mn–Ga without premartensite [18]. Here, however, the

transition (upon cooling) seems to be composed of two

consecutive processes: the first leading to a decrease of

susceptibility (stronger for the quenched material and weaker

for the slowly cooled one) and the second leading to its

partial recovery. This may indicate that the first process

is the premartensitic transition itself, during which the

magnetocrystalline anisotropy of a unit cell increases, but

without changing the DWs pinned on APBs. However, due

to higher anisotropy, the 0◦–90◦ DWs inside the antiphase

domains become narrowed and the difference between

the quenched and the slowly cooled material disappears.

5 Unlike what has been reported in [33], we did not observe any damping

peak close to the Curie point. One of the possible explanations is that the

relaxation damping associated with the magnetic transition is dependent

on frequency and/or amplitude; the used frequencies differ by two orders

(≤1 kHz for COM and ≥0.1 MHz for RUS) and the amplitudes by three

orders (10−3 for COM and 10−6 for RUS). On the other hand, it can be

concluded that the splitting of the damping peak is observable in a wide range

of frequencies and amplitudes.

Then, the second process, the reconfiguration of the DWs,

probably still interacting with the APBs, takes place due

to the formation of the magnetoelastic tweed. In such an

interpretation, each of the two peaks observed on the Q−1

curve can be ascribed to one of these processes. This is

in agreement with the fact that the maxima of the peaks

approximately correspond to the maximal slopes of the

susceptibility curves. In addition, while for the slowly cooled

material these two peaks are of similar heights, for the

quenched material the peak above TPM is significantly higher.

This again well corresponds to the susceptibility curves.

The dip in the vicinity of TPM is much more asymmetric

for the quenched material with a stronger decrease above

TPM. Lastly, the assumption that the two damping peaks

surrounding the TPM temperature correspond to two different

processes is also in agreement with the c′(T) curves obtained

in the saturation magnetic field (and also the one obtained

for the slowly cooled material in zero field). The damping

peak above TPM corresponds well by its position and width

to the [TPM; T0] interval, where the dc′(T)/dT slope steeply

increases. In contrast, for the damping peak below TPM

no such well-defined temperature interval is apparent on

the c′(T) curve increasing monotonously towards MS. This

may indicate that the damping process above TPM is related

to phonon softening and changes of the unit cell, while

the process below TPM may reflect only some additional

reconfiguration of the magnetic microstructure.

What remains open is the question of why the damping

in premartensite, i.e. below TPM, differs for the slowly cooled

and the quenched material in contrast with the nearly identical

behaviors of the c′ coefficient. The most plausible explanation

is that the APBs still affect the resulting microstructure of

premartensite, e.g. by increasing the number of magnetic

domain walls, which increases the scattering of the ultrasonic

waves. With increasing stiffening of the c′ coefficient, this

mechanism becomes less efficient and the damping decreases.

On the other hand, if, as discussed above, the second peak

is due to the formation of the magnetoelastic tweed within

the net of APBs, it is also possible that this formation is not

fully completed in the vicinity of TPM, but partially continues

upon further cooling. Then, for the quenched material with

high density of APBs, the corresponding damping peak could

be spread in the whole temperature interval between TPM and

MS.

5. Conclusion

We showed that high concentration of APBs has a significant

impact on macroscopic shear elasticity in Ni–Mn–Ga

austenite. When comparing the c′(T) dependence for the

quenched material and for the slowly cooled material with the

same stoichiometry but lower density of APBs, the difference

becomes clear: whereas both materials behave identically in

saturated external magnetic field, the magnetoelastic softening

in the demagnetized state is much more pronounced for the

quenched material. The difference is the consequence of fine

magnetic microstructure induced in the quenched material by

the formation and pinning of domain walls on APBs.
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The main conclusion is that the macroscopically

obtained elastic constants of Ni–Mn–Ga austenite and

possibly also other ordered (Heusler) alloys with strong

magnetoelastic coupling cannot be directly linked to ab

initio predictions without considering thermal treatment,

since the magnetoelastic softening depends on the resulting

microstructure. The magnetoelastic softening is apparently

enhanced by high density of APBs. In contrast, the possible

presence of the internal stresses due to quenching would

results in an increase of magnetocrystalline anisotropy

and thus in a decrease of magnetoelastic softening. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that only for the

slowly cooled material the experimentally determined dc′/dT

slope is in good agreement with the recent first-principles

calculations [47, 48].

Surprisingly, this relatively strong contribution of the

magnetic microstructure to the c′-softening of the quenched

material fully disappears below the premartensitic transition

temperature. In contrast, the damping behavior still exhibits

strong differences below TPM. To discuss the origin of this

difference in more detail it would be necessary to analyze

the relations between the magnetoelastic tweed microstructure

of premartensite and the microstructure of APBs, which falls

beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, from changes

of c′ in magnetic field it is clear that in premartensite the

magnetic microstructure also has some non-negligible impact

on the macroscopic (effective) behavior of Ni–Mn–Ga single

crystal.
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4.3 Publikace Elasticita a magnetické vlastnosti premartenzitického

tweedu v Ni-Mn-Ga.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Kopecký, V., Landa, M., Heczko, O. Elasticity and mag-

netism of Ni2MnGa premartensitic tweed (2014) Physica Status Solidi

(B) Basic Research, 251, pp. 2097-2103.

Stručná anotace: Publikace se zaměřuje na elasticitu a magnetické vlastnosti pre-

martenzitické fáze slitiny Ni-Mn-Ga s tweedovou mikrostrukturou

a pomocı́ dvojdimenzionálnı́ho mikrostrukturnı́ho modelu ukazuje,

že experimentálně pozorované měknutı́ elastické konstanty c44 může

být způsobeno spojitou změnou tetragonality mřı́žky a následnými

změnami v geometrii tweedu. Zároveň je ukázáno, že tyto změny

nemohou indukovat experimentálně pozorovaný nárůst elastického ko-

eficientu c′, což prokazuje, že anomálnı́ fononová větev TA2 se v pre-

martenzitické fázi stabilizuje a jejı́ měknutı́ tedy nemůže být prekur-

zorem transformace premartenzit → austenit.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Habilitant přispěl předevšı́m návrhem a numerickou implementacı́

dvojdimenzionálnı́ho modelu tweedové mikrostruktury a výpočtem

souvisejı́ch vývojů elastických konstant c44 a c′ s tetragonalizacı́ el-

ementárnı́ buňky.
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Magnetic, magneto-elastic and elastic measurements were used

to characterize the thermal evolution of the premartensite

phase of Ni2MnGa. The premartensitic transition is shown to

correspond to a sharp maximum of magnetostriction and a pro-

nounced minimum of the (110) 〈11̄0〉 shear stiffness (the c
′

elastic coefficient); no additional softening of the c
′ coefficient

prior to the martensitic transformation was observed. In con-

trast, a significant softening of the (100) 〈010〉 stiffness (the c44

elastic coefficient) was observed in the vicinity of the marten-

sitic transition, while this coefficient is fully unaffected by the

premartensitic transition. A simple two-dimensional model of

the tweed is presented to explain this mutual independence

between the c
′ and c44 shears and the effect of tweed formation

on both of them.

© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Heusler alloys based on the Ni–Mn–

Ga system are the main class of materials exhibiting the

magnetic shape memory effect. The essential condition for

this effect is a martensitic transformation from a cubic phase

(austenite) to a low symmetry phase (martensite). The tem-

perature of the martensitic transformation is very sensitive

to the ratio of constitutive elements; for ordered compounds

close to stoichiometry (Ni2MnGa), this transition is preceded

by a so-called premartensitic transition. The premartensitic

transition is weakly first-order and originates from softening

of the c
′ elastic coefficient [1, 2] corresponding to a minimum

on the slowest transversal phonon branch [3–5]. At the transi-

tion the material exhibits some kind of anomaly in the elastic

[2, 6], thermal [1], electric [7], and magnetic properties [8, 9].

Macroscopically the premartensite phase of Ni2MnGa

keeps an overall cubic symmetry [10, 11] of the parent

L21 phase; however, high resolution electron microscopy

showed that the premartensite contains a very fine mix-

ture of variously oriented spontaneous strain states on the

scale of nanometers [3]. This makes the character of Ni–

Mn–Ga premartensite superficially similar to the strain-glass

phases reported for the NiTi alloy [10, 12]. The strain glass

is assumed to be formed due to high structural disorder [13].

However, in Ni–Mn–Ga the tweed is formed only close

to stoichiometry, i.e., in the compound where the struc-

tural disorder is expected to be minimal. Moreover, unlike

what is commonly understood for the glassy states, the

spontaneous strains in premartensite are not fully randomly

oriented. Instead, they form fine, locally regular patterns

called tweeds. As all possible orientations of the spontaneous

strains are equivalently distributed over the tweed, the pre-

martensitic phase exhibits averaged cubic symmetry, which

is reflected both in the structural and mechanical proper-

ties. The observed cubic structure suggests that the tweed

domains are smaller than coherent length of the X-ray struc-

tural method. Despite of the overall cubic symmetry, high

resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction [11] shows that the

premartensite phase/tweed exhibits the modulation or shuf-

fling with approximate wave vector [1/3, 1/3, 0]. There is a

discussion whether this modulation is commensurate [11] or

incommensurate [14], but it does not change the overall pic-

ture that the premartensite can be considered as consisting

of fine (approximate) 6 M modulated phase with all possible

modulation directions randomly distributed, or, equivalently,

as adaptive phase with (21̄)2 shuffling period [15, 16].

Recent X-ray diffraction experiments [11] prove that

the tweed microstructure of premartensite can be at least

partially reoriented by mechanical loading. However, fur-

ther increase of the load results in transformation into 10 M

martensite. This may indicate that either the internal inter-

faces in the premartensitic tweed are relatively rigid (and,

thus, the martensitic transition is induced earlier than the
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reorientation is finished), or that the premartensite consists

of the same or similar basic building blocks as the marten-

site itself, as it is assumed in adaptive concept with (21̄)2

stacking.

Since the elasticity of the Ni–Mn–Ga austenite and pre-

martensite is strongly coupled with magnetism, the term

magneto-elastic tweed is often used to emphasize the fact

that the fine, tweed-like pattern can be observed not only in

the spontaneous strains, but also in the orientation of the mag-

netization vector [2, 17]. Due to this strong coupling it can

be expected that the formation of the tweed during the pre-

martensitic transition is reflected in the changes of magnetic

microstructure. However, the magnetic properties of austen-

ite and premartensite are quite similar and hard to distinguish.

On the other hand the detailed investigation of the evolu-

tion of elastic constants in magnetic field and temperature

in austenite and premartensite reveals that elastic coefficient

c′, instrumental for premartensite transformation, is strongly

dependent on magnetic field particularly in austenite phase

[6, 19–21]. The c′ scales with square of magnetization reveal-

ing strong magnetoelastic coupling. Large c′ softening in

austenite is due to vanishing magnetic anisotropy and rela-

tively large magnetostriction. Moreover, the field dependence

of c′ is also strongly affected by heat treatment, which was

explained by the high concentration of antiphase boundaries

[18].

The effect of magnetic field is weakened in the pre-

martensite [20]. Additionally we observed that the effect of

heat treatment in premartensite is nearly negligible [18]. In

agreement with consideration that c′ softening is prime facie

evidence for premartensitic transformation, this coefficient

exhibits a minimum at the premartensite transformation tem-

perature. In premartensite the coefficient steeply increases

with decreasing temperature [6, 18]. In the vicinity of the

martensitic transformation temperature it reaches the value

which is comparable to its value at one hundred degrees above

the premartensitic transformation. This opens the question if

there is any precursor phenomenon preceding the martensitic

transformation itself, since it is not the c′ which increases

toward it. To answer this question is the main aim of this

paper. We examine the magnetic and elastic properties of pre-

martensite and their evolution with temperature toward the

martensitic transition. As shown in this paper, the observed

behaviors cannot be directly explained without taking the fine

tweed-like microstructure of premartensite into account; on

this purpose, we build a simplified two-dimensional model

of the tweed enabling a deeper insight into micromechanics

of such microstructure.

2 Experimental The sample used for the experiments

was a 4.4×4.3×5.6 mm3 prismatic bar of nearly stoichio-

metric Ni2MnGa cut along the principal {100} planes of

the parent austenite phase. Possible misalignment and the

mosaicity of single crystal was checked by X-ray diffraction.

The temperature dependence of AC magnetic susceptibility

was used to determine the premartensitic transition temper-

ature TPM = (258 ± 2) K, the martensite start temperature

MS = (220 ± 2) K, and the Curie point TC = 383 K. Upon

cooling, the premartensite phase was stable between the

TPM and MS temperatures, i.e., in a temperature interval of

nearly 40 K. In attempt to understand the details of the struc-

tural and magnetic changes accompanying the premartensitic

transition we measured AC magnetic susceptibility, magne-

tization curves up to 5 T and magnetostriction. In addition,

we measured dilatation in zero field. Magnetic properties

in this interval were measured by vibrating sample magne-

tometer Cryogenic and the linear expansion with temperature

and striction in magnetic field up to 1 T by a custom-made

dilatometer in PPMS.

For evaluation of elastic properties, the premartensitic

microstructure formed from cubic austenite at TPM was

considered as macroscopically cubic, i.e., following the sym-

metry of the parent phase. This leaves only three independent

elastic constants: (i) the longitudinal elastic constant c11;

(ii) the hard shear modulus c44 related to basal (100) 〈010〉

shears; (iii) the soft modulus c′ = (c11 − c12)/2 related to

the diagonal (110) 〈11̄0〉 shears, where the shearing direc-

tions are meant with respect to the cubic lattice of austenite.

To obtain these elastic constants in reasonable precision

two different ultrasonic methods were used in the inves-

tigated temperature range. The c11 and c44 constants were

measured by a conventional pulse-echo method, i.e., from

times-of-flight of ultrasonic longitudinal and shear waves,

respectively, between the largest faces of the sample. As the

pulse-echo method is less suitable for the determination of

the c′ coefficient particularly for material with large elastic

anisotropy, this shear modulus was measured by resonant

ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS), see [6, 18, 19, 22] for more

details on these measurements. To determine the effect of the

magnetic field, the soft (i.e., in demagnetized state) and hard

c′ elastic modulus (i.e., in magnetic saturation [23]) were

measured at zero field and at field of 0.4 T, which is above

magnetic saturation of the sample [6].

3 Results
3.1 Magnetic measurements The result of dilata-

tion measurements in zero field is seen in Fig. 1(a); the

dilatation is linear with temperature and it exhibits a localized

dip at the premartensite transition. This anomaly suggests the

volume changes of about 0.1% upon transition. The dilatation

has visibly different slopes and linear expansion coefficient

changes from about 17×10−6 in austenite to 13×10−6 in

premartensite.

Similarly the magnetic susceptibility exhibits the min-

imum at TPM and then close to MS it increases to value

even higher than at room temperature. This was also con-

firmed by measurement of magnetization loops which shows

only tiny change upon the transformation. Far from TPM the

curves in premartensite and austenite are undistinguishable

within the measurement error. In contrast with Barandian et

al. [8] we did not observe significant differences between the

magnetization curves. Previously observed changes might be

ascribed to vicinity of martensitic transformation and possi-

ble structure reorientation. As shown and discussed by Seiner
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Figure 1 (a) Dilatation in austenite and premartensite measured

during cooling. (b) Saturation magnetostriction λ100 measured in

[100] direction along the field. The magnitude of magnetostriction

is determined from field dependence of striction measured from 220

to 340 K.

et al. [18] the susceptibility dip (which is similar to dilation

dip) can signify two different processes during transition, the

premartensite transformation itself (i.e., phonon instability)

and the formation of tetragonal unit cells in a nanotwinned

(21̄)2 structure followed by the formation of the tweed. More-

over, the susceptibility peak does not depend on magnetic

field frequency. This can be taken as a further indication that

the formed phase is not a strain glass. In such a case, there

should be local random fluctuations of strain which should,

due to relatively strong magneto-elastic coupling, result in

local fluctuation of magnetization directions and thus in the

formation of spin glass-like state. In this state a dependence

on frequency is expected.

Figure 1(b) shows the [100] magnetostriction λ100 along

the field direction. The magnetostriction is negative, i.e., the

sample shrinks in the direction of the field. The magnitude

of magnetostriction increases linearly with decreasing tem-

perature and exhibits sharp, more than threefold increase at

the premartensitic transformation temperature compared to

room temperature. Below premartensite transition temper-

ature, however, the magnitude of magnetostriction sharply

recovers. This behavior is similar to AC-susceptibility, and

rightly so as the drop of magnetic susceptibility is caused

by increased magnetic anisotropy. This increase can be

ascribed to increasing magnetostriction, which induces mag-

Figure 2 Magneto-elastic coupling constant B1 obtained from

measured magnetostriction and shear elastic constant c
′ measured

at zero magnetic field.

netic anisotropy proportional to it. The minimum might

be also related to the above mentioned anomalous volume

change upon transition.

A possible explanation of this peak is that at the TPM

temperature the tweed is not fully formed, and thus some

areas can be somehow reoriented by the external field assisted

by the compressive stress from the dilatometer. So at least

partly the large increase of magnetostriction can be explained

by reorientation. Upon further cooling, however, the inter-

faces forming the tweed become inter-locked and thus more

rigid, such reorientation becomes impossible and the appar-

ent magnetostriction decreases again.

With knowledge of the λ100 magnetostriction and the

temperature dependence of the c
′ coefficient (see Section

3.2) we can determine fundamental magneto-elastic coupling

constant B1 as

B1 = −3λ100c
′

. (1)

The result is shown in Fig. 2. The coupling coefficient B1 is

about constant before premartensite transition and decreases

with increasing temperature close to Curie temperature. It

exhibits sharp maximum at premartensitic transformation

and then decreases again and approximately levels off at

higher value than in austenite.

However, if we assume that the measured magnetic

striction at transformation is due to rearrangement as dis-

cussed above, the observed peak in B1 may just reflect the

structural reorientation instead of intrinsic changes in magne-

toelastic coupling. No measurable changes in other magnetic

properties suggest that the B1 constant should change with

temperature smoothly without any sharp changes. Using this

assumption we can in reverse estimate what part of measured

striction is due to reorientation. The calculated value of mag-

netostriction from Eq. (1) is about 200 ppm and thus about

150 ppm is due to reorientation. As the reorientation depends

on tweed structure (which is basically a random process, sim-

ilar to the observed reorientation during martensitic transition
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Figure 3 Evolution of elastic constants c44 and c′ with temperature

in the premartensitic interval. The open symbols correspond to zero

external magnetic field, the filled symbols to saturation field.

[24]) the size of reorientation can differ in every transition

cycle and for different samples and thus the peak value of

magnetostriction can strongly differ from case to case.

3.2 Ultrasonic measurements The evolution of all

three elastic coefficients was obtained between the room and

MS temperatures, i.e., covering the precursor softening of

the austenite lattice prior to the premartensitic transition, the

transition itself and the evolution of the elastic constants of

premartensite toward the martensitic transition. The results

are shown in Fig. 3. Let us discuss at first the behaviors of

the elastic coefficients in zero magnetic field. It is clearly

seen that the most pronounced effect of the premartensitic

transition is on the c′ coefficient, for which the dc/dT slope

abruptly changes in sign at the TPM temperature and the coef-

ficient itself exhibits stiffening from 2.5 to 6.5 GPa (160%

increase) until the MS temperature. For the c44 coefficient,

the changes are less significant but still clearly detectable.

Between room temperature and TPM, this coefficient exhibits

a weak, increasing, approximately linear trend; close to TPM,

the values of c44 start deviating from this trend, decreasing

toward the martensitic transition. The decrease is the steep-

est close to the MS temperature, where c44 = 95 GPa (a 10%

decrease compared to c44 = 105 GPa at TPM). Small decrease

can be also observed for the c11 coefficient (not shown), which

softens by approximately 2 GPa (1.5 %) close to the MS tem-

perature. However, this change is somehow comparable to

the possible effect of the mosaicity of the examined crystal

(±0.5◦) and of the misorientation due to imprecise cutting

of the sample (� 2.5◦). This imperfections results in some

sensitivity of the longitudinal waves to c44 and c′ in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the chosen face of the sample. Thus the

measured changes of the c11 coefficient are most probably

just an experimental error.

In the saturation field (0.4 T), again the c′ coefficient is

strongly affected by the premartensitic transition. The sudden

decrease above the TPM temperature is the result of vanishing

�E-effect [18]; in the premartensitic phase, however, the

value of c′ appears to be just constantly shifted compared to

the zero field data. There is again no direct measurable effect

of the premartensitic transition on the c44 coefficient, except

of that this temperature approximately corresponds the start

of a smooth change of the dc44/dT slope. Similarly to the zero

field case, this coefficient softens close to theMS temperature,

but this softening is weaker than in the demagnetized state.

4 Discussion The experimentally observed evolution

of the elastic constants of the premartensitic tweed can be

explained as a combination of two effects:

1. changes of elasticity due to formation of the tweed and

due to evolution of the tweed geometry,

2. changes of elasticity of the individual constituents of the

tweed, i.e., of the unit cell of premartensite.

In order to discuss these two effects separately, we construct

a simple geometric model of the tweed; this model gives

us semi-quantitative predictions for the macroscopic elastic-

ity of the tweed like-pattern, which can be then subtracted

from the experimental data to reveal the real softening of the

premartensite unit cell.

4.1 A two-dimensional tweed model For the

model, we consider a two-dimensional, simplified geometry

of the tweed. Moreover, we assume that the premarten-

site phase exhibits perfectly commensurate three-layered 6

M modulations, and can be thus well approximated by a

(21̄)2 stacking sequence of nano-twins of tetragonal building

blocks (NM martensite), following the concept of adaptive

martensite [15, 16]. The tetragonal building blocks result

from a cubic-to-tetragonal transition of the unit cells of

austenite, as sketched schematically in two dimensions in

Fig. 4(a). In the stacking sequence, the NM building blocks

compose into an effective monoclinic 6 M supercell (Fig.

4(b)), which is then understood as a unit cell of the modu-

lated premartensitic phase. According to [15], the c/a ratio

of the building blocks is equal to approximately 1.015 close

to the TPM temperature; nevertheless, upon further cooling

these building blocks reorganize into 10 M stacking with

c/a = 1.16 and further into 14 M stacking with c/a = 1.22,

which indicates that the c/a ratio in premartensite may

increase toward MS. The tetragonal building blocks form

nano-twins along the {110} planes; as seen in Fig. 4(b), the

compatibility conditions induce slight rotations of the NM

martensite symmetrically about the twinning planes. The

rotation angle is given by the c/a ratio as

ϑ = arctan
c

a
−

π

4
. (2)
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Figure 4 Construction of a two-dimensional model of the pre-

martensitic tweed: (a) transition from austenite to an individual

building block of NM martensite; (b) composition of NM building

blocks into 6 M modulated structure; (c and d) two possible twinning

systems of 6 M martensite enabling a construction of effectively

cubic regular tweed.

Due to the extremely strong elastic anisotropy, such small

misorientation can induce measurable changes in macro-

scopic elasticity of the tweed. As the tweed exhibits

macroscopically a perfectly cubic behavior, it is necessary

that all the possible misorientations with respect to the orig-

inal cubic coordinate system of austenite must be involved

in the tweed with the same volume fraction; similarly the

c- and a-orientations and the directions of modulation must

be equivalently included in the tweed microstructure. This

means that besides the nano-twinning planes between the

individual NM building block, the tweed must include also

some additional twinning of the 6 M phase. In our two-

dimensional setting, these twinning planes can be those

sketched in Fig. 4(c) and (d), which are the compound twins

and the modulation twins [25], respectively. The compound

twinning plane runs along the {110} plane and separates

regions with the same modulation direction but different

stacking sequence (and, consequently, different orientation

of the a- and b-dimensions of the 6 M unit cell); the modula-

tion twinning plane runs along the {100} plane and separates

regions with different modulation direction but the same ori-

entation of the a- and b-dimension of the unit cell. As seen

from the sketch, these two types of 6 M twins may differ

significantly in energy. While the compound twin is equiva-

lent to just a change of the stacking sequence (i.e., a phase

shift in modulation), and its energy can be assumed as the

same as of the nano-twins, the energy of the modulation twin

includes also the energy of elastic strains required at the inter-

face to enable local compatibility. These strains increase with

increasing c/a ratio, and thus the tweed tends to reduce the

number of this type of interfaces when this ratio increases.

Nevertheless, it is clear from the Fig. 4(c) and (d) that

these two twinning types do not induce any additional rota-

tions to the lattice. In other words, all rotations of the NM unit

cell with respect to the effective cubic coordinate system are

those following from the compatibility at the nano-twinning

planes, regardless of what microstructure is formed by the

compound and modulation twins. For this reason, if we take

any fixed, artificially chosen micromorphology of the tweed

such that all a- and b-orientations and modulation direction

are involved with the same volume fraction, the effective elas-

ticity calculated for this microstructure can be understood as

a good approximation of any real general morphology of the

tweed.

In this sense, we took a tweed as a regular herring-bone

pattern [26] with equivalently altering orientations of the

modulation and with periodic compound twinning. Let us

point out that such a two-dimensional herring-bone pattern

is essentially very similar to the chessboard microstruc-

ture resulting from pseudospinodal decomposition, which is

another possible formation mechanism of the tweed [27],

alternative to the adaptive nano-twinning. In the chessboard

microstructure, the compatibility conditions again require

mutual rotations of the individual constituents of the pat-

tern by the same angle ϑ, so the material is finally composed

of the same mixture of NM unit cells with slight c- and a-

misorientations. In other words, although the proposed model

of the tweed was constructed by sequence of lamination

in the adaptive concept, its predictions are at least qualita-

tively valid also for the concept based on the pseudospinodal

decomposition.

The elasticity of this microstructure was calculated by a

homogenizing procedure for martensitic laminates described

in [28]. This procedure is more precise than the Voigt or Reuss

homogenization procedures, since it fully reflects the geo-

metric arrangement of the interfaces and the mutual rotations

of the material due to the compatibility conditions. For the

calculation, the elasticity of the NM martensite was assumed

as cubic, with c11 =142 and c44 = 105 GPa taken as fixed

and for three different values of c′ (denoted c′
NM) within the

ranges of the experimental results. In particular, the values

c′
NM of 2, 4, and 6 GPa were chosen, as this set covers well the

observed evolution of the c′ coefficient of the premartensite

phase from the TPM temperature toward MS as seen in Fig. 3.

Moreover, such values are also in a good agreement with the

values of the softest shear coefficient of the pure NM marten-

site phase reported by Dai et al. [29]. The results are seen in

Fig. 5, where the evolution of the c11, c44, and c′ coefficients

of the tweed with the c/a ratio of the NM building blocks is

shown. It is clearly seen that the formation of the tweed has

the most pronounced effect on the c44 coefficient. This coef-

ficient softens significantly even for very small c/a ratios,

especially if c′ is very low, i.e., if the anisotropy factor of

the material is high. Thus, the drop-down by nearly 10 GPa

of c44 can be fully described by the geometric effect of the

tweed and does not probably result from any softening of the

TA1(fast shear) phonon branch.

On the other hand, close to the TPM temperature where the

tetragonal distortion of the NM unit cells is small (c/a → 1,

[15]), the effect of the tweed formation on the c44 coefficient is
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Figure 5 The effect of the tweed geometry (c/a ratio of the indi-

vidual NM building blocks) on the macroscopic elastic constants of

the tweed. For the c11 coefficient the curves for c′
= 2 GPa, c′

= 4

GPa, and c′
= 6 GPa fully coincide.

negligible and also the derivative dc44/d(c/a) limits to zero.

For this reason, no observable softening of this coefficient

appears directly at TPM, but c44 gradually decreases toward

MS where also an increase of the c/a ratio can be expected,

as mentioned above.

The model also predicts well the difference between c44

evolution with and without external magnetic field. In the sat-

uration, the c′ coefficient of the tweed is higher (see Fig. 3),

which indicates that c′

NM is increased by magneto-elastic cou-

pling. As a result, the softening of the c44 coefficient with the

same evolution of the c/a ratio is weaker in the saturation

field.

4.2 Structural softening of the premartensitic
unit cell In the above paragraph it was shown that the steep

increase of the c′ coefficient below TPM cannot be explained

by the geometric effect of the tweed. Instead, this increase

must necessarily be a result of stiffening of c′

NM. It is well

known that the E modulus of NM martensite phase sharply

increases with decreasing temperature from the transforma-

tion [30], which indicates a similarly strong increase of c′

of nonmodulated martensite, since E is proportional to c′ for

strongly anisotropic materials. A significant stiffening below

the martensitic transition temperature was also observed for

all shear coefficients of the NM phase [29]. In the above dis-

cussed premartensitic tweed, such stiffening at the level of

the individual NM building blocks appears simultaneously

with the observed c44 softening which, however, occurs only

at the homogenized level and due to the tweed geometry.

The martensitic transformation from premartensite to modu-

lated martensite then occurs due to lattice instability caused

by high elastic anisotropy and increasing c/a ratio of basic

building blocks of the premartensitic phase. The transition to

premartensite occurs only for materials close to stoichiom-

etry and at a relatively constant temperature about 250 K,

resulting from a freezing of soft phonons [31] With increasing

deviation from stoichiometry the martensitic transformation

temperature increases and overcomes the premartensitic tem-

perature. Moreover the c/a ratio of transforming martensite

phase becomes gradually large, and thus no premartensite

i.e., 6 M modulation can occur, as this phase requires partic-

ular c/a ratios.

As it is apparent from Fig. 3, the coefficient c′ of the pre-

martensite is still quite affected by magnetic field. In contrast

it was shown that the effect of magnetic field on the elastic

response of Ni–Mn–Ga martensite is negligible [20]. As the

tweed is assumed to consist of martensitic NM unit cells, the

observed field dependence in premartensite is the property

of the tweed due to magneto-elastic interaction.

In line with the proposition by Wang et al. [13] that the

austenite can be considered as strain-disordered paraelastic

state and martensite as long range ordered ferroelastic state

we suggest another alternative view on the tweed. Ren et al.

[31] consider the tweed as equivalent of unfrozen state of

strain glass. However, the tweed exhibits long range order-

ing albeit on nanoscale and only these nanosized tweed block

are randomly distributed. In the analogy with the superpara-

magnetism [32], in which the magnetic moment is ordered

but only in small volumes while these blocks are randomly

oriented, the tweed can be considered as superparaelastic

state. The sequence in stoichiometric Ni2MnGa can then be

described by going from paraelastic to superparaelastic and

finally to ferroelastic i.e., martensite state.

5 Conclusion Our measurements show that the mag-

netic states of the austenite and premartensite are very

similar. This is connected with averaged cubic structure of

the premartensite. On the other hand the elastic properties

of austenite and premartensite are quite different and even

evolve in opposite direction with temperature. To explain this

anomalous behavior we suggested a model based on adaptive

concept of premartensite explaining the softening of c44 and

apparent c′ stiffening prior to the martensitic transformation.

The discussed case of premartensite is, however, an excep-

tion limited to Ni2MnGa materials close to stoichiometry.

In materials with temperature of martensitic transformation

above the room temperature i.e., in material with few atomic

% deviation from stoichiometry, we observed the usual soft-

ening of c′ till the MS temperature [33]. In other words, the

observed evolution of the elastic constants c44 and c′ in the

premartensitic phase is specific for this phase and it is not a

necessary prerequisite for the martensitic transition itself.
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4.4 Publikace Mikrostruktura, martenzitická transformace

a anomálie v c′−měknutı́ ve feromagnetické slitině s tvarovou

pamětı́ Co-Ni-Al.

Bibliografická citace: Seiner, H., Kopeček, J., Sedlák, P., Bodnárová, L., Landa, M., Sedmák,

P., Heczko, O. Microstructure, martensitic transformation and anoma-

lies in c′-softening in Co-Ni-Al ferromagnetic shape memory alloys

(2013) Acta Materialia, 61 (15), pp. 5869-5876.

Stručná anotace: Publikace se zabývá prekurzorovými efekty ve vysokoteplotnı́ fázi

slitiny Co-Ni-Al a jejich souvislostı́ s mikrostrukturou částic ne-

transformujı́cı́ch γ−fázı́. Porovnánı́m mechanických vlastnostı́,

mikrostruktury a strukturnı́ho měknutı́ elastického koeficientu c′

monokrystalů s různým tepelným zpracovánı́m je ukázána přı́má sou-

vislost mezi nukleacı́ martenzitu a mikrostrukturou γ−částic. Zároveň

je ukázáno, že ve slitině nedocházı́ ke vzniku žádné intermediálnı́

(premartenzitické) fáze, protože anomálie v měknutı́ koeficientu c′ je

způsobena magnetoelastickou interakcı́.

Přı́spěvek habilitanta: Přı́spěvek habilitanta spočı́val ve vyhodnocenı́ měřenı́ rezonančnı́ ul-

trazvukové spektroskopie a předevšı́m v jejich interpretaci ve vz-

tahu k magnetoelastickému měknutı́, prekurzorovým efektům a nuk-

leaci martenzitické fáze. Habilitant rovněž provedl a analyzoval

mesoskopická optická pozorovánı́ nukleace martenzitu na hranách

vzorku a na částicı́ch γ−fáze.
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Abstract

The morphology, microstructure and elastic softening in single crystals of Co–Ni–Al ferromagnetic shape memory alloy were studied

to clarify the conditions for martenstic transformation in this alloy. We used two-phase (b matrix + c particles) samples with different

heat treatments, as-cast and annealed at temperatures from 1523 to 1623 K, and a sample of pure b (B2) phase. A complete set of elastic

coefficients at room temperature and the temperature dependence of the softest shear coefficient (c0) of the Co38Ni33Al29 austenite was

measured by a combination of pulse echo and resonant ultrasound spectroscopy in the range 208–398 K. All examined materials exhibit

anomalous c0-softening for the whole temperature range except the interval 258– 328 K, in which a change in the slope appears. However,

only annealed samples transformed to martensite. The change in the slope is ascribed to (i) magnetoelastic softening with the absence of a

sharp Curie point; (ii) structural stiffening that prevents the martensitic transition in both the as-cast and single-phase alloys. No signa-

ture of the premartensite phenomenon was found.

� 2013 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys; Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy; Premartensitic phenomena

1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) have

been intensively studied since the discovery of the magnet-

ically induced reorientation (MIR) effect by Ullakko et al.

[1,2]. The ability of these alloys to deform reversibly under

the action of the external magnetic field with strain ampli-

tudes up to 10% [3,4] makes them highly interesting from

the perspective of possible smart applications, including

magnetically driven actuators, micromanipulators, pumps,

etc. [5,6]. These materials are important not only from a

practical point of view but also from the theoretical per-

spective as the coupling between two ferroic orderings (fer-

roelasticity and ferromagnetism) in FSMAs opens new

challenges for mathematical modeling at different spatial

scales [7–10]. As well as the Ni–Mn–Ga [1,3,11] and Fe–

Pd [12,13] systems, which exhibit MIR, attention should

be paid to the other ferromagnetic Heusler alloys undergo-

ing martensitic transformation [14] as this transformation

is a basic precondition for MIR.

One important class of FSMAs is Co–Ni–Al, since the

thermomechanical properties of this material can be sensi-

tively tuned by heat treatment [15–17] and moreover the

alloying elements for this system are cheap. These alloys

undergo martensitic transformation from the cubic (B2)

to tetragonal (L10) structure [18,19], which is similar to

the high-temperature non-modulated martensite in Ni–

Mn–Ga [20]. In the tetragonal structure there are only

three different variants of martensite, which limits the type

of possible martensite microstructure in comparison

with the rich structures of modulated martensites in
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Ni–Mn–Ga [21,22]. However, contrary to previous belief,
the tetragonal structure does not preclude MIR as recently
shown by Sozinov [23]. Despite the simple martensite
microstructure in Co–Ni–Al alloys the processes
accompanying both the forward and reverse martensitic
transformation can be rather complex due to the presence
of fine c-phase (A1) precipitates in transforming B2 matrix
(e.g. [18]).

Murakami et al. [17] observed that the martensitic trans-
formation in Co–Ni–Al alloy was preceded by a tweed-like
modulation of austenite lattice. This precursor phenome-
non, called the premartensitic transition, is a well-known
phenomenon in Ni–Mn–Ga alloys [24]. In Ni–Mn–Ga the
premartensitic modulation is magnetoelastic in origin [25]
and its formation results in pronounced, anomalous
changes of elastic constants of the austenite phase [26,27].
On the other hand, Brown et al. [28] used neutron powder
diffraction to follow the structure evolution of Co38Ni33Al29
during the transformation. They concluded that the pres-
ence of premartensitic phase should be indicated by a weak
additional diffraction peak appearing in the vicinity of the
transition temperature, but in contrast to Murakami et al.
they found that the martensitic transition in this material
proceeded without any significant intermediate step.

Since the transition in Co–Ni–Al belongs to the cubic-
to-tetragonal class, the changes of elasticity preceding the
transition are related to the transverse accoustic TA2 pho-
non branch, i.e. to shearing along the {110} planes with
h1�10i polarization [33]. The resistance of the lattice to such
shearing is described by the coefficient c0, defined as
1
2
ðc11 � c12Þ using three independent elastic constants of
the cubic material (c11, c12 and c44). Similarly to other
shape memory alloys, this shear elastic coefficient is signif-
icantly lower than the coefficient c44 representing shears
along the principal {100} planes. The anisotropy factor
A = c44/c

0 is usually larger than 10. The coefficient c0 soft-
ens further with decreasing temperature towards the trans-
formation. For this reason, we refer to so-called anomalous
c0-softening. As discussed in Ref. [27,29], the most appro-
priate method for accurate determination of the c0 coeffi-
cient of such highly anisotropic cubic materials is
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) [30,31]. RUS is
an experimental technique based on measurements of reso-
nant frequencies of free elastic vibrations of a small sample.
The lowest resonant frequencies correspond to the shearing
vibration related to the softest shear coefficient and thus
detecting a limited number of the first few resonances is
sufficient for accurate determination of c0. Moreover, when
RUS is applied to a fully non-contact regime using lasers
for both generation and detection of the vibration modes,
it enables very sensitive tracing of the c0 coefficient with
temperature. As shown in this paper, even very weak
changes in the dc0/dT slope or other anomalies can be
detected. On the other hand, the experimental requirements
of RUS, in particular the need for the sample to have a per-
fect parallelepiped shape, limits to some extent the applica-
bility of this method to material in the early stages of

martensitic transition, as also shown in the experimental
part of this paper.

The main aim of this paper is to probe elastic softening
and expected premartensitic phenomena by measurements
of the (magneto) elastic properties of Co–Ni–Al single crys-
tals in the vicinity of the martensite starting temperature
Ms and to relate these to the microstructure and structural
changes during transformation. A comparison with the
prototypical magnetic shape memory compound Ni–Mn–
Ga is discussed. The results of contactless RUS measure-
ment indicate that additional anomalous softening is very
weak and there is no sign of premartenstic phenomena.
The observed small anomalies can be ascribed to the
presence of martensite nuclei stress-induced in the vicinity
of c-phase precipitates.

2. Materials and methods

Five different samples were used in the experiments,
referred to as “single-phase”, “as-cast” and “annealed at
X temperature”, where X = 1523, 1548 and 1573 K. The
samples were cut from single-crystal ingots grown by the
Bridgman method in argon atmosphere using two different
growth rates, 17 and 104 mm h�1. The nominal composi-
tion of the initial alloy was Co38Ni33Al29. All samples were
cuboids with approximate dimensions 3.2 mm �
2.8 mm � 2.3 mm and the orientation of sides was
(01�1) � (100) � (011).

The microstructure of the single-crystalline ingot grown
at 17 mm h�1 splits into two different regions: two phases
(b + c) exterior and one phase (b) interior [34]. No signifi-
cant redistribution of elements was observed. The “one
phase” sample was cut from the interior of this crystal
[35]. The crystal was in the as-cast state. Other samples
were cut from the single-crystal ingot grown at
104 mm h�1. This crystal has a two-phase microstructure
with interdendritic c particles distributed homogeneously
within the b (B2) matrix [34]. The composition of matrix
is approx. Co38Ni32Al30 and the composition of particles
is about Co53Ni30Al17 [35]. The composition of particles
and matrix remains the same for the higher growth rates
and the redistribution of elements occurs only through
the number of particles in the matrix. The sample marked
“as-cast” is in state immediately after Bridgman growth
without any heat treatment. To evaluate the effect of heat
treatment, three samples were annealed at temperatures
from 1523 to 1573 K for 1 h and quenched into cold
water. The phase identification and orientation were
determined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBDS)
and their compositions were checked by energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS).

As the Co–Ni–Al alloys are ferromagnetic, the martens-
ite transformation temperatures can be detected by mag-
netic measurement. The martensite temperatures and
ferromagnetic Curie point were determined by measuring
the temperature dependence of DC magnetization at 100
Oe for each material in the temperature range 10–360 K
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using a vibration sample magnetometer. Additionally, the
AC magnetic initial susceptibility was used to confirm the
transformation temperatures. In both cases PPMS instru-
ments from Quantum Design were used. Stress-induced
martensite transformation in the samples was probed by
compression tests up to 350 MPa. The curves were cor-
rected for the deformation of the grips.

The contactless or non-contact resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy (n-RUS) method was applied to determine
the temperature evolution of the softest shear coefficient
from above the Curie point (398 K) towards the vicinity
of the MS temperature. Prior to these temperature-resolved
measurements, a complete determination of the elastic
coefficients (constants) at room temperature was done for
each sample by using a combination of pulse-echo and
RUS measurements as follows: (i) velocities of (quasi-) lon-
gitudinal ultrasonic waves in the directions perpendicular
to the faces of the sample were determined by the pulse-
echo method; (ii) a detailed RUS spectrum was determined
with the modal shapes of individual eigenmodes recorded
by laser-Doppler interferometry. For this contactless
RUS was employed in which the vibrations of the sample
are both generated and detected by lasers (for instrumenta-
tion and other details see Ref. [32,37]). The modal shapes
were used for the identification of the individual resonant
peaks in the vibration spectrum [38]. Consequently the
results of both methods, i.e. the velocities v

exp :

1;...;3 and reso-
nant frequencies f

exp :

1;...;n (the superscript exp. in both cases
denotes the experimental values), were simultaneously
inverted by minimizing the objective function [39]

F ðc11; c44; c
0Þ ¼

X

n

p¼1

f exp :

p � f calc:
p ðc11; c44; c

0Þ
� �2

þ w2
X

3

q¼1

vexp :

q � vcalc:q ðc11; c44; c
0Þ

� �2

; ð1Þ

where w is a weighting factor taken in this case as w = V�1/3

with V being the volume of the sample. The calculated val-

ues of the resonant frequencies f calc:
p

� �

and of the velocities

vcalc:q

� �

were obtained by the Ritz–Rayleigh method and

from Christoffel’s equation, respectively. For all examined
samples the value of n was between 10 and 20, which is
sufficient for the determination of c0. Such joint inversion

resulted in a complete set of elastic constants for each sam-
ple, as given in Table 1.1

The temperature evolution of the RUS spectra was mea-
sured upon cooling from 400 K downwards. For each tem-
perature, the c0 coefficient was determined by minimizing
the error function (1) with fixed values of c11 and c44. At
each temperature it was checked that such minimum corre-
sponded to a good fit between the f exp :

p and f calc:
p velocities,

in particular that the maximal misfit was lower than 1%.
This approach was successfully applied for determination
of the c0(T) curve down to 208 K, which is the limit of
the temperature chamber and sufficiently close to the onset
of martensite transformation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Martensitic transformation and microstructure

Fig. 1 shows the DC magnetization as a function of tem-
perature for samples annealed at 1573 K and as-cast. The
drop in magnetization indicates the onset of martensitic
transformation due to higher magnetic anisotropy of the
martensite. While for the as-cast and the one-phase mate-
rial no apparent transition occurred until 10 K, all
annealed materials exhibited a reversible martensite transi-
tion with a martensite start temperature between 190 and
195 K which slightly increased with increasing annealing
temperature [40]. The hysteresis of bulk martensite trans-
formation was about 10 K for all alloys. Similar tempera-
tures were observed on powder samples investigated
in situ by neutron diffraction [41].

Magnetization measurements were also used to detect
the magnetic transition temperature, i.e. the Curie point.
In agreement with Murakami et al. [17] and Liu et al.

Fig. 1. Low field magnetization (measured at 100 Oe) as a function of

temperature for as-cast and annealed (1523 K) samples. The decrease in

the magnetization at low temperature indicates the onset of martensite

transformation. The gradual decrease at high temperature marks the

smeared ferromagnetic transition.

Table 1

The complete set of elastic coefficients for all samples at room temper-

ature, A stands for the anisotropy factor A = c44/c
0. The coefficients

obtained from pulse echo measurement c11, c44 are determined with error

± 2 GPa, while coefficient c0 from n-RUS is determined with error

±0.05 GPa. The error of elastic anisotropy is about ±0.5.

c11 [GPa] c44 [GPa] c0 [GPa] A [1]

As cast 175 114 7.32 18.9

Annealed at 1523 K 173 120 5.15 23.3

Annealed at 1548 K 172 122 5.00 24.4

Annealed at 1573 K 172 123 4.81 25.6

One phase 177 101 6.04 16.7

1 The significantly lower experimental error for the c0 coefficient follows

from the fact that this coefficient was mainly determined by RUS, while

the others came from the pulse-echo results. On the other hand, the

relative errors for all coefficients are approximately the same.
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[19], the low field magnetization of the annealed sample

exhibited no sharp drop close to Curie point as is usual

in Ni–Mn–Ga. The continuous decrease in the magnetiza-

tion over the temperature interval 300–350 K suggests that

the magnetic transition is smeared over broader interval in

contrast with Ni–Mn–Ga, in which the Curie point is shar-

ply defined [11]. This smearing can be caused by random

distribution of the ferromagnetic elements in the alloys

with B2 ordering (in contrast with L21 ordering in

Ni–Mn–Ga), which may cause fluctuation of the exchange

coupling. The residual magnetization even above 360 K

can be ascribed to the two-phase structure and higher Curie

point for the interdendritic c-phase with higher content of

Co. There is no significant drop of magnetization for the

as-cast sample, indicating that the magnetic transition in

this material is smeared over a broader region and the fer-

romagnetic ordering persists above 360 K.

Fig. 2 shows the microstructures of differently annealed

two-phase single-crystal samples. Optical microscopy

showed that the interdentritic c particles are largest in the

as-cast state (Fig. 2a) and increasing the annealing temper-

ature causes these particles to dissolve slowly while preserv-

ing their network [36]. This network of particles seems to

follow the cubic symmetry of the B2 matrix as demon-

strated in Fig. 4, which shows the whole sample. Addition-

ally, the detailed image in Fig. 2c reveals that in the vicinity

of the interdentritic c particles there are traces of martens-

ite in the form of the needles pinned on the particles. This

martensite is stress-induced mostly in the places of dis-

solved particles. There is no stress-induced martensite in

the as-cast sample. In the annealed samples the amount

of stress-induced martensite increases with increasing

annealing temperature. This increase, however, does not

affect significantly the transformation of the bulk matrix

as determined from magnetic measurements.

The stress–strain curves measured in compression for

two-phase as-cast and annealed samples are shown in

Fig. 3. The curves were measured in the [100] direction,

which is the softest direction for elastic deformation. The

as-cast sample does not transform to martensite up to

350 MPa and its deformation is approximately linear

throughout the whole range, whereas the annealed sample

transformed to martensite at about 250 MPa as indicated

by the plateau in the stress–strain curve. Similar behaviour

was observed for other annealed samples but not for the

single-phase sample, which behaved similarly to the as-cast

two-phase material. We can conclude that only the

annealed samples transform to martensite. A full analysis

of the stress-induced martensite transformation measured

Fig. 2. Microstructure of the Co–Ni–Al alloy in (a) as-cast state; (b) after

annealing at 1423 K and quenching; and (c) after annealing at 1523 K and

quenching.

Fig. 3. Stress–strain curves of as-cast and annealed (1523 K) samples.

Curves are measured in compression.
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in different directions will be published elsewhere. The

moduli determined from the initial slopes of the curves cor-

respond to the measurement of elastic constants by n-RUS

for both cases. However, the annealed sample exhibits

some stiffening during loading resulting in a gradual

increase in the modulus for larger deformation. This

stiffening is not reflected in RUS measurements which rely

on small deformations.

The temperature evolution of the microstructure

above martensitic transformation is shown in Fig. 4.

When cooling from room temperature, large mezoscopic

martensitic needles overgrow from the initial stress-

induced martensite nuclei in the vicinity of the c parti-

cles. The martensitic needles appear close to the edge

of the sample due to the relaxed constraint of surround-

ing material at the surface [42]. Optical microscopy

shows relatively large areas affected above 200 K, which

is higher than the measured transformation temperature.

However, the magnetization measurements, which

detect the bulk properties, are not significantly affected.

This proves that the observed martensite is mostly a

surface phenomenon.

3.2. Elastic constants at room temperature

The complete set of elastic constants obtained by joint

inversion (Eq. (1)) is given in Table 1 for each sample.

While the c11 coefficient is approximately the same for all

samples, the shear coefficients c44 and c0 depend on the heat

treatment and the microstructure. The shearing along the

principal planes, i.e. c44 coefficient, seems to be closely

related to the microstructure and presence of the c-phase

particles: the absence of these particles leads to significant

softening of this shear, i.e. in the one-phase sample, and

two-phase samples exhibit higher coefficients. The finer dis-

persion of the particles by annealing and quenching leads

to further stiffening of c44, which very slightly increases

Fig. 4. Evolution of microstructure with cooling of the sample annealed at 1573 K: (a) at 258 K with the zoomed area showing the newly nucleated

martensitic needles at the edges and the corners of the sample; (b) at 238 K; (c) at 208 K. The black islands are areas with a high concentration of c-phase

particles highlighted by chemical polishing of the surface. It can be seen that the spatial arrangement of these particles follows the cubic symmetry of the

B2 matrix.

Fig. 5. Softening of the c0 coefficient measured by RUS for all samples as

marked in figure.
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with increasing annealing temperature. The observed
stiffening might also be related to the increased presence
of martensitic needles.

On the other hand more pronounced changes can be
observed for the c0 coefficient. Although the absence of
the c-phase leads again to some softening of the corre-
sponding shearing compared to the as-cast two-phase
(b + c) sample, the annealing further reduces the c0 coeffi-
cient and this decrease can be correlated with the increase
in the annealing temperature. This softening is apparently
related to the decreasing volume of c-phase particles and
the increasing amount of stress-induced martensite
attached to these particles. Due to the significant drop in
the c0 coefficient, the anisotropy factor increases up to
A > 25, which represents an extremely large elastic anisot-
ropy. This anisotropy is higher than the elastic anisotropy
of Ni–Mn–Ga in the vicinity of martensitic transformation
[27,29]. The instability of the cubic lattice is the largest for
the annealed samples, in good agreement with the fact that
the thermally induced martensite transformation occurred
only in these samples.

3.3. Evolution of c0-softening with temperature

Temperature evolution of the RUS spectra was measured
upon cooling from 400 K for all samples (Fig. 5). For the as-
cast and the single-phase material the temperature depen-
dence of c0(T) could be determined down to 208 K. These
materials, according to the magnetization measurement,
do not transform to martensite at low temperatures and
there is no stress-induced transformation either.

For all annealed samples, however, the value of the
objective function (1) increased abruptly already at
258 K, which makes the determination of c0 from the spec-
tra at lower temperatures impossible. The reason for such
abrupt decrease in the goodness-of-fit is apparent from
Fig. 4a for the sample annealed at 1573 K. At 258 K visual
observation indicates that the martensitic transformation
has already started; there are martensitic needles appearing
at the edges of the sample and in the corners. Although
such a small volume fraction of the transformed phase does
not affect the bulk properties in any way, the RUS spectra
are very sensitive to small changes in the microstructure
and thus the inverse calculation of c0 was no longer possi-
ble. As seen in Fig. 4b,c, obtained at 238 and 208 K, respec-
tively, the transition proceeds very slowly through the
sample. Even at 208 K only a small volume fraction is
transformed. This agrees well with the magnetic measure-
ments which indicate that the MS temperature for the bulk
of this sample is even lower at 194 K. Clearly, the bulk of
the material transformed more than 60 K below the first
appearance of martensite needles. A detailed inspection
of the thermomagnetic curve (Fig. 1) gives some indication
of the early onset of martensitic transformation as the
increase in susceptibility deviates from nearly linear depen-
dence below 240 K.

On the other hand the fit of the RUS spectra above
258 K was acceptably good despite the presence of a small
amount of martensitic nuclei pinned on the c-phase parti-
cles, as shown in Fig. 2c. This means that the sample with
such nuclei still behaves as a perfect parallelepiped of
homogeneous cubic material. The reason may be that the
c-phase particles are fully ordered with the defined orienta-
tion to the B2 matrix. Then the stress-induced martensitic
nuclei, and thus also the resulting microstructure, still
maintain the cubic symmetry of the matrix regardless of
whether the nuclei are slightly growing or shrinking with
temperature.

The c0(T) curves are summarized for all examined sam-
ples in Fig. 5. Some general conclusions can be directly
drawn from this figure:

1. All materials exhibit a monotonous softening through-
out the whole temperature range for which c0 was mea-
surable. This indicates that the B2 structure becomes
more unstable upon cooling, even for the as-cast and
single-phase materials for which no transition occurs
with further cooling. The dc0/dT slopes are approxi-
mately the same for annealed samples, especially in the
high-temperature region close to 400 K. The slope is
lowest for the as-cast sample. There is no sharp change
in slope indicating the Curie point for any of the mate-
rials, in contrast to Ni–Mn–Ga [27].

2. For all samples there is a smooth, weak but discernible
increase in the slope upon cooling below approximately
350 K. While for the annealed samples this increase con-
tinues below 258 K, where the thermally induced transi-
tion starts, for the as-cast samples (one or two phases)
this increase is interrupted by an inflection point below
which the slope stabilizes and the softening continues
linearly to low temperatures.

3. The differences between the c0 coefficients of the
annealed samples nearly disappear close to the MS tem-
perature. In this region, all the values are between 4.5
and 4.7 GPa, which corresponds to an anisotropy factor
as high as A ffi 27 assuming that the c44 coefficient does
not change significantly.

Considering the temperature MS ffi 258 K as the real
martensite start temperature, at which the first spontane-
ous nucleation of the thermally induced martensite occurs,
we can assume that the all expected premartensitic phe-
nomena should appear above this temperature, i.e. in the
temperature interval covered by our RUS measurement.

3.4. Anomalies in c0-softening

For the annealed materials, the appearance of the first
visually observable (mezoscopic) martensitic needles is pre-
ceded by a continuous change in the slope dc0/dT. The
question is whether this anomaly can be related to some
premartensitic phenomenon, i.e. to any precursor of the
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transition as it is in Ni–Mn–Ga. Apart from the softening
of the c0 coefficients, there are no other signatures of such
phenomena, and thus the answer is probably no.
Moreover, the temperature region in which the change of
the slope appears corresponds exactly to the wide
interval of magnetic susceptibility change during the
magnetic transition.

This is demonstrated in detail in Fig. 6 for the case of
the material annealed at 1573 K. When a high-temperature
linear trend c

0
0ðT Þ ¼ aT þ b is subtracted from the c0(T)

curve, it is apparent that the change in the slope begins
at temperature T3, which is the same as the temperature
where the magnetization starts increasing. Further, the
point of maximal change of the slope of c0(T) corresponds
well to the point of maximal slope of the magnetization
(T2), and the anomaly terminates simultaneously with the
levelling of the magnetization at some temperature T1.
Equivalent behaviour is observed for the two other
annealed (transforming) samples. Hence, it is plausible that
similarly as for the Ni–Mn–Ga alloy [29], the onset of the
ferromagnetic ordering at the Curie point triggers the con-
tribution of the magnetostriction to the overall elastic
response of the material, which leads to the so-called DE-
effect [43]. This contribution superposes with the structural
softening due to the instability of the B2 lattice, and the
dc0/dT slope increases. Similar softening occurs for the
as-cast sample, though the anomaly in c0softening starts
at a higher temperature and is wider, in agreement with
the magnetic measurement (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, in sharp contrast with Ni–Mn–Ga,
this magnetoelastic contribution to the overall softening
is very weak as indicated in Fig. 6. At room temperature,
for example, the c0 coefficient decreased only by 0.1 GPa
with respect to the linear part c00ðT Þ. This very weak depen-
dence agrees well with our recent observation of the

evolution of RUS spectra of Co–Ni–Al samples in a mag-
netic field [44]. The RUS spectra do not change signifi-
cantly with increasing magnetic field. The observed shift
of the first resonant peaks was nearly negligible (about
0.3%) and consequently the change in elastic coefficient c0

is very small (approximately 0.1 GPa in saturation). The
elastic damping stays constant up to magnetic saturation
[44]. This confirms very weak magnetoelastic coupling in
Co–Ni–Al. For comparison, the change in the c0 coefficient
under the action of a saturated magnetic field for the
Ni–Mn–Ga austenite at room temperature is very large,
about 80% or 2.5 GPa, i.e. 25 times larger than in
Co–Ni–Al, and the damping in Ni–Mn–Ga sharply
decreases with increasing magnetic field [27,29].

In the annealed samples, the magnetoelastic softening
apparently continues until the bulk sample transforms.
For the as-cast and single-phase alloys, however, the situa-
tion is different. At about 290 K, the weak additional soft-
ening stops and the dc0/dT slope becomes again constant
(Fig. 5). A detailed look at the temperature dependence
of c0(T) of non-transforming alloys reveals some additional
details. In the as-cast sample the slopes of the low- and
high-temperature parts are about the same, whereas in
the single-phase sample the low-temperature slope is lower
than the high-temperature one. This suggests that there is
some stiffening mechanism working against the structural
softening of the B2 lattice. In particular, this stiffening
can prevent the martensitic transition and suppress the
nucleation of martensite. In the annealed alloys, where
the martensite nuclei are already present at the vicinity of
c-phase particles, the nucleation barrier does not need to
be overcome, and the transition can proceed smoothly by
moving the existing interfaces.

4. Summary

RUS measurements of the elastic coefficients (con-
stants) indicate that there are pronounced differences
between the elastic properties of Co–Ni–Al samples with
the same stoichiometry but with different heat treatments
and/or phase composition, resulting in different transfor-
mation behaviour. While the c11 coefficient is approxi-
mately constant in all investigated samples, the shear
elastic coefficients differ significantly at room temperature.
The difference can be related to the presence of the
c-phase particles and stress-induced martensite nuclei in
the vicinity of these precipitates. In single-phase sample
(which is also as-cast) the c44 coefficient is the smallest,
and the coefficient increases for a two-phase system and
with annealing. On the other hand, the presence of the
c-phase in the form of a dense net of particles stiffens
the shears related to the c0 coefficient. If such particles
are absent or are partly dissolved by annealing, the c0

coefficient significantly decreases, and thus the elastic
anisotropy at room temperature increases with increasing
annealing temperature. The observed c0-softening with
decreasing temperature indicates that the B2 structure is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the low field

magnetization and the c0-softening curve after subtracting the high-

temperature linear trend c
0
0. See the text for the definitions of temperatures

T1,. . .,3.
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unstable against shear. However, only annealed material
transforms to martensite. In the as-cast samples there is
some additional stiffening mechanism, which works
against this softening and results in the inflection-like
anomaly. As a result, despite continuing c0-softening, the
materials without martensite nuclei do not transform
into martensite.

None of the reported measurements indicated the exis-
tence of any real premartensitic phase; the continuous
anomalous change of the dc0/dT slope observable for all
samples can be fully attributed to the magnetic transition
and presence of martensitic nuclei induced in the vicinity
of c-precipitates well above bulk martensite transformation.
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4.5 Shrnutı́ zı́skaných poznatků

Společným jmenovatelem efektů popisovaných v této kapitole je vliv mikrostruktur na elastické

koeficienty vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́, zejména na smykové koeficienty c′ a c44. Tyto smykové

koeficienty jsou důležitými parametry vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́, neboť v sobě nesou informaci

o anomálně měkkých větvı́ch akustických fononů, které umožňujı́ samotnou termoelastickou

martenzitickou transformaci.

Jak bylo ukázáno v podkapitolách 4.1 a 4.2, velmi výrazný vliv na tyto smykové koefi-

cienty má v slitině NiMnGa magnetoelastická interakce. Doménové stěny jsou zachycené na

antifázových rozhranı́ch a vytvářejı́ velmi jemnou magnetickou mikrostrukturu, která se může

snadno pod vnějšı́m napětı́m reorientovat a přispı́vat tak prostřednictvı́m magnetostrikce k de-

formaci materiálu. Výsledkem je dalšı́ smykové změknutı́ konstanty c′ odpovı́dajı́cı́ diagonálnı́m

smykům a jejı́ výrazná závislost na vnějšı́m magnetickém poli.

Smyková konstanta c44, odpovı́dajı́cı́ smykům bazálnı́m, je naopak tı́mto efektem zcela

neovlivněna. U nı́ však docházı́ ke změknutı́ jiným mechanizmem: v oblasti těsně nad martenz-

itickým přechodem, kde se mřı́žka vysokoteplotnı́ fáze nacházı́ ve stavu takzvaného premarten-

zitického tweedu, způsobujı́ vzájemné rotace elementárnı́ch buněk tweedu efektivnı́ změknutı́

bazálnı́ch smyků, jak je experimentálně zdokumentováno a teoretickým modelem vysvětleno v

podkapitole 4.3.

Podobné efekty jako ve slitině NiMnGa lze pozorovat, ovšem v podstatně menšı́ mı́ře, také

ve vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́ch slitiny CoNiAl (podkapitola 4.4). Magnetoelastická interakce je zde

slabšı́ a magnetický přechod probı́há v širokém teplotnı́m intervalu, proto se tyto efekty projevı́

jenom jako konkávnı́ odchylka závislosti c′ na teplotě od lineárnı́ho trendu. Při nižšı́ch teplotách

pak opět docházı́ k drobnému zpevněnı́ této konstanty, což může být efekt opět vyplývajı́cı́

z tweedového charakteru. Kritickým faktorem se naopak jevı́ být přı́tomnost martenzitických

zárodků na jemně dispergovaných částicı́ch netransformujı́cı́ fáze - ta zřejmě ovlivňuje jak ela-

stické konstanty vysokoteplotnı́ fáze, tak transformačnı́ teplotu.
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Závěr

V této habilitačnı́ práci bylo ukázáno, jak zásadnı́ vliv může mı́t morfologie mikrostruk-

tury a mechanismy jejı́ nukleace, růstu a pohybu materiálem na makroskopické vlastnosti

monokrystalů termoelastických martenzitů. Tématicky práce pokrývá všechny tři možné druhy

mikrostruktur v těchto materiálech: mikrostruktury formujı́cı́ se přı́mo při transformaci za účelem

zajištěnı́ kinematické kompatibility mezi vysokoteplotnı́mi a nı́zkoteplotnı́mi fázemi (rozhraňové

mikrostruktury, Kapitola 2), mikrostruktury v nı́zkoteplotnı́ch fázı́ch (martenzitické dvojčatové

struktry, Kapitola 3) a mikrostruktury ve vysokoteplotnı́ch fázı́ch (doménové struktury v auste-

nitu a premartenzitický tweed, Kapitola 4).

Experimentálnı́ a teoretický výzkum mikrostruktur v termoelastických martenzitech na

úrovni monokrystalů je základem pro hlubšı́ pochopenı́ termomechanického chovánı́ těchto

pokročilých materiálů. Výstupy tohoto výzkumu lze pak, s jistým zjednodušenı́m, aplikovat i na

predikci a interpretaci chovánı́ polykrystalů [64, 65], nebo naopak pro formulovánı́ obecnějšı́ch

relacı́ mezi krystalovou strukturou a vlastnostmi mikrostruktur v materiálech s bezdifúznı́mi

fázovými transformacemi [66].

Publikace uvedené a komentované v této práci přispěly relativně podstatnou měrou k to-

muto výzkumu, přinejmenšı́m pro slitinu s tvarovou pamětı́ Cu-Al-Ni a feromagnetickou slit-

inu Ni-Mn-Ga. Celkově byly k datu odevzdánı́ práce tyto publikace vı́ce jak 80-krát citovány

(přičemž nejstaršı́ z nich byly publikovány v roce 2009 a nejnovějšı́ v roce 2014). Řada z nich ini-

cializovala dalšı́ a podrobnějšı́ teoretické studie kinematické kompatibility mikrostruktur (např.

[63,67,68] pro slitinu Cu-Al-Ni) nebo dalšı́ experimentálnı́ výzkum pohyblivosti (např. [69–71]).

Výzkum v oblasti termoelastických martenzitů patřı́ v současnosti mezi nejaktuálnějšı́ témata

na pomezı́ fyziky pevných látek, materiálového inženýrstvı́ a fyzikálnı́ metalurgie. Jsou vyvı́jeny

jak zcela nové slitiny s unikátnı́mi vlastnostmi (např. materiály s nadkritickým transformačnı́m

chovánı́m [72,73]), tak publikovány podrobné experimentálnı́ a teoretické studie vlastnostı́ slitin

stávajı́cı́ch, často s využitı́m modernı́ch prostředků počı́tačového ab-initio modelovánı́, nebo in-

situ elektronové mikroskopie, která umožňuje studovat detailně mechanismy pohybu a morfo-

logických změn jednotlivých mikrostruktur [74].
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